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Preface

This document is a collection of technical reports on the research

conducted by the participants in the 1981NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty

"- Fellowship Program at Marshall Space Flight Center. This was the

seventeenth consecutive year the p'ogram has been conducted at MSFC.

The 1981 program was administered [, the,Unlversity of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAB) in cooperation wltl MSFC and the University of

Alabama. The program was operated under the auspices of the American

Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) with sponsorship and funding

by the University Affairs Office, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

The program conducted by the University of Alabama in Huntsville and

Marshall Space Flight Center was one of seven such programs which were
funded, the other slx programs were conducted at the six other NASA

centers. The basic objectives of all the programs were:

a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering
educators.

b. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and
NASA.

c. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities

of participants and,

d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA centers.

The Faculty Fellows spent ten weeks (June ] through August 7, 198i)
at MSFC working with MSFC technical persomael on individual research
problems of mutual interest to the fellow and MSFC. This document is
a compilation of the work performed. A separate report (UAH Report
No. 289, September, 1981) reports on the administrative aspects of the
program. Further tnfo_mtion on the 1981 program can be obtained by
contacting any of the editors.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TOUGHENED EPOXY POLYMERS
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AND ABLATIVE APPLICATION

BY

VERNON R. ALLEN
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

Tennessee Technological University
Cookeville, Tennessee 38501

ABSTRACT

To facilitate a cause-effect study of the chemical modification

of epoxy polymers, a survey was extended of current procedures for
the assessment of state of cure in epoxy polymers and for the evaluation
of polymer toughncss as related to nature of the crosslinking agent.
Various conformations of sample morphology were examined to identify
testing variables and to establish optimum conditions for the selected
physical test methods. Dynamic viscoelasticity testing was examined
in conjunction with chemical analyses to allow observation of the extent
of the curing reaction with size of the crosslinking agent the primary
variable.
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INTRODUCTION

Space applications of load-bearing composite structures require

high strength, high modulus polymers capable of wtth,_tanding the irrlpf"_,_

extremes in mechanical stresses and thermal variations. Similarly,

adhesives designed for ablative bonding must be expected to resist,t..gher

thermal gradients than are normal for non-space utilization. Although

much effort has been directed toward producing exotic specialty resins

capable of retaining high mechanical strength properties to very high

temperatures, such characteristics quite often are accompanied by

undesirable preparation and processing extremes.

The epoxy resins, by contrast, arc notable for processing simplicity

and a broad range of fabrication cOnditions. Though unmodified epoxy

systems are relatively brittle compared with the bonded !metal) substrates,

high impact strength elastomer-modified epoxy resins hive been part of

adhesives technology for two decades. In such systems the resistance to

crack propagation yielding high fracture strength characteristics, up to

twenty times higher than values for the unmodified brittle resin, has been

shown (1) to result from phase separation during net_vork formation with

particle sir_,eoi the elastomer phase (Z) being the primary detern:inant of

strength _ariat_o_. An even grcate¢ increase in r,:sintoughness was reported

by Riew, Rowe and Sieb'.rt (3) on addition of bisphenol A to a standard

rubber-modified epoxy system. This increase in fracture surface work was

attributed to formation of a binOdal distribution of i_,terophase particles

dispersed throughout the glassy epoxy matrix.

The higher impact strength of such rubbe r-modified epoxy resins is

not achieved without reductton in other propertits, such as modulus and heat

distortion temperature (4), obviating the more desirable characteristics

when considered in light of the harsh environmer,tal conditions concomitant

with space application design. It was, therefore, proposed {5) to modify

the basic epoxy resin system by varying the structure of the hardener in

an homologous fashion. It is expected that, by using a series ofpoly-

functional chain extenders in which an increase in chaLn length between

the bifunctional amine groups is afforded by incorporatic, r_ of biphenyl

links (starting with phenylcne diamine), aromatic interaction may generate

(heterophasc) regions of high density. Such nodular formation will not

only enhance the specimen toughness but should also offset any reduction

in thermal properties resulting from network dilatency as t._#2more bulky

crosslinking agents are employed.

I-l
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Structure modifications of this type necessarily involve problems
associated with meaningful inte_'pretation of comparison data sets whtch

establishes the basis of the sub.project as reported herein. Specifi-
cally the aims of this project ave twofold: (1) to consider the experimental
variables associated with dev,.lopment of "exter_t of cure" analysis, and

(Z) to assess methodology o" iracture energy determination and to prescribe

a meaningful and reproduci_,le procedure. The following is separated
into these tw,_ categories for ease o'_ presentation.

I-2
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A DETERMINATION OF THE EXTENT OF CURE

All efforts to establish an unambiguous procedure for identificatio**

of the extent of reaction have been required to treat independently the re-
action kinetics preceding and following sample geiation, As ,cported by

Erath and Spurr (6) using electron microscopy, dense aggregates (micelles)

are formed during gelatiOr_f epoxide polymers. These aggregates, which

are the active centers for continued polymerization, are embedded in the

matrix of lower crosslink density. Further polymerization in these micellar

regions becomes diffusion controlled with an expected higher energy "of

activation. Indeed, Warfield and Petree (7) have attributed the high rates

of polymerization _xhibited by an Epon 828 ep3xy resin hardened with

diethylene triamine to the ev-_,stence of a high concentration of micelles.

Thus, in the rapidly polymerizing systems, the larger number of micelles

present would necessarily result in a solid (gelled) network characterized

by a higher micelle-to-matrix ratio and, hence, higher activation energies
for ion c onduction.

,An alternative explanation for the observed higher activation energies

for ionic transport may be deduced in part from the derived relationship

between the elect r[cal resistivity and the n,icroviscosity of polymeric

systems (8). The higher microviscosity of the polymerizing medium at .*;,e

lower temperatures employed in epoxy resins hardened with tmorc reactive)

aliphatic amines would lower diffusion rates such that adiabatic regions

(miceltes) could result in which the exothermic reactions would be self-

catalyzing and also self-propagating, given the low thermal conductivity of

the system.

Micellar micro-dense regions _n crosslinked epoxy systems may be

associated with the extent of epoxide conversion, as measured by infrared

analysis (9, 10) and by chemical methods (10), being indicative of less

than complete amLne-epoxide reaction, even for extended cure times. It

is probable that the catalytic activity (1 1) of the hydroxyl group - produced
b, epoxide reaction-

i !

R-CH-CH 2 + R NH 2 ---) R-CH-CHz-N-R (I)
O OH H

would be decreased as the hydroxyl group is increasingly "locked up" in

tht'dense micellar region.

I-3
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As the curing tempcrature is increased, the higher specific volume
(lower microviscosity), the decreased effect of the adiabatic regions, and

the higher diffusion rates should reduce the tendency to micellar formation,
producing a more homot'oneous network. By using a time-temperature

shift to superimpose the (pregelati_n) maximum reaction rates, hunak,
" Vladyka and Dusek (lZ) demonstrated clea. y that {micellar-induced)

diffusion-controlled retardation occurred at lower extents of conversion

and concurrently limited the maximum extent of conversion at the lower

polymerization temperatures. The glass-transition temperature (Tg) has
also been reported to be directly associated with the reaction temperature

(Tc) by Fisch, Hofmann and Schnid (12.}. They found that the difference

between the glass temperatu e and the cure temperature, (Tg - T c) was
about thirty degrees, over the range of 60 - 120 C for T c, and decreasing

asymtotically toward zero as T c approached the T K (maximum) of 165 C
for an epoxy system crosslinked with an aromatic diamine.

Aspbury and Wake {13) confirmed the existence of supermolecular
structures in cured epoxy resins and proposed that the small heterophase
regions 1.3 to Z. 1 nm diameter - were probably due to stacked residues

of bispheno1 A. Larger nodular regions - ca. 5 nm- were observed to
increase in size to 40nm onpostcuring. The particle size distribution was
noticeably shifted to smaller particle size at highe, temperature of cure.

, It was also observed that microtorry of the smaller particle size samples

(higher T c) was considerably more difficult. Since microtomy is a fracture
process, this observation is in agreement with the results presented by
Gledhill and Kinlock (14) that post-cured samples exhibited a higher fracture

: energy than samples having the same tensile strength and Tg. which were
not post-curcd. From this, Aspbury and Wake prcposed that fracture
strength may be directly related to aggregate size. Similarly, Sultan and

McGarry (15) have published data on rubber-modified epoxy resins that
show increased fracture strength with increasedparticle size.

Based on the preceding interplay of curing conditions and mechanical

properties, it became evident that this extent of reaction study should be
primarily concerned with establishing the onset of diffusion control as well
as the cure time required to produce reproducible mechanical properties,
iz.sensitive to short-term measurement conditions. To this end this aspect

of the project has been concentrated on electrical resistivity measurements
(16-18), on differentia! scanning calorimetry (18-25), and on dynamic

mechanical analysis (Z6-30}.

1982009169-013



B. MEASUREMENT OF FRACTURE STRENGTH

An indepth review of fractuze surface work theory and methods is

included in tl_epaper by Broutman and McGarry (31)in which several
methods for fracture of thermoplastic materials is included in (their)
Table Ialong with comparative fracture surface energy data. According

to Bu_knall and Yoshii (32)the "state-of-the-art"revealed many factors
which influence fracture strength of toughened epoxy resins:

i Solubilityparameter and content of rubber.
ii Nature and content of the hardener.

iii Content of resin extender.

iv Nature of the end-group in the rubber phase.
v Cumng temperature and extent of post-cure.

vi Rubber phase particle size and particle stze distribution.

All of these except factor iv) were discussed in the preceding section and
will not be .:onsidered again here. Another factor which was not included

by Bucknall and Yoshii and which is probably more relevant to the current
project is _.h0,method of measurement of fracture stress. Marshall,
Culver an,t Williams (33), in a study of the fracture characteristics of

PMMA, compared three standard test methods, namely notched tension,

parall,_.l cantilever beam cleavage, and tapered cantilever beam cleavage.
The_, concluded tb.at the tapered beam analysis is st, perior to the other two
be.cause the measuren_ent of crack speed can be achieved with greater

precision and over a broader range of test condiions. As a result of this

comparative study they showed that the critical stress field intensity factor
for all three methods was single-valued within experimental error over
about six decades of testing speed. Likewise, Meeks (34) used both the

tapered cantilever cleavage and the single -edge-notch tension fracture

toughness tests and found them to yield similar results for several epoxy
resin systems. A thorough analysis of the methods of calculations of
fracture energy for these test methods is included.

A somewhat different approach has been used by Taltersa'.l and Tappin
and by Davidge and Tappin (35, 3b). They examined the fracture behavior

of several materials, alun;inum, PMMA, glass and graphite using a notched
retangular bar as test specimen stressed in a bending mode with three

pressure points. The data analysis proved relatively straight forward if the
work of fracture was assumed to be totally involved in formation of the ('rack.
Thus the work of fracture was calculated directly from the area within the

load-deflection curve. Based on the ease of sample preparation and on the

direct nature of the calculation, this method had beenselected as the procedure
of choice for this project. Initial efforts at measurement had resulted in
.;catter in the data which questtoned the correctness of this choice. Further

I-5
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examination of current methodology revealed, in a paper by Mostovoy, Ripling

and Bersch (37), a test method which does not require knowledge of crack

length or of sample compliance. The particular specimen is designed such

that only the load required for fracture and the tensile modulus of the sample

be known to allow calculation of fracture energy. Even though this tapered

double cantilever beam requires considerable machin ing to reduce the

variation in sample compliance to the point that crack length is not a factor,

the advantage of being able to obtain several data points from a single sample

made this method appear worthy of experimental effort. Thus, the second

aim of this project, the development of a fracture method suitable for

comparative analysis, has been directed toward increased precision in the

3°point beam loading method and examination of the modified tapered

cantilever beam cleavage method.

]-b
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EX PERIMENTA L

In this section there is described the materials used in this work

together with the methods of analysis and of fracture strength determinations.

Materials : The resin used throughout', the work was Shell El)on 828, a low
: molecular adduct of bisphenol A with diglycidylether having an epoxide

equivalent of 5.1 equivalent per kilogram. The hardener, Shell Z,

a mixture of m-Phenylene diamine and methylene dianiline,was added
in stoichiometric amount. Both reactants were preheated to 60 - 70 C,

mixed vlgorously by stirring, evacuated several minutes under fore pump
vacuum, and poured intopreheated aluminum molds which had been sprayed
with Teflon mold-release agents. Samples for cure studies were poured

into aluminum pans. The resin was allowed to set at room temperature for
around sixteen hours, and then cured for variable times with a standard

cure for mechanical analysis of Z hours at I00° C and Z hours at 150° C.

Samples were removed from the molds after cooling, machined or ground

to the desired form and polished with 600 sand paper.

A rubber modified sample was prepared by mixing intothe above
system 20 phr of WC-8006 (Wilmington Chemical Co. ), an epoxy-terminated

acrylonitrile- buta diene rubber, and given the same cure cycle.

Equipment: For calorimetry data the Perkin-Elmer DSC-Z equipped with
a computer-assisted data analyzer and printout system. A blank sample
holder was used in the reference pan. Electrical resistivityanalysis was

determined using a Hewlett-Packard 43Z9 A High Resistance Meter with
logarithmic ohm readout. The resin was cast from a 30 w/o solutionin

tetrahydrofuran onto a sample cell consisting of one inch long copper leads
0.030 inch in width separated by a 0.035 inch gap and mounted on a teflon-
coated circuitboard. After air-drying, the ceilwas suspended in a Fisher

Isotemp Model 350 circulating air oven. Dynamic mechanical analysis
data were collected using a Toyo Industries Rheovibr onModeI DDV-III-C
with temperature regulated forced-air oven. Glass transition temperature
data were also obtained using a Tinuis-Olson thermal expansion apparatus.

Fracture data were collected on a floor-model Instron Tensile Testing machine.

I-7
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OF POOR QUALITY

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evaluation of the curing reaction by resistivity was limited by time

restrictions but the data plotted in Figure ! show clearly that tile technique
given very direct means of in situ examination of the crosslinking reaction.

. Kinetic analysis of such measurements, as made by Warfield and .P2tree (17),

reveal that this method of cure study can obtain both an activation tnergy for
the conversion reaction as well as a separate activation energy for ion

transport. The latter could be quite meaningful in correlation with phase
separation studies.

Basedanthe evidence as reported in the literature, it is indicated
that the calorimetric analysis using the DSC is the ideal method for study

of the crosslinking reaction. Thus, Prime and Sachet (20) compared
resistivity and infrared data with the dynamic trace of rate of heat evolution
and concluded that the DSC trace could be broken down and assoriated with

the predominant reaction of each stage. The differential power output of the
DSC was plotted versus the scan temperature (his figures 9 & 10) by Fava (19)

showing clearly the disappearance of the post-cure exotherm followed by a

slight decrease in Tg, which may reflect subtle changes in the heterophase
structure (or may simply be a result of the non-equilibrum nature of the

, measurement). Efforts to reproduce this set of data for our epoxy system
was constantly stymied by equipment failure.

Better results were found in the measure of the glass-transition

temperature on one-inch long rectangular rods {,,, 1/4 inch square) by measure
of the coefficient of linear expansion versus temperature. Typical data, shown

in Figure 2, were obtained by heating the glass-cylinder enclased sample
using an oil-bath with a heating rate of 2- 3 degrees per minute. The difference

in T_ between the two samples is as expected for straight epoxy versus the
rubi_er modified since the rubber serves as a diluent yielding the lower cross-

link density. Further effort along theselines were discontinued in light of the
successes achieved with the dynamic mechanical studies.

The samples used in determination of the dynamic loss angle, tan g ,

were cut into the rectangular shape of 3.5 inches by 0.5 inches by 0. 125
inches and polished with sandpaper to obtain a dull finish. Since absolute
values of the sample modulus was not needed, no effort was made to make

each sample the same. Samples of resin cast into the alu,'ninum pans were
cured for one and for two hours at 100°C an(l for one and two hours at 150°C.

The plots cf tan ,_ for these cured specimen are presented in Figure 3
for the unmodified resin and in Figure 4 for the rubber extended system.

,^fter nearing to 170 ° C the samples were maintained at 172 - 174°C for ten
minutes and then cooled slowly to approximately 100°C - both heatinR _n,i

cooling rates were about 3 degrees per minute. T}_c ,._v-:_,_cd are:_ should

r_._present the continued curing at the elevatc,t ._ _ _i_crat_,,'e for tttL_ heatil)g
and the cooling . At a selected value of the tan,_ it can be used to represent

I-8
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continued cure. Such a determination of _ (tan_" ) can be plotted versus

cure temperature and would asymtotically approach zero much as the _/0
residual heat of reaction versus cure temperature as reported by Fisch,
Hofmann and Schnid (lZ)from DSC analysis (theirFigure 6).

A study of the fracture strength of the two exoxy systems was made
according to the procedures as reported Davidge and Tappin (36)and by

Mosto_,,y, Ripling and Bersch (37). The three-point beam loading of

pre notched (butnot precracked) rectangular samples were examined
for both the pure epoxy - 828/Z - and the rubber-modified system -
828/Z/8006. Although there is scatter in the value of the fracture surface
energy obtained by thismethod, the higher fracture strength of the rubber-

toughened system is clearly obtained. The results using the tapered double
cantilever beam were not as promising because the crack could not be
retained in the grooved region even for samples in which the stress thickness

was only one-third of the totalbeam thickness. This was expecially true for
the rubber-modified samples, making suspect the obviously higher fracture

strength results. Similar difficulties had been found using parallel-sided
doublc cantilever beams.

I-9
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

i

Even though the research program failedto yield either of the objectives
originallysoughf, the specificgoals are now clearly identified. Itseems safe
to conclude thata combination of in situ cure reaction rate studies of electrical

resistivity and infrared analysis would yield sufficient information to design a
workable cure schedule. Either calorimetry or dynamic viscosity can be used

to reinforce the resistivityand IR interpretation.

Itis quite obvious that a thorough examination of the toughening of

epoxy systems should include not only fracture analysis data - the three -
point loading system seems adequate - but also an effortshould be made to
include phase - separation studies using the transmission or scanning

electron mic coscopy.

I-lO
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A DETERMINATIONOF IHE CURRENT DENSITY IN [LECTRON BEAMS

BY

Robert d. Eeil

Associate Professor of Engineering Mechanics
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Current g,_theringrotating probe techniques can be used to examine
the envelope shape and power dpnsity profile of electron beams used in
electron beam welding devices. [lectron beam power density contours de-
termine the s_ape of the weld vapor cavity and thus control penetration,
local heat distribution, etc. In short, the structur_ of electron beam
welds is very sensitive to the power/current density contours of the
beam, and a knowledge of these contours is often needed by both research-
ers and practical welders.

This paper provides the mathematical analysis, consistent wlth a
rotating probe technique, necessary to determine the current density
distribution (assumed synmletricallyradial) in a cross-section of the
beach. An explanation of the experimental technique for obtaining data,
a BASIC language computer program to determine the current density from
the data, and a study indicating the level of confidence to be associated
with results obtained are provided. An example of the appli('ationof the
analysis to some experimental electron beam data is included.
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INTRODUCTION

Weld speed of and power input to the welding process contribute to
the temperature history in the heat affected zone surrounding the weld.
They Bre factors in determining the microstructure remaining after the
welding process. Hence, they are factors in determining the strength
of the welded work.

How speed and power input contribute in electron beam welding can
be visualized by considering Figure I.

Deep penetration is enhanced,in high power well focused electron
beam welding, by vapor pressure which forces a deep depression in the
liquid surface. Depth of penetration and the slope of the advancing
interface of the weld cavity are dependent upon the local current density
of the eluctron beam which impinges on the cavity wall.

Thus, a predictive model which allows calculation of the geometrical
shape and size of the weld and calculation of the history of the tempera-
ture distribution in the heat affected zone and, consequently the result-
ing microstructure, depends on knowing the current Jensity distribution
within the electron beam. Conversely, characteristlcsof a desired
microstructure in the heat affected zone may be used to dictate the
operating characteristics of the welding process.

The information presented in the following pages is an expansion and
continuation of the work done by Eugene Edwards; 1980 NASA/ASEE Fellow
(Alabama A&M University), MSFC and Dr. A. C. Nunes, NASA, MSFC. It
provides a method to determine the current density within an electron
beam when the current density is radially symmetric. This assumption
appears to be practical for electron beam cathodes which are circular.

The whirling wire probe technique, used here and to be described
later, was used by A. Sanderson2 for determining the diameter and enve-
lope shape of the electron beam. His paper clearly indicates the strong
dependence of weld shape and penetration on electron beam characteristics;
and photographs in his paper show the correspondencebetween probe traces
and welding cross-sections. However, he does not provide the methej to
obtain quantitative results for local current densities. The following
paragraphs describe the mathematical basis fnr such calculations and a
computer program for making the calculations is provided in Appendix I.
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1

DATAACQUISITION

The whirling wire probe shown in Figure 2 rotates through a cross-
section of the electron beam. When the probe intercepts the electron
beam, current is conducted through the probe to ground. A measure of
the probe current versus time is the data to be recorded either by trace
followed by digitization or recorded directly in digitized fom. Types
of traces to be expected are also showw,in Figure 2 for probes of width
wider than or narrower than the electron heam The computer program
shown in Appendix I analyzes the data for any width probe.

Traces should have an axis of symmetry, if the beam is radially
sy_tric, corresponding to the time when the axis of the probe passes
through the center of the beam. Ribbon probes made of tungsten and of
reasonable dimensions serve satisfactorily in this simple device since
the intercept time through an electron beam, typically of diameter .050
inches, during which the probe heats up is short compared to the cooling
time outside the electron beam.
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Users of the computer program in Appendix I must determine the data
points correspondingto the probe positions when the leading edge of the
probe (Figure 3):

a) is at the center of the electron beam.

b) is just tangent to the outer bounding circle of the
beam after passing through it (Position N).

All other data correspond to positions of the probe and mu_t be entered
in the program sequentially as the probe would move through them passing
from zero position to position N.

For a particular data point, when the probe is in position I, it is
possible to theoretically construct,in the cross-section of the beam cut
by the probe, a circle with center at the center of the beam and tan-
gent to the leading edge of the probe (Figure 3). Hence, for N+I data
points (I=0,1,2,...,N)there are constructed N circles dividing the
cross-sectional area into N rings, ring I being the innermost ring and
ring N the outermost.

Angle theta, T(1),is the angle measured counterclockwise'Fromthe
leading edge of the probe in zero position to the leading edge of the
probe in position I. The angle, theta, through which the probe rotates
from the zero position to the symmetry position, can be shown to be

sin-lW/2L where W is the width of the probe and L is the distance between
the center of rotation of the probe and the center ot the cros:_-section
of the electron beam.

It can be shown that the relationships between the time, t,t=o at
zero position, the rate of rotation of the probe, _, and the radius of
the constructed circle at position i are:

T = theta = _t

theta at position I=T(1)=sin-1(W/2L)-sin'1((W/2-R(1))/L)

Hence, the required data for entry into the program in Appendix 1 can be
calculated.

The cross-section of the electron beam divided into four r, _ with
the probe in position I is shown in Figure 4. Probe current, Q(1), for
position I is the sum of the products which are obtained by multiplying
the current der_sityof the electron beam in ring J,CD(J), by the area of
ring J,A(I,J) intercepted by the probe.

The intercepted areas A(I,J) can be calculated once the data points
are known, and the four equations obtained in this cJse for the probe i_
positions I, 2, 3, and 4 can be solved for tl,,.fnu,"L,_know_(qrrEnt den-
sities,
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SENSITIVITY OF SOLUTION

If the current density is assumed to be I MA/in2 across the cross-
section of the electron beam and zero elsewhere, the probe current at
any position will equal the sum of the intercepted areas. Calculation
of the sum of these areas by computer program results in an output to
six significant figures. Calculations of five such probe currents were
made, the results re-entered in the computer program as probe currents
and the resulting calculated current density distribution compared with
the assumed uniform current density within the cross-section of the beam.
Figure 5(a) shows that the computer program returhed the uniform current
density satisfactorily.

The remainder of Figure 5 and Figure 6 indicate that, as the cal-
culated probe currents were rounded to fewer and fewer significant fig-
ures by the even digit convention, the deviation nf the calculated cur-
rent densities from tileassumed uniform current densities increased.
Relative current error is relative to the six significant digit current
values. The result of zero current density in ring 5 shown in Figure
6(c) is due to obtaining the san_evalue for Q(4) and _(5) in the rounding
off process. This sensitivity check indicated that:

a) the computer program did not degrade the data collected

b) the process is sensitive to accuracy of input, and,
in this Lase .4% maximum relative current error would
return satisfactory results. That is, for the range
of curcents expected, precision of the current
measurement must be at least to 100 microamps.

Results from the same calculations for ten rings, shown in Figure 7 and

Figure 8, for the same bounding circle of the cross-sectionalarea,
indicate that precision to 10 microamperes would be needed for the
calculated current densities to satisfactorily approximate a uniform

current density. Thus,approximating the current density profile over
a finer net is accompanied by the need for greater precision in acquiriw_g
data.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

The equatiorls_hat are t_ be solved for current densities can be

written in matrix form. For instance, for three rings they are:

A(I,I)CD(1)+A(I,2)CD(2)+A(I,2)CD(3)=Q(1)

A(2,1)CD(1)+A(2,2)CD(2)+A(2,3)CD(3)=Q(2)

A(3,1)CD(1)+A(3,2)CD(2)+A(3,3)CD(3)=Q(3)

or A CD =

in matrix form.The current densities are then

CD = A-I_

If _ is subjected to a small error d_ , then

dCD = A-Id_ ,

and _dC_._lE : II_-I dl_l E __ II_-11] E IIdQIIE

whereII_olI_=_ _0,_)_+co<_)_+c0(_>_]
and ll_ljE = SQR _umof the squares of elements of A__ ,

where SQR means "square root of". U_e of norms, as above,
in error analysis is discussed in Wilkinson's3 text. Continuing,

q_ll__II_II_llc-_ll_

Heilce, UdC__E _ II_II_II_-_II_II_II_

Thus, the matrix quality number II_IIEII_-IIIE indicatesw1 w_

the relative response of the current density vector to a small relative
error in the current vector. It has been found that the matrix quality
number is a pessimistic bound. It is, however, useful in error analysis
since smaller quality numbers generally indicate less sensitivity of the
mathematical analysis to small errors in the data required.
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The a"ea infl_,ence coefficients, A(I,J), have the property that_
for I greater than or equal to J, all of the A(I,J) are equal. For
instance,

A(I,I)=A(2,1)=A(3,1)=_R(1) 2

Hence, it is possible to rewrite the equation_ as

A(I,I)CD(1) A(I,2) CD(2)+ AI ,31CD(3)=Q(1)(A(2,2)-a(I,2))CD(2)+(A{2,3)-A_I,3)CD(3)=Q(2)-Q(1)
(A(3,3)-A(2,3))CD(3)=Q{3)-Q(2)

The last equatiun gives

CD(3)=(Q(3)-Q(2))/(A{3,3)-A(2,3)).

An error of _ B in both Q(3) and Q(2) would give

maximum relative error in CD{3)=2B/(Q(3}-Q(2))

which would be large if Q(3)-Q(2) is small The uncertainty of results,
due to algebraic operations, _uch as that above is discussed by Baird 4.

If it is assumed that the only current in error is Q(3), and that
error is + I, then how the error propagates into the calculation of
current densities cap be found directly. For this example,

dCD(3)=l/(a(3,3)-A(2,a))

dCD(2)=-dCD(3)(A(2,3)-A(I,2))/(A(2,2)-A(I,2})

and dCD(1) can be found by substituting these values in the first equation.
Calculation of the error distribution for fourteen rings on a beam of
radus I using the computer program given in Appendix 2 is shown in Figure
I0.

From another viewpoint, a systematic error which increases each
current reading by I will only affect the £urrent density in the inner
ring. Conversely, raising the current density in ring ] so that Q{I) is
increased by I must, from physical considerations, raise all Q(1) by I.
Only a brief discussion of how errors may propagate and the effect their
magnitudes have on calculated current densities has been presented here.
However, even this brief discussion shows that the analysis is extremely
sensitive to the precision of the data acquired.

Finally, the thin wire analysis, for a small probe of width W, for
two rings is shown with the dimensions assumed in Figure 9. The graph
of CD(1) versus CD(2) shows clearly how it is possible, with Q(O) fixed,
to obtain a large change in calculated current densities for a small
change in Q(1).
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CONCLUSIONS

A computer analysis capable of reducing whirling wire currert probe
data to a radial ring current density distribution has been constructed
and run successfully. For a five ring density distribution with a 13
percent maximum relative current density error on flat distribution data,
precision of three figures or + 0.4 percert relative current error is
needed. Data precision requi_ments increase with increase in the number
of rings included in the analysis.

Final_,precision levels of rough data obtained to date with the
MSFC whirling wire probe (about + I.MA) are shown to be in Figure 11
not sufficient to warrant using more than one ring.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Metals P?ocessing Branch will acquire soon equipment which will
record data in digitized form, thus eliminating the step of digitizing
traces te obtain data. Then, a study to determine the data precision
limits attainable with the MSFC whirling wire probe should be undertaken.
If adequate precision is not attainable using the whirling wire probe,
a study of other candidate methods for determining the electron beam
current density should be made.
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m THE PRECISONLEVELS OF ROUGHDATAOBTAINEDTO DATE

WITH THE MSFCWHIRLING WIRE PROBE(ABOUT+ I l_tA)

YIELDS A SINGLE RING ANALYSIS:

CURRENT

DENSIT_ _(.AIIN<)llllllllllllllL 24936+499.._IIN_
1 ! I I IIIIIIII111

RADIUS (IN)
.0253

AND A DOUBLERING ANALYSIS:

CURRENT f ////// ---_-'-31068 + 16579 MA/IN 2
DENSITY / I l IIl __ -

(MA/IN2) ///////_--_-_24180 + 5309 MA/IN2

k . RADIUS (IN)
.0116 ,0253

WITH INSUFFICIENT PRECISION FORMORERINGS.

FIGURE 11. ROUGHDATAPRECISION L[V[LS
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APPENDIX 1 Pg I of 6

18 REM **._ELEC_ BERI'I RROIRL CURRENTDISTRIBUTION COI'IPt._ATIOIq=I_
29 DELETE T,O,R,A.,J:ID,,CO, RC%CLERR
3e PRINT "INPUT:I_-d3IUS TO BF-_K INC:HES),,MIDTHOF RECE]PTO_I_)."
4.8 INPUT L,14
ff_ PRINT "INPUT: TOTRL BEAI'I CURRENT( HILLI_)."
68 IHPUI" _
70 PRINT "INPUT-" TOTRL _ OF DATR POINTS. =
8e II,_UT Iff',LET _1
82 _ :l_ul=Oll'KN) DIIqENSIOHS RN RRRRY MITH 14+1 EI.3EI'IENTS,I=Ke),,I=Kl),,t:l_
83 REI't :l_ml:...,_KN)
84 P.Erq ::t:I_T(I ) IS THE _ AT MHICHTHE CURRENTCKI ) IS RECOR£)ED.m
85 RErt Z:¢::ri;Ke) IS THE _ RECORDEDMHEHTI_ ]IXLF,N)ING EDGIE_OF THEm
86 E:EM ,t:ZtRECEPTOR PPISSES Ti.iR(AJQ.ITi'_ CENTER OF THE BJECTRON BF,Nq.:IIr.,I_
8;' J_M :II:Z,tTHECORR]ESPOHDING_ T(8)=9._.,1_
9_ DIM TCN),I;KN),R(N),¢KN, N),RO(N,N),CO(N)
I_ T==O',_=_
118 PRINT "IHPUT DRTR= NIGLE(I_OIRHS),CURREHT(IqILLII:II'IPS)."
12_ PRINT "HOTE,THE I:tHGLE11"(I ) IS THE NtGLE _ CJDIJH'rlRO.IXXMISE"
13_ PRINT "FROM THE LEI:IOIHG EDGE OF THR RECEPTORAT 1"(8) TO THE"
14e PRINT "LE.qDING EDGE OF THE RECEPTORRT T( I ). NIG.ES ARE TO BE TAKEH"
141 PRINT "POSITIUE 1:11'49LESS THCIHPI/2 FOR THIS PROGRNI."
1.'58 FOR I=,_ TO N
160 INPUT T( I ),,G( I )
1;;'_ HEXT I
218 PI=4ZATH( 1 )
229 R=8
Z38 Rt_,,ATH(14/2/SQR( L:I[L_4 ) )
24e FOR I=l TO N
258 R( I YaM,,'2_ III( T( I )_ )
2158 Hsxr I
278 PJEPI_IclIOTE THAT R(8)-_rlnl[
318 REI'I tZ_Ir.C,ALCLA.ATIONOF _ II',FL.LE}4CECOEFFICIENT I'IATRIXZ:II_
311 P.2=.C4
32_ FOR I,,1 TO N
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325 IF M>IKX) TIEH 400
FOR K-I TO N

335 ;K I,K),,O
345 IF" R(X))xlKK) THEN 355

i:K I , K )--I_ K )^2IRTN( SQK R(K )_-_-I_ I )',2 .Vl_ %))_K l )ISOIK IK K )-,2"-_ l ),_)
I_ I , K)=_K I , K )--I_ I )ZSGR(R(K-I _,2--R( I ),_.)

353 _K I,K)-,fl( I,K)+R(K-I)_21_TN(S_IR(R(K-I Jv_'R(I)_2)/R(1))
355 IF (R(1)--N)>,,R(K-I) THEN 378
368 _K l,K)sq_( I,K)-R(K-I ),_2_ITH(SI_R(R(K-I ),_-(R( I _-14)_2)/(R( I )-M))
36_ I_ I,K_ I,K)+(I_ ! )-I,I)1<_(]1_R(K-I )_2-(R( I )-44)_2)
37_ IF (R(I)--I4)>eq_K) THEN 3_5
375 I:KI • K ),,_ I . K )+( R( K),,2 _I_TN(SQR(R(K ),,_-(R( I )"kl)_Z)v'( R( I )-kl) )
388 I_ I, K)mI:KI, K )--( R<I _-M)I:SQI_ R(K ),_2-(R( I )--M)_2 )
385 NEXT K
39e GOTO 468
488 FOR KmI TO H
44_ _KI,K)uPI_KR(K_2-R(K-I )v_2)
418 IF IKI)>"R<K) THEN 42_
415 I:KI •K),q_ I, K )-R< K ).-L>_r_/H(SOR(IK K),_-_'R( I )_2)/R( I ) )
416 I:K I, K ),qFKI, K )-R( I ):ISQIK R( ;_-1 )'_."R_ I ),_2)
417' I:Kl,K)aq_ I,K)+R(K-I )..2:lr_lrI,KSQR(R(K-I ),,,2-R( | )_2)/1R( I ))
428 t_ I, K)"_ I,K )+R( I )_SQR(R(K ),',,2-R( 1 )'"2)
42_ IF (N-R(I))>"_K) THEN 4411
438 I:KI, K )mI:KI, K )-R( K ),'_21_:ITI_KSQR(IK K)_2-( M-'R(I ) )._ ) )/( 14-R( I ) )
435 _K l,K),q_ I,K)+(M--R( I ))I_SQ_ R(K)_Z"(II"R( I )_v_.)
448 IF (I,I-R(1)))-,R(K-I) TIIE_ 4_5
44_ t:KI, K)"CK I,K)41_ K-I )_2lrI_TH(Sl;IK I_ K-I )_2"(14"4Q(| )),'_.)v'(M-R( I )))
4_ _K I, K)_I:K I *K )"( 1,1-_ l ) )_ R(K-I )'_2-< M-R( I ) )A2 )
4.._ NEXt K
46e NEXT I
461 FOR I"1 TO N
462 FOR J'l TO N
463 I_,,R24_K I , J )_K I • J)
464 NEXT J
46_ HEXT I
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466 PAGE
467 PRINT " RRER INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX"
468 FOR I=l TO N
469 PRINT
4;'8FOR ,.I=1TO H
472 PRINT A(I,J)_TAB( 105J )_
474 NEXT J
476 HE',_r I
478 PRINT "^[^M_[--L"
480 WAIT 18e_8
498 REM _'_I:tTRIX INUERSION_::
508 AO=_
51e FOR I=1 TO H
528 FOR ,.;=1TO N
53_ IF I=J THEN R(XI,J)=I
548 F,_--__TJ
550 h_CT I
558 FOR I=1 TO H
578 C=A( I, I )
580 FOR J=t TO N
590 A(I,J)'N:KIoJ)/C
6e9 AIX I,J)-'-AO(I,J)/C
610 _ J
628 FOR K"I TO H
638 IF K"I THEN 69e
6448B=A(K •I)
658 FOR J=l TO N
669 A(K,J)=A_ K,J)_ I,J)
670 A[KK,J)=AO(K,J)_ l,J)
66'8 I';EXT J
698 I_E>,TK
;,e9NEXT I
701 A3..8
702 FOR I=1 TO N
703 FOR ,.W,,I TO N
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?84 R3,,,R3,H_IXI,J):l:_IX l,J)
785 NEXT J
l_ NEXT I
?_7 CN=SOR<R2 >*,SQR<R3 )
?18 RD'I :I=:_T DD6ITY _ATIC¢II,t
72_ CD=e
73_3 FOR I:l TO N
?'4_ FOR J"l TO N

: _ OC=RO(I.,J):I_K J)
CD( I )'=-C[XI )+OC

7"_ I,;EXT J
fff_T I

782 RL=N1_$'_TOTRLCURRENT INSIOE I_N):II_I:
gI=8

dSe FOR 1"1 TO N
818 QI"QI+PI_( R( I )_2-R( I-1 >"2)_X I )
829 It;_T I
868 REN U=InF_.INTOUTZZ$
8;"e I:q:tGE

PRINT "NI(;LE" ;TI:_( 18).; "_T"; TRB(20)_, "llb_lUS',l T_:_t,(4e)j
g'_J PRINT "_T DENSITY"
9e8 PRINT "(fb_O)';T.<if_ IO);'(I_)=JTIW(2e);"(IN)'JTAB(40)j
9t8 PRINT "(_ IN)
928 PRIH_IHT',,PRIHT
93_ FOR !-1 TO N

PRINT 1"( I ); TI_B(1@>_;K I );TAS(20 );1_ I ); TAB(4e)_ClX I )/teee
_me NEXT I
968 PRI NT',4:_I tlT-,PR I HT
97'_ PRINT "RRTIO OF TOTRL._ CI:K.CUL.qTEDTO TOTI:M.IBE,N'I CURRE]tT=
988 PRIHT'J_R|HT Ql/Oe
_Je PRIHT ""['_,I'_^L"
1see IdAIT lOeee
1018 PRIHT "$EHSlTIUITY NATRIX_I:K)uIHU(R)"
1828 FOR l"t TO N
lO3O PRIHT
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1040 FOR J=l TO N
1050 PRIHT _ I,J)._TAB( 10=J)J
10_:_9 NEXT J
1870 HE_T I
1080 PRIHT "^[^I_IE^L"
1090 WAIT 10000
2900 INITG
2810 DIM AC(H)
21311 AC=e
2_26 PRINT
2921 PRINT
2022 PRINT
2023 PRINT
2{324 PRINT 'r

2830 PRINT "UHIT" _TAB( 6 )_ "OUTER" ,JTI_,_(20 ); "_"
2940 PRINT TAB( 6 )J "R_IUS" JTAB( 20 )_ "BENS|TY"
2_5_ PRINT TAB(7)J "( IN7' ;TAB(21 ); "(1_)"

PRINT
2070 FOR I=1 TO 14
2080 PRINT TAB( I ).;I_.TAB(6);I_ I )_TAB(_),_CIX I )
20cJ'3NEXT I
210'3 PRINT
2101 PRItlT
2110 PRINT "LENGTH OF RECEPTOI_'JL_'II_NES"
2128 PRINT
2130 PRINT "WIDTH @' RE_.PTOI_"_M,,'I_"
2140 PRINT
21._ PRIHT mCOe_ITIOH _ OF AICI'im'JCH
2160 ¢_,_Ot_E902,389
2170 PRi_}T "RROIUS H
218e SMOUE_ 43:9,C_SZ
21_c_ PRINT "CUI_T"
22e3 SMOTE 438,642
2210 PRINT "DENSITY"
?.220 FOR I-I TO N
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2238 PC( I _,_I:_BS(CO( l ))
2248 NEXT I
2._'_50YR=I. 1_( ¢K_)
226e WINDOW -. IZ:R(N), 1 . I:I_R(N),-YR, YR
2278 UIEWPORT 512,_2,111,667
_88 FOR I=1 TO H
22_e MOVE _qZl-l),e
2.38_ OR._l I_I-I),CIXI),R(I),CI:XI),I_ _.),0
23el _ R( I-I ), CO( I )/2
23(12 PRIHT I
2318 I_"XT I
23,.')8 MOUIE0,-YR
2338 _ e, YR
234e _ e.e
2358 _ 1.1:eR(N>,e
2368 PRIHT "^I[,,_IAI[^L"
23-/e EHO
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Paq__ 1 o _ 3
/'d'P[_IDI X 7

20_ REM X:¢I CURRENT DENSITY ERROR C# CULATION FOR h UNITI1nI:
210 PEN tSt E_ IN Q<N) WHERE R(N),.I_cI_$
258 P.EM :l:I:l: INPUT IX_
25[ PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF RINGS"
252 E_.LETE W,M,E,P,Z",CLE_R
253 DELETE XxCLEAR
255 INPUT N
256 DIM I_KN,N),W.H,N),E(N),P(N,N),Z(N)
257 OIM X(I,N)
26_ W="-_J
264 P I=4_ATH( I )
27_ M=O
28o E--_
29__.P--"0
Z91 L=O
300 Z=8
34_ RF_.M:_U_ CALCULATION OF _JLTIPLIERS ANO ERRORS_._Ic
350 FOR I=I TO N-2
360 FOR. ,J=8 TO I-I
370 A--H-J
380 B_N-J- 1
390 C=H- I
400 D=N-I-I
410 U='. A,'.2--B,',2 )_( ATI,K SQR( A.',2--0,',2 )/TJ )'-'¢ITN( _ _P,2--C"2 ._'C ) )
420 F=U-DT'SOR( A,-2-0,-2 )+DZSQR(. B^2-0^2 )
43_ G=F+< B*.2 )Z(ATtK SQR( A-,2--0_2 _/O )-AI"I,K _ 8"2-0-,2 )/0 ))
448 H=C+C_S_K A^2-C^2 )--CZSOR( B,-2-C-,2 )
450 P( N- I, N-J _=H-( B^2 )_K ATW, SQR( A,'2-C."2 )/C )--ATN( SQR( B,,,2-C^2 )/C ) )
460 Z< N- I )=( C^2 )$ATN( SQR",C--2-1"P,2 )/O )'-O:¢SQR( C^2"D',2 )
470 M(N--I,N--J)'=P(H-I,N-J)/Z(N-I )
480 NEXT J
4_'0 HE×T I
500 U=ATI_KSQR(N,,2-( N-1 ),,2)/(N-I ))--(14-I)/tCl_3CM(_-((N-1 )/N)^2)
510 E(0 )-I/U
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528 FOR I=1 TO H-2
53_ FOR J---8 TO I-1
540 W(N-I, N-J )=-;'K N--I •N-J )$E( J )
55_ E(I)=E(I>H,KN-I •N-J )
560 HEXT J
570 NEXT I
571 X=O
5}'2 FOR K'-2 TO N
573 X( 1,K)=PIZ(K,--2-(K-1 ),-2 P-K,'.2_TN(SQR(K,',2-1 ))
574 X(1,K)=X( I,K)-SQR((K-I ),,2,-I)+SGIKK^2-I )
575 X(I,K)_--X(%,K >4<K-I ),,21_qTI,K ,S_kK(K-I),,Z-1))
576 L=L o-X(1•K ):lqE(N-K )
577 14(1,K)=-X( I,K)/PI
578 NEXT K
579 E(N--I>=--L/Pi
588 REM S_1cOUTPUT:_Z _
56'5 PAGE
58_ PRINT
598 FOR J_8 TO H"2
£18 PRINT "CO ERROR IN RING N-I DUE TO CCLCULqTEI)CO _ IN RING N-J"
628 PRINT
638 PRINT "I_KH-'I, H.-J )", "J,." _J

PRINT.
FOR I-1 TO N-I

6_:._ PRINT NKH--I,H-J),'I="} I
63"/,_NEXT I
680 NIEX'TJ
698 PRINT
7_ PTqlHT "TOTAL ERROR |H RING H--J"
718 PRIMT
728 PRINT "J","ERROR IN RING H--J,RING N IS THE OUTER RING"
738 FRIHT
74e FOR ,J=.e TO H-I
7'_ PRINT J,,E(J)
76_ HF_T J
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FUEL OPTIMAL MANEUVERS FOR SPACECFLAFT
WITH FIXED THRUSTERS

by

Thomas E. Carter
Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences

Eastern Connecticut State College
Willimantic, ConnecticJt

ABSTRACT

Several models are used for the qualitative investigationof fuel
optimal maneuvers for spacecraft with fixed thrusters. With the
exception of singular solutions, all solutions are found to consist of
intervals of "full thrust" and "coast" indicating that thrusters do not
need to be designed as "throttleable" for fuel optimal performance.

For the primary model under consideration, singular solutions can
occur only if the optimal solution is "pure translation." For this
case, the state space can be separated into a region where singular
solutions cannot occur and a region where each point admits infi,itely
many singular solutions for sufficiently large flight times. Where
singular solutions exist, a "time optimal" singular solution can always
be found which consists of intervals of "coast" and "full thrust." The

shape of the optimal fuel consumption curve as a function of flight time
is found to depend on whether or not the initial state is in the region
admitting singular solutions.

Comparison of fuel optimal maneuvers in deep space with those
relative to a point in circular orbit indicate that qualitative
differences in the solutions can occur.

A minimum integral square criterion problem is considered for
comparison with the minimum fuel problem. The solutions consist of
intervals of "linear" and "full thrust." Computation of fuel consump-
tion for certain "pure translation" cases indicates that considerable
savings in fuel can result from the fuel optimal maneuvers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the successful operation of the Space Shuttle, a wide variety
of payloads can economically be placed in orbit. Teleoperator Maneuver-
able Systems can be used to travel back and forth from the Shuttle to

' these payloads, docking with them, and pushing them in such a way as to
satisfy a wide range of requirements. This establishes some motivation
to exnmine again some fuel optimal control problems of spacecraft even
though little has been published in this area since the mid-sixties.

The mathematical framework for minimum fuel problems of spacecraft
is well established. In 1965, Neustadt published necessary conditions for
a class of minimal fuel space trajectories in a general gravitational
field. The more specialized problems we consider here are all of the
form presented in [2, Sec. 5.2, Theorem 5], hence the minimum principle
provides both necessary and sufficient conditions for a minimum. Since
we deal with fixed time problems in which the set of admissible control
values is compact and convex and the integrand of the cost function is
convex in the controls, we are assured existence of optimal solutions
if the target set is r_chable in the specified fixed time. Even if
the control thrusters are not "throttleable",that is, if they can take
only discrete values, an optimal "relaxed" solution exists and the
optimal "relaxed" trajectory can be approximated to an arbitrary degree
of accuracy [21]. ("Relaxing the controls" effectively changes the set
of admissible control values to its convex hull and the integrand of
the cost function becomes convex in the control values. Sec the comments
in the Introductionof Reference 22.)

A large amount of early work has been done on the minimal fuel rocket
trajectory problem in which the initial-to-finalmass ratio is minimized.
The system dynamics for rockets in free space were typically described
by equations similar to

x = c e(t)
' _n(%)

where t denotes time, the dot represent_ differentiationwith respect to
t, x is the position vector, c the exhaust speed, m the rocket mass, and
eu(t) is a unit steering vector [3, Sec. 3.2],[4].

In general, the mass decrease for teleoperator maneuverable systems
is much smaller than for conventional rockets and we shall regard the

eak value of c _(t)/m(t) as constant over the closed time interval
O, tf]. After normalizing, the system dynamics is given by

where u(t)£ [0, l] for each tE[O, tf] and we seek to minimize _lJ.(_)Jt
-0

Ill-1
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This idealizatiowldoe_ nut take into aLcount the Fuel loss required to
steer the spacecraft, but it can be used to establish bounds on the
amount of fuel used during an optimal maneuver. Formulations of the
problem which include the steering losses and also which consider motion
relative to a circular orbit are presented in Section V. A closed form
solution for these cases is not presented as is for the more idealized
case. Additionally,a closed form solution is found for the case where
the boundary conditions on position and velocity are replaced by boundary
conditions on the distance and speed along the trajectory. The solution
of the idealized problem in SectionlIis found to consist of intervals
of full thrust (u(t) = l) or coast intervals (u(t) = O) where at most
one coast interval can occur. Two mutually orthogonal vectors occur
naturally in the solution of the problem and the changes in position and
velocity (i.e., x(t) - x(0) and _(t) - _(0)) are confined to the plane
of these vectors although the actual position and velocity (i.e., x(t)
and _(t)) may not be planar

An important special case arises when one of the orthogonal vectors
is zero. In this case, and only in this case (with the exception of the
trivial case where the trajectory is "coast" on the entire interval
[0, tf]), the vectors _(t) - x(0) and x(t) - x(0) are colinear in the

same direction for the entire interval[0, tf]. This is the only situation
in which the optimal steering vector eu(t) can be discontinuous on the open
interwl (0, tf). In this situation, the steering vector is constant except
at one possible discontinuitywhere it jumps to the opposite direction and
remai,ls. (This occurs also for the rocket problem discussed by Leitmann
in[3, Sec. 3.2, p. 77].) This case is also the only case in which sin-
gular solutions can arise. This special case can be modeled by replacing

u(t)eu(t) by u(t)eu(0) where u(t)E [-I, l] for each t_ [0, tf] and
replacing the origlnal cost function by

(t

fo" I
It thus becomes a problem of minimum fuel translation and is discussed in
Section Ill.

This problem or its mathematical equivalent, minimum fuel rotation,
has been studied by several authors, including Flugge-Lotz and Marbach,
Meditch, Swartz, Conrad, and Heller [5] -[9_, and is also a special
case of the second order linear systems of Ladd and Friedland [I0]
and Snow Ill]. The singular solutions are not of the type to be
described by higher order necessary conditions such as, for example, in
22] but can be found as degenerate cases of the class considered in
Ill. In view of the sufficiency condition to which we have already

alluded in{2], however, one can see that any singular extremal which
satisfies the boundary conditions is optimal.

Other lim_a_ syste,;;s_nd aspects of n,(_ ,le,'p,"_ lin(.or,.ystemsw_.,e
studied L,,,Aiha,l_,C"Jitl._ndflugge In'_.. , '. :;_ .._: _nd Ath_n_
[i2] - [I_].

111-2
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LinearSystemsin which

isminimi_edhavebeenwidelystudied.See[141,[18]-[20],forexample.
In Section IV, we briefly examine this integral square criterion for our
spacecraftdynamicsmodel and findcertainsimilaritiesto the minimum
fuelproblem. The degeneratecase in which the motionis pure translation
is found in Leitmann'sbook [3, Sec.3.5]. See also[17]. We compare
thissolutionwith the fueloptimumsolutionand findtha; it requires
as much as fiftypercentmore fuelfor certaininitialconditions.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

The minimum fuel problem ih tree space is posed as follows.

Let_Ibe the set of all Lebesque measurable functions which map
the closed interval[O, tf] into the three-dimensionalunit ball.
We seek rE_L to minimize x°(tf) subject to the following conditions
which hold a.e. on EO, tfJ:

(t)= v(t) x(o)=x o x(_,r)=-x_
_,(_)= r(_,) v(o)=vo v(_F)= we

where xo, Vo, xf, and vf are specified points in IR3and I _ denotes
the Euclidean norm or magnitude.

For this problem, the minimum principle provides both necessary
and sufficient conditions for an optimal solution. The Hamiltonian
is

?<-q°Ir(t)l+ p(_).v(t)+ q(t).r(t}
1}

where the functions p and q which map 120,tf] into IR_are absolutely
continuous solutions of the adjoint system

l_(t) = 0
_ttl:-p{t)

and qO is either l or O. If qO = l, the ;,)lutionis called normal;
otherwise, it is referred to as abnormal. In either case, qi_scribed
by the following linear function of t

q(t)= -to t + 1o (o _.t_%.)

where _) C_(_E IRJ-

The abnormal optimal control, which is actually a time optimal
control, is characterized a.e. on [0, tf] by

q(_
r{t)= - lq(_)--'--I

which is clearly continuous unless p_ and q_ are colilear. If Po and qo
are colinear, then the locus of the _elativI_trajecto-y

{(xlt),v(_))-(_o_Vo_Ite Lc,_]}
is a straight line segment and r is constant with the exception of a

single discontinuity at the time td where Potd = qo and where r reverse_
direction. The abnormal solution is a degenerate minimal fuel soluti,,,'
which occurs in the situation where the tim,,optimal *'_T,_j'pctory_.s_.,.
only tra.iectory in wh_('h the ta_et poin' (_, ,.,-_ ,4. t,e ,-ea,.'hud in
the ti,,_ t t 3i:_cc this _,oiution i._ ,, .,,,,,_ rt,,-_ :_., ,_,:_.,al
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solution over an interval of "full thrust", we shall restrict our
attention to normal solutions.

We shall show that the normal solutions are nonsingular with the
exception of the "pure translation" case presented in Section !!I. A
normal nonsingular fuel optimal control function is characterized a.e.
on [0, tf] by

• _(,)= o , lq(*)i< I

r(i)=- (_ Iq(,)l>i
%q(%)l_

and the set
)

{t_[O,_F] I Iq{#)t--- i s

hos Legesque measure zero. An optimal control function having a singular
regime of positive Lebesque measure is characterized a.e. on that regime
by

lq(tll = 1

This implies that Po = 0 and lqol = l which shows that the solution
must be singular a.e. on [0, tf]. Since singular solutions can exist
only in the case where Po = 0, they cannot occur in the general
situation where Po and qo are not colinear.

We can therefore conclude that, if Po and qo are not colinear, the
optimal solution is nonsingular, consists entirely of intervals of full-
th,'ustand coast with, at most, one coast interval. The situation is

depicted by Figure l in which the straightline segment defined by q
punctures the unit ball. If the line segment does not puncture the unit
ball, then the optimal solution has not coast interval.

FUEL OPTIMAL CONTROL

Po

qo UNITSPHERE

FULL
THR

q (t) - qo-Pot

COAST
FULL

THRUST _ _
"o qo-Potf

F IC,URE I
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If the flight begins with a thrust interval,then for each t on
that interval, the velocity difference_v(t) = v(t) - vo is given by

_ (% - rot)jr_vr-__= I qo- Pot I "

This can be integrated to obtain

z.... ,,/J
where tO-- ilO -- _UO" (10 _0 "

11"oia
It should be noted that ro and Po are orthogunal. There is a natural
resolution of the velocity difference in the directions of Po and ro.
In general, we shall denote the components of vectors in the directions
of Po and ro by subscripts p and r. We can integrate the expressions

AVp(t) and_vr(t) to find the respective position differences_xp(t)
and _Xr(t).

The switch times which define the boundaries of the coast ,.._erva_.

can be calculated as the roots of the equation

I q(t)l = I
These roots are found to be

K±T o
where

,/z_
k= _ qo and TO- (_-, "LaL__

,j2fro I Fol
This show_ how Po and qo determine the type of motion which occurs.

For example, if O< k -T O a_d k +"to< tf, then the trajectory is of
the 'thrust-coast-thrust"type, whereas if k -T o< 0 and k +'to > tf
no thrust occurs at all. If Irol)1 a coast interval cannot occur.
Other similar observations can easily be made.

We now present the velocity and position differences in terms

of the parameters k,T o, and ri = |_-ol/|pol .
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For compactnessGf notation,we define b - (.zZ v,-)_.2nclc = {o?_- )

0 -C_:_ _- "C0 ( tl_r,._t._t_,'J_I_)

i £4._xr(_)=Z_L_V_(t). k)--_Av#_)+ (2vp(o)-.),}

z_×r(t)= z_vr(£)(t-k)_z, ve(t)+ vr(0)t

._Vr(_)= _veCk--:o)

_' -_0 "<_" "'_-

_v_,(e)=_-,_._-__kt_: ;'/_-. - c _-z,ve_k+ co)

. _,

Sketchesof flightpathshapesfor variousinitialand final
conditionsis preseptedin Figurc2. The optimumfuelconsumptioncan
alsobe foundin termsof the aboveparametersby integratingxO(t).
We find

IIZ-7
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and in the case where O_ k - to and k + to _tf, this becomes

XO(t_) = tF -- 2.t-0 .

A SKETCHOF FUELOPTIMALFLICHT PATHSHAPES

FIGURE2
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llI. MINIMUM FUEL TRANSLATION

The minimum fuel translation problem is formulated exactly as in
Section II with the exception that the three-dimensionalunit ball which
is the range of the functions in,is replaced by the interval I-l, l ]
and Xo, Vo, xf, and vf become points in _ . The constants Po and qo
are also inl_l so that q is a linear scalar valued function of t.

The abnormal optimal control function is defined a.e. on [0, tf]
by

r(t) = -- sg_ q(t)

whereas the normal optimal control is given a.e. on [0, tf] by

r(i.) - 0 t qtt)t <i I

r (i.)= -- sgn q(t) I q(_)l > -I.

[-1, o] qt ) -- 1
_-(¢)* r O, 1] q(_)=-I .

The later two expressions characterize the regimes where the optimal
control function is singular. The existence of singular regimes of
positive measure implies that Po = 0 and qo = l or Po = 0 and
qo = -l. This shows that an optimal solution cannot have a singular
regime without the solution being entirely singular, nor can the two
types of singularitiesoccur on the same solution.

Typical nonsingular normal solutions are of the "thrust-coast-
thrust" type with switching times

qo 4- "

ro Po

which are the roots of the equation

IqttlI-- t

in the phase plane the thrust portions of the trajectory have the form
of parabolic segments and the coast phases are horizontal line segments.
The _bnormal solutions have the parabolic segments on'ty. A phase pl_'.,
sketch of the trajectories in the region where the origin is reachable
in a specified time is presented in Figure 3.
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FIGURE3. PHASEPLANESKETCHOFFUELOPTINt_L
,RAJECTORIESIN REGIONWHEREORIGIN
IS REACHABLEINA SPECIFIEDTIME
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There are four basic types of optimal trajectorie'. We illustrate
these in Figure 4 for the case where

0 < V0 < _ and V F = X(. _- 0 .

For two curves having these end conditions, it can be proved that if one
is entirely below the other in the plane, then it takes a longer time to
reach the terminal point. For this reason, the trajectories labeled
I IV require increasinglymore time to reach the origin. The abnormal
arc I is time optimal. For a smaller value of tf the origin is not
reachable. Arc II represents a typical"thrust-coast-thrust"trajectory.
Arc Ill occurs if the smaller of the two switching times is zero. If
this switching time is negative, then infinitelymany singular solutions
IV occur. These consist of any trajectory in which

[-1,0] a.e
Included, in particular, is the situation where the position and velocity
follow Arc Ill, arriving at the origin at time tl< tf and remaining
there for the interval tI _ t _ tf. Since this singular arc is above
any other singular arc in the region of the phase plane under consider-
ation, it arrives at the origin in the shortest time. The argument that
singular arcs must always lie between Type Ill arcs and the x-axis can
be used to show that singular solutions are possible only in the region

S = {(,v) IRal0<v<V o}.
However, singular solutions exist for any initial point in this region if
tf is sufficiently large. If one agrees to use only the "time optimal"
singular arc as representativeof the singular arcs, then for any initial
point the optimal trajectory to the origin consists of full thrust and
coast intervals with at most two full thrust intervals.

By computing xO(tf) for the piecewise constant control function r
we can show that the optimal fuel consumption decr, ._ with increasing
tf and can be made arbitrarily close to the value I if tf is taken
sufficiently large. The shape of the optimal fuel _ sumption curve
depends on whether or not (x o, Vo) E_', the region where singular
solutions occur for sufficiently large values of tf. The two basic
shapes are presented in Figure 5.
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r (t)_.__.l I

v 11 i'- I t

r It) L II

I1 tf

x I- i | '

r (t) I_f t

FIGURE4. TYPESOFFUELOPTIMALSOLUTIONS

CASE 2:

xo (tf) T CASE 1: ( ×o, vo) ,I[ S
/ (Xo,Vo)_s SOLUTIONS ARE

| ALL SOLUTIONS SINGULAR FOR
| ARE NONSINGULAR tf > t 1

xo (tf)

IVoI Ivoj-- :tf ; : t f
tl

FIGURE5. OPTIMALFUELCONSUMPTIONCURVES
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IV. COMPARISONWITH THE INTEGRALSQUARECRITERION

We formulatethe minimumintegralsquarecriterionproblemexactly
as the minimumfuel problemof SectionII, except that the criterion
x°(tf)to be minimizedis definedby

,;

I

a.e. on T_O, tf].

The Hamiltonianis

;_=_I9°r(-._)-.,__r_,+ p(e).v(_)+ tic,J-rCt)

where the adjointsystemand the abnormaloptimalsolutionsare exactly
the same as in SectionII.

We see that the normaloptimalsolutionsare all nonsingularand
the optimalcontrolfunctionsare describeda.e. on [0, tf] by

r(t; : --_t) t cl(_)l <L £

)q(t); !q(t)I > .I..

The solutionis of the "fullthrust-linear-fullthrust"typeas
depictedby Figure6. The similaritieswith Figurel are apparent.

FIGURE6. INTEGRALSQUARECRITERIONOPTIMALCONTROL

Po

q UL___ UNIT

SPHERE

F

.<.,=.o-.o,-\\ /
LINEAR FULL

THRUST qo-Potf
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The solutions in the "full thrust" intervals are of the same

form as those presented in Section II. Letting to be the earliest
time in which the "linear" interval is entered, the solution in this
interval is

x

v(e> -- £o(_-t°)_- flo (t-%) _- v(t o))
L-

x(t): Po(_-eo)3_ - 'fo(%_to}'/+v(_o_(E-to)*x(_o).
G .t

The "optimal translation" case in which Po and qo are colinear is
mentioned briefly for comparison with the fuel optimal case. A solution
where Vo = vf = 0 and where the control function was linear (lq(t)l*: l
for all t_ I_O, tf]) was compared with a fuel optimal solution having
the same tf and initial and final conditions. A phase plane sketch of
the trajectories is presented in Figure 7. As tf increases, the maximum
value of x2(t) for the "integral square optimum" approaches one and
one-half times that of the "minimum fuel optimum" and the respective
values of xO(tf) approach the same ratio.

MINIMUM INTEGRAL SQUARE

TRAJECTORY_.,y" _%_ ... ,IK

FIGURE7. PHASEPLANECOMPARISONOFOPTIMALTRAJECTORIES
HAVINGDIFFERENTPERFORMANCECRITERIA
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V. OTHER MODELS

In this section we consider some generalizations of the problem
in Section If.

• First, we consider the modifications which appear when the motion
is relative to a point moving in orbit. The state variable equations
take the following form:

q

l_)= v(_)

where A and B are 3x3 matrices. (For a circular orbit, A and B
represent the centripetal and coriolis effects, respectively, e.g.,

A= __z _= 0 0

° Az I-PR e 0

where,.is the orbital angular speed.)

For this problem, the adjoint system is defined as follows:

= _ ATq( ) f(o)= p.

_{_)= - B'rq(_l-p(_) q(o_=qo .

The optimal controls are characterizedexactly as in Section II.
The form of the function q, however, leads to some qualitative
differences in the solutions. Although the nodal nonsingular optimal
solutions still consist of full thrust and coast intervals, there is
no longer the restriction of at most one coast interval. The restric-
tion that the thrust vector can turn through no more than half a circle
is likewise removed since q(t) no longer moves in a straight line. As
in Section II, singular regimes must include the entire interval£0, tf].
Since singular solutions are characterized by

lol(_)l -- I ¢:t, E [.0,*_]'_

a necessary condition for a singular solution is

p(_).c/(_)_ Cl(_).STq(_)=O (.bc I_o,_]).
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For the special coriolis matrix B considered previously, this implies

that p(t) and q(t) must be orthogonal on _0, tf].

The previous models have all represented spacecraft in which the
effects of thrusts could be represented by a single thruster acting

, through the center of gravity. Fuel consumed to apply torques to turn
the vehicle was not considered. The diagram in Figure 8 depicts a planar
model relative to a circular orbit with fixed axial and lateral thrusters
which do not act through the center of gravity.

x2

2"' \ ,,'.(')

FIGURE8.SPACECRAFTWITHFIXEDTHRUSTERS

This model is described by the following dynamical system:

X _'t._"_ I _.(6)l
_=1 c

v

2

" Zz.coot) = _(#)
L'-I c (.
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where uitt)_ [-I, I] a.e. on [0, tf] {i : I,...,4). For this model
also it can be seen that the normal nonsingular optimal control functions
are of the "full thrust--coast--fullthrust"type and the abnormal solutions
are "full thrust with switching." Additional qualitative information
about the solutio_.sof this problem are difficult to obtair. Numerical
solutions may be found by iterative methods for solution of the two-point
boundary value problem.

For a problem in deep space (_).=O) we consider the following trans-
formation of variables:

);Se)--wz( )

In terms of the transformed variables the model becomes

°I(Y _; _ _,1(__)

21t ) _ "w'-(t)

• e,
{':l ("

If one has the initial and final conditions for these variables, one
has a consi_,rabl,, slmpler problem than the origlnal. This problem
is not equivalent to the original problem, however, and is of no value
unless one is interested in the variables, yt, y2, wt, wz. An optimal
control function for the original system is not necessarily optimal for
the corresponding boundary values of y and w; however, an optimal control
function for the transformed problem is optimal for the corresponding
boundary values of x and v.

We shall consider the simpll'icat_on that occurs if

a.e. on[O, tf]. In this case yl and vt can be interpreted respectively
as distance traveled and speed. If one imposes boundary conditions only

on the distance traveled and speed, one has { _' Zt _ _ _ , I)
the following system:
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This problem is easily solved by the transformation

I

which decouples the problem into an equivalent set of two problems
of the horizontal translation type}

°0
xz l e) = I _i e_) l

_Z(_) = _) (i= I_ 2_) .

A sketch of a solution of this problem can be presented in the form of
a "double trajectory" in the phase plane. This is indicated in
Figure 9 with a sketch of the corresponding fligDt path shape.

x2

_" --_

Zil" -x"

_z_.sh I

, FIGURE9. DOUBLETRAJECTORYANDFLIGHTPATHSHAP_
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Vl. CONCLUSIONS

In each of the minimum fuel problems investigated in this study,
the optimal solution consisted of intervals of full _hrust and ccast
with the pxceptions of abnormal solutions (which contained only full
tl,rustand reverse full thrusc) and singular solutions. For this reason
the design of "throttleable" thrusters may not be required for fuel.
optimal performance.

Optimal controllers derived under deep space assumptions _ay
have some validity in terms of motion relative to a point in orbit if
the spacecraft is near the point and if the time interval is short, but
qualitative differences regarding the number of coast intervals and the
limit on tne total "angle of turn" do exist.

Cases in which the vehicle is stationary at the initial and terminal
time may be of the most practical importance for rendezvous and d_cking
problems. According to the model used in Section If, the solution for
these cases is "pure translation" where the vehicle thrusts, coasts,
then thrusts I_ the reverse direction, lhis model, which does not consider
fuel losses due to turning, admits a "jump" discontinuity in the attitude
angle at each end of the flight.

For vehicles which use separate thrusters for translation and steering,
a sub-optimal approximation to the above solution could consist of a
"turnip_ maneuver" which is used to point the vehicle to the target point
followeo by a "thrust-coast-reverse thrust" translation to the target
point and finally, another "turning maneuver" to reach the specified
final attitude. The two "turning maneuvers" could be fuel-optimal
rotation which is mathematically equivalent to the problem discussed
in Section I!I a_d which is of the form "torque-coast-reverse torque."
The difference between the fuel cost of this approximation and the
absolute optimum program is less than or equal to the fuel consumed
during the two "turning maneuvers." Spacecraft which do not use separate
thrusters for translation and steering may obtain a better result with a
thrusting program of the type indicated in Figure 9,
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SOLIDIFICATION PHENOMENA
OF BINARY ORGANIC MIXTURES

BY

Kichoon Chang
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Alabama A&M University
Normal, Alabama

ABSTRACT

The immediate concern in this project is to study the
coalescence rates and motion of liquid bubbles in binary
organic mixtures.

It is believed that several factors such as tempera-
ture gradient, composition gradient, interfacial tension,
and densities of the two phases play important roles in
separation of phases of immiscible liquids.

Thus, an attempt will be made to study the effect of
initial compositions on separation rates of well-dispersed
organic mixtures at different temperatures and, ultimately
on the homogeneity of solidification of the immiscible bi-
nary organic liquids. These organic mixtures will serve
as models for metallic pseudo binary systems currently
under study.

Currently two systems are under investigation in this
laboratory: ethyl salicylate - diethyl glycol and succi-
nonitrile - water.
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I. Introduction

Immiscible binary liquid mixtures will invariably separa-

" te into more than one homogeneous phases below the convolu-

tion temperature within certain composition ranges. During a

vigorous shaking the mixture becomes apparently homogeneous.

Upon standing, however, the single phase solution immediate-

ly breaks into two or more phases by coalescence of tiny

droplets.

Several factors are well known to influence the separa-

tion of phases. The important factors are temperature, com-

position of the mixture, densities of the phases and inter-

facial tensions between the phases in addition to the chem-

ical characteristics of the substances.

Temperature is one important factor in achieving the ho-

mogeneous single phase of the binary system. The heterogen-

eous mixture will eventually turn into a homogeneous phase

above the convolution temperature.

The compositions of the minture will define the phase

boundaries within which each phase is homogeneous. A com-

plete phase diagram is required to study the immiscible

mixtures extensively.

Densities of the different phases in the immiscible

mixture play an important role in separation of the phases.

A substantial difference in density bet_,een the phases will
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make the separation rapid and stable.

On the other hand, the function of the intorfacial ten-

sions between the separate phases appears to be most com-

plicated and least understood in relation to other factors.

Since the interfacial tension is always affected by the com-

position, temperature and impurities present in the phases,

our work in this project has been concentrated to the study

of the variation of the interfacial tension as a function of

temperature, composition and density of the phases.

For the investigation of solidification p_enomena of

binary organic mixtures the binary system of succinonitrile

and water (SN-H20) was assigned for detailed study tartly
I

because succinonitri]e freezes like metals. Other compound_

that freeze like metals are also kno_1; a few examples are

t-butyl bromide, t--butyl chloride, carbontetrachloride, cy-

clohexane, and cyclohexanol.

On_ of the first relatively aetailed studies of SN-H20

system was published in 1897 in Germany. 2 The binary system

is a mooetectic. The solidification behavior of a monot_ctic

system is known to be related t the heigi_t of the miscibili-

ty gap in the system. 3 However, the SN-H20 system had not

been extensively investigated as to the role of interracial

tensions and densities of the phases.

Prior to the experimental measurement of this system, a

considerable time had been spent for literature survey on

motion and coalescence of bubbles, temperature coefficient
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4
of surface tension and solification of other systems.

Succinonitrile exists as both liquid and solid in the

convenient temperature range to work wi_h, the melting point

being 54.5°C. The system of succinonitrile and water has the

monotect[c point of 18°C near 28 mol% water. 2 For the under-

standing of solidification phenomena of the binary systems

of succinonitrile and water, the coalescence and motion of

the liquid droplets and the Marangoni effect of the system

are yet to be investigated.
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!I. Objectives

The objectives of this project are two-fold: the immedi-

ate objective is to determine how the interfacial tension is

related to the overall composition and densities of the pha-

ses in immiscible binary organic mixtures at various temper-

atures. The other objective ts to explore the causes o_ _om-

position gradients during solidification of the binary dis-

persions. During this project period an attempt was made

first to determine the temperature coefficient of the inter-

facial tensions of the phases and the density variation with

respect to the composition and temperature.
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III. Measurements of Physical Quantities

The motion and coalescence of bubbles (or droplets) and

separation of phases in the immiscible mixtures are affected

by several factors. For the first task of measurement of

these factors, two most prominent ones were selected, den-

sity of the phases and interfacial tension at several com-

positions and temperatures.

It is relatively easy to prolong the state of disper-

sion of the immiscible liquid solutions of succinonitrile

and water after thorough mixing by closely equalizing the

Jensities of both phases through the adjustment of H20/D20

ratio in the mixture, it is also simple to reverse the up-

per and lower phases by controlling the densities of the two

phases.

(a) Sample Preparation

This project involves purification of succinonitrile.

During this project period, however, it was not possible to

obtain sufficient amount of ultrapurified succinonitrile in

time for the sample preparation. Hence succinonitrile used

throughout this project was purified by vacuum distillation.

Water was also purified by distillation in this laboratory.

Both of these were not subjected to any further purification

and they _+re not analyzed for any impurities. Each binary
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mixture was prepared by weighing accurately solid succino-

nitrile and mixing with a measured volume of water.

(b) Measurement of Densities of Phases

Densities of both phases of SN-H20 systems were measured

at several temperatures for the following compositions:

1. 19.99 molt SN/H20

2. 12.57 molt SN/8.00 wt.% D20/H20

3. 19.99 too]% SN/D20

4. 19.99 molt SN/50.O molt D20/H20

Some of the apparently conclusive trends are shown in

Tables I and II and in Figs. i, 2, and 3.

A Cahn electrobalance and glass bobs were used for the

density measurement. The Cahn balance was calibrated with a

few calibration weights for the range of the anticipated

weights of the bobs in the liquids. Each bob was weighed in

the air with a Metler balance within 0.01 rag. The volume of

the oob was then measured in distilled water at a known tem-

perature using the Cahn balance.

For the measurement of the density of each phase, the bob

must be placed completely in the liquid phase. This requires

that the depth of the phase be deep enough to eliminate any

interference from the interface, This was not a small pro-

blem when the interface is shaped into a convex or concave.

Only a much larger amount of the sample solutzon in a ]arFer

cell will minimize the interfererce from the interface
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Table I. Apparent Densities of Water-
Succinonitrile Mixtures

Mixture TOc Density, _/cm 3 Density, g/cm 3
SN-rich Layer Water-rich Layer

19.99 mol%

SN* in H20 20.0 i.0955 1.0842

22.0 1.0510 1.O384

24.0 1.0390 1.0295

26.0 1.0291 1.0206

12.57 mol% SN

in 8.00 wt.% 19.8 1.0405 1.O330

D20/H20 22.0 1.0360 1.O259
24.0 1.0337 1.O232

24.9 1.0290 1.O233

26.0 1.0223 1.O217

Table II. Apparent Densities of _ater-
Succinonitrile Mixtures

Mix dre TOc Density, g/cm 3 Density, g/cm 3
SN-rich Layer Water-rich Layer

19.99 mol% 22.0 1.0373 1.1149

Sh in D20 24.0 1.0913 1.1709
2" 0 1.1260 1.2097

19.99 mol% SN 24.3 1.0462 1.0797
in 50.0 mol%

D20/H20 25.1 1.0462 1.0825
26.0 1.0323 1.0688

* Succinonitrile.
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in the cell. The interference was indicated very sensitively

in the density measurement.

Fig. I clearly shows thst densities of the binary solu-

tions 'vith water or a mixture of water and D20 increase

with decreasing temperature as might be anticipated. Only

the variation with temperature is far less with a mixture of

water and D20. It is seen in the figure that the neutral

density (equal density) of both phases ill the binary systems

is approached at a low temperature (near 20°C) with water

and at a high temperature (near 26°C) with H20-D20 mixtures.

From this observation it may be said thac the temperature at

which the neutral density of the two phases is obtained can

be adjusted by varying the ratio of D20 to H20 for a given

composition of the binary solution.

As the D20 to H20 ratio increases the density of water-

rich phase becomes greate_ than that of SN-rich phase as

sho_ in Fig. 2. This is expected in view of the relative

densities of D20 and H20. The composition of the water-rich

phase in 19.99 molt SN/H20 and 19.99 moa_ SN/50.0 molt D20 /

}{20 were not analyzed for uompaz'ison. The comparison of the

solubility of succinonitrile in water and in a mixture of

H20 and D20 would be interesting.

The effect of D20 on the de,,sity of the phases shown

most remarkably with respect to temperature it) Fig. ]. It _;

obvious that more data sho,lld be obtained _n order to _ee

IV- 8
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more significant variation of the density with temperature.

Yet, the increasing densi%y of the phases with temperature

has not been anticipated. The higher densit_r in D20-rich

layer is simply due to the much greater density of D20 than :.

that of succinonitrile in the absence of water.
1

(c) Measurement of Interfacial Tension

A systematic measurement of the interracial tensions be-

tween the two phases as functions of temperature, the overall

composition and density of both phases was attempted. How-

ever several difficulties in the measurement with the Cahn _,

electrobalance were encountered. As in the density measure-

ment, the phase equilibria could be reached in ma,ky cases

" only after many hours, sometimes more than a day of stand-

ing. This was especially true with the system of nearly

neutral density of the phases. The coalescence of the drop-

lets and separation into phases wss extremely slow after

vigo_'ous n;ix_ng of the solution h_ the cell. Temperature

raise of a few degrees would not speed up the equilibriu,_

appreciably.

The size of the cell itself was not a small problem b_

some mixtures. When the entire interface ",s s}_aped into a

convex or concave, the thickness of one phase becomes too

thin and the available area too narrow in the cell for the

ring to be placed for the interracial measu_'ement. In thi_;

case it was very difficult or sometimes impossible to keep

: IV-12
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the ring in the center of the pha_e due to the strong attrac-

tion toward the glass wall.

Apparent interfacial tensions were measured for two sys-

tems at several temperatures and they are listed in Table III.

• Figs. 4 and 5 show the variation of the interfacial tension

with temperature for 19.99 mol% slccinonitri].e in water and

19.99 mol% succinonitrile in D20, respectively. In both

systems, the solution froze near 19°C when the ring was im-

mers_,d in the upper layer. The monotectic temperature of the

system in water is about 18°C.

The apparent interfacial tensions were calculated accord-

ing to the formula, -_ = M__
gap par. 2L

where, M is _;he mass in gram in the Cahn balance required to

detach the ring from the interface, g the gravitational ac-

celeration (979.656 cm s-2) and L the mean circumference of

the ring (6.005 cm),

For the estimation of the true interfacial tension, the

densities of both phases of a system are required to calcu-

late the correction factor. However, since it was not always

possible to measure both densities as described in (b) in

many ca_,es, the true interracial tensions were not calculated.

When it was possible, the true tension calculated was greater

than the apparent tension by about 5-6%. This small differ-

ence indicates that the apparent tensions can still illus-

trate the general tendency of the true interfacial tensions

IV-13
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Table III. Apparent Interfacial Tensions

Mixture T°C Yappar.

19.99 tool% 20.1 "3.2073

SN* in Water 20.0 3.1010

2:'.0 2.qc_94

2:2.4 :3.o75P

24.4 2.4895)

2o. 1 2.4840

10.0_ too]% 19.0 4. 5581

SN iT_ D20 lq.O 4._;788

20.0 4.51°0 I:
I'

21.0 4.q14(, f,

:?'2.0 4.2 28(_

24.0 _. 8273 [

2'_.4 3.o:'17 [i
:?{_.0 _,.q413

* Succ_nonitrile.

i,
iL

I

i
I
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Fig. _. A_paren_ Interfacial Tension
for 19.99 sol % SN in Water.
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of the binary systems within certaiu temperature range.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the interfacial tension

varies most drastically between 21 ° and 24% for the given

concentration. As might be expected, the interfacial tension

in the SN-H20 system increases very rapidly as the tempera-

ture approaches the monotectic point of the mixture. Beyond

24°C the tension decreases far more slowly with temperature.

The same general behavior of the interfacial teusion is also

seen in Fig. 5 for the 8N-D20 system for the same temperature

range. However, the interfacial tensions are much greater

(up to 40%) for this system than the SN-H20 even though the

system has greater d_nsities (up to about 20%).
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IV. Conclusions and Suggestions

The current experimental data of densities and interfaci-

al tensions for the immiscible binary systems of succinoni-

trile with water, with a mixture of water and D20, and with

D20 are not sufficient to draw any general conclusion.

Nevertheless, the data do indicate that the ne_'_ral den-

sity of the two phases in a system of a given overall com-

position with a mixture of water and D20 may be achieved by

varying the temperature within certain composition ranges.

The neutral density of both phases in a system will minimize

the gravity field effect in motion and coalescence of liquid

droplets in studying the Marangoni effect.

Density behavior with temperature of the two phases in

a system is reversed at a certain concentration of D20 in

the mixture of water and D20. Determinat[ou of this concen-

tration requires more experimental data to be obtained as to

the overall composition of the binary system and also as to

the concentration of D20 in the n_xture of water and D20.

During the measurement of densities and interfacial ten-

sions a numbez of difficu1_ies have been encountered. Hence,

a few suggestions on experimentat work are made.

_. Dens£ty measurement should be made after each pha_e is

physicall) separated from the equilibrium mixture in order

to minimize the effect of the interface.
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2. The size of the bob should be chosen to minimize the ef-

fect of the surface tension of the liquid. This m_y be done

by measuring the density of distilled water using the bob

with the Cahn balance.

3. For the measurement of interracial tension using the

ring method, relatively large cells are desirable in order

to minimize the glass wall effect. When the cell size is too

small the phases do not provide enough space for the ring to

be placed if the interface is eonvexed or concaved.

4. It is also suggested that a system of certain overall

composition with a mixture of water and D20 be prepared to

determine a temperature at which the density behavior with

respect to temperature is reversed. This particular system

may be used for continuous determination of density and in-

terracial tension as a function of temperature. These data

may be used to calculate the interfacial tension gradient

and to study the Marangoni effect.
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TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL TELESCOPES

USING COHERENT ADDITION OF WAVEFRONT ERRORS
t

BY

John W. Davenport
Associate Professor of Mathematics

James Madison University

Harrisonburg, Virginia

ABSTRACT

A near diffraction-limited telescope requires that tolerance

analysis be done on the basis of system wavefront error. One

method of analyzing the wavefront error is to represent the wave-

front error function in terms of its Zernike polynomial expansion.
The Ramsey-Korsch ray trace package has been expanded to include

the Zerntke polynomial expansion up through the fifth-order spherical

term. An option to determine a 3-dimensional plot of the wavefront

error f_nction has also been included in the Ramsey-Korsch package.

Several asslmulation runs have been analyzed to determine the particular

set of coefficients in the Zernike expansion that are effected by
various errors such as tilt, decenter and despace. We have also

included a 3-dlmensional plot of each error up through the fifth-order

spherical term.
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Introduction

The Ramsey-Korsch computer program is a FORTRAN IV program

that simulates the tracing of rays through an optical telescope

system. Various options are available. The user can introduce

tilt, decenter and despace upon each surface as well as compute
a best focus correction and a centroid correction for a given

surface in the optical system. Also, the program calculates the

coefficients of the first few terms in the Zernike polynomial

expansion of the wavefront error function. Part of our work this
summer was involved in extending the Zernike polynomial expansion •

from ten terms to twenty-two terms (see Table i). •

Also, an additional option was included in the Ramsey-Korsch

package that would allow one to obtain a plot of the wavefront
error function. After this option was implemented, several trial

runs were obtained (Figs. 1 - 5) as well as a separate plot of the

wavefront error for each individual term of the Zernike polynomial

expansion (Figs. 6 - ii).

Analysis of Data

Figure 1 is obtained from a tilt of .75 arc minute about
the x-axis of the secondary mirror. Figure 2 is obtained from

a decenter of 135 _m from the x-axis of the secondary mirror while

Figure 3 is a combination of a tilt about the x-axis coupled with •

a decenter from the y-axis. Figures 4 and 5 result from a combi- _

nation of errors due to tilt and decenter. Figure 4 results from
a tilt of .85 arc minute about the x-axis combined with a decenter

about the x-axis of 150 _m whereas Figure 5 differs from Figure 4

only in that the amount of decenter is in the y-axis direction
instead of the x-axis direction.

In the case of tilt, the significant terms in the polynomial .;

expansion are those that correspond to R(I,I), R(2,2), R(I,3) and _

R(I,5) with the sign of R(I,I) and R(I,3) being the same as the
direction of tilt. In the case of decenter, the significant terms

are those that correspond to R(I,I), R(2,2), R(I,3) and R(I,5)

with the sign of R(I,I) and R(I,3) being opposite that of the

motion of decenter. The significant terms in the presence of

despace are R(0,0), R(0,2), R(0,4) and R(0,6) with the sign of
R(0,0) and R(0,2) being opposite the motion of despace.

Derivation of the ZernikePolynomial Coefficients

A focusing system attempts to concentrate the impinging rays !
of a wave motion into a single point, referred to as the focus.
However, it is impossible to achieve a point focus. There are

limitations in practice such as the refraction properties of the

system as well as the inevitable imperfections of the optical

surfaces; in either case, the result is a "bright spot" (actually
a 3-dimensional region) of finite dimension. The deviations of

V-I
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the "bright spot" from the ideal spot is described _n terms of
aberrations. In principle, an ideal system would produce
spherical waves converqing into a point focus. In fact, however,

the phase fronts of the waves is not a (Gaussian) sphere; owing
to the nature of the system, the phase front will deviate from a

sphere as shown in Figure i. The aberration at a certain point

die_rtGd phaJe front ._. _,_ idenl phaJe [ront _ [,,e.l pl.nr

r" ,.ph,,., p

Q_/ P" .

Aberrationfunction. 1
I

Figure

of the wavefront is the optical path difference between the

points Q and Q' and we note (2) that the aberration functions,

_(r,O), can be expanded in orthogonal functions f and g, i.e.,

f m (r) gm(8)(i) _ (r,O) = )_ _: Cmn n
n=0 m=0

It is, however, particularly convenient to make (i) an orthogonal
expansion in functions simply related to elementary aberrations

such as spherical aberrations, coma and astigmatism. These

aberrations are characterized as those that are generated by
linear combinations of the functions

n m
r cos 0

('elementary' or Seidel aberrations have n < 4, m -. 3). If, in

addition, we require that the polynomials be o_thogonal over a

circular or annular region, then the aberration function can be

expanded in orthogonal polynomials of the type

Rm(r) {cos m 0 + sin m {)]
n
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where the R's are the Zernike polynomials. The polynomials _n

are obtained by orthogonalizing the sequence rm,_ m+_, .... ,rn n
over {c,1} using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process with

inner product j

< f , g > = _ f (r)-g (r) r d r.
1 - £

Let us consider the derivation of each Zernike polynomial.

i. R° - orthogonalize {i}.o

R° = 1
o

2. R_ - orthogonalize {r}.

R_ = r

3. R20 - orthogonalize {l,r 2}. J

o 2 2 2 r 3 dr r2
R2 = r - < l,r 2 > 2 = r - 2 = - (I+E2)/2

I-E

NOTE: I11112 = 2

4. R22 - orthogonalize {r 2}

2 2

R2 = r

5. R31 - orthogonalize {r,r 3} /

1 3 3 4 3 4r _ r5

R3 = r - < r ,r >l__£r = r i-£_ J_ dr
= r3 _ 2r(I-E6)/3(I-E 4)

6. R33 - orthogonalize {r 3}

3 = r3
R 3

7. R44 - orthogonalize {r 4}

R_ = r4

V-3
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2 2

8. R4 - orthogonalize {r ,r4}.

Using If r211 2 = < r2,r 2 > we have

2 4 r 4 r2 2 6
R4 = r -- < , > 6(i-6 )r2/(l-c )

4 8) 6)= r - 3 (i-6 r2/4 (1-_;

9. R4O - orthoqonalize. {i,£ 2,r4_.
4 " --r ,2r 2 (l+e 2) > . 6

o 4 r4 <
R 4 = r - < ,1>2- 22 "

(]-_)
I

{2r2 - (1+62) } r

4 2 r 2 i= r - (l+c) + (1+462+£4)/6 _

5
i0. R5 - orthogonaliT:e {r5}.

5 5
R5 = r

3
ii. R 5 - or thogonalize {r3,r5}.J

sin efr 3fJ2 i= q_'_. r7dz_ = t!-,:8)/'8(l__ "-)

¢:.

Then R_ r5 _ < r a 3 2 _ 8= ,r " 8(i-_: ) . r /(l-e )

8
= r5 - 4(i-c 10) r3/5(i-,- )

1 - orthogonalize {r r 3 5 "

12. R5 , ,r }.

First, normalize r, thus r becomes 2r/ _i-+_ _ Second• I

orthogona!ize the s_t {r,r 3} to obtain _8" (3(l+_2).r3-2r(l+t2+t 4)

l-_ ) 11+3c2-3t -c 6)
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1 5 5

Thus, R5 = r - < r ,r > 4r/(l+e 2)

- < r 5 3(l+e2)r 3 - 2r(l+e2+e 4) >I ¢

8{3'i+£2)r 3 - 2r(i+c2+£ 4) }/(l-c 4) (I+3£2-3_4-E 6)

5 2) 6_4= r - 6(1+£ (c8+e e4+£2+l)r3/

5(e8+2e6-6e4+2e2+l)+3(l+4e2+10£4+4e6+e8).r/10(l+4e2+e 4)

13. R6o - orthogonalize {l,r2,r4,r6]

R6O = r6 _ < r 3,6r4_6(l+e2)r2+(l+4E2+e4) >

i0 (6r4-6 (l+a 2) r2+ (l+4e2+e 4) /(1-e 2) 4

- <r6,2r2-(l+e2) > . 6(2r2-(l+E2)/(l-£2)2 - <r6,1> 2

= r6-3 (i+£2) r4/2+3 (I+3£24 e4) r2/5- (l+9e2+9c4+e6)/20

Table 1 gives a listing of the abeve vectors after they have

been normalized to i, i.e., Ilvl'imax. = i.

Procedure for the Computer ' Pro@ram

A sample run of the computer program named JDSPOT is shown

below. In this run, we requested that a best focus correction be

made (IFOC=I) using a grid size of 31 (NRAS=31) with a printout

of the summary data and Zernlke coefficients (PPSM=I). A plot f11e

is created on FILE1 (HCOP=I). Note that if a plot file is required,

the command _ SET F _ TT/(FILE NAME) must be entered before running

the program. See reference (6) for a further explanation of the
options available in the SPOT program.
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Figure 1

T;LT X*.?5 Z£RNI[E POLVMOmI_L COEFF|CI[NT$
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Figure 3
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DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INTERFACING
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Terry R. Flesch
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ABSTR._CT

The Astrophysics Branch of _he Marshall Space Flight Center has

been actively involved in the sLudy of high energy as_ronomlcal objects

using ground-based instrumentation specifically developed at Marshall

for this purpose. In particular, work has been carried out using a

photoelectric photometer interfaced with an IMSAI _080 microcomputer.

This system allows photoelectric observations of from I0 msec to

I0 sec d-ration t|_ough each of several filters.

Work has been carried out this summer involvin_ the initial _cvelep-

mentot a second system which will allow not only the rapid photoelectric

observations, but will have the added capability of obtaining information

on the polarization of the radiation emitted by the source under study.

The new system will employ a rapidly rotating polarizing element which

will allow information to be obtained on the Stoke's _irameters in as

short a period of time as 1 minute. The polarizatJon measurements and

the rotation of the polarizing element wlil alqo be controlled by the

microcomputer.
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INTROOUCTION

Since the application of microcomputers to the technology available
to the "Itronomer, new kinds of observing equipment and techniques have

expanded the observational _apabilltles of even modest-slzed telescopes.

This project deals with the preliminary stages in the design and con-
' struction of a photoelectric photometer system modeled after a system

built at the Marshall Space Flight Center in the late 1970's and

currently in use at the NASA/University of Arizona's Mr. Lemmon Obser-

vatory.

Of particular interest is the capability of measurtilg both the

intensity and polarization of the radiation emitted b_ objects which

show very rapid light variations. Such objects include pulsars and the

optical counterparts of X-ray sources. The rapid nature of the varia-

tions in these types of objects necessitates the ability of the instru-
ment co make observations with very high time resolution, in addition,

the study of the polarization of the radiation from such objects will
lead to a better understanding of the magnetic fields and interstellar
material which characterize the immediate envlronment of these stellar

systems. With these tactors in mind, the instrumentation being designed

involves the interfacing of a microcomputer wiLh the photometer to

allow data to be taken with time resolution as hlgh as i0 msec. In
addition, the instrument will include magnetic tape and magnetic disk

storage capabilities to enable rapid data storage.
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OBJECTIVES

The goal of this project dealt with the construction of electronic

circuitry to enable the photoetectric photometer to detect stellar

radiation, to allow communication between the photometer and the micro-

computer, and the application of existing c_ uter hardware and software,

to enable a teletype terminal to relay comm_a..s to the cemputer-photo-
m_t_r system. The design and construction of the phetomecer itself,

including the filter box and offset guider is the aim of future work.
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_I_E P!_.OTOMETR7C SYSTEM

A photoelectric photometer system was designed and constructed at MSFC

in the late 1970's. The instrument allows high time-resolution observa-

: tion of rapidly varying astronomical objects and is now being used in

observing programs at tile NASA/University ot Arizona's 60" telescope at

Mr. Lemmon, Arizona. The main components of the system are schematically

shown in Figure i.

The curren_ project is a modification of this basic design and tile con-

struction of the modified version, Many of the characteristics of the

operational sysnem at V.. Lemmm, are being incorporated into this

second generation instrument. The planned modification will allow the

acquisition of polarization measurements of the stellac radiation. This

will be accomplished by including a rotating 0.35 wave plate into the

optical path of the incoming light beam. A 3-element Wollaston prison

will then divide the tadldtion into two separate beams. Each of these

will be 99.9 percent linearly polarized with their axes of polarization

mutually perpendicular. A separate EMi 9658B photomultiplier tube will

monitor each beam. The relative signal strengths from the two tubes

will enable the four Stoke's parameters and, from these, the polariza-

tion of tl_e incoming radiation to be calculated. A schematlc of the

proposed system is shown in Figure 2.

The filter box will contain a set of UBVr[ filters which will allow for

photometric observations to be made in a standard astronomical photo-

metric system. The 0.35 waveplate will also he included for use in the

polarization measurement.

The cold box will house two EMI 9658B photom_liti,"_i,'r__ tubes. Work has

been completed on the wiring and interf,_cing of a single tube-cold box

assembly with the computer, Current plans call for the construction

of a single-channel photometric system with later expansion to the

dual-channel simultaneous syste_n necessary., for obta '"Ln_ng' the polariza-

tion information. "il_e tube possesses an b-20 photocathode ._urface to

enhance its reJ sensitivity, and will be operated at 1230 veils to

maximiTc the .anode sensitivity. The base of the tube has been _ired

in a grounded-cathode configuration for u,_e Ln the pulse COtlllttltg mode

(see Figure 3).

Pulse preamplifier, height discrurinat:or and ljnc driver-pulse inverter

circuits will insure a pulse height ot at toast +I.SV being fed to the

computer, lhis voltage is necessary to :-ctivate the opti_al isolator

light emitting diode in the computer interface electronics used to

initialize t':e pulse counting procedure.

The preamp circuit is included in the end bell can of the cold bo, to
minimize R F noise pick till from the dome and platform electronics.
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The remaining electronics are housed in a set;alate unit. The circuit

dlagr .as f_. these c'rcuits are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The circuitry

has a pulse pair resolution of approximately 600 nsec. This results

In a 6 percent pulse coincidence less at an apparent count rate of

105 cow.:Ls/sec. At an oper',ting voltage of +1230 volts, this count

rate corresponds to a star of apparent magnitude of _ i0.) when

ob.,erved wlt|_ a 60" tel est.ope.

The pulse signal is carried to the computer by a shielded cable and is

fed through a (6N137=IIPS082-4360) electrically isolated light emitting

diode on tile computer interlace board. The pulses are sur_med for a

length of time previously determined by tile observer Tile final readings

are then sent to a magnetic tape and/or a magnetic disk recording svstt_.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE/HA.RI)WAI_E

The microcomputer used Is an IMSAI-8080 system. Attempts to activate

tile system at tile beginning of the summer were unsuccessful due to a

defective M£O board in the computer hardware. Tile problem ted to tile

replacement of the MIO board with a SIO board. This allowed tile inter-

facing el the computer with the teletype and magnetic disk drives, but

communications between the c_mlputer and magnetic tape units will r_qutre
tile MlO board.

Since tile development el most ot the computer software and the testing
of the majority of the necessary computt, r interfaces and accompanying

electronic circuitry were still pos,_ible with the SIO board, the project
was pursued with this change incorporated {niL, the computer hardware.

• The correction of tile Hie board is being effeeted through a NASA contract
with the COml_uter St'lences Corporation.

The computer software for tile actual data-taking use:; tile fIRTH 2.1

language developed ;It the University of Rochester. rhl.,; language was
chosen due to its widespread use at major astronomical observatories

and its flexibility in allowing interaction between operator and computer

for de!/qing the various parameters necessary to control the data-taking
procedures. Most of the basic software was developed along with tile

prototype of the photometric system mentioned earlier, ttowever, solue

modifications in the software will be ne, cessarv as the pro,leet continues

to allow for magnetic tape storage of data and the dual-channel readings
to be accepted by the computer, A listing c,t the current URTlt software
for d_tta acquisition can be fotmd tn appcndi× I.

"rl,;S'i'INt; OF TIIE l'llOTOblIq.TlPl,ll,'.R ELECTRONICS

Tll.' photomultiplier and associated eleetronlcs were tested for sensi-

ttvitv by tnonltortng dark curr_,nt pulses produced by tile tube under a

variety of high voltages. The tube was placed inside the cold box and

operated at room temperature. /!nder :ictual observing condttions, the

photocathode will he kept ;It opprt_ximatelv -SbOC by filling tile cold
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box with dry ice, The dark slide was kept closed during the tests to

prevent external light from striking the cathode surface. The resulting /

pulses were monitored on an oscilloscope and fed into the microcomputer
for pulse counting. The number of counts increased with increasing

applied voltage as expected (see Table ]), This confirmed the correct
J

perfomaance of the photomultlp]ler tube and the electronic circuitry
discussed earlier, lqlis also proved the reliability of the computer ; i

interfacing electronics contained in the computer hardware. A listing
of the UR'I_{commands used in the testing procedure is contained in

appendix Tl, !

TABLE 1

Dark current counts (relative scale) vs. voltage applied to photo-

mul.tiplier tubes.
<

Voltage (%) Counts Voltage (V) Counts
1000 1 1300 1.o00

1050 3 1350 2700 _
II00 16 1400 4000 ,:

1150 55 [450 5500

1200 100 1500 7000
1250 600

7

]
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FIGURE2 MAINCOMPONENTSOFPROPOSEDPHOTOELECTRICPHOTOMETER-
STOKE'SMETERCURRENTLYUNDERDEVELOPMENTATMSFC
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CONC! USIONS AND RECOMMEDATIONS

This project bas seen the successful completion of tile first steps in

the development of a photometric-polarimetric system which will prove

" invaluable for the study of all types of variable star systems, partic-

ulary syst eros showing variations on very short (seconds to tens ,,f

milliseconds) timescale. Further work is needed in the development of

the software and interfau=s necessary to handle the dual-channel slmu]-

taneous monitoring capabilities of the final system, but these advances

requlre only an extension of procedures already shown to be feasible.

In addition, design of the system hardware (guider, filter box, two-

channel cold box) should be possible now that the electronics and

computer interfacing problems are being solved.

l_lere is some doubt by the author that one more summer by a single

faculty member will be able to realize the completion of the system.

With this in mind, arrangements are being made for wlrious compone[_ts

of the system to be taken by the author to his home institution of

North Georgia College with the hope that more progress can be made

toward the final construction and testing of the instrument.
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APPENDIX I

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED AT

MSFC FOR RAPID PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY
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ORIGINALPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY_,L.OCI', Lo

0 _,MAUI¢IF'E WF.:IIE F'IL'FINE•. -- 040CI _'',,._DY .15If ) BASE E) HEX
] 200 CONSIAHI EcLt.SIZE 0 CONSTAI\'I II'.Y : OIB 0 ' ll_Y ! ;

2 : DIF', Ac,._EM_.L.ERA XRA, 3 OUT, ; : '.'."IF',r,SSE.MBLER eO A MVI,

3 3 OUT, ; " PULSE, ASSEMBLER 1 OU "T, A XRA, ._ XRA, A XRA, 1

4 OUT, ; COD[" \FLILL? CTP, _ IN, 80 .r.NZ'lh _ MOV, O I{ MVI,
R_
._ B F'USH, NEXT .;NF', CODE \ROY? CTP, BEGIN, 1 IN, 40 f,NI, 0=,

6 END, NEXT JMF', CODE \WEOF CTF', 4 A MVI, PULSE, NEXT JMF',

7 CODE \REW C'FF',8 A MVI, PULSE, NEXT JMF', CODE \IRG CTP, 2 A

8 MVI, PULSE, NEXT JMP, CODE \WB CTP, 1 A MVI, PLILSE, NEXT JMP,

9 CODE CF'REF' D'IF',B F'OF',C A MOV, I OUT, NEXT JMF',

10 CODE BF'REF' IITF',I. POP, B A MOV, I OUT, NEXT JMF',

ii : FULL? \FURL? IBY BIkSIZE -- I ; : F.:EWIND \ROY? \REW O$B ;

12 : IRC I0 MSEC ',ROY? \IRG OI:B ; : EOF 10 mSEC \ROY? \WEOF OIB ;
13 : WRITE \ROY ? CF'REF' \WB ' IBY i |1F IRG THEN ;

14 : DWRITE DUP \RDY'_ BF'REP \WB \ROY? CF'REF' \3B " ;BY DUP
15 1+! 1+! FULL? IF IRG THEN ; BASE ! 51 LOAD ;S

BLOCK 31

0 ( INTERRUPT DEFINIIIONS -- 30NOV77 BY RAB ) BASE @ HEX

I CODE EI El, NEXT JMF', CODE DI DE, NEXT JMF', 0 Vf_.RIABLE VIMASK

2 CODE IXMASK B POP, C A MOV, CMA, 37 OLIT, FF OUT, NEXT JMF',
3 : 2W'_ DUF' O- ir IH.:OF'i FLSE 1 SWAP 0 IK) "2 _ LOOP IJlEN ;

4 : ION 2_)K Vltt,%:.,l', _ : DUP k'_'rtiASK = IXMAC;K ; I ]OFF 2W(I UIMASI_
5 [a Xt DUF' VIMhSK ! TXHASK ; : At.I.OFF 0 TXMASK 0 VIMASk '

6 : INTRI_INN SWAP 7 SWAP - 3 <-L !+ _ ION ;

7 ( COLON INTERRUPT DEFINITIONS )

8 CODE RINTX F'SW POP, B POF', i, F'OF', H r"OF', EI, RET,
(? : ;r ' RINIX ._ - , 0 SIATE ! CONCUR IHTRL].NK ;

10 IMf' ;_ : =: DUF' OCD IB1 C! : 003 IBJ C! HERE 3 - ;CODE XTHL,

11 D F'USH, I: F'USH, F'SW PUSH, NEXIHL JMF",
12 _'CODE INTERRUPT DEFINITIONS )

13 ! ICODE DUF' CO['E HERE ;
14 : ;C! [ ASSEMBLER ] RET, INTRLINK ; INF" ;C$
15 ALLOFF DI BASE l ;S

E_LOCK 51

0 ( PHOTON COUNTING ROUTINES BY JGD OCTO[(ER 1978 )

1 0 VARIABLE IDAY 0 VARIABLE #MON 0 VARfABLE fY'R
2 0 VARIABt.E _STR 0 VARIABLE JRUN 0 VARIABLE ?NEW

3 0 VARIABLE "_OK? 0 VARIABLE YGO? 0 VARIABLE LOC

4 0 VARIABLE LGTF' 0 VARIABLE BYTS 0 VARIABLE NEW_

5 0 VARIABLE IFLAG 0 VARIABLE TYPE 0 VARIA" _.E SPEEI|
6 0 VARIABt.E HOURS 0 VARIABLE MINS 0 VARIABLE STATUS

7 0 VARIABLE OLOC 0 VARIABLE SECS 0 VARIABLE NWTYP
8 0 VARIABLE ISE[.S 0 V_3RIABLE 1MIN 0 VARIABLE 1HOUR

9 0 %'AF.'I_P![; ?F;LCS 0 V,'_RIABI_E 2MIN 0 VARIABLE 2HOUR

10 0 VARIADLE NEW[ GTH 0 VARIABLE RMOhE 0 VARIABLE 2MOIRE
.0.0 VARIABLE ENDI_LOCK 2050 VARIABLE BLIIN11 2050 V,'_RIABLE OBL ON "_ ""

1"2 0 VARI_',BLE TALLY 0 VARIABLE tBLOCKS

13 0 VARIABLE F,'ArE 0 VARIABLE .1SEC 0 VARIABLE .01SEC

:t4 I VARIABLE EXTEND

15 31 LOAD .",2 L.OAL_ ;S
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OFPOORqUALITY
£LC}CI',52

C' : SASK GOd 48 - ; : ._'SASK SASI, ]0 ,I ','51.n ; : ECHO I" "
• 4 "'$ c"

] [11I_' • ; , 4SASK 3SASh 100 _' -)etc,=..,.,.,,.,_, ; . rE.!:] IILJF (,' . ._SA,,I, [ILIF'
"2 176-i O- IF 2BF:OF' ELSE SUAP , T,_IEN ; HE>:
3 CO[IE IGET I"O IN, A ',.MOV, 0 H MV], i'll_,l;Jr':;,
4 COBE 2GET FO IN, A L MOV, F] IN, A FI .'=OV, ['L!SFI.'MF,

5 CODE 3GET F2 IN, A L ,_OU, 0 H MVI, H I'IISH, FO IN, A L MOV,

6 F1 IN, _ H MOV, F'USH JMF',
CO[IE OSET 7 A MUl, F4 OUT, 1 A MVI, FF OUT, NEXT JMF',

8 CODE ISET 6 A MVI, F4 OUT, 3 A MVI, FF OIJT_ NEXI JMF',

9 CODE 2SET ..5 _-_MVI, F4 OUT, 7 A MVI, F[ OLIT, N[-XT JMF',
I0 COBE 3SEI 4 A MVI, F4 OLIT, F A MU], ;r [IUTP NEXT JMF',
II COBE 4SET 3 t-.lMVI, F4 OUT, :LF A M;'IP FF ULJT, NEXT JMF',

12 CODE 5SET ? A MVI, F4 OUT, ._.FA MV], FF UII], NEX! JMR,

13 C[}DE _SE'T I A M"JI, F'_,LY._, 7F A MV], FF Oil], NEXT JMF',

14 CC)BE 7SET 0 A MVI, Fro-OlJ_, FF A MVI, tF [}LIT, NLXI JMF',

15 DECIMAL 53 LLJt,h ;S

BLOCK 53
0 : OLIN T" BAY ! o (21'S) " II.AY IEbl i" " llbOY @ . ;

I : ILlr! T" MLJNTH -I ? (21'S) • .'If'ilJNlE,q,v r, " |MEIN _ . ;

"J : 2LIN I" YEAR II "T, ',2t'S) " #Y'R rEST T" • $Y'F, e . :
3 : 3LIN I' STAF, I _ (2#'S) " #STR ILSI I" ' ISIR O._ . ;

4 : 4LIN l' RUN $ ? (2_'S) • IRUN IEST I" ' IRUN E_ . ;

5 : 51 IN T' I BAIA F'TS ? ( 4 DIG_TS _ " 4'-'_e', , _.....,, ECHO LGTH I ;

6 : 6LIN i' REC[}I-cDING MOBE( Ol = IAF'E , ". = DISC , 03 ---.BGIH ) ",
"', " RMCIDE IEST T' • _._nr.,-_,._(? . ;

E( : 7LIN T' BYTS/F"T, '_ (1,2 [JR 3 ) " StnSl !['HO BYIS _ ;

9 : BL.IN I" SPFED ? ( 1 FAST 2 SLOW ) " _.,'.51, _L?I-IO SI-'EEI_ n ;
I0 : 9LIN T" rYt'E ( _a F'FIOIOM 1 F'OLARM ) ;' " ,SASI,ECHO IYPE ' ;

11 : IOLIN l' I-'HOTOMEIRY RUN _ ; : ]iL]h " FOLhr<IzAIION RUM

12 CR T" NOT YEI PROGRAMMED " ;

13 : 12LIN T" ILLEGAL VALUE OF FCM[)IoE' CF. 6!_I_< ; "

14 : 13LIN T" RAIE (1,2,3 FORIp.I,.01 SEC')" SASI,,ECHO RAIE = ;
15 54 LOAB INSTALL NEW.ABORT.DEFINIIIONS ;S

I:LlICK 54

C : INCBLON I_LON 1-I'_; : UF'RLIN Ir..,_ I*' ; : I'FL.IFI.AG li-, ;

1 : 2+! BUP I+' I+ _ ; : /NCLOC Ll'!,_ I0_,2 - 0---IF "fFI.0 LOC '

..... B,.ON E'L.SE L.OC "31' [_;_-N ;

;3 : .%EN[IEM B:_[INe _[-',LOCKLOC e -I"' ]NI:IOC ;

4 : 21"UCI',RI'IrJDEe DUF' I - O= IF [_R[)F'I.=6IRIIEELSF hUF" ;' - O= IF

5 I.U<LIPSENDEM ELSE 3 - O= IF [IUF"hURITE SFMDEM ELSE ]2LIN

o ri-_EN THEN TFIEN ; : :GRAB 1GEl "T"'_.,l,t, ;
T, : 2GRAB 2GLT "2tUCl'.; : 3[;PAB 3GET ;'IUCI, L'TLIC_.;

: JfHCIU_:SiI',_l.( _ '_ ; ; IMINS M]N5 _ U_' - O- iF 0 bINS i

_a. IF!LILIRSEI/,E _ "IS,.,i_' TIIEN ; : Iv_r'c;.,,._.SI CS @ 5"1 - O" IF (,',SF'._ o

1L) iMINt] FL,St. b' CS lf' I_IEN ; : NOU .%l:liS 12 MIN5 I,_ ItO|IRS {..' ;
II : lO CR [' FItILIRS(21'S_ " 3¢JASK HO[IRS = Ul( T' MINS(21'S) • ."..,",5l.
12 MINS ¢ CR T" ,_CS '21'5_ "2S_hSK SIC.S , 4:_T [ " ;
13 : TIM_. NE'U , , ; : l';l;,kl NOU III_3IlR_ ;Ih]t; ' I,';t {'¢.J_ ;
14 ; IEND N(]I_ZI_OUI; 2MIN ' :.'S[Jt, . ;

15 ,r._._LOAD ;S
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OF POOR QU&LITY
DLOCh _5
0 : 1HDLJS'. CR OLIN [:R ILIN CR 21.1P CR TO ;

r i o

I : 2HOUSE CR 31_I_,'CF. 41.1N CR ?LIN" 7LlfV CR ,.,,_.INCR _ILIK

2 CR 6LIN CR 13LIN ;

3 : CHECK BEGIN CR F" F'ARAMLIERS OK ""\( 1; YES 0 NO ) " SASK4 DUF' O= IF 2hOUSE ELSE I;,LN 1 - O=

5 : MOIIEIESI FYF'E [_ DUF' O= IF [rROF' I ELSE i- 0= IF IILIN

6 E-I_SEl' UF'F<DGF(AMME.[;FYF'E ' CR 9LIN IH_N THEN ;

7 : BYTETEST BY FS _ DUF' 1 - 0---_F BNOP EL_:E DUF' 2 - O: IF

C DR[)P ELSE 3 - O: IF F-LSE T' BYIE ERROF: " CF. 7LIN

_" IHEN THEN IHEN ;
I0 : MOI_ESW.,IC'FIIFI_AG [a I0 " IF" 1 RMODE ; IHEN ;

'.! : IrhTAGET £:YIS @ DUF' I - 0:, IF IGRAB DROI' E_LSE I!UF'2 -

12 0-- IF _GF(AI DROP ElSE 3 O= IF 3GRAB E[_SE T' ERROR "
13 THEN THEN THEN MODESWITCF.I IALLY I+ m ;

14 : F,:MOIrETFST I(MI)[_E [_ i IF CR IPLIN IF-IEt! F.ctIOltE[. 3 iF CR

!5 1"_'_.INTI-IEtJ; '.,,_wL_CIAIJ ;S

lq_OCK 56
_" : I,ISKF'REF' ;'131 "_^_n £I0 0 I I_LOCF, ' I(}[JF';, . ',J,.J_

i : FIF.:STRI/N CF.:CR CF" IH[HISE CR CR CFIFCI, r_{;DEIESI L.I<BYIEIEST
f c2 IcMC)[_[-I....,T; 10 I:LJFAL!OC

3 : NBt.UCIxS I:YI_'C" 2 - (' = IF- LGTH _z'5:IP / IBL.OCKS ' ELSE

4 LGTH I_ 25_ I II:L[ICKS t THEN ;

5 ; (;HI,,BLKI£.LOClxS @ I0 IF 10 IBL.OCKS ' THEN OI(LAN @

6 IT_LCICKS [_ ._F_HII£'[OCT. ' 0 rALLY t ;

7 : ITEXT T" !HIS IS RUN I ' IRUN E_ , ;

8 : 2TEXT T" IT STARTS AT BLOCK I " OBLO._! @ • ;
EN,,_ AT BLOCK I EN£1BLOCh ra 1 - ;9 : 3TEXT T" IT ".... ,

10 : 4TE×I T" II HAS TOTAL I OF BYTES " LGIFI @ , ;
Z"11 : IF'HSK 37 1 DO I I - 11 _ IDAY + _ DWRIIE 10 ff,...FCLOOP ;

12 : F'REF'DISC _'£L_OCKS ENDF:LOCI, C_ IIUP OBLOtC ' |:LFI_'' ;
o

13 : IWAY RhClltE _ 2MtJz,E t ; : 2WAY 2e.CII,EE_ IcI_Oi,E ,

,4 5: LOAf, iS
i5

I_LOCK 57

0 : RFIX 2_IOI,E [_ RMCIDE _ ;

1 : IEXT STAIt.15 {/ i n= IF l" END IF R,J,w ' CR ELSE THEN ;

2 : ABORT 0 STAIUS ' OI_L()N _ DLIF'ENL_BLOCK _ BLON _ 0 [DE t ;

3 IIEX CODE SENSE 03 IN, i0 hNl, A L MOb, 0 ¢, _.VI, _, H MOV,

4 I'U5_;JMF', DF CIMAL

5 : STALL I:EGIN SENSE 16 - 0= EN[_ ;

6 : [F'CLR RNOI_E P 2 :- IF ElSE TF'HSK IRG ]00 MSEC EOF 5000 MSEC

' LOF FFIFH ; : _FI t'SH I..hOI_E@ 1 TF FETISH THEN ;
_' 0 .1(.._ " ' _' ,C,, : F.:LSET MIhS DUF' !_' I_,_ 0 SECS _ L . i::i[: _ ;

9 ' _'CFT cTAIiIS _ 0: IF 4 ;I ELSE 2SET "I_'" ;

IC' . FIN'.S T° '..F,I.T...... : .. . iMIN .'_ F..I.F.',,. . , Ci i' ;_NI'"
II 2SECS @ 2MIN @ 2HOUr( C • . • il
12 : ENI_IESI T¢,! [.l {' I[;I11 F:' IF _'XVFN[_ _ 0:- IF lOIH _ 256
13 - TALL_".... ._r e .I,"",_-...,. _ TLNI_ ClALL.. t.6.".:'uAY TL'XI FIN]5

14 ;F'C:LF.: 't _ L:.:I! FALL ,,: .,t., _ Ut'K'LIN LF,, ]_.(:'. ' .'..N _":'E r ;
IS : ('UNI],"_LI__,D E;,I[NI_ , ; : EXIT I EXl( '[, ' ; 5B IC,",I,;B
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BLOCK 58
0 : F'F.'REF'NBL[ICKS END£,L.OCK@ OBLON t OBLON P BLON ! CHKBLI\ CR
"J 0 2134 !BL.OCI', ! ,:)BL_ON@ DUF' 10 + SWAP D[I 0 ] !BLOCK ! LOOP ;

' ._'_3 .t:ZAPF'O OSET DAIAGET ENDTES] NSE'I ;a
3 : RESIART :IRUN i+ I F'F'REF';

_: '4, i' !: CLOCKER OSET +SE-CS NSET ;!
5 : NEXTRUN 2WAY 0 IF'LAG J 0 TALLY ! CHECI",CR

, 6 tIODETES1 CR I{YTETEST CR RMOItETEST ;
7 : READY 1WAY 7SET STALL RMODE [_ "2 = IF ELSE TPHSk ZRG
8 THEN I-,:M[)IE _ 1 = IF ELSE F'F'REP IHEN 0 TROLLY v

(:_ r'"9 0 IFL.AG J STALL RE.,,".T1 STATLIS _ IS'IARI 2[}[.TDROP 2SE.'I;
10 ;S
'1.1
:L2
13
14
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APPENDIX II

• COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE TESTING OF

PBOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE ELECTRONICS

BLOCK 69

0 0 VARIABLE DLAST 0 VARIABLE BN 0 VARIABLE LOC

1 0 VARIABLE SUM : AD DL|P SUM @ + SUM ! ;
2 : POD 3Z 1 DO DATA[;ET LOOP !FLUSH ;

3 : ROD 6 I DO I'.N_ @ D,_' DLAST _ - . DLASI ! BN @ 2 !

4 LOOP CR ; : TSUM CR T' SUM OF: COUNTS = ' SUM _ .

_3 : GETIT 20El ; : IWDI ,_ I DO _ETII AI' . LDOF' CR :

6 : 1GDI 0 SUM ' 7 I DO _WDI LOOP TSUM

7 : 2WItI 6 I DO GETIT DUF' DLASI P EWAP DLAST ! -- . LOOP C_':;
8 : 2GDI 7 1 DO 2WDI LOOP

9 : RDO 2050 BLOCK BN ! 0 DLASI ! 7 i [,0 ROD LOOP ;

I0 : RD1 2050 B[,OCK I + BN w 0 [ILAST * 7 1 DO R[,D LOOP ;

11 : ROB 7 1 DO ROD LOOP ; iS

13

14

it3

]
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A PRELIMINARYSTUDYOF THE DEVELOPMENTOF
HIGH STRENGTH,HIGHTEMPERATURECERAMICS

' BY

WilliamB. Hall, Ph.D.
Professorof ChemicalEngineering
MississippiStateUniversity
MississippiState,Mississippi

ABSTRACT

The operationof rocketengineturbinepumps is limitedby the
temperaturerestrictionsof metalliccomponentsused in the systems.
Mechanicalstrengthof thesemetal componentstypicallydecreased
drasticallyat high temperatures.Ceramicmaterialsthat retain
strengthat high temperaturesappearto be promisingcandidatesfor
use as turbinebladesand impellers. These high strengthmaterials
are sensitiveto many relatedprocessingparameterssuch as impurties,
sinteringaids, reactionaids, particlesize,processingtemperature,
and post thermaltreatment. The objectivesof this researchobtained
are;

I. Identifiedand definedthe processingparameters

thateffectthe propertiesof Si3N4 ceramicmaterials.

2. Specifiedmethodsrequiredfor processinghigh
strengthceramics.

3, Suggestedtest for evaulatingthe high temperature

propertiesof Si3Nr.
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INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter is the heart of NASA's space
transportation system during the decade of the eighties. This
reusable vehicle trims the cost of space travel while increasing
NASA's capabilities in space. The system can carry a crew of three,
four scientist, and a sixty five thousand pound load into orbit. The
Orbiter returns to earth like an airplane and it is anticipated that
it can make cne hundred round trips into space and back. Although
the Shuttle System utilizes the most advanced aerospace technology
available to date to achieve economical and useful space flight, it
is anticipated various improvements will be made on the system as
experience is gained and new technologies emerge. Marshall Space
Flight Center has the main responsibility for the Space Shuttle main
engine and solid rocket boosters used in this system.

One area in which improvement is needed is in the high-pressure
turbopumDs, both fuel and oxidizer, in the Space Shuttle main engine.
The operation of these pumps is limited by temperature restrictions
of the metallic components used in these pumps. Spot melting, oxidation,
and erosion-corrosionare sor._eof the problems encountered in the turbo-
pumps. Figures l & 2 are flow diagrams of the turbopumps showing
approiate temperatures and pressures. The maximum use temperature shown
is 1731OR which is in the liquid hydrogen pump. The maximum use temper-
atu_e is the liquid oxygen pump is 1471OR. These temperatures are on
the upper edge of permissable use temperatures for the available metals

uti]ized in the pumps. This study will specifically Si3N4, in some
applications in the turbopumps.
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Figure I. SSME Proplellant Flow Schematic with temperatures
and pressures indicated.
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Figure 2. SSME Propellant Flow Schematic with enlarged
turbopumps.
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this two year study are:

i. Identify and define the processing parameters that

affect the properties of Si3N 4 ceramic materials.

2. Design and assemble equipment required for processin_
high strength ceramics.

3. Design and assemble test apparatus for evaluatin_

the high temperature properties of Si3N 4.

4. Conduct a research program of manufacturing and

evaluating Si3N 4 materials as applicable to rocket engine
applications.

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

SJli('on nitride has the desired properties for utiliza-
[ion as a high temperature structural material. These
properties include high strength, low coefficient of friction.
hiRh decomposition temperature,good corrosion resistance, good
(>xidarion resistance, high wear resistance and good thermal-
shock resistance. These positive features have been known
for two decade_ and slowly sil[(,on nitride is approaching the
Futt:Lltment of its potential. Two problems have slowed the use
of silicon nitrJde. The first is the fabricating of suit-
nbLe OF u:;ef-ulshapes with the desirable properties. The
second _:_ the brittleness of silicon nitride, and indeed, all
('eramic mate_-{als. Traditionally, all engineering desi,gn
,'ompromises on the selection of a material to use in an
appticatlon, takir_.F,into consideration the tota] cost o_ a
material ,_n,Itl_e use nroperries of that material. The

eval,4<it-Lonof these compromises in desi_,n generally show
that a metaL[{c material has a hiF,her net profit. Because
_)[ thi.,_,there Ls very Little design experience with structural.
;ipplic:itJons _:f silicon nitride or other brittle ceramics.
[t is beinF, considered at this time because of the great need
For the p_,tential of Si.,N, and the development of computer
t,_p:_hilitv to define rh_ _tresses as required for brittle
m:_tcriaL desLF.n.
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There are two hexaqnnal crystal structures of silicon nitride,_-Si3N 4
and_-Si:N A, with the_-Structure unit cell being approximately twice
the size_a_ the_-Structure unit ce11. Since either structure can be
produced from He other by rotation of two basal D1ones, requiring breaking
and forming of primary bonds, them_-_ transformation requires _ime and
energy. Two possible T_ethodsare solutioning-precipitationand volatiliza-
tion-condensation. Both structures can be formed over a wide range of
temperatures and both are relatively stable, although_'-Si_Naappears to
be more stable at temperatures in excess of 1500oc. The f_rn_ationof
SiRNa through a vapor-phase reaction favours the formation of the

_-$t_ucture, while precipitation from the liquid state favours the
.,_ -Structure fromation. The morphology of the formed crystals is

important with the fibrousF-Structure preferred because it enhances
the strength and toughness of the resulting bulk material.

There are three basic methods of forming bulk SiRN4. The first
of these three is called "reaction-bonded"SiRN4 whereby formed piece of
pressed silicon powders is nitrided in nitrogen gas in the range of 1300-
1400oc. During this nitridation process, the silicon powders are reacted

with N2 gas to form a mixture ofo<'-andpg-Si_Na. The second method is
called "hot-pressed"SignA. This process entails the nitriding of Si
powders to form_/-Si_NA_pBwders. These SieNa powders are mixed with
desirable additives _nB then pressed into _ _ompact 'ina graphite mold,
under a pressure of I-2 tons/in2, at a temperature of 1700-1800°C. This

results in a hiqh strenath, high density__7-Si:NAproduct. The third
process is called sintered SieNa I_ the _i_tered product,u_- and/or _)
S_RNa powders are mixed with desTr_ble additives and then pressed into
th_ desired shape. This pressed bulk is then sintered in a controlled
atmosphere at 18O0-19ll°C for a considerable length of time. The product

• . is essentiall -Si_aN physicalof thls sinterinQ operation _ . Typical
properties of these three different processed SIGN4 products are given

in

Table I as published by KaT7 and Rocke_dyne is glven in Table II.
While reaction-bondedSi_&a-increases in strength with an increase in use
temperature. This produ_e_ a cross-over in h_ghest strength of the three
t_pes. While reaction-bonded is considerably weaker at room temperature
than hot presscd or sintered SiRNa, it is the strongest at a use
temperatureof 1375°C. These t_pTcal properties are very dependent on
the starting _terials and processing parameters. Some of the parameters

that are controlled in the _,_anufacturingof bulk Si3N4 are as follows:
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Table I. Typical properties of silicon nitride.

Type Bend strength Young's Coefficient

(four-point) (MPa) modulus of thermal

expansion, or
RT* 1000°C 1375°C

(GPa) (I0-6°C -i)

Hot-pressed 690 620 330 317 3.0
(MgO additive)

Sintered 655 585 275 276 3.2

(Y_O_ additive)
ReaCtion-bonded 210 345 380 165 2.8

Table II. Characteristic Flexural Strength r_f Silicen _tride/KSl

TEMP Rocketdyne Competitive products

(OF) Injection Molded/ Hot Presse_ Reaction Bonded
Sintered

70 82 35
I0_8 70 81 45
1800 70 80 49
2100 67 70 55
2500 35
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a. Initial particle size and size distribution
b. Impurities
c. Milling and Mixir,gprocedures
d. Sinterin9 aids
e. Reaction (sintering) temperature
f. Reaction (sintering) pressure
g. Reaction (sintering) time
h. Reaction (sintering)atmosphere
i. Post heat treatment

Not all of these parameters apply to each of the three types of bulk $o]id

Si_N_. Normal impurities present in Si3N_ regardless of type are iron,
lu_iBum, calium, magnesium and oxygen. TBese elements are usually present
in the combined state such as oxides, silicides or silicates. A typical
chemical analysis of a silicon nitride powder as reporicd by Vasilos
Cannon and Wvensch is given in Table If.

The preceeding varying parameters causes a wide range in phase
equilibrium and microstructures in the final bulk SiRN4 which in turn
causes a wide range in properties such as fracture tSu_hness, strength,
creep, and oxidation resistance. For example, Edington et al gave K_
values for SiRN4 (with varying starting powders and processing parameters)
of 2.li MN/m372. The other properties varied in values in a similar way.
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!
. TABLE III !

....-tralANALYSTSOF AS-RECEIVEDSIL!CONNITRIDEPOWDER i
]

CONCENTRATION 1
DFTERMINED I

ELEMENT _____ !

i

Calium 0.03 i

Iron 0 39 + .04

Aluminum 0 085 + .009

_gnesium 0008

Sodium 000l

Potassium 000l
/

Carbon 0 28 + .03

Antimony 0 003

_nganese 000l

Nickel 0 01

Chromium 0 02

Cobalt 00l

Copper 0 02

OxyQen 1.4

l
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION:

Si-N _s a _iable material candidate for utilization in high temperature
structu_a_ dpplications. However, it must be fully evaluated under use
conditions and environments before utilization. The t_ main areas of
concern for turbopump application would be thermal sFo,:kand exposure to
fuel/fuel products. It is recommended that these two areas be studied
and evaluated under actual environments existing in th_ turbopumps
early in the program. These evaluation should continu( . _ughout the

life of the program as long as any change is made in the Si3N4 processing
parameters. Additional studies could include:

a. Creep and strength improvement based on different sinterino _"

_. Forming techniques

c. New processing t_chniQues such ?s reaction-bondingfollowed b)
sintering

d. Basic studies on th_ glass bond formeG during sintcring.

e. Effects of varying furnace enviroments.
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A PRELIMINARYSTUDY OFTHE PARTICULATE FALLOUT
FROM THE SPACE SHUTTLE (STS- 1)

" BY

G. MARTINHUDSON
ASSISTANTPROFESSOROF PHYSICS
UNIVERSITYOF CENTRALFLORIDA

ORLANDO,FLORIDA

ABSTRACT

The objectiveof this investigationin retrospectwas to be able to

predictacid falloutand the dry depositionof Al20_: The models available
were not appropriateand the data availablewas negligible. Thus, a
bimodalparticledistributionwas assumednormalizedto the few existing
data pointsand used as a foundationfor a crude zerothorder approximation
for ti_eacid fallout. In addition,a settlingspectrumfor the AI_O3 particles
was devisedas a table look-upsince the graphs in the literature_t-first
pass could not be fittedwith reasonableanalyticfunctions. Consulting
serviceswere renderedto researchersboth here and at KennedySpace Center.Special
emphasiswas placedon improvingcurrenttechniques'andaddingLIDAR
(LightRadar).
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I. INTRODUCTION

As an appliednuclearphysicistworkingmainly in applicationsto air
particulatepollution,I was awardeda NASA contractto do air particulate
samplingat KennedySpace Center,Florida. This contractcan be broken
down intotwo separatepartsJoackgroundsamplingand launchrelatedsampling.
The launchrelatedsamplescould be used to validatethe particulatepo_'tion
of NASA'sMultilayerDiffusionModel (MDM). I appliedfor and receiveda
NASA/ASEEsummerfellowshipto do just that. Finally,on April 12, the
Space Shuttlewent up. Now everythingwas ready. I would soon havemy data
and NASA had itsmodel. Delaysin fundingpart of my contractled to no data,
there was large particlefalloutfrom the exhaustcloud and the mode; was
not ready to handleparticles.

II. THE PROBLEM

The problemis reallyto decidewhat to do next to the model (MDM)so
it can handleparticlesas separatefrom gases, Severaljobs/taskscan be
listed:

(1) Calculatesettlingvelocities.
(2) Calculateparticlegrowth.
(3) Measureparticlesize,numberand concentrationSIS-2,
(4) Model resultsand modifycode,
(5) Verifyagainstreasonabledata. Note the data takenduringSTS-I

was not good enough (exceptfor mine) even to make a first pass.

Ill. TOWARDSA SOLUTION

The first step was to studyand calculatethe settlingvelocities. The
theoryis well summarizedin Dawbarn,et al. report2 and a copy of theirTable 4
is includedas Table I. My Figurel and their Figure72, can be used to
estimatean averagetimeof fall t½ (givenin Table 2). This numberwas
generatedusing the equation:

t½ = 500 m

where Vt is the terminalor settlingvelocityand 500 m is an averagecloud
height. In STS-I,the top of the cloudwas at about lOOOm, Now lookingat
Table 2,and sincewe are onlyworriedabout the first few hoursof the cloud,
it appearsthat everythinglO um and smallercan be treatedas a gas and the
model will have to be modifiedfor the largerparticles. Going backto
Dawbarn'ssource,The Mechanicsof Aerosol,by Fuchs3, and liftingFig_Jre2,
the experimentaldataLisreadilyavailablein a log-logplotand is given in
Table 3. We cannotuse Klyachko'sharmlesslookingformulaein Table l
becauseRe, the ReynoldsNumber,also dependson V_ and so the equationis
indeterminate.Simplemindedu attemptsto fit the data with a curve failed
with a In distributionbeing the closest, The equation:

Vt = a + b In D Eq (2)
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Table |. Settling Velocities of Particles

:ar:_c_.e Size _an__eL_.:m F]o_" Regime Term'_nal Velo:itv

0.001 to 0.1 Molecular V =
T 9 z

d2cg (1 * 2_)
0.I to 1.0 Cunnlngham V

T 18z

1.0 tO 10.0 Stoke5 V - _£-_
T 1_ z

2 1'3 d: F____
_0,0 to 1,000,0 Klyachko lT

C ax

w_ere d = d;a-e:er of _rt_cle (cm)

c = density of particle (gm/cm 3)

C = density of air (_icm 3)
a

z - v;scosity of air (dyne-sec/cm 2)

; = _ean free path of air _olec_les _cm)

o " coefficient determzned by the degree of accc=_pdation of the _as mo]ecu;es "v "be
particle _urface:

for diffuse reflection with ccn_ervat_ou of _as molecule velocities • 1.09
for specular reflection - 1.175
for d_ffuse reflection wlth gas n.o]ecu]esaccor_edating to

particle surface tem?erat_re = _.131

8 = coefficient determined by the ratl_ of _as meiecu_es _hich are re_ectec :_ f.._3y
to th_se reflected specularly:

for glass spheres _ = 0._2 x I0-5
for oil droplets _ = 0._13 x lO"5

for brass cyl_:,der$_ - 0.66 x I0"5
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TABLE 2. AVERAGEFALL TIMES

%

Particle Vt t½ t½
Diameter(urn)..... .I..n/s) Isec) (Appropriate)

O.l 8 E - 6 6.3 E 7 2 years

l.O 2 E - 4 2.5 E 6 I month

lO.O 2 E - 2 2.5 E 4 7 hours

IOL_.O l 5.0 E 2 8 minutes

l,O00.O lO 5.0 E l l minute
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where a and b are least squaresfittingparametersand D is the diameter. The
parameterswere found to be a = 2.29 E 3 and 6 = 4.12 E 2. Unfortunately,
r2 = .75 (regressioncoefficient)and shouldbe 0.9 or greaterfor a "good"
fit. Thus, Table 3, which is a compositeof all the "good"data put together
by Fuchs,will have to be used in the table look..upmode in the program
(especiallysinceeach terminalvelocityvariesby more than I0% from the
next; at leastthat level of precisionshouldbe maintained.) Havinggot a
handleon job (1),we can now turn to particlegrowth.

Particlegrowthis reasonablywell understoodand a good referenceis
Evaporationand DropletGrowth in GaseousMedia by Fuchss. However,the model
beginsto operateafter cloud stabilizationwhich takes4-15_ minutes(about
6 minutesfor STS-I),but some of the particleswill have fallenout by then.
Dropletgrowthis only well understoodfor non-turbulentatmospheres,but the
cloud before stabilizationis turbulent. (Opinion: not enoughlibrary
research).

Accordingto calculationsmade by the H. E. CramerCompany,Inc.7
the cloud arrivedat PAD-39Babout4 minutes(range:2,100m) and was gone
by 8_minutes. In this time period,I00-200_m would be reachingthe ground,
The densityof visibleparticleswas 23,000per snuaremeter,B Thiswould
imply,assumingthe distributiontaken from Dawb rn, et al,, (see Fig. 3)
a peakcount of over 250,000/m2 at 16,000m. Furtherdata pointswill be
availablein the futureB to better indicatethe shapeof the agglomerate
distributionas seen on STS-I. Thus, I dontt feel it is reasonableto
estimatethe amountof Al and Cl that was lost from the cloud at this time.
However,such estimatesare neededto run NASA'sMultilayerDiffusionModel
(MDM)becausecurrently all the matter is assumedtransportedas small
particlesand gas.

Due to the lack of data,tasks (3) - (5) cannotbe accomplishedat this
time.

IV. SUMMARY/RECOMMENDATIONS

In order tn be concise,I will enumeratethis section,

(1) LIDAR shouldbe used to map the locationand conce_,trationof the
cloud.

(2) The acid falloutmust be measuredso that the initialconcentrations
for the MDM can be adjusted.

(3) The acid falloutoccurs before,during,and after stabilizationand
should,therefore,be treatedseparatelyfrom the MDM,

(4) One personshouldbe made responsiblefor obtainingand analyzingacid
falloutsamplesto includeparticlesize,concentration,and chemistry.
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TABLE 3. TERMINALVELOCITIESOF Al203 PARTICLES

Diameter Velocity Diameter Velocity
' (cm) (cm/s) (cm) (cm/s)

9.57 E-4 ].26 1.03 E-2 79.4

1.07E-3 ].58 1.21 E-2 lO0

1.2] E-3 2.00 1.45 E-2 126

1.38 E-3 2.51 1,66 E-2 159

].55 E-3 3.16 2.00 E-2 200

].78 E-3 3.98 4.91 E-2 251

2.00 E-3 5.0] 3,10 E-2 316

2.30 E-3 6.31 3,81 E-2 398

2.58 E-3 7.94 4,80 E-2 501

2.96 E-3 lO.O 6,32 E-2 631

3.32 E-3 12.6 8.15 E-2 794

3.81 E-3 15.9 1.05 E-I lO00

4.28 E-3 20.0 1.52 E-I 1260

4,91 E-3 25.] 2.14 E-I 1580

5.64 E-3 3].6 3,24 E-] 2000

6.47 E-3 39.8 5.]4 E-I 2510

7.60E-3 50.I 7.10 E-l 3160

8.73 E-3 63.l 1.63 E-O 3980
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DETECTION AND ANALYSIS OF

RADIO FREQUENCY LIGHTNING EMISSIONS
c-

by

Fereydoun Jalali

Associate Professor of Electronic Engineering Technology

Fort Valley State College

Fort Valley, Georgia

ABSTRACT

The feasibility study of detection of lightning discharges

from a geosynchronous _ ellite requires adequate ground-

based information rega_,ing emission characteristics. In
this investigation, a measurement system for collection of\

S-band emission data is set up and calibrated, and the

operations procedures for rapid data collection during a

storm activity developed. The system collects emission

data in two modes: a digitized, high-resolution, short

duration record stored in solid-state memory; a continuous

long-duration record on magnetic tape. Representative

lightning flash data are shown. Preliminary results

indicate appreciable RF emissions at 2 gHz from both the

leader and return strokes portions of the cloud-to-ground
discharge with strong peaks associated with the return
strokes.
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in the detection and location of uhe lightning

discharges has increased as a result of the need of many

agencies that are affected by lightning° The type of
information desired covers a wide spectrum° Statistical

information is needed in order to estimate the expected

direct and induced surges in the communication networks°

Very accurate real time location of cloud-re-ground and

cloud-to-cloud discharges are among the requirements of

the utility, aviation and land management agencies. 4
In the past several years, a few satellite-born sensors

have been used to detect lightning from space. 2 However,

these have limited capacity and cannot provide the sampling

levels and the degrees of spatial and temporal resolutions

required by the potential users of lightning information.
Ground-based systems capable of providing the needed

information would necessitate large numbers of sensors
and data collection stations.

Recognizing the usefulness of the satellite-acquired light-

ning data, NASA has established a research and development
program, an objective of which is to develop a satellite-

based lightning mapping system that can optimally serve

the needs of the users of lightning information. The

system is envisaged to be based upon sensing of the electro-

magnetic radiation produced by lightning in the RF and/or

optical regions. Investigation of detection possibilities

in the two frequency ranges are being carried out by two

groups. This report describes the measuremelt system

developed by the RF group and the preliminary results.
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OBJECTIVES

Most of the currently available radio frequency data from

lightning discharges are in the VLF to VHF range. At these

frequencies, a satellite-based detection system is not

practical due to the ionospheric effect on propagation and
the required large antennas. To determine the feasibility

of a system operating at higher frequencies, more complete
emission data in and above the VHF are neeced.

The objectives of this investigation, therefore, are

collection of the pertinent lightning data and its analysis
to determine the characteristics of the emissions at the

higher frequencies. To achieve this, a measurement system

planned for data collection 3 was completed, installed, and

calibrated. Although this process took most of the summer,

it was possible to collect a limited number of lightning
emission data.
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MEASUPEMENT SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUE

Measurement Approach

The system developed by the RF group is designed to collect

RF emission data from lightning primarily at 2000 MHz.

Reception at the VHF is also incorporated in the system for

data comparison. For each frequency, vertically- and
horizontally-polarized antennas with associated receivers are

employed and the output of the receivers are recorded on

separate tracks of a magnetic tape to produce a "long"

record of the lightning activity. Due to its bandwidth

limitation (80 KHz at maximum speed of 120 ips), the

recorder effectively filters out the high-frequency
components of the signal.

To obtain a higher-resolution record of the emission, one

receiver output is selected and fed to a high-speed analog-

to-digital converter and the digitized output stored

in a solid-state memory. The digitizer/memory unit can

produce instant display of its memory content on a CRT for
visual inspection. If significant emission data is observed,

it is stored in a long-term memory and the solid-state

memory is cleared and made available for the next emission

event. With the digitizer's maximum sampling rate of

2 x 107 bytes/second and the present capacity of the memory
unit at 128 kilobyte, high resolution records of 6.4 milli-

second duration can be obtained. Comparison of the "long"

record of the magnetic tape with the high-resolution record

of the digitizer unit makes it possible to locate the latter
within the former.

Other channels of the magnetic tape recorder are used to

record IRIG time signal and the "enable" signal from

digitizer marking the initiation of the solid-state memory

fill-up. Additional concurrent parameters such as the

outputs of an czoustic sensor, an optic sensor, and two

electrostatic field sensors are planned to be added for
recording on separate channels of the tape recorder.

Equipment

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the measurement equipment
which presently are used (see Appendix A for specification of

major equipment). Plans call for addition of optic and acous-
tic sensors for determination of flash distance and two
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FIGURE I. LIGHTNING EMISSION RECORDING SYSTEM
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sensors for measurement of electrostatic field. Also, the

HP 9825 computer will be replaced by an HP 1000L with a hard

disc drive, and the HP 7225 plotter with an HP 9872C.

The equipment is housed in an 8 x 28 ft. trailer and the

antennas are mounted on a pedestal. Figure 2 shows the layout

of the facility. In order to reduce the multipath problem
associated with reflections from buildings and other struc-

tures, the trailer is located in an open field in the western
part of the Redstone. Topography of the field makes it

possible to aim the main axis of the S-band horns above the

local skyline with only a 10-15 degree elevation of the

antenna assembly.

Calibration

The system was calibrated so the actual value of the signal
strength at the receiving horn could be determined from the

values of each of the two record types produced. The cali-

bration procedure consisted of transmitting a known amount of

CW power through a standard horn placed 20 ft. from the

receiving horn. The output of the receiver was store4 both

on the magnetic tape and in the solid-state memory. The

process was repeated for the vertically-polarized channel
at a range of 40 ft. Table 1 shows the data obtained.

Comparison of the calibration _ata et 20 ft. and 40 ft.

(see figures 3 and 4) indicates excellent _greement with

inverse-square law for all of the output levels down to
about 160.

The power density and electric field intensity at the

receiving horn may be computed using the relations 4

Pt = Pin + Gh (dBm)

P = pt/(4_R2) (watts/meter 2)

E = (120np) ½ (volts/meter)

where Pt = the equivalent power transmitted by an isutropic
radiator at the location of the transmitting horn, Pin = the

input power to the horn, and Gh = the horn qain.

Figure 5 shows the power density at the receiving horn

versus output levels indicated directly by LeCroy digitizer

and through Ampex recorder.

Data Collection Pzocedures

The system in its present form requires at least two persons
for data collection during a thunderstorm: one to operate
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TABLE i

CALIBRATION DATA (2 gHz)
RF LIGHTNING EMISSION MEASUREMENT FACILITY

POLARI- RANGE TRANSMITTED OUTPUT LEVELS

ZATION FT. POWER LECROY AMPEX
dBm

V 20 -50 251.9
-55 245.2 237.2
-60 229.9 221.4

-65 210.8 202.0

-66 205.8 197.5

-70 191.4 185.5

-75 172.1 167.8

-80 158.7 155.0

-85 149.5

-00 130 0 127.9

40 -45 247.2
-50 242.4 233.0

I

-55 226.2 216.0
-60 206.8 198.2

-65 188.2 181.1

-70 169.8 163.7

-75 157.4 151.3

-80 152.1 147.6
-00 130.0 128.5

i H 20 -50 252.8
-55 225.2

-60 199.7

-65 175.3

-70 155.6

-75 149.0

' -80 I 140.7

-00 I 130.0

t
1
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the instruments and the second to measure the elasped time

between the flash and the thunder, obsezve the t_oe _f

discharge (cloud-to-cloud or cloud-to-ground}, and approxi-

mate the relative position of the flash to the anten" _"
direction. The steps involved in the data collection pro-
cess are as follows:

_. The antenne cluster is aimed at the region of the

storm clouds exhibit%ng (or likely to produce)

lightning activity.

b. The output of the receiver selected for the bigh-

lesolution record is connected to the digltizer.

c. The digitizer is reset, a sampling rate chosen,

and the trigger threshold is _djusted to ignore

backgrc Q noise and very weak signals.

d. Recording is started on the Ampex recorder.

e. Upon triggering by a lightning emission, the UTC
time on the IRIG decoder read-out is _ ted and the

memory content displayed on t_e CRT is examined.

If no significant change from noise ib p_esent,
hhe digitizer is reset. When the displayed recora

indicates appreciable level changes fro_ ncise and

the assc=iated data on flash type and elapsed time

are taken, the content of the memory unit is stored

in the long-term storage (s_e Appendix B) and the

pertinent information is entered in a log sheet.

f. The digitizer is reset.
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EMISSION DATA

A few lightning emission records were cbtained after the

completion of the measurement facility and its calibration.
Most of these were cloud-to-ground discharges at a range

of I0 to 30 kilometers. Determination of any general and
statistical characteristics of the emissions will have to

be made after a larger body of data is collected. However,

inspection of the present data leads to a few tentative
conclu-.ons.

£igures 6, 7, and 8 show the plot of the Ampex record of

three cloud-to-ground discharge data (see Appendix C for
plotting procedures). The length of the active region

prior to the large spike shown in figure 6 falls within :

the range of stepped leader duration as indicated by

photographic data 5. The strong peak following the leader

region is, therefore, due to the first return stroke.

Leader and return strokes are also clear±y distinguishable
in the graph of figure 7. Intervals between the first and

subsequent strokes as measured on these two graphs are

within the accepted range. The data shows that the return

strokes generate higher levels of radiation at 2 GHz than

the leadur mechanism. Figure 8 is the record of a twin

ground flash. The leader activity is not as pronounced

as those of the other two records. However, strong peaks
are again associated with the return strokes.

J
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CONCLUSIONS ANP RECOMMENDATIONS

A measurement system for obtaining ground-based emission

_ data from lightning discharges is developed and calibrated.

Emissions are received at 2 GHz, and two record modes are

produced. A low-resolution, long record which gives

information about the levels of various portions of the
lightning event; a high resolution short record usable

for signature analysis. A set of graphs based on the
calibration data is obtained to show the value of the field

intensity st the receiving horn for any digitized output
level.

L procedure to expedite data collection is devised. Data

collection required two persons, an instrument operator and
an observer to record the flash characteristic and time.

The system operates very well and is excellent for obtaining
emission data

Several emission events were recorded. The number is too

small to lend to a general analysis. Tentative results

show significant S-band emissions associated with the

. return strokes. The data indicates cloud-to-ground dis-

charges at a range of 12 to 15 kilometers prc_uce peak
field intensities of 0.5 - 1 millivolt/meter at the

receiving horn.

The following recommendations are offered:

I. Since the peak levels of some of the emission

records are at, or close to, the maximum value of the LeCroy

digitizer output, it may be useful to introduce a preci-
sion calibrated attenuator at the input of the receiver and

obtain some of the data with a lower system gain. This

should make it possible to compute the peak intensity of

the discharge more accurately.

2. In order to choose any portion of the "long"

record for high-sampling digitization, place a circuit

in the ENABLE line of the digitizer to delay the ENABLE

dignal by an adjustable amount. The delay circuit may

be designed using two One-Shots and a Flip-Flop.

3. Addition of a remote integrated RESET/AP.M switch

for the digitizer will save time during data collection

when several parameters need to be observed by the operator
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT LIST

LIGHTNING EMISSION RECORDING FACILITY

'. ANTENNAS -

S-band - Assortment of linearly-polarized horns

VHF - Log-periodic, 150 mHz to 1 gHz, Antenna Corp. of
America

PREAMPLIFIERS -

S-band - Watkins Johnson Minipac CR21-0i0

VHF - AV2406-I, Aydin Vector

RECEIVERS -

S-band - Modified RHG CR305/V83B

VHF - In-house design

TAPE RECORDER - Ampex FR 2000, 14 channel, 3-3/417-1/21
151301601120 ips, 80 KHz bandwidth @120 ips

DIGITIZER - LeCroy Model 8800/8, four modules, comprising

a total capacity of 128 kilobytes

COMPUTER -

HP 9825

TIME SOURCE -

Local time code generator (cesium clock) transmitted

to facility by radio link

PLOTTER -

HP 7225A

ANTENNA PEDESTAL -

Scientific Atlanta, Model 3102/J329
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURE FOR STORAGE OF DIGITIZED DATA

Since the HP9825 used in the system has a maximum capacity
of 20 kilobytes, the content of the solid-state memory

(128 kilobytes) cannot be transferred in one step. Further-

more, the entire record of every discharge data may not be

useful. The following program is developed to facilitate

quick transfer of the content of any portion of the solid-
state memory.

C_: L,_._r.,;[l*'-. _: bur "IH",H:_, 3
!: d,._ _t [J.:14:30] I0: ,:P,,._r_:'i:_.,:h,._r

, F._ ; ]: ] , i-__ [ 2 ] r 0 ) :;,,- h o _ t 7 l -_z-:
11: h,tL. _C,.':,,:hor

i.0 ) ::.,:.k,n r"J',7.) _F:_ ; 10E,)
: t,.It.L, FU:_':,:h,1 r"
,---_,._ 13:.... tfr- 7C-: "I14"

" 154-:04: _,,t.b 703,,:.ho.r
L_.i ,C!,cr i.OI : la: r.fl:.l ,,tti, .I ._;

5: r_.d 70-:,1.]_; :",: _,_.;r-,
,:Isr. r,u,,,!O_[2]) 16: zt :, :, :, ..

I _, _. *'LtF,.: htt b ,-_H_"::_-._tlo.r .u, , ,_
::,,) 1::': _,:_ L,::14:

,: r_:d , 0 ,0_ _2,.::J_
:" ' ,'_-.r.. :.,_ I05 I2]

, ._0: :t t'! ];-._t.o
6 ,,.

The LeCroy digitizer scans the 128 kilobytes of memory at

a fixed rate and produces the display of the record on the
CRT. The record covers 8.3 centimeter (at 2 millisecond/cm

sweep rate). The program is designed to transfer, in each

run, a block of 15500 bytes correspondingly to slightly
over 1 centimeter of the displayed record. The block may

be stored (on the cassette tape) by entering a file number

or be dumped by transferring the next block.
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APPENDIX C

The following program is used for producing the graph of
data contained in the LeCroy memory modules.

0 : b ;: e r:,; ;1-+':, 1" : ,,,.+b 70 ";, (:'_"
I: ,'j,,,. 64i720_1E,] I:_'-::t. Tr 7(_.:;,"lq"

:,.-t-.-:] :' i ...." '. -':_ : 200_90
2: ,:r, or '2__:i .,:r,,_t 14: rd= 1"It4"j-+C;

: ,,,_ i, 70",,:nor" i 15: f:,e._.p
,T,,I-" '
-, 16: ": "; l;:t_,

'" ., 7_" , '_",,:r..:,> 17: ._nt ['1
- F,.t . ,-._ ,.',," , _'i.' ' I ::',', e i"!t. t'l
,:h,:',.",. ' 19: "H-t'li.'500_l.:

<_,: r.,:: ,__-,"-'-$_ 20: I,:I 7_:1.3
d-_., _'.': ,'-{'[2], 21: -.,:1 0,5Ctr'.l,F1,
: .,+ t: T"?_,,,-P,._ r 260.

2Z: +or I=I +,:,
, : r,: ,-i_7'c; _ '-' _ ",i."_j_

i • I i._ .F-_7, "" ,,J._.r--' v
_: :+_,. Ti.'._$,:_-.: :="' r=.. i T

J!: ,'_ 70-,,:F,,_i'" _I':_::'-
1061

The program transfers to the computer consecutive 20-kilo-
byte blocks in each run. If the transferred block is of
interest, integers M and N are entered to designate the
beginning and end of a segment within the block to be
plotted. The program then gives the plot of 500 equally
spaced points of the designated segment.
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MATHEMATICAL HODELING OF LASER-GAS

INTERACTIONS FOR LASER PROPULSION SYSTEM |

iDr. Helen H. James

Department of Hathematics

University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35899

Abstract
i

A mathematical model is being developed which describes the absorption of
laser energy by a working fluid to produce a very ' _t, dence plasma in hydrogen
gas. This process takes place in the absorption chamber of a laser rocket
engine. Working with investigators at MSFC, the University of Tennessee Space
Institute, and Lockheed Huntsville Research & Engineering Center, the numerical
technique,_ are examined that are required to extend the existing one-dimensional
laser-supported wave model to include two-dimensional effects, a convergin$
laser beam, and possibly the non-equilibrium effects of photolonizat_on of cold
hydrogen gas ahead of the laser-supported combustion wave by vacuum ultra-
violet radiation from the hot plasma. Possible simplifications of the full
three-dimensional so]utions to the Navier-Stokes equations are among the
approaches considered, so that the size and complexity of the numerical calctt-
I_tlons may be made more amenable to solution using the MSFC 1100/82 computer.

NASA/MSFC Structures and Propulsion Laboratory

l,t,eW..limes - NASAIMSFC Counterpart
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A STUDYOF THE VENT PIPE

FOR THE GRAVITYPROBEB

By

RonaldN. Knoshau§
AssociateProfessor

Departmentof Mathematlcs/Physics
Carr(JlCollege
Helena,Montana

ABSTRACT

The GravityProbeB experimentto test Einstein'srelativelytheoryi_ a
possibleSpaceShuttleproject. Coolingof the gyroscopes_nd thrustingof
the Probeintoa zero-dragenvironmentis accomplishedby vaporizingliquid
heliumand ventingthe gas from the Probe througha nozzlesvstem. In order
to avoidmalfunctioningof thiscooling-thrustersystem,the pressuredif-
ferenceacrossthe ventpipe-thrustersystemmust be maintair_edto be less
thanthe vaporpressureof liquidheliumat the given temperature.

Thisstudy investigatedheliumgas flow throughthe vent pipefor
variousconfigurations,mass flowrates,and pipediameters. In addition,
pertinentpropertiesof both liquidand gaseousheliumwere investigated.

It was observedthat helicalcoilingof the pipeaboutthe dewarcaused
lessfrictionaldragand lesspressurechangethandid sharppipe bending.
A]so, for variousflow ratesand nozzlethroatarea sizes,the systemwould
malfunctionfor a givenbathtemperature.
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NOMENCLATURE

a radius of tube, in.

A known function of NR and 5 = (0.5NR)/(1 - 2_/3+ 62/6)%,

:' A* throat area of nozzle, cm

- B 1 known function of NR and 5, = 2NR/5)/(1-2_/3 + _2/6)

B 2 known function of Np, = 0.9656 /N D + 1.6500

c specific heat of fluid at constant pressureP

C coiling effect factor, = Ap/Aps

C 1 slip-flow coefficient

C 2 slip-flow coefficient

D diameter of tube, = 2a. in.

E enhancement factor,= NNu /NNu
C S

0-averaged enhancement factor

h heat transfercoefficient,cal./(seccm 2 °C)

K thermal conductivity,cal/(seccm °C)

L tube length, m

1, latent heat of vaporization, cal/mole
V

mass flow rate, g/sec

,_I ewlporation rate, g/scc. By continuity equation, _i = fil

ND Dean number, = NR (a/R) _

N Knudsen number, = X/DK

NNU Nusselt number, = 2 h a/K

N R Reynolds number, = cu l)/u

critical Reynolds number for transition from laminar to turbulent
NRC flow
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i Np Pran_tl number, = Cp_ /K

i P gas pressure, torr
q heat flux at wall to the fluid per unit area and unit time

rl _L heat leak in dewar, mW
R radius of curvature of the coil, cm

i T temperature, °K ._

._ u mean axial velocity, cm / sec
.4

v s sonic velocity of helium, m/see i

z axial distance, em

GREEK LETTERS

a slip-flow parameter

6 entrance parameter which depends upon N K Range of 6: • 15< 6<.20

dimensionless hydrodynamic boundary - layer thickness,
4.63 0.766

ND_- ND
=

A finite - difference increment

_ thickness ratio, = 1/5 [2+ (10/N2p-1)] _,

q temperature where He 4 changes from a super fluid to a fluid "

polar angle in radians ,_
"r

X resistance coefficient

viscosity, ,¢-poise

0 density, g/era 3

X slip-flowfactorfunctionof NK •

't mean-free paths ,_

s_ ratioof downstream pressure to reference pressure
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SUBSCRIPTS

o position immediately downstream from ground plug

l axial reference position within vent-tube

b helium bath

c curved pipe

e entrance

m moan fluid wllue

u straight pipe

w tube wall

S UPERSCR IPTS

average w_lue
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1916, Einsteinproposed a theory which helps in the modeling and
understanding of our Universe. T.histheory, which has establishedthe
incompletenessof Newton's theory, has been very difficultto test. The
Gravity Probe-B is a program which willutilizethe Space Shuttle to launch
an experiment which measures the very smallrelativisitieeffectsdue to the

_ Earth'_ gravitational field. The experiment, first proposed in 1963, was
conside_.ed as a possible Shuttle project in 1974.

t

The experiment consists of two gyroscopes, which when orbiting
as massive a body as the Earth, undergoes a relativistic precession with
respect to the fixed stars. One gyroscope will undergo geodetic preces-
sion, which will be about 7 arc sec per year. The other gyro will under-
go spin-spin coupling between the gyroscope and the Earth's rotation,
which will undergo a motion of about 0.05 arc sec per year.

In order to maintain a controlled environment for the gyroscope,
they will be placed in a dewar which is maintained at a Io_ temperature
(between 1.6 ° and 2.0°K). This temperature will be maintained by
boiling off liquid helium at the necessary rate. In addition, the helium
gas will be vented into 8 thruster nozzles which will be used to produce
a zero-drag environment for the probe. To help vent the incoming heat
out of the dewar, the vent pipe will be wrapped in some manner about
the dewar.

In tl_is paper, the flow of the helium gas _rom the porous plug con-
raining the helium bath to the plenum is examined. Part II of this paper
examines the theoretical consid rations in hydrodynamics; part III inves-
tigates the thermodynamic considerations; and part IV contains the
results and conclusions pertaining to the vent system.

An appendix is also included which contains important properties
of helium pertinent to the experiment.

The ultimate go:_l of this paper is to discuss which configurations
of the vent pipe system will allow the experiment to be performed
properly.
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II. THEORETICAl, CONSIDERATIONS IN ttYDRODYNAMIUS

The tube used to vent t:te helium during cryogenic cooling of the
dewar will be coiled through the dewar insulation and wrapped in some
manner about the dewar. Since the pressure gradient is small and the
vent pipe long compared to its diameter, three flow regions must be
considered: the developing low in the entrance region; the region with
continuous flow; and the slip-flow region 1. In all cases, laminar flow
will be '.tiscussed. 1

Analysis made by Hanks [7] on the velocity development in the

entrance region of a straight tube showed that the distmace Ze necessary
for the centerltne velocity to become 0.99 of the fully-developed value to
be

ze = 1/4 6 Nr D = nl _ * 106/:1V (2.1)

where the parameter _ depends upo,_ the Knudsen uumber and Ires a
range . 15.6<. 20.

L

When fully-developed str_dght pipe laminar flow enters a curved
pipe, the primary (axial) velocity flow ['ield is accompanied by a secondary
flow field width acts in a phme perpendicular to the tube axis m_d wltieh
is symmetrical about the plane of curvature of the tube. (See Figure
2.1)

/ . - -._\\\\

R

Fig. 2.1. Flow pattern of the secondary flow of curved pipes.
(Patankar, [14])

I. See ParflV. '
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Dean [4] showed that the parameter ND = NR (A/R) ½ is the unique

dynamic similarity parameter governing the fluid motion in a curved tube.

At the ons,:t of the flow entering the curve, the flow is in a tran-

sition region until the curved flow eventually becomes fully developed.
Squire [23l found that for air in a gradual pipe bend (R/A = 24), the
curved flow did not become fully-developed for about 120 ° from the
beginning of the curve. Percival [13] showed that, in the transition
region in a straight section following the bend, the pressure loss is
greatly affected by the presence of residual secondary flow at the bend
exit. Rowe [18] showed that in 180° bend, the amount of secondary flow
is greatest at about 30° from ttle bend entrance; after that the secondary
flow is reduced. He also ,_howed that full-development of flow occurs
about 90° from the bend entrance. Downstream of the bend, the secon-
dary flow persists for a considerable distance, as high as 29 pipe
diameters. Figure 2.2 illuBtrates the effect of the Dean number on the
axial velocity profiles.

' .... ' _ -T .... -"1"-- .... _.
I_1 ll_ --I--- "--"I'_ w- "' -

2t_ Zn

1_ / " I
x._ /...

/ '"";'\)11
-- I I) _i"_ fI f} <, I |_ | f) {l_ ql (_ c i 0

,/, ,I,,

i
Fig. 2.2. Effect of the Dean number on the axial

profiles in (a) the plane along radius of curvature,
(b) along diameter plane perpendicular to radius

of curvature, (i) straight tube, (ii) N D = 60,
(iii) N D = 500.

For fully-developed curved pipe flow, many experiments have shown
that there is an increase in tie critical Reynolds number for transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. The measured results are approximated

by the empirical equation NRC = 2 * (a)0,32 . 104, (2.2) valid in the

range 15-.R/a<860. For R/a a6(,, the critical Reynolds number for a
curved pipe approximates that of a straight pipe. (ITO, [81)
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The resistance coefficient ratio of a curved pipe, defined by

_ [APc _/ D

Ac _ L ]] 1/2 p u 2 ' (2.3)
t

to that of a straight pipe,

As = 64/N R , (2.4)

is given by

_._c 0.1033 ND½

As ND / (ND) _ . (2.5)

This equation agrees closelywith experimental results for ND>30. (ITO

[8]). Many other researchers have obtained formulas for resistance

coefficientratios(ITO [8]; Mori and Nakayama, [12]). For ND small.
(ND=0 for straight pipes), _c/As _ 1.

Sharp bends in tile tubv cuusc_ _ fairly large increase in the
resistance coefficient as compared to the straig-ht pipe. For large helical

coils, the ratio )_c/)_s remains close to unity. The flow in the helical
coils reaches fuLl-development by 120 ° from the entrance. Once full-
development of the velocity field is reached, the resultant combined
primary and secondary flow patterns cause a fluid element to have a
screw-like motion through the tube. At one instant of time, a fluid
element may be traveling near the center of the tube section; after a
short axial distance downstream, the same fluid element may be found
near the outside wall of the tube. This type of flow causes a higher
axial-pressure gradient, a diametral-pressure gradient, and higher
mass-transfer ratio per unit axial pressure drop.

For coils of a small radius a/R, White [27] obtained the coiling
1 AP

effect factor C, defined _ = _, by experimental results to be
C

C"1 = 1 - [1 - (11.6/ND)0"45](1/0'45) (N D _ 11.6) . (2.6)
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For NDe < 16.0, Larrain [10] obtained values for C in terms of the Dean
number and radius ratioa/R.

An estimateof the pressure differencein a straighttube for con-
tinuous flow is obtained by using Poisewille'sformula successivelyover
short pipe lengths (each length short enough so that the viscosityand

, density can be assumed to be constant). Then adding the results over
the entire pipe length, the contribution of the pressure difference due
to the curved pipe becomes

T
{nL f

J r dr) (1) (2.7)
APc2 = C 2 (2.30 * 10-3D---_- 1.7

The pressure charge in the orifice is

•789 _ _ (1)s
APo = A* " (2.8)

Then the pressure down stream from the porous plug becomes

p = ..781 , + A . (2.9)

The flow of rarefield gas through tubes with large pressure ratios
permit all or some of the flow regimes (continuous, slip, transition, and
free molecule) to occur as the degree of rarefaction increases along the

length of the tube due to pressure gradient. For Knudson number N K

in the range .61 .: NK < .1, the mathematical description of the motion

of the fluid by use of Navier-Stokes equation with boundary conditions
of zero velocity and equality of temperature between gas and wall
becomes inadeouate. In this range of Knudson numbers, the gas should
be treated as ,m assemblage of discrete particles. Based on the assump-
tions that the flow is isothermal and locally fully-developed, the pressure

ratio _: = P/P1 is

2 1 + .16 C I . cxk {.08 C 1 (_}(' - I) + 0032 C 2 log : + 2 NR2

2 Z - Z 1
- I) + .u008 C 2 (. l) - log L_} = -64 (NR) ,_ D (2.11)

I. Gravity Probe B, [6]. Xl-5
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with

1/3 + 4 C 1 N K + 16 C12 NK2 + 64 C22 NK4 + 64 C 1 C 2 NK3

X = NK2) 2(1/2 + 4 C 1 N K+ $ C 2

and

c_- p2 D _- " (Sreekanth [24])

Experimental values show that the best value for the slipcoefficients

are C 1 - 1.1466 and C 2 = 0.14. The solutionto equation (2.11) shows

that the gas compressibilitysignificantlyaffectsthe pressure drop through
changes in both momentum and viscous shear. As the pressure level
decreases, the contributionof momentum change plays a minor role and
the pressure drop is affectedprimarilythrough an increase in viscous
shear rather than through an increase in momentum flux.
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III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THERMODYNAMICS

Very near the tube inlet the thermal boundary layer "s very thin,
and circumferential conduction and both circumferential and radial con-
vection can be neglected compared with radial conducti(m. In the
entrance region, the ratio of the local heat transfer coefficient in a
coiled tube to that in a straight tube, defined as the enhancement factor

•:. E, is given by

I A + sin I
E= - sin0 (3.1>

(Dravid, [5]). For values obtained by Mori and Nakayama [12],
1/6

(averaff, ed over _)) is equal to _. = 0.447 ND4 . At ND = 1,25, E'= 1;

at NDe = 1000, E = 1.al. Hence, in the entrance region, which is fairly
short in length, the secondary flow does not improve heat transfer
coefficients significantly because the temperature field has not sufficiently
penetrated the secondary field.

Within the developing temperature field, the axial temperature or
heat flux profiles skow large amplitude oscillations which decay and damp
out in the funy-developed region (Seban and McLaughlin [20], Dravid
[5]).

Once the thermal region is fully-developed, the secondary flow may
increase the heat transfer ratios. Mori and Nakayama [12] have shown
that for high Dean number, the heat transfer coefficients are higher in

a coiled tube than in a straight tube by a factor which wlries as 4"_*D.

The enhancement factor in fully-developed flow is the ratio NNU /NNu .
C S

Since the Nusselt number for a straight pipe is 48/11, then

II 'Zaq (3.2)
Nt4U /NNu = -_- l_[Tw-Tm] "

C S

For Np _<l,

NNU c 0.1979 NDI/2
E -"

Xl-7
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where

and

N D > 15

It should also be observed that NNUc/NNu s varies with the polar angle
O, and increases with increasing Deam number. (Patankar [14]).
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been estimated that the total heat-leak into the de,vat to be
at least 70 mW. Later estimates indicat_ this value could be a,1 high as
120 roW. In order to fulfill the requirem,,nt of a drag-free _nviron,_ent,
the mass flow rate may be much higher. I.A light of this, the analy_-ts
uses as a wintmum flow :ate that is required to utilize 70 mW of energy
and as a ,-_aximum, the rate is taken as six times minimum value.

Since either He 3 or He 4 is a cryogenic agent, both are considered.
The following properties are examined to d_':de which helium is preferred.

Temperature o_ bath: 1.6 ° K < T b < 1.8 ° K (1)

Latent heat of vaporization at 1.6 ° K (2) _"

Be 3 ... L = 10.6 cal/mole,v

He 4 ... L = 21.6 cal/mole;v

Evaporation rate : (3)

He 3 .... 0063 g/sec < _! < .0378 g/_ec,

He 4 .... 0031 g/sec < _1 < .0186 g/sec;

Dewar loading requirements: (4)

He 3 ... 199 Kg < Load < 1192 Kg,

He 4 ... 98 Kg < Load < 587 Kg;

Because of the high load requirement using He 3, it is eliminated from
further consideration.

i. GravRy Probe-q [6].
2. See Appendix.

3. _ = 9.5622 * I0-4 QL/Lv.

4. Based upon the probe being required to function for one year.
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The helium v,por as it exhausts from the dewar through the vent
pipe is a_sumed _ increase in temperature from 1.7 ° K to 220 ° K.(1)
Without additional information, the temperature increase is expected to

_' be linear:

T = .0809 z + 1.7 . (4.1)

The vapor is expected to have a mean velocity within tYAe range 0 cm/sec
< u < 87860 cm/sec.(2)

Due to increasing temperature of the helium vapor, by use of equa-
tion (4.1), the viscosity coefficient _ (3) varies with the axial length z,
as

.2244 Z + 4. 588 tlP Z < 153 cm_: = (.0809 Z + 1.7) "647 Z > 153 cm (4.2)

The Reynold's number NR (4) for the flow considered has a range 9 <

NR < 2709. Based on the scale due to Rotty [17] for straight pipe:

_ NR < 2000, laminar flow; 2000 < N R < 3500, laminar or turbulent flow

depending on well roughness; and NR < 3500, turbulent flow; and the
fact that for curved pipe the critical Reynold's number is in general
higher, only laminar flow is considered.

To determine the flow regime, based on the Knudson number NK (5)

the following scale is used: N K < .01, continuous flow; 0.01 < NK < .1,

slip flow; .I < NK < 3.0, transition flow; NK < 3.0, free molecule flow.
(Schaaf, [19]). The flow regimes for different range of parameters are
presented in table 4. I.

1. GravRy Prob_-- B [6]
2. Sonic speed is attained as the upper Hmit of the velocity in the vent

tube. The sonic speed of helium varies considerably with temperature
but very little with pressure. (Cook, [2]). By linear regression, the

sonic speed of helium gas is v s = 1.641 T + 617.56 with correlation
ceeffiment = . 998.

3. See Appendix.

4. N R = p Du/t_ = 5.01 2 8 _i/D_

5. N K = ),/D= 1.5546 x 10-9 uD/_
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Table 4.1. Knudsen numbers and cor_spond_n_ flow regimes for

different ranges of parameters N K = 1.5546 * 10-_9 uD/m.

D (in.) m (g/sec) M = U/87860 NK Flow Regime

3/4 ._0031 M < .30 NK < .01 Continuous
u_

" .30 < M < 1 .01 < NK < .033 Slip-flow

.0186 M < .72 NK < .01 Continuous

.72 < M < 1 .01 < NK < .014 Slip-flow

1 .0031 M < .09 N K < .01 Continuous

•09 < M < .89 .01 < NK < .1 Slip-flow

.89 < M < 1 .1 < N K < .11 Transition

.0186 M < .54 N K < .01 Continuous

.54< M < 1 .01 < N K < .019 slip-flow

The vent pipe configuration was considered in two extreme cases:
one configuration considered was with very sharp bends with the radius
of curvature taken as the pipe diameter; the other configuration was that
of helical coils with the radius of curvature taken as the radius of the

dewar, R = 65 cm. In either case, the Dean number ND (1) decreases

with increasing z since the viscosity increases with increasing axial length
z. Table 4.2 shows the ranges of Dean numbers for different radius of
curvatures and different parameter values.

By use of equation 2.1 and 4.1, the hydrodynamic entrance region
is determined by

Z : (104.53 + 28.37 * 104 m)½ 10.22 . (4.3)
e

For the mass-flow rates considered, the maximum length of the developing

velocityfieldwould be Ze = 63 cm = ,02 L, which is considered an insig-

nificantpart of the totalflow.

1. N D = N R (a/R)_ = 5.649 * 105 m/_(RD) ½
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Table 4.2. Dean's numbers for different radius of curvature and

different parameters. N D = 5.649 * l05 m/la (RD)½.

D (in.) m (g/sec) ", (cm) ND

3/4 .0031 1.9 8.9 < ND < 318.5

, 6.5 1.5 < ND < 54.6

.0186 1.9 53.4 < N D < 1911

6.5 9.0 < ND < 360.4

1 .0031 2.5 6.8 < ND < 243.3

6.5 1.3 < ND < 47.3

• 0186 2.5 40.7 < ND < 1459.8

6.5 7.9 < ND < 284.1

The frictional drag in curved pipes as compared to straight pipes
is greater and depends on the Dean number, as indicated by the ratio

_,c/ks in equation (2.5). Using the worst case analysis with D = 3/4 in/

and m= 0.9186 g/sec, kc/_s = 4.9 for R = 1.9 cm and he/k s = 2.4 for
R = 65 era. To reduce the frictional drag due to pipe curvature, the
larger radius of curvature is preferred.

The effect of curvature in helical coiled pipes on the pressure
difference in curved pipes as compared to straight pipes is indicated by

AP = C _P where C is determined by equation (2.6) for ND > 11.6C S _

or by coiling-effect factor tables. (Larrain, [10]). Table 4.3 utilizes
equations (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) to give the pressure P immediately
below the porous plug due to back pressure in the vent tube and
orifice.

The vapor pressure of He 4 at 1.6°K is 5.69 torr (see Appendix).
Table 4.3 shows that for many orifice areas and mass flow rates, this
value is exceeded. If the bath temperature is taken at 1.8°K, then the

vapor pressta-e of He4 is 12.47 torr. The pressure Po for high mass

flow rates will be less than this critical pressure for larger orifice areas.

X!-iZ
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Table 4.3. Pressure Po below porous plug is obtained for various

configurations. The pipe length is taken as 27 m and
temperature immediately below porous plug is 1.7°K. The viscosity

is averaged over the temperature (I) to give the average

viscosity _ = 100.8 _P (I).

D (in.) A (cm 2) m (g/sec) NDp C APc (Torr) AP ° (Torr) Po (Torr)

3/4 .02875 .0031 2.5 1.00011 3.66 1.26 _.3.81

.0093 7.5 1.00206 6.35 3.79 .7.40

.0186 15.0 1.01946 9.14 7.57 .9.89

.00875 .0031 2.5 1.00011 3.66 4.15 5.53

.0093 7.5 1.00206 6.35 12.44 13.97

.0186 15.0 1.01946 9.14 24.88 26.51

1 .02875 .0031 2.2 1.00011 2.06 1.26 2.41

.0093 6.6 1.00206 3.57 3.79 5.21

.0186 13.2 t.01946 5.11 7.57 9.13

.00875 .0031 2.2 1.00011 2.06 4.15 4.63

.0093 6.6 1.00206 3.57 12.44 12.94

.0186 13.2 1.01946 5.11 24.88 25.40

For low mass flow races, the flow transcends from continuous to
slip-flow fairly quickly. Since back p_essure with low flow rates does
not appear to be a problem, research for slip-flow regime need not be
further undertaken.

The heat-transfer rates in fully-_leveloped thermal flow increase
due to the secondary flow in curved pipes. The enhancement factor E

for coiled pipes is given by equation (3.3). For helium, Np = .68 and
,_-- 1.308. Then equation (3.3) becomes

ND
E - (4.4)

ND½ 12.2708
6.6094

T

1 Jt. _-T 1.7 U dT. XI-13
1.7
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for N D > 15. Tablr 4.4 gives the enhancement factors for vexious flow
rates using helical _._Jiled pipe with radius of curvature R = 65 m.

Table 4.4. Enhancement factors for various Dean numbers.

D (in.) m (g/see) ND E

3/4 .0031 1.5 < ND < 54.6 1 < E < 1.49

.0186 9 < ND < 360.4 i < E < 3.]8

1 .0031 1.3 < ND < 47.3 1 < E < 1.43

.0186 7.9 < ND < 284.1 1 < E < 2.87
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APPENDIX

PROPERTIES OF HELIUM

Heat Capacity of Liquid Helium

I0

/, v_6 I
/" ,_ j

- i

+ " '"D #J

/

<'¢ --. , /
..... : " " --J-- 0 "o 2 ._ 40 ?

T_ K T. "K

Heat Capacity of I.He 3 (Weinstock, Heat Capacity of LHe 4 (Van Dijr,
[28]) [25])

T = 2.173°K
tl

For T close to T

: IT T [ cal/(mole°K)C v <<,- 3.0 lOgl0 _l

where

3.(1eal/(mole°K). T < Ttl
<<'= -1.6 cal/(mole°K) T " ,r • (Atkins. 11])

' " 11
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Latent Heat of Vaporization ....
T I ""

"4

/ ii ,
20 / .......

- \ "4
t

' II I
_e_-/-1----t ........... _----1

_'_ 10.5 E I

,; iO0_L __
.J

_^ I - ,

i,o o5 2.0 2.5 ..... I
T.'K 0 _ 3 4 5

T,'K

Latent Heat of Vaporization Latent Heat of Vaporization

of LHe 3. (Weinstock, [28]) of LHe 4. (Van Dijk, [25])

Vapor Pressure

He 3 (1) He 4 (2) He 3 He 4
T (°K) P (Tort) P (Torr) T (°K) P (Tort) P (Tort)

1.4 38.03 2.15 2.4 288.60 63.30
1.6 64.91 5.69 2.6 381.02 93.73
1.8 101.93 12.47 2.8 491.00 132.95
2.0 150.55 23.77 3.0 619.92 182.07
2.2 212.28 40.47 3.2 769.04 242.27

Vapor pressure of He 3 and He 4.
(1) Roberts, [16].
(2) Van Dijk, [25].
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Viscosity, of Helium Gas (He 4)

(1) 2.7744 T + .1498 _P , T < 14°K

(2) 5.023 T 0"647 ,_P , 14°K < T < 1000°K

(1) Based upon data from Van Itterbeck [26]. Linear regression was
used with correlation factor = .98.

(2) Coremans [3].
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE STACKING FAULT
ENERGY IN COPI'ER-NICKEL ALLOYS

BY

H. P. Leighly, Jr.
Professor of Metallurgical Engineering

University of Missouri - Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

ABSTRACT

The loss of mechanical properties of high performance alloys
tested under high pressure hydrogen cannot be predicted at the pre-

sen. Ume. It is obvious that hydrogen introduced into such an alloy
may interfere with dislocation movement, thus leading to a loss in

ductility and a reduction in mechanical properties. 8Lnce some high
nickel alloys show embritilement due to hydrogen, while pure copper
does not, it has been decided to determine the stacking f_ult energies
of a series of nickel-copper alloys to gain an insight into the em-
brittling effect of hydrogen.
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_. INTRODUC TION

Highperformance alloysby theirvery natureoftenexhibitsevere los_Jfstren_

and ductilityas theresultof theenvironmentinwhich theyare expectedtoop-

erate. This isparticularlytrueinthecase of turbinebladealloyswhich are
required to operate at high temperatures in high pressure hydrogen in the

pumps which feed the fuel to rocket engines. At the present time, there is a
cle_rth of understanding of the qualities that an alloy must possess which makes
it a successful candidate for this type of application.

Since hydrogen may embrittle an alloy, one must be concerned with the mech-
anical behavior of the alloy and implicitly, with the ease of dislocation motion.
In the case of complex stresses, the ability for dislocations to cross slip may
be important; hence, the stacking fault energy of an alloy on which cross slip
depends will become a quantity which should be known.
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OBJECTIVES

McPherson (1) has compiled data on the loss of mechanical strength of 50 metals
and alloys caused by high pressure hydrogen. In these measurements, the
fracture stress was determined for notched specimens mechanically tested in
either high pressure hydrogen or high pressure helium. The ratio of these
fracture stresses was determined and are given in Table I.

In some of the alloys, one can infer that the loss of fracture strength is the
result of a crystal structure which is expected to be less ductile, i.e., body
centered cubic lattice as compared to face centered cubic lattice. However,
this is not a firm conclusion inasmuch as some of the face centered cubic al-

loys perform less well than body centered cubic alloys, as can be seen in
Table I.

Odegard, Brooks and West (2) have determined the loss in reduction in area
for tensile specLmens which were tested in air at one atmosphere or hydro-
gen at 10,000 psi. The alloys used in this experiment were basically stain-
less steels of several compositions. For the alloy, nimonic 32, with a stack-
ing fault energy of 12 mJ/m 2, the reduction of area loss was about 55v_, where-
as for SAE 316 stainless steel with a stacking fault energy of 78 mJ/m 2 the
loss was slightly over l°_,. The nature of the fracture surface changed sharply
when the stacking fault energy exceeded 35 mJ/m 2, going from intergranu-
lar fracture to a dimple rupture.

The rationale for tMs behavior can be understood in terms of hydrogen being
transported by dislocations (3, 4). When the stacking fault energy is low,
cross slip for dislocations is very difficult; hence, moving dislocations on a
slip plane will transport any hydrogen to a small region of the grain boundary
as they pile up. This will cause the loss of integrity in the grain boundary.
Dislocations in alloys with high stacking fault energy will easily undergo cross
slip; hence, any hydrogen in the dislocation core will be scattered through-
out the crystal with icss damage to the grain boundary integrity. One now
has a clue as to the effect of hydrogen on embrittlement.
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Table I

RELATIVE RESISTANCE TO HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

NOTCHED STRENGTH RATIO (H2/He) FOR VARIOUS ALLOYS IN HYDROGEN
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

ALLOY Kt PRESSURE RATIO
Ksl H2/He

250 MARAGING 8 I0 .12

410 8 I0 .22
1042 (Q & T) 8 10 .22
17-'/ PH (TH 1050) 8 10 .23
HI) 9-4-20 8 10 . 24
H-11 8 10 .25
INCONEL X-750 6.3 7 .26

RENE 41 8 10 .27
ED NICKEL 8 10 .31
4140 8 10 .40
INCONEL 718 8 I0 .46

MP 35N 6.3 I0 .50

440 C 8 10 .50
Tt-6 AL-4 V (STA) 8 10 .58
MONEL400 6.3 7 . 65
D 979 STAINLESS 6.3 7 .69
NICKEL 270 8 10 . 70
CG 27 STAINLESS 6.3 7 .72
A 515-G70 8 10 .73
HY 100 8 I0 .73
A 372-IV 8 I0 .74

1042 (NORMALIZED) 8 10 • 75
INCONEL 625 8 5 .76

ASI7-F (T-l) 8 I0 •77
A 533-B 8 I0 •78

TI-6 AL-4 V (ANN.) 8 I0 .79
1020 8 10 .79
HY 80 8 10 .80
INCONEL 706 6.3 7 .80
TI-5 AL-2.5 Sn ELI 8 I0 .81

ARMCO IRON 8 I0 .86
304 8 10 .87
321 8 5 .87
HASYELLOY X 8 5 •87
305 8 10 .89
ASTROLOY 8 5 .90
347 8 5 .91
HAYNES 188 6.3 7 .92
304 N 6.3 15 .93
310 8 10 .93
Be-Cu (ALLOY 25) 8 I0 .93

RA 330 6.3 7 .95
A-286 8 10 .97
21-6-9 6.3 7 .97
7075-T73 8 10 .98
606 I-T6 8 10 1. O0

OFHC COPPER 8 10 1.00
316 8 10 1.00
INCOLOY 903 8 5 I.O0

After W.B. McPherson (I)
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STACKING FAULT ENERGY DETERMINATION

There are a number ofmethods fordetvrmlningthestackingfaultenergy in
metals. With one exception,theyrelyon indirectmethods fordetermining

the stacking fault energy. For example, the earliest method relies on the
determination of the stacking fault probabilities using A-ray diffraction (5, 6).
In this method, changes in peak separation between x-ray diffraction lines

permit the calculation of the stacking fault probability. From the stacking
fault probability, one can calculate the stacking fault eaergy. Henderson (7)
has done this for pure copper, pure nickel and nine copper-nickel alloys.
The values he obi-uned for the pure components were much too high when com-
pared with currently accepted values. A second method relying on electron

microscopy in which the stacking fault energy is calculated from measurements
on the radius of curvature on dislocation nodes (8). This method is success-
ful for pure metals and alloys in which the stacking fault energy is low. The
University of I_irmingham group undoc Smallman (9) has determined stacking
fault energies in aluminum and zinc by measuring the kinetics of loop shrink-
age for the pure n, ctals and alloys using electron micTx_scopy.

The only direct lr.othod for the determination of stacking fault energies utilizes
the weak beam dark field electron microscopy (10) in which the distance be-
tween thepartialdislocationsinan exbmded dislocationare measured directly.

Using the appropriate elastic coastants, the stacking fault energy can be de-
termined from the disiance measurements. This method relies on high re-
solution electron microscopy. To achieve the necessary high resolution,
small di.*m_etL_robjective lens pole p|eccs must be used which limits the ability
to tilt the specimen. To observe the extended dislocation, one needs to have
the specimen oriented with the [lll] polo approximately parallel with the elec-
tron beam. In order to achieve this, the specimen must be cut front a single
crystal with the surfaces parallel to the (Ill) plates.

During this summer, this author f:uniliarlzed himself with the Phillips Model
300 electron microscope. In addition, methods for the preparation of elec-
tron microscopy specimens of pure copper ,,rod pure nickel were successfully

developed.
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CONC LUSIONS

To help understand the effect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of
' metals and alloys, the determination of stacking fault energies of any candi-

date alloy is a necessity. Altho_,h at least two papers have been published
on the st_cking fault energy of copper-nickel alloys, their results are out of

date and obtained by using indirect experimental techniques. The measure-
merits need to be redone by weak beam dark field electron microscopy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The author plans *_ prepare single crystals (or specimens with very large
crystals) of copper, nickel and several copper-nickel alloys during the forth-
coming academic year with the view of completing the experiment next sum-
mer. The alloy specimens will be analyzed chomically to determine the exact
composition. The electron microscope will have been gotten into perfect con-
dition during the winter. It should be possible to perform the same determin-
ation on polycrystalline specimens by careful selective cutting of alloys having
a strong crystallographic texture.
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SYNTHESISOF AMINOSILANEAND AROMATIC
DIAMINEINTERMEDIATESFOR POLYMERIZATIONSTUDIES

-. BY

SamuelP. McManus
Professorof Chemistry

The Universityof Alabamain Huntsville
Huntsville,Alabama

ABSTRACT

The objectiveof thisstudywas to preparemonomersfor use in a studyto

improvepropertiesof epoxy polymersand siliconeelastomers. Variousapproaches

to the solutionof the syntheseswere takenand the resultsare discussedherein.
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Project A. Toufhened EpoxyPol,.vm.e.,rs.

Introduction

The typical epoxy polymer used in high performance adhesives is a derivative

of blsphenolA (I). This raw materialcan be convertedto a glycidy]ether (II)by

Me

bls-phenolA

{

0 Me 0
I\ /_'%I r--xI- I\

CH2--CHCH20_-_, OCH2CH--CH2 {Il)

I

Me

reactlonwith epichlorohydrin.These two reactantsalso producean epoxy-containlng

prepolymer(Ill)of variablemolecularweight(i.e.,n is variablebut generallyis_).

/ °', r- i°\
CH2-cHCH20ArO-_CH2cHCH2OArO_-CH2cH-CH2

lie (III)
I

,,r.
Me

The resinIll can be curedintoa hard cross-11nkedpolymer with variousdl- or

polyamlnes,anhydridesor otherdlfunctlonalnucleophIllccompounds. Dlamlnes

giveproductswhich have the best chemicalresistance.Such polymershave appllca-

ttons as coatings, In composite formulation, and as adhesives.1'2 For high perfor-

Nnce adhesives, the dlamtnes most often used as curtng agents are m-phenylene

dtamtne (IV), 4,4"methylen( dianlline (V), and the cor_spondtng sulfone VI.

Whtle these dtamtnes give cured epoxies with good adhesive strength, toughness,

and thermal stability, the polymer tends to be brtttle. 3
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NH

vxcH2IV H2N X NH2 VI, X --SO2

NH2

_Objectives.

The purposeof this researchprogramwas to synthesizenew diaminecuring

agentsfor epoxy resinswith the goalof obtainingfinalcuredpolymerswhich

have bettermechanicalproperties.

The directionalreadyplar,,nedby Dr. W. J. Pattersonfor the ongoingin-

houseprogramis well precedented.It is well knownthat a lineararrangementof

polargroupsincreasesintermolecular(interchain)interactionsand, therefore,

stiffness. FigureI illustratesa highlyregularstructurewith considerable

interchaininteractions(dottedlines). Reducingthese interactionscan be

achievedby reducingthe regularityof the chains. Figure2 showsa non-linear

polymerwith the samenumberof polargroups,but with fewer,and thereforeweaker,

interchaininteractions.The goal then is to engineera curedepoxywith fewer

intermolecularinteractionsby reducingthe polymerlinearity.

ProposedStudy.

A seriesof non-lineardiaminecuringagentswere targetedfor test compar-

isonswith standardcute agents. Ideally,it was desiredto test a seriesof di-

amineswhich impartlinearityto a curedpolymerversusa serieswhich impart

non-linearity.The seriesinitiallychosenfor possiblestudywere ortho_-, meta__-

ap_a__)_-substituteddiaminesof generalstructureVII where X is CH2, C(CH3)2, O, S,

NH or SO2, and n - O, l, 2, and 3. Becauseof the availabilityof some key

X_ (VII)NH2
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membersof the serieswhen X = 0 and CH2, theseserieswere finallychosenfor the

greatestamountof effart.

ExperimentalEffort.

t In order to get ortho substitutioncamdldates,catechol(VIII)was converted

to its sodiumsaltand reactedwithm-chleF'onitrobenzene(IX).

HO OH N Cu2Cl2'

@ NaOCH_ pyridine>

02N

Cl _
(VIII) _v _ .,_

(IX)

OliN '

Initially,it was determinedthat the sodiumcathecholatewas extremelysensitive

to oxygen,even the tracesremainingin nitrogenpassedover hot copperturnings.

Therefore,only reactionsin an argonatmospherewere usefulfor evaluation.Even

thenmultiplereactionpathwayswerecompetitiveand severalproductsformed(see

Figure3). Therefore,this serieswas inappropriatefor cat_cholalthoughit works

satisfactorilyfor resorcinol,4the diamineproductof whichwas procured.

Anothertargetmoleculeexperimentallysoughtwas VII (X = CH2, n = 2). Two

routeswere beingpursued. One routeinvolvednitrationof commercially-available

m-dibenzoylbenzenefollowedby reductionof the resultingnitroa,d carbonylgroups.

Preliminaryresultsprovedthis to be a feasibleroute.5 A -ecnd routeinvolve_

the Grignardcouplingof the blockedamine Xl and the dlbromldeXII. Bile this
•,)

_ processes6-8)_ procedure has yet to be successful, catalyzed for this remctton offer

good promlse.

lhe most direct methodof synthesis, vta nucleophiltc displacement, is not
g

very applicable to meta-substituted derivatives because _f very slow rates. The
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(Me3Si)2N Br Br Br

(Xl) (XIl)

_ use of aproticdipolarsolventsofferssomepromise,lO yet our attemptsto convert

m-phenylenediamineinto the three-ringtetramine,undera varietyof conditions

failed. The sulfurcompoundsjhadthe appropriatem-phenylenedithiolbeenavailable,

would surelyhavegivena goodyield of productXlII.

02N S S NO2

VVV
The targetcompoundsVII for the X = CH2 and O, n = O, I, and 2 seriesnot

.._entionedabovehavebeen procuredor are being preparedpresently. The only other

targetbei._gattemptedas partof thiseffortis VII (X = CH2, n = 3). This mole-

cule is being preparedby the routeshownbelow:

(xlv)0 0

- _ 02N C CH2Cl C NO2 AICI3
+ nitrobenzene)

(XV)

H30+ NAN02 reduction_

.c-A-_O_-->H3--_2--> . VII (X = CH2, n = 3)

(-NH)

ProjectB. UltrahighMolec.ularWeiqhtSiliconeElastomers.

The objectiveof thisprojectis to investigatewaysof preparingsilphenylene-

siloxanecopolymershavingultrahighmolecularweights. Such polymersshouldbe

tougherelastomersthan the lowermolecularweightvarieties. Participationin
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this projecthas beenlimitedto an advisorycapacityin discussionsof strategy.

Basically,the problemis gettinga couplingagentthat can link togetherthe

t terminiof the existingchains. Dr. W. J. Pattersonhas procuredor preparedthe

' materialsnecessaryfor a testof the theorythathighlyreactivediaminosilanes

may serveto giveultrahighmolecularweightswith hydroxyl-terminatedsilphenylene-

si1oxanecopolymers.
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I

A STUDY OF COMPONENT DESIGN LOADS DUE

TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

BY

A Ra3inder S. Mehta

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering/Engr. Technology

Alabama A & M University

Normal, Alabama

ABSTRACT

The dynamic envlronments for Space Shuttle payloads during liftoff

are the engine generated acoustics as a result of the solid rocket motors

an_J Space Shuttle main engines exhaust streams shearing out the ambient

_tmos_,i_cr¢ causlxlg acoustic transmisslon throuqh the cargo ba-, walls.

Th_s results In internal cargo bay acoustic impingement on the payload

causit_g random vibratlon. The low frequency dynamic environment is due

to the dynamics of the integrated Shuttle vehicle. The discussion in

this paper is primarily on the random vibration of the components causing

concern for high load factors for design evaluation. The important

factors to be considered in the design of acoustically loaded structure

are the _)redlctton of acoustic environment, predictlon of structural

response to thls envzronment, and to determine the effect of the res_x)nse

on the structural strength requirements.

This paper accounts for two basic responses. The primary structure

response is analyzed flrst due to random vibratlon. The output of pri-

mary structure response is used as an input to the secondary structure to

calculate the com_:onent response.
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A STUDY OF COMPONENT DESIt, N LOADS DUE TO
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

In evaluating the acoustical design requirements on support structure and its
component, appropriate combined environments should be specified. The payload
design loads of Space Shuttle are critical because both the high frequency random
vibration and the low frequency vehicle dynamics 8re acting simultaneously during
lift-off. A component and its support structure is thus designed to withstand these
loads. However, the primary objective is that the component be able to withstand
the following design criteria:

1) Applied loads -- low and high frequency

2) Environments

3) Constraint,_

4) ).Iarginof safety.

This paper consider:;only the evaluation of the design loads of the component due to
dynamic environments.

Low frequency transient loads can be derived by the norn'al-mode analysis tech-
niques from which accelerationtime historiesare computed and thus, low frequency
loads established. High frequency loads are based on the localstiffnessof the com--
ponent and its main properties, and are discussed in this paper.

II. RESPONSE OF COMPONENTS

The dynamic response of components in a higt level acoustic environment will
consist of one or more of the following:

1) Vibration of the components mounting induced by acot_tic excitation of the
support structure.

2) Vibration of the component as a rigid body on its mounting due to net
acoustic forces on the component surface.

A hard mounted component will be more susceptible to the vibration of the
mounting points rather than direct acoustic excitation. If one thinks of the noise
level inside and outside the vehicle as being approximately the same, it is to be
expected that the diaphragm action of the skin would result in more vigorous excita-
tion of the component than is possible by the direct acoustic impingement.

In general the response of the primary structure to the acoustic environment
causes a vibration input to a component through its attach points that is more severe
than that resulting from direct acoustic excitation of the components. Components
with high mass to volume ratio, small surface area, high internal damping, or those
with condensed parts are not susceptiole to acoustic excitation.
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The structural damping ratio is an important aspect in the response of a com-
ponent and its support structure. Once the structure is built it can be tested to
measure the damping ratio by measuring the bandwidth at the half power points of

the frequency response curve. However, in calculating the dynamic gpeak load a
value of damping ratio must be assumed.

The response of any structure to a single point random excitationcan be corn-
: puted by a simple numerical procedure, provided the spectral density of the excita-

tk,'n and the frequency response curve of the structure are known. Consider the
structure of Figure la whose base is subjected to a random acceleration input with the
power spectral density function shown in Figure lb. To compute the response of the
point p and establish the probability of exceeding any specified acceleration.

f

fi

[ I Figure lb. Input power spectral

o Hlf)

Figure lc. The frequency
Figure la. Base excited structure, response function.

The frequency response function H(f) for the point p may be obtained experi-
mentally by applying to the base a variable frequency sinusoidal shaker with a con-

stant acceleration input A° and measuring the acceleration response at p. Dividing

the measured acceleration by Ao, H(f) is shown in Figure lc.

The mean square response A at p can be calculated numerically from the
equation

2
= I: w(fl)I"(fi)l 2 " fi •

i

To ensure structural integrity of the intervening structure to which a component
is mounted, design loads based on estimated transmissibility (Q) have to be calculated
prior to testing. Since vibration damaga to structures occurs at resonances, there-
fore response of a resonator from random signal is investigated.
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A. Response of a Resonator

In dealing with random signals we are not dealing with energy or power at any
one frequency, but with the total energy in some specified band of frequencies
called the acceleration density. Total summat4on of acceleration density over a fre-
quency spectrum yields the mean square value of acceleration. The function obtained
by allowing the bandwidth A f to approach zero is called the acceleration power spectral
density

a2 _ f (2)
W(f) = limit _ ,

f ¼�where a is the root mean square value of the random acceleration. The over-all

rms value is obtained by taking the square root of the area under the power spectrum.

f2

' fa" = W(f) df (3)

fl

where a 2 is the mean square value or the variance of the vibration from a zero

mean between the frequency limits fl and f2"

At a given frequency f, the power spectral density of the response W(f) of the
mechanical resonator is equal to the product of the power spectral density of the
excitation W (f) and the square of the absolute value of the sinusoidal transfer func-

X
J ,)

tion _(f) '" at the same frequency:

2
W(f) = Wx(f) • _(f)

whe re

_(f) -

I - f-_Q

The rms response of a simple resonator consisting of m 1. c 1, and k 1 to an excita-

tion of constant power spectral density W(f) with re_.onant frequency fl and
Q = 2" fl ml/Cl is obtained
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I

r t _

2 f2 I
a = / 2 df

0 (1 fii2) + --f-2f2_.....Q2

ou

= W(fI ) / df ,,2 " 2 fl Q t ,fl) (5)

V
;,

The above approximation is based on the assumption that tt_ response results pri-
marily from the fundamental mode and the resonator i.snot too heavily damped. How-
ever. in practical design problems many mechanical resonators are coupled together.
The responses of coupled resonators will behave differently.

Two basic responses are considered in thi,,_ paper. The primary structure is
analyzed first for random response. The output from this rcsponse is ilstd as input
to the secondary structure to _alculate the component response. This can be better
explained by electric circuit analogy making use of the Norton's theorem.

B. Response of Component and Its lnte_rvening Structure Supported o_ the
Primary Structure Using Appffcation of the Impedance

Consider the response of the primary structure befr, re addition of mechanical
impedance of a component mass.

I) Zs has no impedance due to mass

2) Zc has in:pedance due to mass only

Figure 2a. Primary structure. Figure 2b. Addition of component
support structure.

Figure 2c. Addition of component.
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_ssume that the response X at any point in the primary structure is known or is
P

cumputed using a force generator or a motion generator. The response of the pri-

mary structure is not al*ered when Zs, the mechanical impedance of the component

sl,pport structure, is added to the primary structure (Z s has no impedance due to
;,ass).

" When the component is added to the system, the structural response X is
:_ P

altered to X '; the component has a response X while the supporting structure
; p c'

response to the difference of the altered primary structure response and the com-
:_, ponent response, i.e., X ' X .

p c

Using Norton's Theorem

For Component

"_c ('_) Z(_)i Z(_)i
- = (6)

Xp (,_) Z(_')i + Zc(_) i + Zc(W) Z(_)i-1

For Support Structure

t

Xp(_) - Xc(_) Xc(_) Zc(_)- (7)

(.) Xp(_) Zs(_)
P

The mechanical impedance Z(LJ) i at the i th position in the structure is defined as

the impedance of the primary structure at the point of attachment plus the e_fect of
the mechanical impedance of the component support structure.

)\ s

For any given frequency, the mechanical impedance Zp(_) i at the i th position of the

primary structure is ,letermined by applying a force F(w) i and computing the complex

ratio Zp(_) 1 = F(_)i/X(w) i and using the force generator equation

{X(w) } = 1-1 : ix4IF/
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X( ")i

Zp1- ( _")i F( ")i

' t

e i = a column vector where the ith element is unity and all other elements are zero !i
and

!

_.a:-- ._ ._ X {XS_/ i

The mechanical impedance of the component support structure is '.

Zs-l(_,) = J.,,(K s + J.,Cs)-I (11)

where

K 3 = stiffness,)fcomponent support structure

C s = damping coefficientof component support structure

The mechanical impedanc,?of the component is

Z (.,,)= j,,,Mc . (12)

The normalized impedances are obtained by multiplying (ii) (12) and (IC) (12)

2 -I +2JZc(,_) Z = "_ Me(Ks = ._--c _'c

Zc(..,) Zpl(_) : _,2M c /ei} T[XN]bN(_)_[X T XN]-I[x T IX'F] {ei} "

To find the magnitude of
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"c ( _ ) 1I

-1

Xp(_.) 1 + Zc(.) Z(..) i

we have to use theory of complex variables

-1(,) = A +"
Zc(.,) Zp P jBp

w here

A = real pm't of normalized mechanical impedance of component mass
P

I_ = imagina,'y part of normalized mechanical impedance of component mass
P

Bp = ,2 Mc {ei} T [XN]_m ttN(.,)..J[xT XN]-I[xT][XF] {ei} (13,

2 1

Zc(C) Zsl(.c) = A + J B = - _ 1 9 j .S S _ "C

w herc

A = real part of normalized mechanical impedance of component supports
structure

B = imaghmry part of nu_ nali_d mechanical impedance of component supports
structure

(,,).= (1) + 2 ,"
As 'C C '_C

Bs " "c (1) + 2 "c '"c
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Therefore blagnitude of Responses

, Component

" Xc (_) { s) 2 9 } -112= (1 + A + A + (Bp + Bs)" (14)
•Xp (,,) P

Component Support Structure

.X '(_,_) - .Xc(_.) -Xc(._.) Zc(Z) -Xc(_)
P = = Zc(.,) Zst(_,)

._p(.,) ._p(,_,) Zs (_') ip(_)

C. Random Response of Two Coupled Resonators for
No Loading Effect Between Resonators

The root mean square response of a simple mechanical resonator mounted on
another mechanical resonator excited by a white noise is co. '-ered in this sectioa for
the case when there is no loading effect between resonator,_ 3onsider the model of
Figure 3 for discussion.

! _ I tx'

'f+,
[ ., t tx'
'I +°, -

///I////////>/////_ _///// ///

Figure 3. Two eounled meehanieal resonators excited by random vibration,
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We shall be concerned with only four parameters, fl' f2' Ql' and Q2' instead

of mI, c I, K l, m2, c 2, and K 2 because the resonator comprising of m2, K 2, and c 2

does not affect the motion of mI (case of no loading).

_ 1 K_m_fl 2_

f2 - 2_

(16)

1 - 2_ fl mlQt = 2_I

m
i o

]2 - 2_ 2 2- f2 _22

The rms response of a single resonator consisting of ml, e I, and K 1 excited by a

c)nstant power spectral density has already been obtained by equation (5)

1 avg 2 ' (17)

provided that the resonator is not heavily damped. The rms response of m 2 is

obtained by taking the square root of the area under the power spectrum of the
response. For a constant excitationpower spectral density W, the response in par-
tiallynormalized form is

f2 f2 I/2

(,_2) i/2 oo 1 + 2-'_-_'__ 1 + 2 2
a - = / fl Q1 f2 Q2 df

(18)

If fl and f2 are not close and QI,Q2 are large, the response may be considered to

come from the immediate region of the two resonances. One fractionof the integrand
peak_, where the other is constant. Hence
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!
- - - I/2

I+ f12 I+ f22 1

122 ,•- f Q _ f Qt

, ) +') ,
(19)

or

1/2
- fl QI f2 Q2

If W(f) is not constant

I]2

+ fl Q W(fl) f2 Q2 w(f2)X2 =, +: I 2 + 2 (20)

,22 ,,:Q,.

The above concept can be extended to n resonators cascaded without interloading.

III. POSSIBLE CAUSE OF HIGH ACCELERATIONS AND
HIGH STRESSES

The predicted random vibration environment defined at the interface has con-
siderable conservatism because vibration criterion is extrapolated to predict the
responses in zones where there are no flight measurements. The vibration levels at
the interfaces are thus conservatively enveloped to account for all the peaks.

The low frequency coupled Gpeak loads and high frequency random Gpeak
loads are being combined and see applied simultaneously along three mutually per-
pendicular axes; however, in flight the possibility of this occurrence is rare. In
testing a oomponent, however, the loading is applied in sequence rather than tri-axial.

The strength analysis is based on the Gpeak loading applied simultaneously,
whereas the peaks contribute mostly to the fatigue failure. Therefore, consider rms :
stress response for strength. Conservatism also lies in the factors of safety being
used to perform the stress analysis.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

I) The damping of resonant members in the components may often be less than
that of the primary structure and the loading of one member by another may be less.
For these and other reasons the transmission of the vibration through coupled resonat-
ors may sometimes produce large accelerations. However, high accelerationsdo not
necessarily mean high stresses. The high accelerationresponse may be from a higher
frequency mode where, due to the inertiaforces being out of phase, the stresses are
not correspondingly increased.

2) Vibration damage to structures ordinarilyoccurs at resonances. If the
resonances were staggered or highly damped, it might be possible to decrease the
design accelerations.

3) Ambient acoustic noise is most likelyto be damag'ing if there is a progres-
sion from a low Impedance element of a large area to the structuralmembers of higher
impedance. On the other hand, vibration in the structural members is most likelyto
damage the parts ifthere is a progression from a high to low mechanical impedance
(i.e.,if the parts do not load the structural members to which they are fastened.)
Controllingthe mechanical impedance of the component parts may help to avoid such
prog,'ession. This willlower the transmissibilityat frequencies of resonance and make
the need for detuning or damping less critical, j

4) The dynamic characteristicsof a component influences itsown vibration
en_ironment during flight. This affectresults in a reduction of vibration input cri-
teria to the component at the component resonant frequencies. This imF.liesthat the
response of a heavy component willtend to reduce Spacelab structure responses and
thus willaffectthe motion of the base of the component considerably. This effect
should be accounted for in estimating the transmissibility.
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ATTITUDECONTROLOF THE SPACE CONSTRUCTIONBASE:

A MODULARAPPROACH

DanielA. O'Connor

Dept.of Electricaland ComputerEngineering
ClarksonCollegeof Technology

Potsdam, NewYork :i

ABSTRACT

The objectof this studyis to developattitudecontrolsystemsfor
largespacestructures.These structuresare largevibratingsystems
subjectto variousdisturbancesand are designedto supportexperiments
with stringentpointingand stabilizationrequirements.The construction
of the structurewill be accomplishedby joiningtogethermodules;each
module is constructedon the groundand deliveredto an orbitingbase by
the SpaceShuttle. As each new part is added to the base,the dynamics
changeand, hence,the overallcontrolproblemwill change. Eachmodule
will haveon-boardcontrolcomputersand actuatorsaE_ must integratewith
the base controlsystemto provideoverallcontrolfor the augmented
structure.

In thiswork,we considera planarmodel of a spacebaseand onr
module. For this simplifiedsystem,we develupa feedbackcontroll( which
is compatiblewith the constructionmethoddescribedabove. The systems
dynamicsare decomposedintotwo partscorrespondingto base and module.
The informationstructureof the problemis non-classicalin thatnot all
systeminformationis suppliedto each controller.The base controlleris
designedto accommodatestructuralchangesthat occuras the module is
addedand themodulecontrolleris designedto regulateits own statesand
followcommandsfrom the base. Overallstabilityof the systemis checked
by Llapunovanalysisand controllereffectivenessis verifiedby computer
simulation.
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i. Introduction

In this report we describe the application of some la=ge scale systems
techMques to the attitude control of multtbody satellites. Specifically,
we consider the problem of how to control the satellite with actuators on

each body, but restrictions of the transfer of sensor information between!

bodies.

To focus on a particular problem, we considered a planar model of a two-
body vehicle with flexible appendages. This vehicle is a variant of the
hypo_hetlcal space construction base investigated previously in the Bendix
report, [i], which uses multilevel techniques for attitude control.

It is important to note the difference between the te_ .niques we apply
and multilevel techniques. The basic function of multilevel control is to
subdivioe a large dimension linear quadratic regulator problem into smaller
dimension subproblems which can be individually solved and then to coordl--
nate the controls of each subproblem by a higher order supervisory control.

This method (as practiced i_ [1]), is iterative and upon convergence leads
to the solution of the i_rge dim_nslon linear quadratic regulator problem.
The resulting _mtroller requires information sharing between each of the
partloned subsystems.

Our approach is to apply the methods of decomposition and aggregation
[2]. Here we also subdivide the problem into smaller dimension linear quad-
ratic regulator probler_, but because of the restrictions on information
sharing, we have a li_it on the degree of coordination between subsystems.
This lack of coordination amy result in a greater quadratic cost compared
with the multilevel approach, but possesses the advantage of connective
stability. That is, if the controlled bodies are disconnected from one
another, each one remains a stable regulator. It is easy to see [2] tha_
this property is not sharod by centralized linear quadratic regulators.

In Section 2, we describe the decomposed control techniques and thei_
application to the attitude control problem. In Appendix C we detail the

numerical simulation resalts computed to date and in Appendix A, we derive

the equations of planar motion for the space constructLon base and modul;.

2. Control System Analysis

The small angle equations of motion of the space base and the space base
with module are described by,

MI_ 1 + Dlf I + Kit I = TIV 1 (2.1)

M2_ 2 + D2f 2 + Z2r 2 = T2V 2 (2.2)

where rI is the 5xl vector of base generalized coordinates [x,y,01,q,p]T
and r2 is the augmented 6xl vector of generalized coordinates of the base

and module r 2 = [rlr,02]T
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The 3xl vector v I represents central body control on the base and the 4xi
vector v 2 repre_nt_ ccntral body control on the base and module. Derivation
of 2.] ~ 2.2 and Identlflc_tlon of parameters is foun_ in appendix A.

The systems can be placed in first order state varlable form as follows:

define x I = rl "
rl ' "I = ' °l =- 1 PMi T1

To give _1 " AlXl + BlVl (2.3) I

f0 i i01and define z = , A2 = , B2 =
r2 -"21K 2 -M;1D2 T2 Ii

J
To g_-ve i - A2z + S2v 2 (2.4)

The relationship between the two models can be clearly seen if we modify
equation (2.4). First we define new coordinates by the permuta:_on i = Hz

ix1 i.I i?,Iwhere i = , xI = x 2 -

, le2

we obtaJn the aquatlon In i

- ,v.kH-]i + H_2v 2

which can be written in ter_ the coefficient matrices of (2.3_ as

• ! B1 + BI1 B12 Ul

1 AI + All A12 Xl + (2.5)m

x2 A21 A22 x 2 B2i B22 u2

here u I = v I is the 3xl vector of controls which directly effect the
base and u2 is the ecalar control which dlrectl7 effects _he module. ._..e
values of the mstrlces AlJ and SlJ are given in Table I.
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2.1 Centralized Linear Regulator

As a first step we consider the centralized linear quadratic

regulator. We take this approach to determine the structure of the undecom-

pose_ problem (i.e., controll_billty, stabillzability) and al_o to provide

some.comparison with the controllers designed by the decomposition aggregation

approach. In this case, the disti,lction between the grates, Xl, x2 can be
suppressed and we can rewrite (2.5) as

_1 _ Ax + Bu

ixllwhere x = is the 12xl composite state vector

x2

and u I= is the 4xl comp_slte control vector

lu2

A All + A] AI_ I BI2 1

= B = BII �B1

A21 A22 B21 B22

Optimal regulation is obtained by choosing the control law which

m;mImizes the quadratic performance index
\

f (xTQx + uTRu)dt

w_ere

is a non-negatlve definite 12x12 matrix
_iis a Dosltlve definite 4x4 matrix

If a minimlz_ng control exists, it is reali_ed by

u - -R-1BTpx

where P is a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation

ATp + PA - RBR-IBTp + Q = 0

Moreover, the mln_mizlng control law will exist if the pe_r (A,B) is

stabilizable and the a.-sociated clos-d loop system

= (A-BR-1BTp)x

will be s:able is (QI/2,A) is a detectable pair [3].
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Stabilizability of the composite system is easily checked with

the following criterion.

Proposition I (A,B) is a controllable pair if and only if

rank [M2R2 + D2R + K2, T2] - 6 for all I

If the rank condition holds for all R such that Rel _ 0 then (A,B)
is stabilizable.

Proof Immediate application of the well-known Hautus conditiou

[4] to mechanical systems.

Now taking advantage of the particular structure of the composite model,

we can partition the characteristic matrix

M212 + D2% + K2

as

Mllt2 M12X2

M2112 M22 x2 + DI +

where MiJ are 33 matrices

and D, K are 3x3 diagonal matrices (see Appendix A)

2_A_AMA 0 0

D m 0 2_BaB_ 0

0 0 DO

_A2MA 0 0

-K= 0 _o B 0

0 0 Ko
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TI ^ ^

if we partition T2 as T2 where TI, T2 are

3x4 matrices, the Proposition 1 implies that the composite system is controllable

if and only if there is no nonzero pair of vectors Xl, x2 such that for
any

xlTMll_2 + x2TM21 _2

xlTMI212 + x2T[12M22 + ID + K] = 0 (2.6)

xlTTI + x2TT2 = 0

Cousideration of the rigid body mode I = 0 implies that the system will be

controllable only if T1 has full row rank, or equivalently if each rigid
body coordinate is controlled. Since we assume this to be true, the system

will be completely controllable if and only if there is no nonzero vector

x2 such that

x2TM21 = 0

T[12M22 --x2 + ID + K] = 0

x2TT2 = 0

or equivalently if

rank [12M22 + ID + K, M21, T2 ] = 3

Expanding this criterion in the mcdel parameters (Appendix A) we obtain

the controllability condition;

MA(12+2_A_A+_A2) 0 0
2

rank 0 _(X'+2_B_B+_B ) 0

0 0 1212+D01+K9

0 _IA¢ rllMA _ 0 0 0 0

0 MB¢ rlIMB¢ 0 0 0 0 - 3
^

M2r22 0 121 0 0 0 0
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Now s_nce we assume the two wings are identical, the rank of the
above matrix is two when % is a flexible wing mode and, hence, the system

is _ncontrollable. However, there is soma small damping on these modes so

the system is stabillzable and the linear quadratic regulator problem will
have a solution.

The flexible modes cannot be controlled; therefore, we do not

reflect wing deflection errors in the cost. The weighting matrices Q and
R are chosen as follows.

If xi is the maximum allowable value of the state xi and ul

is the maximum allowable value of the control ui we pick Q and R as the
diagonal matrices

Q = diag{xi 2 } , R = diag{ui 2 }

2.2 Decompositipn Aggregatlon Approach

We now make explicit use of the decomposition of the state x into

Xl, x2 and break (2.5) into subsystems

Xl = (AI + All)Xl 4-Al2X 2 + (B1 + Bll)U I + Bl2U 2 (2.7)

x2 = A21Xl + A22x2 + B21Ul + B22u2 (2.8)

It is important to note that (2.7) - (2.8) are not in input decentralized

form. That is, the controls applied to the base uI directly affect the

module through the matrix B21 and sirdlarly control u2 applied directly

to the module effects the base througl_ BI2 This fact makes decomposition
aggregation methods difficult to a-ply as we shall see. It is possible to

change coordinates and trar-form (2.7) - (2.8) into a pair of input decen-

tralized systems, but this se_ _o _estroy the physical significance that

the states in the first system _fe, _o the base vehicle and the states in

the second system refer to the module. In what follows, we will leave

the subsystems in the form (2.7) - (2.8), but it would be interesting to
investigate the method of input decentralization and its effects on
information structure in future work.

If the module were not present, the system would be described by

Xl = AlXl + BlUl

This system is stabillzable and we can construct a control law to minimize
the cosZ

J = f (xlTQIxI + ulTRlul)dt
O

The control law is given by
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uI = -RIIBITPIXl (2.9)

PIAI + AITPI-PIBIRilBITPI + Q1 = 0

Now when the module is added to the base, the system dynamics

become (2.7) - (2.8) with u given by (2.9). The first question we ask
is: does there exist a control of the form

uI = -RIIBITPIx I + KllX I (2.10)

such that the perturbed linear system

_1 = (AI + A11)Xl + (B1 + Bll)Ul (2.11)

is a good regulator? This problem has received some attention previously
[5] in a different context. We have the following partial result:

Proposition 2: If All and BII satisfy the matching con@itions, All - BICI,

BII = 61C 2 for some 3x10 matrix CI and some 3x3 matrix C2 and if all the
elgenvalues of C2 + I are positive, then the system (2.11) is stabil_zed
by the control

uI = -(i + y)RilBITPIx I

for some sufficiently large constant y.

Proof: A straightforward extension of Theorem 3.4 in [5] to the case where

BI as well as A1 is perturbed.

The significance of this result is thet if the perturbations All ,

BII satisfy the conditions of the proposition, then it will be possible to
use the same control law that was used to control the base to control the

base and module combination. The only .modification required is that the
gains are increased. A control law that can adapt to perturbations by

minor changes, (such as modification of gains), would be advantageous to

the attitude control problem faced here, and we will continue to study

this type of controller in our future work.

_1 " (AI + All)Xl + (BI + Bll)Ul (2.12)

uI - -(I + ¥)RIIBITp]x 1

and

_2 " A22x2 + B2u2 (2.13)
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Since the control uI has already been selected, we need only select u2. We

pick u2 to minimize the quadratic cost

I: [x2TQ2x2 u2TR2u2]dt

and obtain

u2 = -R21B2TP2x 2 (2.14)

where

P2A2 + A2TP2 - P2B2R21B2TP2 + Q2 = 0

With this choice of control, the decoupled subsystems are stable regulators

and no information sharing between controllers is required; however, overall

system stability is at question. Overall stability can be determined by
Llapunov stability analysis [2].

Since the closed loop systems (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) are stable

regulators, there exist two Liapunov functions for the respective systems

Vl(X I) = xlTPlx I V2(x 2) = x2TP2x2

both functions are positive definite and their derivatives along the traJectocies

of (2.12), (2.13) are negative semidefinite

VI(Xl) = -xlTSIx I V2(x2) = x2Ts2x 2

where

-i T

SI = QI + PIBIRIIBITPI + PIBIIRIIBIITPI + PIBIIRI BI Pl

+ Y(PI(BI + BII)R;IBIP I + PIR;I(BI + BII)PI)

- AIITP 1 - PIAI!

and

$2 = Q2 + P2B2R21B2TP2

To derive stability conditions for the overall base-module composite system,

we follow the techniques of SilJack, [2, pp. 96-99]. We obtain the following
criterion.

PrJposition 3: Let lm(A) denote the minimum eigenvalue and lm(A) be the
maximum eigenvalue of an arbitrary mmtrix A. The overall system will be

stable if the 2x2 aggregate matrix W is stable

xm(PI) .1/2.... -i

-I 2( 1/2 . ,)Am tr2)^m ($2)_12
_m (rl)W =

_m(P2,) i:1(S1)_21

2(X_/2tP21X_/2(P1 ) -1
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Here _12' _21 are defined by

612 = II AI2 - BI2R21B2TP2 II (2.15)

_21 = II A21 - (i +Y)B21RIIBITPI II (2.16)

where II'll denotes matrix norm.&

At this point we note the difficulties inherent in applying this technique.

Stability of the aggregate matrix W requires I-WI2W21 > O. For this
to be th_ case, the stability margins of the decoupled systems should be

large, (i_e., _m(Sl), %m(S2) are large), and the interconnectlon connection

terms should be small, (i.e., _12, 621 are small), ro achieve large
stabilltymargins will require large feedback gains, but from (2.15), (2.16)
we see that large feedback gains will tend to increase the interconnectlon

terms, l:herefore, this approach may be difficult to implement since our

problem is not input decentralized. Finally, we tried another approach

which takes advantage of the input structure of our problem.

2.3 Controller with Partial Feedback

In this approach we restrict the control law for the overall system
to have the form

uI = KllX1

u2 = K21x I + K22x2 (2.17)

The term K21x I can be thought of as signalling from the base to the module for
the purpose of coordinating control action. If we apply this control law to

sytem (2.7)-(2_8) we obtain the closed loop system

_i = (AI + All) + (BI + BII)KII + BI2F21)Xl + (AI2 + BI2K22)x2

_2 = (A21 + B21KII + B22K21)Xl + (A22 + B22K22)x2

The basic idea is to pick (2.17) to force the c ed loop dynamics into

triangular form, that is pick KII , K21 so that

A21 + B2IKll + B22K21 = 0 (2.18)

Equation (2.18) has a solution KII , K21 if and only if the columns

of A21 ale contained in the range space of the matrix [B21, B22 ]. For our
model, this is the case a[_da solution of (2.18) is given by

KIII (1)A21
- -[B21,B22] + NF (2.19)

K21
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Here [B21,B22 ](I) is the generalized inverse of [B21,B22]
F is an arbitrary 4x10 matrix, and _ is the projection onto the nul] space

of [B21,B22].

Wlth the matrices KII , KI2 given in 2.19, the closed loop dynamics are

xI = ((A1 + All) - [B1 + BII,BI2][B21,B22]A21 + [B1 + BII,BI2]nF)x 1

+ (AI2 + BI2K22)x 2

x2 = (A22 + B22K22)x2

Now the two subsystems are effectively decoupled and we must

determine if we have enough freedom to control the first subsystem. Thus, we

mtmt determine if the pair

{(A1 + AII)-[B 1 + BII,BI2][B21,B22]A21 , [B1 + BII,BI2]_} (2.20)

is stabilizable. If stabilizability follows, we will select the arbitrary

matrix F to stabilize the pair (2.20) and select the matrix K22 to stabilize

the pair (A22, B22). The resulting overall closed loop stability is assured
in that the interconnection terms may degrade the performance, but not

destabilize the system.

3. Conclusion

This work has been a preliminary study of the attitude control of multibody

satellites u_ng large-scale systems techniques. Our efforts have centered on
two methods that require less than full information sharing between controllers on

different bodies of a two-body satellite. Both methods hav_ disadvantages, the

decomposition-aggregation approach is difficult to apply to systems which lack
a decentralized input structure and the triangularizatlon approach we used in

Section 2.3 is too model spacific.

In our further work, we will build on the examples in the report and try to

develop a control technique more suitable to the attitude control with restricted
information problem.
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APPENDIX A

PLANAR MODEL OF VEHICLE

In this appendix we use Lagrangian mechanics to derive the small

angle line,rlzed equations of motion of the space construction base and

logistics module. Motion is restricted to a single plane which is perpen-

dicular to the behiclets velocity vector as shown in Figure I. The vehicle

is modelled as two rigid bodies connected by a spring hinge suspension.

The flexible motion attributed to the solar wings attached to the base is

modelled by superimposing the bending motion of two clamped free beamc over

the rigid body motion. The schematic of the physical system is shown in
Figure 2. In the figure, the base structure is labelled rigid body 1 and

the logistics module rigid body 2. The clamped free beams representing th_

solar wings are labelled A and B as shown.

To describe the motions, we use three reference frames:

o
c : (Xo, yo) an inertial reference frame with origin at the

nominal location of rigid body 1 center of mass.

1
c : (Xl, yl) principal ax_s of rigid body 1

2
c : (x2, x2) principal axis of rigid body 2.

We denote unit vectors by ix, iy, etc.

We define the following reference points _n the schematic.

cml: center of nmss of rigid body 1 (solar wings are not
included in calculation of this value).

cm2: center of mass of rigid body 2.

1 : point where nominal plane of the s.,larwings intersects

axis y.

2 : location of the suspension hinge.

and the following vectors,

L : + yiy: translational vector of cm.xi x

RII: vector from cm to 1

RIIA,RIIB: vectors from 1 to points where wings connectto rigid body I.

RI2: vector from cm to 2

R22: vector from cm to 2

z: the distance along wings from the clamped end 0 < z < 1
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1 ; length of wings

u(x,t): bending displacement of wing A

v(z,t): bending displacement of wing B

Ol: angle between ix, ix

e2: angle between ix . ix.

Kinematic Description

In order to refer the vector measured in reference frame e to the inertial

frame we use the transformation TI:

xI cos 81 sin 81 x°
Iii

Yl -sin eI cos 81 Yo

and to refer a vector measured in reference frame c to the c frame, we

,me the transformation T2:

x2 cos 92 sin O2 x1
II

Y2 -sin 02 cos O2 Yl

Let the posltlon of an arbitrary mass point in rigid body 1 referred to

coordinate system cI be O-I. Its position and velocity with respect to the
inertial frame are

Similar]y, if 02 is an arbitrary mass point m rigid body 2 referred to
coordinate system c, its position and velocity with respect to the
inertial frame are

R2 " _O �TIT(R12)24- (T2T1)T(-R22 4-0_)2

R2 " go + TIT(R12)2 + (T2TI)T(-R22 + 02)2

At d distance z from the clamped end of _olar wing A, the position and

velocity of a mass point on the wing is

RA _'__,,1+ TIT(R11 + RIIA + zi + u(z,t)lyl) Ix1

• . TIT(_II iyl T1T( ly1- + + RIIA + Zixl + u(z,t) )i + u(z,t) )I
Ro
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and similarly for wing B

" R0 + TIT(RII + RIIB - Zixl + v(z,t)iyl) 1

Kinetic Energy

In developing the Lagrangian equations of motion we take as our general" _ed

coordinates 81, 82, x, y, u, v. We assume that these quantities are small
and, thus, in particular the coordinate transformations TI and T2 can be
approximated by

I 81 [ 1 82

T1 -' T2 -"I-81 i -81 1

The total kinetic energy of the vehicle i8 given by

i I Rl.Rldm + I R2.R2dm + f RA.RAdm _._dm}

_{Body 1 Body 2 Wing A Wing B

Using the above kinematic expressions and _sumtl_g small deviations, we
obtain

1 1 _I_ + ' _ 2. _ mT(_2 + _2) + _ _ 12_2 + i12_i_ 2

+ m2r22x81 + m2r22x62 + (rll_mB + mA)-m2rl2)81Y

(AI)

+ 9{ f 6 dm + f _ dm} + _irll { f 6 dm + f _ dm}
Wing A Wing B Wing A Wing B

+ f 62 dm + f _2 dm

Wing A Wing B

here,

Ii: moment of inertia of rigid body 1

12: moment of inertia of 21gld body 2

rll, r12 ' r22 rllA, rl]B: lengths of vectors RII' RI2' R22' RIIA' RIIB

mA: mass of wing A

roB: mass of wing B

ml: mass of rigid body 1

m2: mass of rigid body 2

roT: total mass of body

X_/-k 3
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^ 2 2) 2
I1 = I1+ f (rll +(rllA+Z) dm+ f (rll +(rllB+Z)2)dm+I2+m2(r12+r22 )2

Wing A Wing B

i 2 " 12 _,--m2r222

i12 " 12 + m2(r222 + r12r22)

Potential Energy: The total p_tentlal energy of the system is the sum

of the strain energy in the wings and in the hinge suspension.

. 1 f EI (__u)dz +_1Vwings _ f EI ( _2u )dz (A2)
Wing A _z2 Wing B az2

" 1 2

VHIng e - _ K0 62 (A3)

here El is the beam stiffness coefficient

K8 is the spring constant of the hinge

Equations of Motion

In order to obtain a finite dlmen_lonal set of dynamic equations, we will

use the assumed modes method [6]. In this method we approximate the

elastic displacements by a finit_ linear combination of mode shapes for

the clamped free beam ultiplled by tile dependent generalized coordinates.
Thus, we hale

n

u(z,t) - z (z_;(t)
J-1 *AJ "

n

v,.,t) _ Z CBj (=)0, (t)J-1

where iAJ' iBJ are elgenfunctlons of a clamped free beam, [7],

.j - Aj [(sinBjl-stnh_jl) (sinBjz-stnhBjz)

+ (c_sBtl- _oshBjl) (cosBjz-coshBjz) ]

HerechosenJsuc..B.are thatthe elgenvalues of the clamped free bean and Aj are scale factors

/ol ¢ j(z)_.k(Z)d z I J-k
I

For simplicity, we have only taken the firs_ bending mode in our approxiaation.
We also assumz ths_ the two solar wings are identical. Therefore,
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u(z,t) = q(t)_(z)

v(z,t) = p(t)_(z)

_(z) -- 1-1/2[(cosh --i-1.875_z - cos _1"875 z) - 0.734(stnh _1"875 z - s£n _1"875 z)]

0<z<l
%

If we substitute the expressions (A4), (A5) t_to the expressions for kinetic
and potential energy (A1) (A2-A3), we can write _, _ as quadratic formm. If

we define the 6xl vector of generalized coordinates r 2,

r2 = (x, y, eI, p, q, o2)T

then

1 _2TK2r2I _2_2_2 _._-_

where the 6x6 matrices H, and Z2 are defined by

mT 0 m2r22 0 0 m2r22

o _ _il%+_lIM_. _A_ %$ 0
-m2rll

"2 _2r2_ rll%+_11_A i1 r11_A$ r11_$" "12

-m2r12 ,.

0 mA$ rllmA _ mA 0 0

m2r22 0 i12 0 0 i2

0 O 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

K2 = 0 0 0 0 0 0
2

0 0 0 _AWA 0 0
2

0 0 0 0 _B o

0 o 0 0 0 K
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wh_re _ = fl _(z)dz = 0.783 1-llz
0

1.875.4
WA2= (--T=-J EZ/mA

• .1.875.4
• %2 . t-T=-__z/,%

Damping: With each flexible mode we associate some damping through the
Rayleigh dlssipatlo_ function g

1 • , ;L
p, = _ r2D2r2

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

R2 _, 0 0 0 0 :s 0

0 0 0 2_OA_AmA 0 0

0 0 0 0 2_F,BmB 0

0 0 0 0 0 r)0

where _A,_ damping ratios of wings

DO damplr_ factor of suspension .!

The Euler Lagrange equ_rlons of motion can no_: be written

d-_ dr 2 dr 2 - dr--2

or in =-trlx form '-

H2_ 2 + D2_ 2 + K2r 2 = Q

.i xv-16
A
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ere Q is the generalized force vector

Q = [ql' q2' q3' q4' q5' q6 ]

ql: x-r_sultant of external forces acting on vehicle

q2: y-resultant of external forces acting on vehiclei

q3: resultant of all external torques about CMI

q4' q5: are the generalized forces acting on the first bending
modes of the wings, if

fe(z,t)

is the external force acting on the wings, then

= i 1
_A (z)fAe(z,t)dzq4 0

i

q5 = _ _B(Z)fBe(z't)dz

q6: resultant of all external torques about CM2

In our work we will assume that the only external forces acting on the system

are control forces and torques acting directly on the central body generalized
coordinates. Thus,

M2r 2 + D2_ + K2r = T2v2

where

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

T2 =
0 0 0 0

0 0 O 0

0 0 0 1

and v2 is a 4xi control vector.

In Section 1 we also consider the equations of motio_L of the space base

alone. We obtain these equations in the same manner as (AS), simply delete

all terms corresponding to the module in the kinetic and _otrntial energy

expressions. The equations of the base aloue are:

MI_ 1 + DI_1 + Klr I = TlV1

2
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where
t

m.r o o o o _;C

o % ru_+ru_A mA+ msi i

HI " 0 rl lms+rxlmA ill rllmA_ rllmB i '_

o m^i rumA_ mA o ,I

o mB$ rllm_ o mB i"

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

KI " 0 0 0 0 0

2
0 0 0 mamA 0

2
0 0 0 0 _B

0 0 0 _ 0

0 0 0 0 0

D1 " 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2CAmA__ 0

0 0 0 0 2_B_BmB

1 0 0

0 1 0

T1 " 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
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APPENDIX B

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

The following model parameters were calculated on the basis
of information taken from reference ["l ]

m l- 1218 Ibs.sZ/ft

n_Z= 639 "

ma=mb= 26 "

rII= 26.36 ft.
Z1.54 ft.

r12 =

I1= 163,000 lb.s2ft.
I2: 247,000 "
[I = 1,470,000 "

12 - 152,000 "

112 = 346,000 "

= 104 ft.

The stiffnessparameters were estimated to be:

8 2
El - I0 Ibs/in

=tO = 7.79 rad/s
a b

Re= 152,000 ft Ib/rad

The damping constants were estimated to be:
4"

D@-- 21,280 ft Ib s/rad
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APPENDIXC

NUMERICALRESULTS

In the courseof this summer'swork, only the decentralizedlinear
quadraticregulatorfor the fullmodelwas implementedon the computer.
A FORTRANprogramDIRECTwas writtenwhich solvesthe algebraicRiccati
equation,

ATp + PA - PBR-IBTp+ Q - 0 (ci

by directintegration.A FORTRANsubroutineCLOOPcomputesthe feedback
gain matrix

K - R'IBTp

and the closedloopsystemmatrix

A_BR'IBTp

This matrixis then fed to the commericalpackageEISPACKwhich findsthe
eigenvaluesand eigenvectorsof the closedloopsystem.

,TheprogramDIRECTrequiresas inputdata: the systemmatrices,A, B,
Q, R'm;the numberof statesof the system,N; the numberof controls,NB;
the stepsize,EpS;and the numberof steps,NT. The usermust chooseEpS
and NT to yieldsteadystatevaluesof P. In cur work, theseparameterswere
dPtermlnedby trialand error. The outputof DIRECTis P, the solutionof
(CI);this Is fed to CLOOPwhich,in turn, drivesEISPACK. The outputof
the entireprogramis: A, B, Q, R; the valueof P aftersome iteration
No, (N_ pickedby the user);the finalvalueof P afterNT iterations;
the closedloopsystemmatrixand the closedloopelgenvaluesand eigen-
vectors.

An example of the program is included in this appendix. In this
example, A and B are as given In Table l, The weighting matrices Q and R
were chosen to be

o-diag.[1, 1,1,O,O,l, 1, 1,0 O)

R-I08xdiagI I,I,I,Il
The twelveopen loopelgenvaluesof A are:
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six zero eigenvalues (rigid body modes)

Double complex conjugate eigenvalues

at -0.393.10 "2 _j7.80 (wing modes)

, Complexconjugate eigenvalues (hinge modes)

-0.259_ jl.91

After the linearquadraticregulatorcontrollawwas addedto the
system,eigenvalueswere shiftedto

-9.0

- 5.62

- l.Ol

- 1.02

- 0.755 x lO"2 _ j0.468x lO"l

- 0.226_ ji.48

doublecomplexconjugaterootsat -0.393.10"2 + j7.80

Notethat the uncontrollablewing modes are not shiftedby feedback.
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Plane of interest

/
Orbit plane

Velocity vector

FIGURE I.

Orientation of Space Base.
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FIGUKE 2.

Space Base Schematic,
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A Study of the Geographic Coverage

Properties of a Satellite Borne Doppler

Lidar Wind Velocity Measuring System

by

Thomas H. Pate

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Auburn University

Auburn, Alabama 36849

Abstract

The purpose of this investigation has been to measure geographic

coverage frequency and geographic shot density for a satellite borne

doppler lidar wind velocity measuring system. The equations of motion

of the light path on the ground have been derived and a computer program

has been devised to compute shot density and coverage frequency by

latitude-longitudesections. Also, we have derived the equations for

the coverage boundaries and devised a computer program to plot these

boundaries thus making it possible, after an application of a map

coloring algorithm, to actually see the areas of multiple coverage.

We have also derived a theoretical cross-swath shot density function

and have argued that this function gives close approximationsin certain

cases. This information should aid in the design of an efficient data-

processing system for the doppler lidar.
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O. Introduction

Thisreportconcernsa hypotheticalsatellitebornedoppler

lidarwindvelocitymeasuringsystem. This systeminvolvesa satellite
7

in circularorbit aboutthe earth to which is attacheda laserthat is

pointingtowardthe earthand rotatingat a constantrate about an axis

that is directedthroughthe centerof the earth. The rotationrate of

the laserwill be on the orderof fourrotationsper minute. The purpose

of the systemis to estimatewind velocitiesat one kilometerintervals

up to abouttwentykilometersby measuringthe dopplershiftof the

backscatteredlight. The firingrateof our hypotheticallaserwill

be on the orderof 8 firingsper second.

As the satellitepassesoveran area of the earththe laserlight

tracesa path alongthe ground. The boundariesof the coveredregion

will be calledswathboundariesand the regioncoveredon a single

passagewill be calleda swath. The path tracedby the pointon the

earthdirectlybelowthe satellitewillbe calledthe groundtrack of

the satellite.

More specificallywe have investigatedthe followinggeographic

questions:

I. Givena particularsectionof the earth how many lasarpulses

land there each day?

2. Given a particular section of the earth what is the pulse density

in that section?

3. Given a particular section of the earth how many times per day

is it within the coverage swath?

XVl:-2
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As a consequo_,ce of our analysts of these questions we have a

computer prog_-amthat answer questions (1) and (2) quickly and to a

high degree of accuracy. Question _3) is somewhat tougher but the

' same program answers thts question satisfactorily espectally when

the inclination angle of the orbit is between 750 and llO °. The

results would be considerably improved if more memory were available.
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I. Definitions and Notation

In our model we assume that the earth is a sphere of radius R

where R = 6378.15 kin. One half of the angle between the swath

boundaries will be denoted by t (we note that t remains constant.)

We impose upon our sphere a co-ordinate system whose origin lies at

the center of the sphere and whose xy-plane contains the equator. We

do not allow this co-ordinate system to rotate with the earth. Our

orbital planes will always contain the x-axis. The inclination angle

of the orbital plane with respect to the y-axis is denoted by a (or

ZN in our computer program). The sphere is rotating counterclockwise

about the z-axis at the rate of _o rotations per day (counterclockwise

with respect to an observer looking down from the North Pole.) The

number uf revolutions per day of the satellite per day is denoted by

w. In our computer program _ is assumed to be an integer such that

3 _, £ 16. The scan angle of the laser is denoted by m. One half

the angular swath width along the equator is denoted by r. Clearly

we have r : w/_. We let h denote the altitude of the satellite and

let ha denote the highest altitude at which complete coverage is

desired.

We have analysed exclusively the case where the scan angle is

chosen 30 that swaths for successive orbits are contiguous but non-

overlapping at the equator at altitude a _ 0. In this case each

point along the equator up to altitude a is covered at least twice

during the course of a day. We let aa denote the scan angle

necessary to produce contiguous but non-overlapping coverage swaths

at the equator up to altitude a.
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2. Observations and Dert,attons of Stmple Fomulas

Consider diagram 1. Welike to think of a, w, and B as

parameters. The other quantities are detemtned by them. For example

we have

h = ((86400)2u/(2,.)2) l/3 - R

where u = 398,601.6. Here R is in kilometers and w ts in

revolutions per day. The law of sines gives

(sin(aa))/(R+a) = stn(Qa+_)/(R+h)

fromwhich it followsthat

Qa = Arctan(sln{t)/(((R+h)/(R+a))- cos(t))).

Thisgives aa in termsof _ but we do not as yet have + in terms

of the parameters a and ,. To obtainsucha relationshipconsider

diagram2. A normalto the orbitalplane is (0, sln(B),- cos(B)).

This is alsoa normalto the planedeterminedby the swathtracks. A

normalto t,teplanecontainingthe orlgon,the point (R,O,O)and

perpendicularto the orbitalplane is (0, cos(B),sin(B)). The equation

of thisplane is then

x'O + y'cos(a)+ z'sin(a)_ 0

The planedeterminedby the swathboundarycontainsthe point

(R cos(r).R sintr.,O). The equationof thisplane Is therefore

sln(a)'y- cos(a)'z• R sln(r)sln(a).

To determinethe vector v we solv_simultaneouslythe equations

cos(a)'y+ sin(a).z- 0

sln(a),y- cos(a),z• R sin(r)sin(8).
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,(

The result ts

y : R sin2(BIstn(r)

z = -R stn(:)s,'(s)cos(_).

To coa_)lete the detemtnatton of v we apply the restriction

xz + y2 + z2 = Rz. We ftnd that x = R(1 - sin2(r)slnZ(_)) j. b,nce

cos(t) = ((R,O,O)'v)/R z we must have

= Arccos((1 - stnZ(r)stn2ie))t).

J

Stnce r - w/_ tt is clear that e dependsupon the altttude of the

satellite. Note that 1tm e - 0 and lim_ = O. Thts observation
BoO B*"

casts serious doubts upon the tdea that swaths shoP_ldbe contiguous

at the equator for small B.

ge let R(_,a) denote the range at altttude a and scan angle

a. (See diagram 1). Temporarily we let x denote R(=,a). The

law of costnes then gives

(R+a)2 = x2 + (R+h)2 - 2x(R+h)cos(a).

Solving for x we obtain

x = (R+h)cos(a) ± ((R+a) 2 - (R+h)Zstn2(a)) t.

There are two posstble values for x because our triangle ts not

u.tquely detemined by the given tnfomatton. After a visualization

of the two possible triangles it is clear that we Rust have

R(=,a) = (R+h)cos(a) - ((R+a) 2 - (R+h)2stn2(a)) _.

Clearly we mist have (R+h)stn(a) _ R+a since otherwise the 11ght beam

would co.lately miss the earth.

Of interest here is the rate of changeof R(o,a) with respect

to a A coq)utatton showsthat

dR .
_]i (-1)/(1 - (((R+h)/(R+_))ZsinZ(a))) |
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Since 1 < (R+h)/(R+a) < 1 + (h/R) we have

dR
sec(=)_ I_I! ll((l - (l+h/R)2sin2(_)))½.

_._ In casethereis a maximumaltitude amax underconsiderationwe have

the improvedinequality

dR
._ (l - ((R*h)/(R+amax))2sin2(_))"i_ la-_lJ (l-(l+h/R)Zsin2(_)}"i

We let T(_,a)denotethe timerequiredby the lightto travel

to altltude a and returnto the satellite. Ignoringrelativistic

considerationswe have

T(_,a)= 2R(Q,a)/c

dT dR
where c denotesthe speedof light. Also, a'a= (2/c)_ so we have

(2/c)(l- ((R+h)/(R+amax))2sin2(_))"½ <

dT
IB-_I_ (2/c)(l- (l+h/R)2sin2(a))"½

dT
Thisinequalityis tightand seemsto indicatethat a'a is only

neglibablydifferentfrom zero. In otherwords roundtrip timesdiffer

verylittlefor the variousaltitudes.
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3. Derivations of Parametric Represerltationsfnr Ground Track, Swath

Bo__unda_'ies,and Liqht Path '

In each of our definitions time (denoted by t and measured in

day_) is the parameter. The co-ordinate system described earlier is a
t

fixed one, i.e.- it does not move with the earth. Our satellite will

be directly above the point (R,O,O) at time O.

If B = 0 and the earth is not moving then the ground track

would be (R cos(2_t), Rsin(2_wt),O). To obtain the path in case

B # 0 we simply rotate the orbital plane through angle _. The

appropriate rotation matrix is

F1 0 0 IO cos(L_) -sin(_) .0 sin(B) cos(B)

The path _long the Earth is then simply
"F

Cos(B) -slnle) sinl2w,ot) = cos(_}sinl2,u

sin(B) cos(B 0 sin(B)sir_(2,_t)_

We let wo denote the frequency of rotation of the Earth. In

case time is measured in days wo = I. To account for the rotation of

the earth we simply multiply by the rotation matrix

I cos(2._ot) sin(2.Wot) 0

-sin(2.Wot) cos(2.mot) 0 /

0 0 1

This rotation matrix rotates the earth clockwise (we are looking down

from the North Pole) through the angle 2WWot"
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The result of this multiplication is

x(t) = R cos(2_t) cos(Z._ot) + R cos(_)sin(2wwt)sln(2._ot)

y(t) = -R cos(2_ut) sin(2.Wot) e R cos(B)sin(2_t)cos(ZwUot)

z(t) = R sln(B)sin(2p_t).

Application of some trigonometry produces the following alternate

form for these equations:

x(t) = R sin2(a/2) cos(2.(_+(,_o)t)+ R cos2(B/2)cos(2.(_-uO)t)

y(t) = -R(sin2(_/2) sin(2w(_+_o)t) + R cos2(B/2)sin(2.(_-_o)t)

z(t) : R sin(e) sin(2._t).

We let P{t) denote the vector x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k. Clearly

we must have IfP(t)H = ] (here li'Ifdenotes length) and P(t)'P'(t) - 0

(the dot denotes dot product). This completes the derivation of the

equations of motion of the point on the ground directly beneath the

satellite.

To obtain a representation for the swath boundaries we proceed

_imilarly. Let _, denote the central swath angle. Consider the case

where _ : ./2 and pretend the Earth is not rotating. The ground track

for one of the swath boundaries is then

(R cos(_)cos(2.,,,t).R sin(_). R cos(_}sin(2_t)).

(To obtain the second swath track we simply substitute -_ for _, in

all that follows or simply in the final result.) To obtain the track in

case _ W ./2 we simply rotate the plaine of the above tract (actually

the sho]e sphere) through the angle B - ./2. The appropriate rotation

matrix is then
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m

I 0 0 I 0 0

0 cos(B-./Z) -stn(B-,/Z) : 0 sin(s) cos(s)

0 sin(S-./2) cos(S-,/2) 0 -cos(S) stn(s)
m m m

and the result is

I! °sin(s) cos(s sin(_) =

-cos(B) sin(S cos(t) sin(Z=_t)

I-i cos(_) cos(2_t) 1

sin(_) sin(s) + R cos(_) cos(g) sin(2=_t

sin(_) cos(s) + R cos(_) sln(B) sin(2._t)J

, To account for the rotation of the earth we multiply by the

rotation matrix

sinlZ_W°t) c°s(Z"_°t)o Ol "

The result is

_(t) - R cos(,)cos(Z,wt)cos(Zwmot) + R cos(,)cos(B)stn(2,_ot)

+ R sin(,)sln(s)sln(Z._ot)

_(t) =-R cos(,)cos(Z._t)stn(Z,_ot) + R cos(,)cos(Blsin(Z._ot)

+ R sin(,)sin(B)cos(E_Wot)

£(t) --R sin(_)cos(B) + R cos(_)sin(s)stn(2._t).

If we let P(t) - x(t)i + y(t)J + z(t)k de_ote the position vector

for the swath boundary then an examination of the above equations

reveals that
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R(t) = cos(_)x(t) + R sin(,)sin(B)sln(ZW,ot)

_(t) : cos(_)y(t) + R sin(_)sin(B)cos(?_Wot)

_(t) = cos(_,)z(t)- R sin(_)cos(B).

We let E(t) denote the vector

R sln(B)sin(2,_ot)i+ R sin(B)cos(Z,Wot)j - R cos(B)k.

Simple computations show that JlE(t)iJ: R and that P(t)'E(t) = O.

We may now write

P(t) = cos(_)P(t) + sin(_)E(t)
A

thus expressing P as a linear combination of a pair of orthogonal

vectors of length R. The other swath boundary is

P(t) = cos(_)P(t) - sin(_)E(t). Sir,ca E(t) is orthogonal to P(t)
^

it is clear that the vectors P(t), P(t), and P(t) are co-planar. In
^

fact the points P(t), P(t), and P(t) all lie on the plaicethrough

the origon that is normal to the vector P'(t).

We now turn to the problem of deriving a parametric representation

for the lasar light path on the ground. Again we initially pretend that

the earth is not moving. Our derivation will require two co-ordinate

systems. The first of these is the standard system that we have been

using. This system is regarded as being fixed. Our second co-ordinate

system is fixed to the ground track and moves around the earth as the

satellite moves. The x-axis of our moving coordinate system extends

through the center of the earth - the positive direction being outward.

The _-axis will be tangent to the direction of motion with the positive

direction being in the direction of motion. The y-axis is tangent to

the sphere and is oriented so that the moving co-ordlnate system has

the same orientation as our fixed system at the center of the earth.
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At each instant of time there is a rigid motion that transforats

standard co-ordinates to surface co-ordinates. (A rigid motion is a

translation plus a rotation.)

Let M(t) denote the orthogonal matrix

I cos(2w_t) 0 -sin(2,_t)

cos(B)sin(2,_t) sin(B) cos(B)cos(2,_t)

sin(B)sin(2w_t) - cos(a) sin(B)cos(2_t)

This matrix rotates the non-standard co-ordinate system until its axes

are parallel to and correctly oriented with the axes of the standard

co-ordinate system. Our rigid motion is then

M(t) + =Y* P(t)

Z*

In this case P(t) =

(R cos(2,_t), R cos(B)sin(2n,,_t),R sin(s)sin(2w_t))

since the earth is not yet rotating.

We now parametrize the path of the laser on the earth with respect

to the co-ordinate system fixed to the point directly below the

satellite, (i.e. - the starred system). Let _L denote the frequency

of rotation of the laser. If we regard the spacecraft as being immobile

then the path of the impact point (in the non-standard co-ordinate system)

is

(R(cos(_) - l), R sin(¢)cos(2w_It).R sin(,)sin(2w_Lt) .

The path of the impact point of the laser in standard co-ordinates is

then
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m

R (cos(_) - I)

M(t) R sin(_)cos(Zw_zt) + P(t)

R sin(_)sin(2w_t)m

_. To account for the rotation of the earth we multiply by the rotation

matrix
I

cos(2_ot) sin(2._ot) 0

Q(t) = -sin(2w_ot) cos(2._ot) 0 .

0 0 l
B

The final result is then

R(cos(_) - 1)

_(t) = Q(t).M(t). R sin(_)cos(2._t) + Q(t)P(t) .

R sin(_)sin(2_t)

Explicit equations are

x(t) = R cos(2._ot)_(t) + R sin(2._t)y(t)

y(t) = -R sin(2._,ot)X(t)+ R cos(2._ot)y(t)

z(t) = R cos(_)sin(B)sin(2._t)- R sin(_)cos(B)cos(2._Lt)

+ R sin(_)sin(B)cos(2._t)sin(2w_t)

where

_(t) = cos(_)co_(2._t) - sin(_)sin(2._t)sin(2._Lt}

and

y(t) = cos(_)cos(B)sin(2._t)+ sln(_)sin(B)cos(2w_Lt)

+ sin(_)cos(B)cos(2._t)sin(2._it).
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4. An ObservationConcernin)the Swath Boundaries

and GroundTracksof the Jatellite

We startwith the groundtrack equations

x(t) = A cos(2n(_+_o)t)+ B cos(2,(_-_o)t)

y(t) = -A sin(2,(_+_o)t)+ B sin(2w(_-,.,o)t)

z(t)= R sin(B)sin(2w_t)

where A = R sin2(B/2) and B = R cos2(B/2). Observethat z(t + I/u)

= z(t), hence z has period I/_ (certainlyno smallernumberwill

work. We are interestedin determiningthe responseof x(t) and

y(t) to the time increment I/_. Simplecomputationsshowthat if we

let M denotethe rotationmatrix

cos(2_o/_) sin(2_o/_)1sin(2W_o/_) cos(21Wo/_)

then

= _ o

y(t+l/-) Ly(t)j

Since M is the rotationmatrixcurrespondingto a rotationthroughthe

angle "Z""o we see that we may obtainthe entiregroundtrackfor the

satelliteby simplyplottinga singlepassingand rotatingthe picture.

The equationsfor the swathboundariesare

x(t)--cos(_)x(t)-+R sln(_)sln(B)sln(2,,ot)

y(t) - cos(_)y(t)-+R sln(,)sln(a)cos(2,,ot))
z(t)= cos(_)z(t}-+R sin(_)cos(¢)).
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We see that 2(t+_l)== )(t). Also a considerationof the terms sln(Z_=ot)

and cos(2,=ot) showsthat

)(t+I/=)] L)(t)J

Thus swathboundariesalso possessthis rotationalsymmetry.

Ifwe let M denotethe 3x3 orthogonalmatrix

sin(2_=°/=)O c°s(2_=°/=)O

then usingthe notationof the previoussectionwe have

P(t+I/=)= cos(t)_P(t)+ sin(_)_E(t) .

We now considerthe responseof the vector _ to the time increment

I/=. Recallthat as time progressesF tracesthe lightpathalong the

ground. Recallalsothat

P(t) = Q(t)'M(t)-V(t)+ Q(t)-P(t)

l)where V(t) = I R sin(_)cos(2=_t

L R sin(,)sin(2,,_t)]

R cos(2w_t) I

and P(t)= R cos(s)sin(2_=t .

R sin(s)sin(2,wt)J

The matrix M(t) is definedin the previoussection. Note that

M(t+I/=)= M(t).The function Q is a one-parametergroupof rotation

matrices;this impliesthat Q(s)'Q(t)= Q(s+t)= Q(t)'q(s). Since

the matrix R = Q(I/=) we have _'Q(t)= Q(t)'R and
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P(t+l/_) = Q(t+l/_)'M(t+l/_)V(t+l/_) + Q(t+l/_)'P(t+l/_)

= _-Q(t),M(t).V(t+I/,)+M.Q(t).P(t).

Note thatthis is nearly _'F(t). If _ is an integralmultipleof
7

then V(t+I/_)= V(t) and we have _(t+I/_)= _-_(t). Thus in this

casewe havethe same rotationalsymmetrythat we had with the swath

boundariesand the groundtracks. Ifwe let RF denotethe rotational

frequencyof the laser in rotationsper minutethen we have

_L = 1440"RF. Thus if _ = 8,g,I0,12,15or 16 then _L is an integral

multipleof w sinceeach of the numbers8,g,lO,12,15,and 16 divides

1440. {We assume RF is an integer). These observationsinvolving

symmetryare crucialto the algorithmthat is usedfor computingshot

frequencyand shotdensitymatrices. The symmetryimpliesthat we can

computethesematricesfor the whole earthaftergatheringinformation

from a singleorbit. Zventhoughthe symmetrybreaksdownw_en _{

is not an integralmultipleof w the numberof pulsesis so large

and the rotationrateof the laserso rapidthat there is incurreda

negligibleloss of informationby assumingthis sy_try existsand in

fact in the case of most importance,the case _ = 15, the symmetry

does exist.
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5. Pulse Distribution along the South Width

It ,s fairly clear that the pulse distribution along the swath

width is not uniform. In fact we expect greater pulse density toward

the boundaries of the swath. Computer runs provide evidence of this.

We claim that the distribution of pulses along the swath width is not

substantiallyaffected by any of the following:

(1) the motion of the earth,

(2) the inclination of the orbit,

(3) the motion of the satellite.

In other words, the pulse distribution along tl,eswath width depends

only upon the movement of the laser.

We consider a sphere of radius R and an angle _m which is to

represent the swath angle. We consider a point moving in a circle on

our sphere with frequency of revolution _i" If this point revolves

(iboutthe x-axls of our standard co-ordinate s),stemstarting at the

point (R coS(_m), R sin(_m),O) then the equations of motion are

x(t) = R cos(_m)

y(t) = R sin(_m)COS(2_Lt)

z(t) = R sin(_m)Sin(2_Lt)

where revolution is counterclockwisewith respect to a person looking

down the x-axis in the negative direction. We will measure the pulse

distribution in terms of the angle _ (see diagram 3). Clearly we

have y = R coS(_m)tan(_). Therefore we have

y = R coS(_m)tan(_) = R sin(_m)COS(2w_Lt)

which implies that
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t = (2_) "I Arccos((tan(+)/tan(_m)))

for 0 _ + _ +m" If we considerthe time intervaltherewe may divide

t(_) by I/(4wL) to obtainthe comulativedensityfunction

, Arccos((tan(+)/tan(_m)).

The pulsedensitywe seekis then obtainedby differentiatingthe above

with respectto _. Wc call the resultingfunction L. The formula

is

L(+) = _,sec2(,)/(tan2(,m) - tan2(,))|

where O_ _ < _m"

Inspectionof thisfunctionrevealsthat we have the greatesL

pulsedensitywhen _ is close to _m " the swathangle. This is

in linewith the resultsobtainedfrom computerruns.

This tendencyfor boundaryclumpingis significantand shouldbe

consideredwhen the data processingsystemis designed.
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6. Documentation for the Computer Programs

Included with this Report

There are listings for two programs included with this report.

The first of these, Lasar Ill, was written by the author of this

report while the second was written by K. Hiles of the Computer

Services Corporation under the direction of the author of this report.

The program language is Fortran 71 and neither program will run on a

computer that understands only Fortran IV.

The plotting program causes the computer to sketch either a polar

view of the swath boundaries for a single day or a polar view of the

light path on the ground for a single day. The equations used are the

ones presented in part 4 of this report. The user of the program must

input B, the incliniation angle, _, the number of orbits per day, and

w_ the number of rotations of the laser each day. The user may either

input the scan angle a or elect to have this angle computed so that

swaths are contiguous at the equator. The plots produced by this

program are usually quite pleasing aesthetically. Several examples

are included with this report.

Each of the swath boundary plots produces a subdivision of the

Morthern Hemisphere into regions where the coverage number is constant.

The coverage numbers for all of the regions may be obtained if all of

the regions where the coverage number is least are known. This is

true because two regions sharing a non-degenerate boundary arc must

have coverage numbers that differ by one.
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The programLaser III computesfourmatriceswhich_s _ group

containvirtuallyall the raw data one coulddesirewhen studying

the geographiccoveragepropertiesof a dopplerlldar.

The inputparametersfor lasarIII are e, _, SF (th:shot

frequencyof the laserin shotsper second),Fk,Q (therotational

frequencyof the lasarin rotation)per minute) and a pair of

integers N amd H. The NorthernHemisphereis dividedintosections

by dividingthe latituderange (0 to ,/2) into N equal partsand

the longituderange (0 to 2,) into M-, equalparts. In each

of the four outputmatricesrowscorrespondto latitudesubdivisions

and columnsto longitudesubdivisions.The upperrowscorrespondto

the polarregionswhile the lowerrowscorrespondto regionsnear _he

equator. The columnsare in normalorder.

The firstoutputmatrixis calledthe shot-frequencymatrix. The

ij-thentry is simplythe numberof lasarpulseslandingin the

correspondingij-thsectionof the northernhemisphere.

The secondmatrixgivesshotfrequenciesper unit area. The

lj-thentryof thismatrixis obtalne_by dividingthe ij-thentryof

ti)eshot-frequencymatrixby the areaof the corresponulnglJ-thsection.

We measureareain lO,O00km2.

The third and fourthmatricesare closelyrelated. The lj-th

entry or the thirdmatrixgives an upper boundon the numberof times

the correspondingIj-thregionis withinthe coverageswathwhile

the ij-thentry of the fourthmatrixgives a lowerboundon the nuad)er

of timesthe correspondinglJ-thregionis withinthe coverageswath.

In most cases the ij-thentry in the thirdmatrixis the sme _$ the

iJ-thentry in the fourthm ;rix. In these casesthe coveragenund)er
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is determined exactly. If the ij-th entry of the third matrix differs

from the ij-th entry of the fourth matrix then the swath boundary

passes through the correspondingij-th section of the northern

hemisphere.

If the swath boundaries for a single passage over the Northern

Hemisphere are not distinguishablein the array ARR (see program

listing) then distortion will result at the latitude where this

"running together" of boundaries occurs. This is evident in computer

out put correspondingto B _ 500. This can be corrected by incroasing

the size of M and N thus making the grid network more fine. This

distortion is only at lower latitudes (roughly lO° or less) and only

in the third and fourth matrices. There is no distortion in the first

and second matrices.

We print only the first M columns of each of our matrices
\

simply because each of them repeats itself every M columns. Also,

the write statementsin the program are constructed so that if all

of the columns of an output matrix will not fit on a single page then

the remainder of the columns are printed on the next page and if the

columr_swill not fit on two pages then the remainder are printed on

the next page, etc. for as many pages as are necessary. If the rows

will not fit on a single page they are automaticallyprinted on the

next page and these excess rows are printed before any excess columns

are printed.

We do not go into the actual operation of the program itself.

The algorithm is quite interestingand the speed of this program is

surprisingconsidering the amount of output obtained.
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I1 = z¢ot_ = /__.QoP

The p],'llle cont_iiil[n_, Q, 0, _ll"ld I1 is l.h¢, orbit;l| pl,|1_t'.

'l'h_, vector v exteud,_ from 0 to S.

I) IA(;)_,H 2
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THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING CONNECTORS

by

James E. Payne
Associate Professor of Physics

South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, South Carolina

ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is to develop a superconducting
connector and determine if it will be reliable in super-
conducting circuits on space flights. It is proposed that
such connectors will be used between the superconducting
readout loop and the SQUID magnetometer in the Gravity Probe B
(GP-B) Experiment. Two types of connectors were developed.
One type employs gold-plated niobium wires making pressure
connections to gold-plated niobium pads. Lead-plated beryllium-
copper spring contacts can replace the niobium wires. The
other type is a rigid solder or weld connection between the
niobium wires and the niobium pads. A description of the
methods used to produce these connectors is given, as well as
an analysis of their performance.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1962, the late Dr. Leonard I. Schiff and Drs. Fairbank and
Cannon of Stanford University proposed a new and unique test
of Einstein's Theory of Gravitation, General Relativity. The
experiment they proposed consisted of measuring the precession
of ultra-precision gyroscopes in orbit about the Eartn.
Detailed descriptions of the gyroscope experiment, or Gravity
Probe B Experiment as it is called, have been published in
several places (1,2). The design of the experiment is such
that advancements in several key technology areas have been
required. The research efforts of many personnel at Marshall
Space Flight Center and at Stanford University have been
directed toward develnping the necessary technology.

The gyroscope consists of a niobium-coated spherical quartz
rotor that is floated electrostatically inside a quartz gyro
housing. The superconducting niobium coating on the quartz
ball establishes a magnetic field due to the rotation of the
ball (3). A superconducting readout loop is deposited on the
gyro housing as shown in Figure 1. Any change of alignment
between the spin axis of the quartz ball and the readout loop
will produce a current in the readout loop which will be
monitored by a SQUID magnetometer.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to develop a method of making a
superconducting connection between the SQUID magnetometer
which is external to the gyro housing and the readout loops
located in the housing. It was decided that two general types
of connectors would be designed and undergo preliminary
evaluation. A rigid connection and removable conn_ctnrs would
be evaluated by _xamining the current-voltage characteristics
at liquid helium temperature.

I. RIGID CONNECTIONS

Experimental Considerations:

The most obvious m(,thod of making the conn(,ction to the read-
out loops would be to ,,ither solder or weld the SQUID magneto-
meier leads to the r(,ad()ut loops. These connections must have
zero resistance at the ('urrent levels involved in the GP-B
exl)('riment.
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Ill joining the two superconductors care must he taken to

prevent the formation of a tunnel junction. The superconducting
material used in the experiment is niobium which readily forms
niobium oxide. Thin niohium oxide must be removed before

connecting the superconductors to prevent the formation of a
superconductor-insulator-superconductor junction at the
connection (4). If a solder Joint is used, a superconducting
solder with an acceptable transition temperature should be used.

Although an ideal method of connecting the readout loops to the
SQUID magnetometer would be a weld joint, it is believed that
the high currents required to p-educe the weld could adversely
effect the niobium film and its superconducting properties.

Experimental Procedure:

The samples were prepared by soldering niobium wire (0.005-

inch diameter, 99.99% pure) to a niobium film as shown in
Figure 2. A 50% Sn - 50_ In solder which had a transition

temperature greater than 4.2 ° K was used for the connection.

The niobium RF-sputtered onto quartz subslrates for 7 to 10

minutes producing films in the 70 nm to 100 nm thi,_kness range.

These samples were produced before work on superconducting
connectors was initiated. The films were returned to the

sputtering chamber to sputter-etch the niobium oxide off the

surface before sputtering on a 30 nm layer of gold to prevent

further oxidation of the niobium. The gold layer was thin
compared to tile thickness of the niobium film to maintain

superconductivity across the normal gold layer (4. 5, 6).

The gold-plated niobium films were sputter-etched to produce

the horseshoe shaped pattern shown in Figure 2. Thi _ pattern

was chosen instead of a complete readout loop to simplify the
experiment. The ni_,bium films were tested at 4.2 n K to insure

that they were superconducting before being used in the connector
test. Niobium wires (.O05-inch diameter) were soldered to the

niobium film using a 50_ Sn - 50% In solder. A four-contact

current-voltage connection was made to the s}_n_:le and it was
placed in liquid helium. The current-w_Itage characteristics

of the s}unl)le were plotted on an X-Y plotter with a .05 my/in

maximum sensitivity. Although a measurement of temperature

was not availab'e, the sample could be warmed by moving it
from the liquid into the vapor above. Attempts were made to

produce this type of connection by welding the niobium wires

to the niobium films. These efforts tailed to produce
satisfactory samples.

Experimonlal Results:

The results of three typical samples are shown below.

_le Critical Current al 4.2 ° K

1 200 mA

2 370 mA

3 410 mA
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The critical current was taken as the onset of a measurable
voltage (2 uV) and may vary due to wire length or location of
the solder Joints on the niobium film. The current-voltage
curv_ is nonlinear after the onset of a voltage until the
samples goes abruptly normal.

II. REMOVABLE CONNECTORS - NIOBIUM WIRES

Experimental Considerations:

Many of the same considerations are involved in the development
of a removable connector as with the rigid connector. In
addition, gold was plated onto the niobium wires that served
as the other half of the connector. This meant that the
effect of two gold layers and the possibility of oxide on two
niobium surfaces had to be considered. With the removable

connector, the problems associated with making and breaking
the connection must be considered along with the effects on a
pressure ('ont.act due t() repeated cycling between room tempera-
lure and liquid helium temperature

Experimental Procedure:

The same horseshoe shaped film (Figure 2) was used to replace
the readout loops but niobium wires (either O.OO3-inch
diameter or O.O05-inch diameter) made the connection instead
of the solder .joint. There were two configurations for these
wires. In one the wires passed through holes in a quartz
plate and in the other the wires were glue(! to the plate
edge._ (Figure 3). Th(, (luartz plate with the niobium wires
was placed over the niobium film so that the wir(,s contacted
the tabs (Figure 2) and a pressure contact was made by se('uring
a piece of stainles._ steel on each side of the sample (Figure 4).
The resistance of the connection was moasnred at room tempera-
t,uro and liquid nitrogen tompera[ure. If the sample maintained
its integrity, measurements were made on the sample in liquid
helium as was don(, on the solder joints. Earh sample was
ti_en connected and disconnected several times, cy('led between
room tempt, rattlre an(t l i(luid nitrogen t(,mperature numerous times
and allowed to remain connected for periods of several hours
to two weeks b(,f()r_, the h(,lium temperatur(, measur(,monts w(,r_,
repeate(!.
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Experimental Results:

The results on five samples of this type indicate that a
limited number of connections of the sample and extended
(tw_-w(_ek) connection_ had no moa_,rable influence on the
sample characteristics. In general, th: critical currents of
these connections were much lower than the solder joints
(4, 5, 6). A typical current-voltage curve would exh,Oit a
critical current in the microamprange, a linear region, and
then several distinct transition steps to the normal state.
The resistance of the linear region was down by three orders
of magnitude from the normal resistance. The critical currents
for four connectors using different diameter wire connected
to the same film are shown below.

Sample Critical Current

.003" diam. Nb through "oles 45 _A

.003" diam, Nb glued to edge 175 uA

.005" diam. Nb glued to edge 545 _A

.005" diam. Nb glued to edge 420 uA

These prellminary results indicate that the larger the wire
diameter and more rigidly the wire is held in place, the
better the connector.

III. REMOVABLE CONNECTOR - LEAD-PLATED STRIPS

A connector using lead plated onto beryllium-copper in place
of the niobium wires was also examined with less success than

the previous type of connection. This arrangement did produce
higher critical currents (I0 mA) connectors, but they required
extrew_ly thick layers of lead. The connectors did not maintain
their integrity during temperature cycling or over extended
periods of time. Although this method did not produce accept-
able connectors, it did produce superconducting lead films
fro_ a plating solution (7).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This prelimizary study Ind!ca:es that there are several methods
for making superconducting connections from the gyro readout

._ loops to the SQUID magnetometer. Either the rigid connector
or the removable connector could be incorporated into the
design of the housing. Before either method is used, further
investigation would be required. Whiskers (single crystals of
solder material) could cause shorts between the solder joints
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unless there is su'ficient isolation. Vibrational and aging
studies should be undertaken and it would be desirable to

replace the standard four-contact current-voltage measurements
with a persistent current measurement using a superconducting
coil connected to the _ample under investigation. It appears
that a rigid connection would be more reliable and satisfactory,
but if lower critical current values can be tolerated, then
the removable connector Js a possibility.
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A STUDY OF OPTICALLY CONTACTED

QUARTZ AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

by

Linda L. Payne
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South Carolina State College
Orangeburg, South Carolina

ABSTRACT

The Gravity Probe-B (GP-B) Experiment proposed by Stanford
University to test the theories of general relativity requires
extremely precise measurements. The quartz components of the
instruments to make these measurements must be held together
in a very stable unit. Optica] contacting has been suggested
as a possible method of joining these components. The objective
of this research is to investigate the strength of the bond
between optically contacted fused quartz surfaces at liquid
helium temperature. A test apparatus has been designed which
can be used for making measurements of the tensile strength of
these bonds. Results of these tensile pull tests are given and
the reliability of such bonds analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1962, the late Dr. Leonard I. Schiff and Drs. Fairbank and
Cannon of Stanford University proposed a new and unique test
of Einstein's Theory of Gravitation, General Relatlvity. The
experiment they proposed consisted of measuring the precision
of ultra-precision gyroscopes in orbit about the Earth. Detailed
descriptions of the gyroscope experiment, or Gravity Probe B
experiment as it is called, have been published in several
places (1,2). The design of the experiment is such that
advancements in several key technology areas have been required.
The research efforts of many personnel at Marshall Space Flight
Center and at Stanford University have been directed toward
developing the necessary technology.

The gyroscopes for the experiment and the telescope which will
be used to aim the spacecraft will be made of fused quartz.
The components of the_e instruments must be joined together
very rigidly and maintain their relative positions under
conditions of reduced temF. rature and pressure. One method
which has been proposed for joining the quartz components is
the method of optically contacting the surfaces.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this research is to investigate the strength
of the bond between optically contacted fused quartz surfaces
at liquid helium temperature (4.2 ° K).

THEORY

It has been known for more than fifty ye_rv; that very flat,
clean glass or silica surfaces can be b,'ought into optical
contact, that is contact so close that reflection at the
interface is very nearly eliminated (3). When the surfaces
are contacted, they are held together by considerable force
with no adhesive or clamping. The origin of this force is not
clearly understood. It is probably the result of a number of
bonding forces which contribute in varying degrees. Some of
these may interact with one another and some may be influenced
by external parameters. Possible contributors to the strength
of the bond between optically contacted surfac,_s are Van der
Waals forces, chemical bonds associated with unfilled electronic
shells, bond structures in the energy levels appearing within
solids, surface states on the interfaces, possibly free and
polarization charge contributions, and capillary forces assocl-
ated with surface tensions of impurity films (4).
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From a study of the nature of these force_, it becomes apparent
that in order for optical contacting to occur, the surfaces
must be very flat (within a few hundred Angstroms) and very
clean. These requirements must be considered when preparing
the optical contacts for testing.

EXPERI_IENTAL PROCEDURE

The fused quartz pieces which were obtained for use in this
research were of two shapes; most were cylindrical pieces of
quartz with a one-inch diameter and either 0.5 inch or 0.65
inch in height; a few were rectangular pieces of quartz one-
inch by 0.75 inch and 0.5000 inch or 0.5125 inch in height.
The s_rface of the quartzhad been polished to within one microinch
(250 A or 25 nm).

The quartz surfaces were carefully cleaned usinK ethyl alcohol
and a lint-free linen cloth. The _urfaces were rinsed with

ethyl alcohol and blown dry with air. The surfaces were
brought into contact and gently rotated over one another. As
the contact force between them increased, the quartz surfaces
were quickly aligned. If a rigid contact occured before the
final alignment, the pair was heated with a heat gun to break
the bond. The cleaning procedure was then performed again and
the surfaces re-contacted.

Several p_-oblems were encountered in designing a test apparatus
to pull the optical contacts apart. One problem was due to
the difference in thermal expansion properties of the fused
quartz and stainless steel. It was found that when the
quartz was glued directly to the stainless steel with Dew RTV-731
Silastic Sealant/Adhesive and the assembly cooled to liquid
helium temperatue the quartz would fracture due to this
difference in thermal contraction rates of the materials. To

alleviate this problem, the quartz contacts were glued to
pieces of quartz which served as spacers. The spacers were
glued to the pull rod assembly via stainless sleel braid as
shown in detail in Figure 1. The RTV glue joints, although
not extremely strong at room temperatures, proved to be an
extremely good adhesive at 4.2 ° K. The best glue joints
were those which employed a minimum amount of RTV on very
smooth, oil free surfaces.

The purpose of the quartz rotor shown in Figure 1 was to
enable the system to rotate slightly so that when the force
was applied to pull the contacts apart it would not have a
shear component. Figure 2 shows a picture of the sample
assembly with the cover in place,. This cover attaches to the
outer stainless tube. The inner stainless steel tube is

attached via the braid to the top of the optical contact. As
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the nui shown in Figure 3 is tightened, the inner tube moves

up and exert,_ a force to pu]l the contacts apart. The force

applied is measured with the load cell located as shown in

Figure 3. The output from the load cell is monitored with a
BLH Strain Indicator, Model 120C. Figures 4 and 5 show
ca]ibrati._n curves for two ]oad cells uming this instrument.

After a pair of optically contacted quartz flats _ere glued in
the samp]e mount, the RTV joints were allowed to harden ior
at least 24 hours. After this time had elapsed, it was
immersed in liquid nitorgen for precooltng and then in liquid
heltum for the pull test. The load was slowly increased until
the contacts or another joint failed. The braid tended to
stretch and slip some causing the contacts to experience at
times some sudden shocks.

A iota] of sixteen pull tests were conducted. Fiv_ of these
tests resulted In the optical contact breaking under very

small loads (less than forty pounds). Each of these contacts
had some cloudy regions at the interface which indicated they

lack_d good opti¢'al contact at that point. The other eleven

Imll tests were performed on contacts which were almost free
of any cloudy regions of non-contact. In these tests, more

of|en than not., another type of failure would occur before

failure of the optica] contact. Table I gives a summary of
the results of these pu]l tests. The values for load and

pressure which the contact Joint could withstand would excee¢
those shown in the table, since the values listed are the
vulues at which another part fai]ed.

('ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tl_,• _'e_ult:_ (,f tht._:prelimin:-tt'y ._tudy on the strength of the

opl l,'ai c,)nta,'t br)nd indicates that it far exceeds the

expectations, with a valu(, above 662 psi. Indications from

the, work are that the optical contacts must be of very good

qualtlv, ,,xhibiting almosl no cloudy areas of reflection at

the lut_rface. The sygtem is n_,w capable el exerting up to

1000 pounds of l.ensllc pull on the c,,ntacI pair. Recomlnenda-
tions would be _o obtain more quart>' pieces and have extensive

l)rollminary me,asuremonts made on the flatness and surface

finish of the pi_,cos. After th,, car(_fully matched quartz

p,eces ,,,r,,_,pti(:ally conta('t(.d, non-destructive tests should

b,.' porformed to characlori:-:e the interface. Tensile pull
t('s1:_ ,"c)uld then b_, conducted on those contacts whose

characlerls! i,'s would haw, been ful]_ documented. It is

rec_,n_nonded _hat a large nwnber of c(,ntacts be tested at liquid
helium t,_.mperature to determine if the strength of the bond as
measured in this research is a reliable value to assume.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF TENSILE PULL TEST RESULTS

Test

Number Load (lbs.) Pressure (,psi) Failure Point

1 344 438 Braid Broke

2 287 366 Quartz Fracture

3 125 159 RTV Joint

4 II0 140 RTV Joint

5 68 87 RTV Joint

6 102 130 Quartz Fracture

7 218 278 RTV Joint

8* 500 640 Load Cel] Limit

9 520 662 Load Cel] Limit

10 328 418 RTV Joint

11 96 122 Quartz Fracture

*Sample loft un(h,r t(,nsion of 500 lbs. ai ,1.2 ° K for 4 hours.
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John R. Ray
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Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631

ABSTRACT

The Einstein field equations can be written in the schematic

form

Geometry of Spacetime = Matter Content of Spacetime

The left-hand side of this equation corresponds to the geometrical

description of _ravitation introduced by Einstein. The right-

hand side is a generalization of the mass density of Newtonian

gravitational theory and is not so well defined as the geometrical

term. Two _mportant desc[iptions of matter that are used in

gene[_Jl relativity are the fluid description and the kinetic theory

descriptJo_. Our work this summer has concentrated on studying

these two theories of matter in general relativity. New results

obtained include: n clarifying discussion of various methods of

comp[_,tlnq the fluid equations; a method of constructing charged

_leneral relativistic solutions in kinetic theory; and a proof and

discussion of the incompatibility of perfect fluid solutions in

oniuotropic cosmologies. Yntrepretations of NASA gravitational

expc_'_m_nts using th_ above mentioned results have been started.

Two pa[,ers have been prepared for publication based on this work

clrld_gether make up the main part of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

The Einstein field equations relate the geometry of space-

time to the matter content of spacetime through the energy

momentum tensor of matter. The description of matter in general

relativity often uses phenomological forms for the energy

momentum tensor, such as the fluid form. Even within the fluid

description there are different approaches associated with

multiple ways of completing the fluid equations in relativistic

hydrodynamics. The first paper "Perfect Fluids in General

Relativity" discusses and clarifies this subject.

Each of these p6pers gives a discussion of a description

of matter in general relativity. Interpretations of gravitational

experiments are influenced by the method chosen for describing

the matter. As a result of tnis work Dr. A. J. Fennelly of MSFC

and I are studying the possible correlation of results from

experiments w_th the NASA ST and GP-B.
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ABSTRACT

The equations of relativistic fluid dynamics can be

completed in several different ways. We discuss and compare

three distinct methods for completing these equations[ We also

discuss variational principles for the different fluid theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general relativity one often employs a perfect fluid

energy-momentum tensor to represent the source of the gravitational

field. This fluid description is thought to be appropriate in

' cosmology where one assumes the la___e_scale proper_i_ of the

Universe can be studied by assuming a perfect fluid description

for the sources. A survey of the literature will, in fact, verify

that almost all cosmological studies use the perfect fluid model.

Exceptions are studies that make use of relativistic kinetic

theory, which is complementary to the fluid description. _ Also,

in the astrophysics of stars, star clusters, and galaxies a fluid

description is often employed.

The perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor T jk can be written

Tjk = (_.,+p) uJu k + pgjk , (i.i)

where W is the energy density, P the pressure, U j the normalized

Eulerian four-velocity of the fluid and gjk the metric tensor

for space-time geometry. All thermodynamic variables W, P, ....

are defined in the local rest frame of the fluid and are, therefore,
%

scalar functions. A perfect fluid has, in general, two thermo-

dynamic degrees of freedom, for example P and the rest mass

density p. All other thermodynamic variables, e.g., W, ...., can be

written in terms of P and p

W = W(P,0) • (1.2)

Equation (1.2) is called the caloric equation of state and

must be given in order to specify the nature of the fluid. As

an example,"stiff matter" is described by the caloric equation

o_ state W = P.
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The gravitational field equations are

G jk = 8_T jk ,, (1.3)

where G jk is the Einstein tensor. Equations of motion for th_

fluid follow from Bianchi identities

T jk = 0 (I. 4)
;k

where the semicolon means covarlan£ differentiation. The ten

gravitational field equations, (1.3), together with the four

xluid equations (1.4) form an incomplete system of equations for

the five fluid variables P, p, U i and the ten gravitational

variables gjk. There are several ways of completing these

2
equations. Two o_ten used methods are:

a) assume mass is conserved

_puJ);_= 0 , (1.5)

b) assume a relation between P and p

P = P(p) . (1.6)

Note that _n case b) all the thermodynamic variables can be

written in terms of one thermodynamic variable, say Qo The

first method of completing the equations is more familiar and
)

corresponds to non-relativistic hydrodynamics where rest mass

is always conserved. In order to avoid confusion we point out

that it is possmle to complete the equations so that both a) and

b) hold. We shall discuss examples of this type of completion

later in this section. Als_ we point out that the results of this

paper are also valid in special relativistic perfect fluid

dynamics.

The combined first and second laws of thermodynamics imply

Tds = d(W/0) + Pd(!/p) , (1.7)
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I

where T is the temperature and s the specific entro2y. If we

know the caloric equation of state, W = W(P,p), then we may use !

(1.7) to solve for s(P,p) and T(P,p). For example, if we !

consider the "stiff matter" caloric equation of state W = P, we

find

s..= g(PIp') , (i.8)

P (1.9)
T - d (P2p---q-'

d (P/p •)

where g is an arbit _ry function of p/p2 such that T i_ well

behaved and positive.

_ special case of (1.7) is when T = 0 (cold matter) or

s = const (isentropic flow). For these cases

dW .. d?_ dZ,p , (I.i0)
W+P p

and therefore dW/(W+P) must be exact. This condition implies

that we must have

_'-'P_ p _-p _+'P o_"p)" ' 11.11)

wh ___h yields

_W

(._F)p = o . (1.12) ,.

Hence, for T = 0 or s = const, we find that W depends only

upon P
Y

W = W(P _,if T = 0 or s = const. (1.13)

With the results (I.]3) we return to (i.i0) and find the

relation between P and _ is

fdW(P)
p = ce W%-P , if T = 0 or s = const. (I.14)

where c is a constant.
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These results show that the requirements T = 0 or s = const.,

which are often applied is cosmology and astrophysics, are an

alternate way of completing the fluid equations which automatically

yield the relation (1.14) between p and P. Thus, we have proven

that the requirement T = 0 or s = const, satisfy property b),

(1.6). Next we show that T = 0 or S = const, also imply a), (1.7).

First we use T jk to write

TJk;k ([W(P,P) + P]uJu k + pgjk) == ;k 0 . (1.15)

Contracting (1.15) with U. yields
3

(W+P)U k _ W = 0 (i 16)
;k ,kb

Combining (1.7) ._d 1.].6) leads to

(W+p) (pU j) ;j + p2Ts,j U j = 0 . (1.17)

From this latter important equation we see t_at the requirement

T -- 0 or s = const implies (p[;3);j = 0 or property a),

(1.5).

Fy_m t s analysis we see that we should introduce a third

w > c -eupleting the equations of fluid dynamics:
@

c) T = 0 or s = const. (i.18)

)

We have proven that

c) �a)and b) . (1.19)

The _,lainpurpose of this paper is to discuss fluid motions

in which method a) is used to co,_,plete the flu;.d equations hut

b) does not hold, __nd alternately, when b) is used to complete

the fluid equatlons hut a) does not hold. It is c _ _ar for our

discussions so far that we cannot then have T = 0 or s = const.,

since if either of these conditlons obtain (1.19) implies chat

we have both a; anJ b).
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II. COMPLETION USING a) (oU ]) ;j = 0

For method a) we solve the equations
• P ,

([W(P,p)+ P]U]U k + pg]k);k = 0 , (2.1)

(pU j) = 0 , (2.2)
;j

for the variables (0(x), p(x), uJ(×)). We, of course, must know

the caloric equation of state W = W(P,p). The temperature and

entropy T(P,p) and s(P,0) can be found from (1.7) and then T(x),

s(×) determined from the solutions to (2.1) and (2.2). Note that

from (].17) this solution for s automatically satisfies

s iUI = 0 , (2.3)6

or the specific entropy is constant along the fluid flow.

Condition (2.3) does not, of course, mean that s = const. In

Ncwtonian fluid mechanics conditions (2.2) and (2.3), which are

both valid, are independent equations which are always satisfied.

In relativistic fluid mechanics these equations are related by

(1.17) which aYJses from the relativistic Eu]er equations (2.1).

It follows that the solutions which result when we complete the

fluid equations using a) are hcmologous to the solutions in

the Newtonian theory of perfect fluids. Also, we mention that

the special case of isentropic flow s : const., whith we are

not considering in this soction, also obtains in the Newtox,'an

(-_se.

6
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III. COMPLETION USING h_ P = P(p)

In this case all thermodynamic variables can be written in

terms of one variable, say P, W = W(P). In this case our

dW aw
earlier proof that _-_p is exact is still true since (_) = 0p
is satisfied. One exceptional case is the equation of state

P = 0, for which we must express W = W(p). But even in this

dW dW
case - - d 'l, W is still exact. Since _ is exact it

w+p W W+P

is useful to introduce a new thermodynamic potential o defined

by 2

do dw
- (3.1)

W+P "

Using (3.1) in (1.7) we have

W+P

Tds = (-_--)d _,(o/O) • (3.2)
\

Our assumption that T # 0, s # const implies that o _ p. Note

also that o = p if and only if T = 0 or s = const. 2 Combining

(3.1) and (1.16) we obtain

(sU j) = 0 (3.3)
;J

or the potential o is conserved. Note that since w6 are

assuming. T # 0 and s # const, s is not equal to P and (3z3) doesnot

correspond to conservation of mass. Als% since we are assuming

case a) does not obtain, it follows from (1.17; that s is not

constant along the flow lines, s .UJ # 0. Equation (1.17) show_
,3

that the nonconservation of entropy along the flow lines and the

nonconservation of mass, balance one another and, of course.

yield the conservation of o. This is a purely r_91ativistic effect

since, as mentioned previously, mass is always conserved in
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Newtonian fluid theory. An interesting discussion of (1.17) in

terms of particle creation has recently been presented which is

3valid for this case.

In case b), as we have mentioned, all thermodynamic

_ variables are expressible in terms of say P. From (3.1) we

have for e(P) dW

(P) = ce (3.4)

where c is a constant. Note for P = 0 we obtain _ = cW. As

a simple example of this case we consider the "stiff matter"

equation of state

W = P (3.5)

which yields

s = g(p/p2) ,

s _ constant ,

T - P
dg (p/P_)
d (p/pZ)

P = bs 2 , b = const.

}{ere g is an arbitrary function such that T is well behaved and

positive. We must next spec'fy P = P(p) which will allow us to

determine all quantities c, functions of P.

Finally, the Euler equations to be satisfied for case b) are

([W(P) + P]uJu k + pgjk) = 0 (3 6)
;k '

which are to be solved for {p(x), ui(x)}, s(×) can then be

ca]culated from (3.4) and automatically sat_sfios the conservation

]aw (3.3).
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IV. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

A variational principle for a perfec% fluid for which we

complete the equations using conservation of mass has previously

been presented. _ The Lagrangian density is

L = El + (-g)_[ll(gjkUJuk+l) + 12(pU j) ;j
U i+ 13X • + I_ s iUz] , (4.1)01 t

where

1 _ _ (4 2)L, = _(-g) R - (-g) W

is the Lagrangian for the free gravitationalfield R and the fluid W.

The l's in (4.1) are Lagrange multiples for the constraints

that must be satisfied. Here X is the particle identity field

which must be introduced to avoid the Lin difficulty. _ When we

u9
vary L with respect to the variables gjk' p' s, , x, we obtain

the Einstein field equations for a perfect fluid source plus the

equations of motion of the fluid. This variational principle

automatically gives the fluid equations in terms of the velocity

potential representation _'s

i QX X 3X X s
U 2,i ,i _ i- ' (4 3)

W+P W+P W+P " _"

For more details of this variational principle we refer the

reader to Refs. 4,5 and references contained therein.

If we complete the fluid equations using a relation between

P and p,we have to formulate a new variational principle.

Reflection on the above w_riat_onal princip]e leads us to construct

the [,agralJgian density

L' = L, + (-g)*_(_,(gjkUJuk+l) + _(_uJ);j

�_3XuJ) , (4 4)
,j
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where the _ are Lagrange multiples for the constraints which

, Uj
must be satisfied. If L' is varied with respect to gjk' p' ,X,

then we obtain the Einstein equations for a perfect fluid source

plus the equations of motion for the fluid. The fluid equations

ale again given in a velocity potential representation

aH2 H3X,ju - 'J ....... (4.5)
] W+P W+P "

Note that (4.5) is a representation of U. in terms of four]

potentials instead of six potentials as in (4.3). Als% we point

out that in varying (4.4) with respect to p, s is assumed to be

expressed as a function of p, a(p) by using the assumed relation

P _ P(p) and (3.4). We have, therefore, constructed a variational

principle for fluid systems in the case when the fluid equations

are completed by giving a relation between P and p.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The basic equations of relativistic fluid mechanics form an

incomplete set of equations. We have discussed three distinct

methods of completing the equations a), b) and c). Method

a) corresponds more closely to Newtonian theory in that rest mass

is assumed to be conserved. Method b) assumes the fluid is

d_'scr_bed in terms of only one thermodynamic degree of freedom by

assigning a relation betwee_ say, P and p. Method c) assumes

cold mdtter or _sentrop[c flow and implies both the properties

that define methods a) and b) are satisfied. Method b) is

ci_a,acterized by the _xistcnce of a new t|ll_Imodynamic polential
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o that is conserved. Since Taub first recognized e, we

call _ the Taub poteDtial. This potential is the density if and

only if we assume c). The three methods of completing the fluid

• equations are physically distinct and correspond to different

types of fluids and/or fluid flows. There is a mathematical

isomorphism between b) and c) since s = p for c), but the flows

corresponding to b) and c) are physically distinct since T = 0

or s = const for c) but T _ 0, s _ const for b). Finally, we have

constructed a complete variational principle for b) by analogy

with our earlier variational principle for a). One important

aspect of this variational principle is the appearance of a four

potential instead of a six potential representation of the fluid

4-velocity. This four-potential form of the fluid equations

might be easier to use in numerical studies such as discussed in

Reference 5.
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KINETIC THEORY IN ASTROPHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY

by

John R. nay

ABSTRACT

We present results associated with exact solution of the

Einstein-Boltzmann and Einstein-Maxwell-Boltzmann equations.

An important aspect of the paper is the generalization of

Ehler's killing vector approach for the distribution function

to charged particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

General relativistic kinetic theory offers an alternative

description of matter which _n some aspects is more fundamental

than the u_ual fluid description. Kinetic theory is appropriate

for describing "dilute gases" in which correlations are not

important, in other words, systems whose particles have long

mean free paths and in which collisions are rare. Since large

systems satisfying these conditions exist, for example, stellar

clusters and the gas of galaxies now, we should employ kinetic

theory for a study of such systems. Also the inclusion of gases

of photons and neutrinos (zero mass fields) is straightforward

using relativistic kinetic theory. The lack of a relativistic

statistical mechanics for dense systems, say, along the lines of

the BBYKG hie_rchy is still an outstandlng problem. Of course,

the lack of a relativistic statistical mechanics is a reflection

of _he lack of a satisfactory relativistic theory of interacting

particles. Relativistic kinetic theory is derived i_ a heuristic

manner following Boltzmann's derivation of nonrelativistic

kinetic theory (Hakim, 1967! Stewart, 1971_ Ehlers, 1971;

Israel an4 Stewart, 19=_ _. The kinetic theory and fluid

desc:iptions are complementary :ays of treating matter in general

relativity.

In this paper we discuss collisionless distribution functions

in both the astrophysical - stellar clusters - and cosmological -

gas of galaxies - context. We concentrate our discussion on two

particular metrics. For the astrophysical problem we use the

static spherically symmetric metric. The kinetic theory for this
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metric was first presented by Fackerell (1968). For the

cosmological problem we study the F_trov G_ VIII metric which we

have previously discussed (Ray and Zimmerman , 1977). This metric

is spatially homogeneous but anisotropic. It has been studied

by Kompaneets and Chernov (1965), Kantowski and Sachs (1966) and

Collins (1977) using a fluid description for the matter.

I_, order to derive the distribution functions we use a

killing vector approach suggested by Ehlers (1971), and first

applied in detail by Ray amd Zimmerman (1977). An important part

of this peper is the extension of Ehler's killing vector approach

to include charged particles and electromagnetic fields. Kinetic

theory is an important theory for studying nonrelativistic plasma_

and it should also be important in relativistic plasmas.

In Section II of this paper we present the basic kinetic

theory that we use, in Section III we apply this theory to the

static spherically symmetric metric, and in Section IV we further

study the kinetic theory of the G_ VIII metric. In these

examples we study both the charged and uncharged systems. Important

results we obtain are that the G_ VIII spacetime cannot be

generated by a pezfect fluid energy-momentum tensor in kinetic

theory. We must reconcile this result with the known perfect

fluid solutions for this metric. Also, we find that the G_ VIII

model cannot be generated by charged particles. We discuss

the implications of this result for other Bianchi-type cosmological

models. All of these results are based on the distributio_i function
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derived by using the killing vector approach outlined in

Section II. Finally in the conclusion we discuss this wo "

and presert suggestions for future efforts.

II. KINETIC THEORY

We are interested in solutions to the Einstein-Boltzma_:n

equations. The Einstein equations are

G.. = T.. , (2.1)
11 13

where Gij is the Einstein tensor and Tij the energy momentum

tensor for the matter generating the gravitational field. 7n

the case of neutral particles, Tij is given by the k_netic

theory energy-momentum tensor K ij

ij (2.2)f

where f(x,p) is the single particle distribution function of

kinehic theory, pi is the four momentum, g is the determinant of

the _etric tensor, and d_P = dP*dP2dP_dP _. For simplicity we

-egtrict ourselves to a one-component gas of particles having rest

mass m. The integration in (_.2% is then over the mass shell

gijpip j = -m*. This can be taken into account
by introducing

5(PiPi + m*) into the integrand in (2.2).
the delta function

The distribution function f satisfies the collis_onl'=s

Boltzmann equation

_f dx i _f dP i

�"o , (2.3)

where u is an aff_ne parameter characterizing the pa, ticle paths

which are geodesics for neutral particles

Dp i dp i _kpjpk dx ia_- = --_ + F = 0 , P_ = -_j . (2.4)
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Combining (2.4) and (2.3) we have the Boltzmann equation

0_f__pi _ pjpk F k _p1
(2 5)

_x I • .

The distribution function f is a function of constants of the

motion. In the killing vector approach we use the fact that for

i i

a killing fector _(a) we have the constant of the motion Ya = _(a) Pi •

Hence _ solution to (2.5) is f(Yl' --- Yr )" The index a labels

the dlfferent killing vectors a = 1,2, ---, r. In the usual

approach these constants are the energy, angular momentum, etc.

Next we impose the killing vector symmetry on f. This yields

i = _(a) + -- 0 , (2.6)(a), &P&
-- _ (a) _x I _pl

for the Lie derivative. As Ehlerm (1971)
where _ (a)

stands

shows, (2.6) yields the conditions

8f Cd
8Y ab Yd = 0 , (2.7)

a

oa the distribution function f(Y). The equations (2.7) are r

linear, coupled, partial differential equations for the distribution

function f(Y). The Cd
ab are the structure constants for the lie

algebra of the killing vectors

d

[_(a)' _(b) ] = CabS(d) " (2.B)

In summary, in order to determine a solution to the Einstein-

Boltzmann equation we pick a spacetime of interest. From the

killing vectors we calculate the Ya s and solve (2.7) for f.

Then we calculate Kij from (2.2) and then solve the Einstein

equations (2.1). This procedure is explained in detail in Ray

and Zin_nerman (1977).
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We now wish to modify the above procedure for cases when

f

the particles are charged. In this case we h_ve th_ combined i
1

Einstein-Maxwell-Boltzmann equations for a charged self-gravitating

, gas. Physically a more interesting case would be an electrically !

neutral plasma. In ozder to treat this case we could introduce

distribution functions for the electrons and ions. While this

would be possible, we shall stay with a single distribution function

and a charged gas for simplicity. The Einstein equations are

still (2.1)_howcver, T ij now contains two reims

.],ii - KiJ + Eij , (2.8)

whore Eij is the Maxwell energy-momentum tensor

. 1 " ' tE ij = Fi_FJ L _ gl]F_kF_k (2.9)

and F ij is the field tensor for electromagnetic field, The

particles of charge q move according to the Lolentz equation

Dp i
qP£F i£ (2 I0)au = •

Maxwell's equations have the form

Fij = ji (2.11)
lj

F[ij;k] - 0 . , (2.12)

If we introduce the fouL'-potential A i

rij - ZA[j,i ] , (2.13)

i
then (2.12) are satisfied identically. The cur=¢,nt J in (2.11)

is determined in terms of the distribution function via

ji = q Ni . qSpif /j_ d_p , (2.14)

where N i is the particle current. Finally; the Boltzmann

equation has the form
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8_ff pi + (qp£Fi£ _ pjpkFi'k)] _f-_ :' 0 . (2.15)_xl _p3.

Now f is a function of first integrals of the Lorentz equation

(2.10). In analogy with the killing vector apprpach we employed

for neutral particles where _%a)Pi were constants of the motion

we try for the charged case

i
Ya = _(a)(Pi + qAi) ' (2.16)

where _i(a) is a killing vector. It is easy to show that Y'a is a

constant of the motion if the fie derivative of the vector potential

is zero

i _ A i -- 0 . (2.17)
Ya = _(a) (Pi+qAi) = const *�_(a)

Thus the distribution function still depends on the Y'as but now

the Y' s are given by (2.16). We note that the Y are constantsa a

even if we have a multicomponent gas, and in particular in the

ion-electron plasma problem mentioned earlier. Note also that

the result (2.17) is llot surprising since Pi + qAi is just

the canonical momentum for a particle in an electromhgnetic

fi_']d.

Next, following the neutral particle ex,lmple, we impose

the symmetry on the distribution function via (2.6),

with the Ya s given by (2.16). Carrying out this calculation using

(2.6) we find exactly the same result (2.7)

BY-C bYd = 0 , 12.181
a

's are given by (2 16). Since the equationexcept now the Ya

(2.18) is the same as (2.7) this means that the solution for

f in terms of the ¥a s will have the same form. Thus, in order

to find the distribution function for charged matter we only
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need make the replacement Pi _ Pi+qAi; that is, we replace the

momentum Pi by the canonical momentum Pi + qAi in the distribution

function f. This is an important result because it reduces the

problem of solving for the distribution function in the charged

particle case to that of the neutral particle case.

In summary, our procedure in the charged particle case is:

start with a spacetime with given killing vectors
_(a) '

; A i = 0;

determine the form of the vector potential A i such that _(a)

solve (2.18) to find the distribution function; use the Y to finda

f(x,P) = f(Y); calculate K ij, E ij, N i and then solve the field

equations

Gij = K ij + Eij , (2.19)

FiJ j = qN i = ji . (2.20)

Note that by construction K ij satisfies

KiJ j = J£F r_ 12.21)

and E ij satisfies

EiJ
= -J£F r£ " (2 22);j '

hence the Bianchi identities G ij _ 0 are satisfied, which is
;j

of course necessary for self-consistency. Note also that from the

definition of N i and' K ij we can prove

Ni = /pi/ f vC-g d'P = 0 (2.23)
_(a) &(a)

(a) Kij = ipip _(a)

Fij=oand _-0.
A i = 0 we can prove_._(a)Also from _(a) _(a)

All of these lie derivative symmetry relations are also required

for _elf-consistency and are satisfied auto,natically in the

killing vector approach.
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III. STATIC SPHERICAL SYMMETRY

Here we use the metric in the form

ds 2 = e_(r)dr2+r 2(d82+sin28d_2)-ev(r)dt 2 , (3.1)

with (x 1,x 2'x _,x _) = (r,8,_,t)• Fir__t we shall discuss the

uncharged case (Fackerell, 196B), and then charge the particles.

The killing vectors are

i
_(1)i = cos_6i2 - sin_c°t863 (3.2)

i
= sin_6 i + cos_cot8

i
6"(2) 2 63 13.3)

i i
_(3} = 63 (3.4)

i i
5(4 ) = 64 • (3.5)

The structure constants of the Lie algebra are

Ca = c a b,c, -- 1,2,3bc abc ' ' ""

.a = 0
Cb4

where Cab c is the antisymmetric symbol• Consideration of

equation (2.6) yields

2 2 3 112)f = f(-Y4' (YI+Y2+Y3) ; (3.6)

calculation of the Ya _i pi= (a) leads to

yl+Y2+Y3 = p +p /sin_8 = j2, , (3.7)

_4 = + P4 = -E , (3.8)

where J is the total angular momentum and E the energy of a

paz'ticle in geodesic motion. Thus, the distribution function f

depends only on E and J

f = f(E,J) . (3.9)
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We now need to calculate N i and T ij

N i = Ipif /7 d'P , (3.10)

TiJ : $pipif j__ d_p . (3.11)

.pi _m 2'
Since we restrict ourselves to particles of a single mass P =

we must introduce the delta function 6(PiP1+m 2) into the volume

element. Picking p,,ps p_, as integration variables, the volume

element becomes

_Jg d_p _ _J_ dP'dP'dP_iPll" ' (3.12)
where

IPl[ = eA/2[e-UE_-J'/r'-m'] */' . (3.13)

Changing from dP2dPgdP" to dJdP3dE puts the volume element in

the form

e -u/m JdOdEd_
_qg d_P * .(3.14)

As an example we give the results for Ni:

N = 0 a = 1,2,3 , . (3.15)
a

e-v/2 _ i Ef(E,J)JdJdEN_ = ....... , (3.16)

r 2 [e.VE2 j2/r2_m 2] |/2

where the P3 integrat'ion has been carried out explicitly. The

components for T i can also be given in a form such as (3.16).3

Here we only note that the energy momentum tensor corresponds to

that for a Perfect f lui_dd

K i, = (p+P)UiUj+P6 i] j (3.17)

P" Kl=l K_ = _I

p " -K:

i
U i =, 6 4
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if the distribution function is independent of the angular momentum

J, that is, f(E,J) = f(E). This was first proven by Fackerell (1968)

and is also true in Newtonian stellar dynamics. This is an

example from the wider class of locally dynamically symmetric

distribution functions of the form

f(x,P) - f(x,-UiPi)
(3.18)

which give rise to perfect fluid energy-momentum tensors, Stewart

(1971).

Next we discuss the case of static, spherical symmetry

when the particles are charged. The vector potential is forced

by the killing vector symmetry to have the form

= _#(r) (3.19)
A i -6 1

which gives an electrical field in the radial directlon

d¢ E . (3.20)F,_ : - _ = r

The only change in the dJstz'ibution functious is that Y_ = (P_-q_).

Thus

f(_y,, (y2+y_+y:),/-') = f(_p,+q_,j) . (3.21)

The integration factors are the same as in the uncharged case.

As an example we give the result for Ni, which is

N -- 0
Q

N_ -_e-V/2 P_f(-P_+_,J) JdJdP_-- ...... I ....... • (3.22)

r 2 [e-_p _ _ j2/r,_m, ],/2

i can also be written down by making the
The cemponents of Kj

replacement E + (-P_+q_) in the argument of f(E,J). It is also

true for the chalged case that one has a perfect fluid if f dcp,-nds

only on E = -Ui(Pi + qAi). In this case the distribution

function is still locally dynamically symmetric
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f(x,P) = f(x,-Ui(Pi+qAi) ) = h(x,-UiPi) . (3.23)

The charged particle solutions just obtained rcprcscnt exact

solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell-Boltzmann equations for particles

whose electrical repulsion is just balanced by their gravitational

attraction so that the distribution generates a static field.

Exact solutions of this general form are known in general relativity;

however, as far as we are aware, they have not previously been

discussed from a kinetic theory point of view. As mentioned

previousl_ the more interesting case would be that for a neutral i

)
plasma. The basic theory would be the same as presented above.

One interesting result of the paper by Fackerell (1968)

was his proof of the nonexistence of perfect fluid models with

constant energy density p = -K_. One could possibly prove this

same theorem for charged matter;howeven we have not yet constructed

such a proof.

IV. G_ VIII COSMOLOGY

The metric in this case has the form

ds2=X2(t)dr_+Y2(t)[d82+sin28d#2]-dt 2 , (4.1)

(X l ,X ' ,X l ,X i) = (r,e,_,t) .

Note that this metric is also sphericaily symmetric and so has

i i i

the same spherically symmetric killing vectors _(I)' &(2)' _(3)"

The fourth killing vector for (4.1) is _i(4) = 61"i The spacetime

(4.1) is homogeneous, but anisotropic, the r direction being a

preferred direction. First we shall consider the

neutral particle problem. Using the same procedure as in
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L

the previous example, we find the distribution function has the

form

f = f(P,,J) . (4.2)

It is convenient in this case to use the volume element in

the form i

d_P dP]dP2dP_ (4.3)

IP, J

P_ = -E = -(P,2/X2 + j2/y2 + m2)I/2 , (4.4)

and change to dPldJdPs which gives

___ d_p _ _I__ JdJdP,dP, (4.5)

Xy 2 [p12/X2+j2/y2+m2]]/2[j2sin28-p32] |/2

Again we can calculate N i, Ki from their definitions. This yields3

for N_

N_ = " $ f(P,,J) JdJdP, (4.6)
Xy 2

* = 0 If we calculate K_,From the Einstein equations we find G

I = 0 implies f must be an even function of P,. Usingwe find that K_

this fact in N we find that N = 0 and the particles are comovinga a

in the coordinate system of (4.1). The components of Ki which are
3

not zero have the fol_owing form

i = _ $ P__f(Pi,J)JdJdP, (4.7)

K, X'Y 2 [p:/x,+j,/y,+m2],/2 ,

K 2 = K 3 = _ I -fJ_dJdP| (4.8)

2 ' 2XV_ [p:/x2+j2/y2+m2]|/2 '
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and

K_ = - -- I[P /X2+j2/y2+m2]f JdJdP, • (4.9)
Xy 2

This energy momentum tensor does not correspond to a perfect fluid

K,* _ K_2 = K _. Following our previous example of static spherical

symmetry we would assume f is independent of J in order to obtain

the perfect fluid form for K_. Howe%er, from (4.9) we see that
]

this is not possible since K_ then diverges. (The limits on J are

0 _ _.) We conclude that this spacetime is inconsistent with a

perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor in kinetic theory• This

is not surprising considering that this model has a nonzero shear
# •

c- • (4 I0)
X Y

This fact was also pointed out by Ray and Zimmerman (1977) and

by Kantowski (1966). As was mentioned previously, exact perfect

fluid models are known for this metric and are interpreted as

reasonable cosmological models. Our results using kinetic theory

lead one to question the physical relevancy of the perfect fluid

solutions in this spacetime. This is analogous to Fackerell's

result that the constant density Schwarzschild solution is

inconsistent with kinetic theory. The interest in this result for

the G_ VIII space time is that the same result would pcobably occur

in other homogeneous, anisotropic Bianchi spacetimes. This is an

important point since the isotropy of the microwave background

radiation is often (but not always) discussed using perfect

fluid solutions in anisotropic models. A possible explanation of

the meaning of perfect fluid solutions in anisotropic spacetime is
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that they are valid at early times when the matter is strongly

interacting and kinetic theory is not valid. Of course, kinetic

theory is an accurate description of the gas of galaxies at the

present epoch. Treciokas and Ellis (1971) have discussed the

conditions under which a distribution function yields a pe_'_eut

fluid energy momentum tensor.

Next we shall consider the charged problem from the G_ VI![_

spacetime. Using the killing vectors we find the vector potential

is restricted by symmetry to the f, m

A i = A(t) 6_i ' (4.11)

which again gives the radial electric field

Fl_ = - A = E, . (4.12)

The distribution function takes the form

f = f(P,+qA(t),J) . (4.13)

Calculation of N_ lead_ to the result

N_ = _ $ f(P,,J)JaJdP, , (4.14)
Xy 2

the same as in the uncharged case (4.6). Next ,,e investigate

Maxwell's equations

I

1 (_-_ FiJ) = ji . (4.15)

For i - 4, the left hand side of (4.15) vanishes, which implies J_ = 0.

But from (4.14) and remembering that f > 0, and J_ = gNu, we find

q = 0; that is, this spacetime cannot be generated by charged particles

in the kinetic theory approach. The physical reason for this result
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is clear. Since the spacetime (4.1) is homogeneou& every event

has an x* axis of symmetry passing through it. By symmetry

the current must be along the x I axis, J*. This current would

produce a field transverse to the x* axis, but by the homogeneity

of the spacetime this field must vanish. One can have source-

free magnetic fields in this model (Collins, (1977)); however,

source-free flelds are not possible in kinetic theory since if

N i = 0 this implies f = 0, which corresponds to no particles at

all.

The results of the last paragraph lead to the question of

these same results occurring in other spatially homogeneous

spacetimes. If these spacetimes cannot allow sources tha_

generate the magnetic fields they contain, then these magnetic

fields become part of the initial conditions of the universe, or

are produced in earlier epochs that are inhomogeneous. This is

an important point considering, for example, the recent work of

Fennelly (1980) on the condensation of protogalaxies.using

plasma instabilities in the early universe.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the killing vector approach to kinetic

theory to include charged particles. The rule for forming the

distribution function in the charged case is to replace the

momentt_m by the canonical momentum which has the stipulation that

the Lie derivative of the vector potential be zero. This

supports the claim _y Israel and Stewart (1980) that the

caaonical momentum has a fundamental significance in kinetic

theory. In chargirg Fackerell's static spherically symmetric

models we obtain a static distribution of charged particles
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where the electrical repulsion is balanced by the gravitational

attraction.

In applying kinetic theory to the G_ VIII spacetime we

arrive at the conclusion that this spacetime cannot be generated

by a perfect fluid in kinetic theory, qhis agrees w_th the

conclusions reached by Kantowski (1966) earlier. These results

call into question the physical meaning of perfect fluid

solutions in such spacetimes. Presumably many of the Bianchi

models would share this same difficulty. Since fluid models

are often employed in these spacetimes to interpret cosmological

data it is important to understand fully the implications of

this apparent paradox. It is not possible for the G_ VIII

spacetime to be generated by charged matter. This implies that

the sourre-free magnetic fields present in exact solutions for

this model must arise from an earlieD more chaotic state of the

universe or be given as initial conditions.

In future work one needs to return and treat the neutral

plasma problem in detail using the methods outlined above.

Also,it would be important to construct models which could evolve

to homogeneous cosmologies and contain sources for the fields.

This would presumably take one to models that are valid at earlier

epochs. Lastl_ one should study the kinetic theory of the other

Biachi modes. Recent work by Treciokos and Ellis (1980) is in this

direction. Earlier work by Matzner (1971) is also an important

contribution. It is clear that more work needs to be done in

exploring exact solutions in the Einstein-Boltzmann and Einstein-

Maxwell-Boltzmann theories.
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SURFAfE (]3Nq_DUROF A BIAXIALLY STRAINED, i
DOIBLY CURVED AN'IENNAREPLECCIVE _

BY

Annie V. Saylor
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

_e University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to de_lop and sol_e the elastic
membrane equations which describe the deflection of a biaxially
tm%sioned reflective mesh from an idealized surface. _he oonditions

of equilibrium of the foroes acting on a membra_ element fum%ish
equations which may be used to sol_ a variety of problems. C_n-
figurations considered include eontinuous, as well as incremental,
mesh attar/mmmt to structural mentors to form shapes which are
approximately parabolic or spherical.
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IbrI_DD_IFION

radioastronomy,radarsur_ill_ and subo_llime_ras_nomy.
Thesean_as _IIi ha_ diametersof 50 metersor more and will
_qui_ _ployment or oonstructionin _aoe due to theirsize.
Currently,emphasisis beingplaced_ cbployables_t_.s _hich
:.:illsupportboth a reflectorand a phasedarray lens. Se_ral designs
for such structureshavebeen proposed[I];a commonfeatureis
forumtionof the surfaoeof the m_tmma via mem_rm_e(s)attachedI:oa
fra,m_rk.

Amng the _my challengingproblemsfaoedin the desisnof
these_ntemms is thatof omtrolling surfaceaco;racy. _e
deployedant_na's shapewillbe _m approximationto a desiredform,
_md the resultingerrormustbe within noleranoesestablishedby the
particularuse intended.
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09,._C_"["_..,S

Surfaceaccuracyis affectedby se_mralsotroes- approxhmtlon
errors,envizommmtaleffects,agingeffectsando_mr uncertainties.

paperconoemsitselfonlywithtlmerrordueto pillo_Ing_hich
occursin themembraneas it isusedto approximatethedeslxe_surface.
Ourpurposeis to deriveequationsdescribingthiserrormd to obtain
eitherexactor approximatesolutionsto these equationsforvarious
antema desisns.
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SIRFA_ ACCU_CY _EQ_

Suppose the desired surface is gi_n by u- f(x,y) %_ere (x,y)lj_,
some planar region. Further assume that the shape of the deployed
antenna can be described by z = g(x,y) for (x,y)l_ , end let w - u - z.
then the root-mean-squareerror is gi_n by

It has been established [I] that the restrictiuns on Z set by most of

the intended uses ramse from 10-Sd t_ 10-3d, where d is the diamter of
the antmma.

For all designs under consideration,_ is divided into subregions,
usually triangles. We note that if

A--
0

with

md

I I |

F-rr.,,,-,t,,

for any i.
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GEb_RALSL_F_ EQL_TION

For the surfacein questlon,we assumethatthe membraw theoryfor
shallowshellsof arbitrarydoublecur_ture applies. (See[_ for a
c_mpletediscussionof the impllcar_ionsof theseassumptions.)Consider
_n elemmt of the shell,with the x _md y axesplacedin the local

principalcur_ture directions(seeFigureI below). Let _ _d _ be the

localprincipalradiiand supposethat the tensionsNx and Ny are known
constants.

_e shellequillbrunequation[2] gi_es

N N

(2) _ + = o,

and by _ shallc_-shell assumption,

I(3a) z =
-1_'

1 .

hence

(4) NxZx_ + Ny_ly = 0.

Ifwe om_siderthisequationon a subregion_" of _ mad requirethat
appropriateadditionalconditlcztson z be met,we arri_ at a uniquechoice

for z on _

F£gum i

_-4
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SU_FA_ BY CURVATL_EASSII_IIONS

Supposethatthe desiredsurfaoeu = f(x,y)has a mmdm_ radiusof
curvatureR which is independentof x m_d y. Furthersupposethat

require_ = R; thenby (3),we ha_e

(5) Zxx = _,

m_dby (4), _:

(6) = .

Ibis gi_es

(7) z(x,y)= 1 (x2 Nx /2) +ax+by+ c,

where a, b, c are constantswhichmay be chosenby placingadditional
restrictionson z.

For example,let
2 2
x +y(8) u - 2R '

_b be a discof diameterd and _,L as sho_nin Figure2, whereN is a

positixe integer.

Figure 2
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Considerz and u in polar coordinatesmad assumethatz is symmetric
aboutthe x axiswith

z(O,O) - u(O,O)

and

z(d/2,II'/N) - u(d/2,I_/N).

Then

__ f cose

•_hereA = o_ _'/N_d B = sin "_/N. l-l_oe

_ich gi_s

i1|

¢_/ ## (tO •
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As an example, swR_xse R- 2F, _here F is the focal length, and
that F/d - 2. The_ for Nffil2we haw

E N
(10) --a-" .00116(1+ ___x);

Ny

which gi_s, for Nx _ Ny,

(Ii) --_ = .00232.

Similarly, for N = 60 we haw

t =
(12) _ .93922 x 10-4.
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SURF,a_ BY B0_ '_.£TRICTICtfS

Ano_r feasiblerestrictionto place on z is to requirethat "_"
agree with u an _. boundary of ,Jb_• q_at is, z _ tl"_ sol _ian o_

(i_,) Nx_= + N_ - 0 = v_.,_
(135) z - u an _JL_ ,,

If we let

y = ., Y,

A

A;. be the imageof ,_ under this transforumtion,

and

A A it
u(x,y) ffi u(:-,y),

thin (13)6ec_mes

A

(i_) _ - _ on _,_ .

_e solutionto (14)rosybe approximatedby a varietyof numerical
_ct'miqu_. As a simple_le, considera finitedifferenceapproach

for the case in_Ich _b; is a rectal. Suppose

Nx - .004 1b/in,

N7 - .0015 lb/_,

d - 1968.5 in (Xv0,
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K = 2F,
i

F = d/2,

_ [_o,_®]_. [:_5,25.]
2 2

x +y _'1.1 = 22, '

Ax = .5

an_ Ay = .5 _x'

2

then by the Gauss-Seidelme_hod one obtains a root-mean-squareerror

_o_Oh;
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U3N_L_IONS AND REGO_qIIATIONS

The equilibrium equation (4) ca% be used to flnd the root-nman-

square surface error for a _mriety of desisp_, provided that Nx and

Ny are known. In general this may not be the cruse;a nD,._useful
model of the antenna surface would be an iteratlve approach:

i) Gix_n the loads applied to the imeshand the present
surface, find _e resultant stresses,

ii) Using the stresses, find the.deformed surface.

_ese steps could be repeated until the rms error readled the desired
accuracy, h_ applylng step i_ the nunlinearlty of the stress-straln
law for the mesh _3_ should be taken Into account.
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RAY TRACINC STUDIES OF J-0PITER'S HAGNETOSPHERE

BY

N. Frank Six

Department of Physics & Astronomy

Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

ABSTRACT

Recently the Planetary Ra(_o Astronomy Experiment (PRA) on the Voy-
ager I and 2 spacecrafts obtained dramatic new information both because

of its proximity to 3uplter and because it was able to measure the radio

emissions to much lower frequ, _cies than has been possible from earth

and near-earth observatorle_. "he data reveal a nested family of arcs
in tiledecametrlc s! ,ctra] region and strong kilometrlc/hectometrlc
emissions.

The objectives of this stuuy are the following:

1) calculate raypaths for decametric wavelength radlat_on in
Jupiter's magnetosphere;

2) compare the model-dependent raypaths with the Voyager ob-
servations; and

3) deduce characteristics of the source regions and the in-

fluence of propagation effects.

Since the Jovian magnetosphere with its complex magnetic field and

plasma distribution (including lo's plasma torus) is highly anisotropic
for the propagation of low frequency radio waves, a three-dlmenslonal

ray tracing program has been employed to calculate the raypaths. Families

of rays have been launched at particular angles with respect to the mag-

netic field lines to generate conical sheets of radiation for various

frequencies and various source locations. As the planet's magnetic field

rotates, these warped sheets of radiation sweep past the observer, pro-

duclng signatures in frequency versus time plots. These signatures _atch

some of those found _n the Voyager data. The greatest propagation effects

occur in and around the source regions in the Io auroral oval.
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INTRODUCTION

For nearly three decades, intense and variable decametrlc radio
emissions from Jupiter have been observed from the earth over the fre-

quency range 5 MHz to 40MHz. Near-earth satellites have extended the

low frequency limit set by the terrestrial ionosphere down to a frequency

of 425 kHz. The radiation is characterized by a high degree of ellip-
tical polarization, complex dynamic spectra, and an upper cutoff fre-

quency of _39.5 MHz. It's probability of occurrence, dynamic spectral

characteristics, polarization, and intensity are related to the central

meridian longitude of Jupiter and to the orbital phase of Io. A review

of these observations is given by Carr and Desch (1976) and references
contained within.

While the nature and origin of these emissions have stimulated much

theoretical work (e.g. Smith, 1976), the emission mechanisms, the loca-

tion of the sources of emission, the lo-magnetosphere interaction, and

many properties of the magnetospheric plasma are still unknown. Recently

the Planetary Radio Astronomy Experiment (PRA) on the Voyager i and 2 [
spacecrafts obtained dramatic new information about Jupiter both because

of its proximity to Jupiter and because it was able to measure the radio
emissions to much lower frequencies than has been possible from earth

and near-earth observatories. The data reveal a nested family of arcs

in the decametric spectral region and strong kilometrlc/hectometric emis-

sions. Encounter observations show unique spectral characteristics due

to the spacecrafts' proximity to Jupiter.

This study involves implementing a versatile ray tracing program in

conjunction with detailed models of Jupiter's magnetic field and magne-

tospheric plasma distribution, and the PRA observations, in order to

understand the emission mechanisms, source locations, and propagation
effects.

The Jovian magnetosphere with its complex magnetic field and plasma
distribution (including the recently discovered plasma torus) is highly

anisotropic for the propagation of low frequency radio waves. _his me-

dlum not only influences the emission mechanisms, it also influences the

propagation of the radiation from its source to the observer. Ray tracing

studies carried out by Green and Gurnett (1980) and by severa_ members

of the Planetary Radio Astronomy Voyager team indicate that sLroag bend-

ing of kilometric emissions takes place in the plasma torus. In addition,

from ray tracing calculations of whistlers in the Jovian magnetosphere,
Menletti and Gurnett (1980) have been able to match the whlstier disper- I

slon characteristics and the torus telnperature with the Voyager 1 observa- {

tions. The whistler dispersion characteristics are heavily dependent on 1

the density along the ray path and thereby produce an additional check

on not only the densities w_thin the torus (as determined by Warwick,

etal______m_., 1979) but also the density along the field lines. The conclusion
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from these early studies is that much of the emission spectrum of Jovian

kilometric radiation observed by both Voyagers 1 and 2 can be explained

by propagation effects.

One result of the ray tracing studies of Green and Gurnett (1980) is

to show that there exists shadow regions in which the source cannot trans-

mit directly to the observer. A knowledge of these regions combined with

the spacecraft data places strong constraints on both the source location
and the emission mechanisms.

The results of previous studies highlight the importance of ray

tracing. Propagation mode, source location, angular distribution, plasma

distribution, and magnetic field configuration all play a role in the
calculations. These characteristics for Jovian decametric radiation are

virtually unknown and from ray tracing calculations much knowledge can

be gained. A ray tzacing study of Jovian decametric radiation which is
in agreement with the observed emission patterns should give important

clues as to the generation mechanism of this radiation.
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OR.TI_.t'H'TVrI_.S

Using techniques which have proven successful in explaining the
interactions of particles and waves in the terrestrial magnetosphere,
models of Jupiter's magnetic environment have been formulated and tested
for validity using the data accumulated by the Pioneer and the Voyager
spacecraft. Three dimensional ray tracing studies of the Jovian magneto-
sphere have been performed in order to understand the origins, emission
mechanisms, and characteristic modes of propagation of the low frequency
(1 khz to 50MHz) radiation from Jupiter. The obJectivea of the inves-

tigation are the following:

i. Using a three-dlmensional ray tracing program which includes

magnetic field and plasma models, calculate raypaths for dec-
ametrlc wavelength radiation in Jupiter's magnetosphere.

T
2. Compare the model-dependent, theoretical raypaths with the !

observations made by the Voyager Planetary Radio Astronomy

experiments.

3. Deduce, where possible, tilelocation of the source regions,

the influence of propagation effects, and characteristics

of the generating mechanlsm.
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VOYAGERDATA

The goal of this project, simply stated, is to extract as much in-x

formation as possible from the comprehensive Voyager/Planetar_- Radio

Astronomy (PRA) experiment data taken near the planet Jupiter. Conclu-

sions regarding the source of the sporadic emissions - locations, mech-
anism, propagation effects - are the desired outcome.

The PRA experiment packages on the Voyager l and 2 spacecrafts each

consist of an orthogonal pair of I0 meter monopoles, connected so that

left hand and right hand polarizations can be distinguished. The radio-

meters measure the total power and the polarization sense of the incoming
signal by sweeping through a low frequency band and a high frequency

band. In the "stepping" mode, the receiver step tunes through 70 chan-

nels in the low band: 1.2 kHz - 1.3 MHz (each step spaced 19.2 kHz from
the previous step; bandwidth: I kHz), and through 128 channels in the

high band: 1.2 MHz - 40.5 Mllz (steps separated by 307.2 kllz; bandwidth:

200 kllz). A complete sweep through both bands (198 frequency channels)

is accompll_hed in 6 seco_ids. Each step alternates in polarization be-

tween right hand and left hand. In this study, the data used for com-

parison purposes had been averaged over 48 seconds (8 sweeps). The

noise from the on-board high speed switching logic was so bad that the

useable high band data is limited to the period + 1½ mc,nths from en-
counter. Figure i shows observations of the Jovian dec_metric radiation

made by Voyager I. The data is presented in the frequency time domain,
and much of the spacecraft interference has been removed. Note the

nested "arcs" representative of the sporadic decametrlc emission. The

horizontal bands are noise which was unsuccessfully repressed. A great

deal of energy has been expended developing algorithms which would re-

move the spacecraft interference and reveal the less intense Jupiter

slgn_Is. The nested arcs, both vertex-early and vertex-late, are the
predominant characteristic observed in frequency-time plots such as
shown _n Figure 1.
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RADIATION PATH MODELING

The major effor_ has been the development c a Jovian radiation path
model using techniques which have proven su:cessrul in explaining the

interactions of particles and waves in the terrestrial magnetosphere.
The description of Jupiter's magnetic field, adopted for this study, Is

that published by Acuna and Ness (1976)._ A spherical harmonic analysis
was used to calculate the components of _ and their derivatives. The

plasma distribution chosen _as that of Sentman _ud Goertz (1977) augmented

by the Warwick torus (1979). Figure 2 illustrates the chosen _lasma en-

vironment (plasma frequency contours) In a magnetic meridian plane.

Radiation paths are generated b? a three dimensional ray tracing
program ba_ed on the Stix cold plasma fon_ulation of the Index of re-

fraction and Haselgrove's set of first order differential equations (1955).

A source position (radial distance from the center of Jupiterj System III

longitude, and System III latitude) from which waves of a specified fre-

quency are to be launched is input, along with the specified launch angle

with respect to the magnetic field. At the origin of the ray, the pro-
gram calculates an index of refraction surface based on the plasma and

magnetic field parameters. Next the program takes an incremental step

in the direction perpendicular to the index of refraction surface, I.e.,

in the direction of propagation, and determines the coordln_tes of this

new position on lhe raypath. Snell's law is used to conserve the compo-

nent of the refractive index parallel to planes of constant electron
number density. Another index of refraction surface is calculated at

this new point and the procedure is repeated. In this manner, a raypath

is generated. The behavior of a ray's path Is determln_d by the follow-

ing initial conditions: the frequency of the wave, the wave normal angle,

thecoordinates of the source (launch point), the propagatl,,n mode, and

the magnetospheric model. The flowchart of the ray traci.g program is
sho_n in Figure 3. The nine subroutines are described below.

I. DAMJUP is the main program which controls ]oglc flow, specifies

parameters, speclf_es accuracy, controls action of all sub-
routines.

2. MAGNET describes the magnetic field of Jupiter (Acuna and Ness)
and utilizes a spherical harmonic analysis to calculate the

magnitude of the field, So, the spherical components Br, B.,
B., and the derivatives dB/dr, dB/d8, dB/d_ at a specifled u
p_int.

3. DHPCC Is a subroutine (IBM) which obtains an approximate solu-
tion to a general system of first order ordlnary differential
equations (Haselgrove) with g_ven initial values. A Runge-
Kutta procedure is used to obtain the starting values, then
Hammlng's modified _cedlctor-c_rrector method is Initia_ed.
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Thls procedure controls tile accuracy :lnd adjusts the step size
h. Knowing the results (index of refr.ct!on surface) at the

equidistant points Xj_ 3, Xj_2, XJ-I, and Xj, tile results at
point (X.| + h) are calculated. If tile error function value is
greater than a given tolerance, then the increment h is halved,

and tile calculation repeated. If the error function is less
than a given tolerance, tile result is passed on to the FCT sub-
routine. Nhen the error function is less than I/Sf} the estab-
lished tolerance, tile next calculation is carried out with a

step size of 2h.

4. FCT calculates tile index of refraction surface n(@) at a point
on tile propagation path using the Sttx (cold plasnua) formulation.
Also, tile t{tnge_at to this surface at a point on the propagation
path is determined. These results are passed on to DIIPC(;,which
takes a step of increment h in the direction perpendicular to
the tangent to n(_'}, that is, in the direction of the group ve-
locity (the propagation path#t). DHPCC. determines the coordinates
of tile next point along the propagation path, and asks FCT to
calculate another n(_) surface. (*Direction nf enerRy flow;
direction of meqn Poynttng vector.)

5. HOI3EL describes the pla,qma environment (Sentman and Goertz) of
luptter, Including tile /o torus (Warwick). It calculates the

plasm_! frequency fp, tile gyrofrequency fg (calls HACNET), and
the derivatives at a given point.

6. OUTP stores in the plottlug arravs tile coordinates of n point
on the r,av path which has been generntcd in DItPCt,. These
coordtn:lte.q ;Ire r, 0, _, ¢, (wave normal angle), and two angles,
delta and epsllon, which designate the direction of the phase
velocity. If :I detailed printout has been called for by selec-
tion of theft PRINT mode° then OUTP delivers this information to

tilt. printer nnd calls on HAflNET and HODEI, to provide field and
pl_l.qlll'! ptlrilllletel's at tilt, updated rtlv palth location.

7. SETPI.T sets microfiche scnl,:s for plotter.

8. T1TI,F sets fiche title.

9. XY AXIS lind CRAPIt determines Xv grid lind labels tilt, axes.

l,et us :a.qsume that the source of tile deenmetrlc emtssion is located

on a field line through To. This ts a likely source location since the

lo flux tube footprint on .lupiter's tt,nosphere is expected to be the site
of field lille currents which could be responsible for particle acceler-
:ltton, This prob,lble ,qo_lrce location is Illustrated in Figure 4. Further,
let _.s asstlme the l'mlltlt ion is cyclotron emission, hence tilt, origin of tilt,

rays Is given by the magnetic field subroutine, HACNET. The r_lttiatton
wt_uld escape only in the R-X mode. Families of rays launched at t}_e same
wave normal angle pl'odtlce conlc_ll sheets of radiation, warped by tile plasma
lind bv tile :lsxmuaetrle.q In the field.
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RESt_.TS: CALCtrLA'rEDRADIATION SHEETS

It is believed that tiledecnmetrlc radiation is generated in the R-X

mode. Choosing the appropriate sign in the Stlx formulation of the index

of refraction, raypaths have been calculated at seven frequencies (2, 5,
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 blllz)originating from both northern and southern

hemisphere sources at 36 separate longitudes (spaced every 10° around tile
planet) and at wave normal angles in 10° increments between 60° and 130 °.

For each different combination of the four parameters: hemisphere,
longitude, frequency and wave normal angle, 36 rays are launched at 10 °

increments around _. This family of raypaths can be imagined as the skel-
eton of a conical sheet of radiation, Just as the ribs of an mabrelln
relate to the fabric. Intersections of these conical sheet_ of radiation

with radial shells around Jupiter at distances of 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, 60,
80, 90, 100, and 150 Jupiter radii are presented as Mercator projections.
Figure 5 illustrates a set of four radiation sheets, one for each of the
wave normal angles 60 ° , 70 °, 80 ° and 90 °. These rays were launched with
a frequency _f 2.0 b_z from a northern hemisphere source at a longitude
of approximately 160 °. The Mercator projection is of the .lovicentric
radial shell at 150 .lupiter radii. Note that there are 36 rays in each
radiation sheet. This figure represents a vast catalog of raypaths cal-
culated bv the three dimensional ray tracing program described earlier
in this report.
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CONCLUSIONS

The reason for calculatlng raypa_hs, such as those shown in Figure

5, is to examine their intersection with the Voyagers t trajectories and (
find out to what extent the model-dependent radiation sheets yield signa-

tures (in frequency-tlme space) which match the actual observations. In

Figure 6, the 20 MHz radiation sheet is shown superimposed with radla-

tlon sheets of 12.8, 8, 5 and 2 HHz. The spacecraft is sllghtly above

the equatorial plane as illustrated by the dashed line. As Jupiter

rotates, the radiation sheets sweep over the spacecraft (alternatively,

one _Ight Imaglne_he spacecraft moving along the dashed llne from right

to left toward higher longitudes). Should Voyager be near Jovian longi-

tude 90*,_ePRA experimentwould receive the various frequencies of radl-
atlon in descending order: first 20 HHz, then 12.8, 8, 5 and 2 Hllz.

_ould Voyager be near Jovian longitude 270°, the radiation sheets would

fall on the antennas in ascending order: first 2 HHz, then 5, 8, 12.8

and 20 Hllz. Signatures of both types are actually observed. The model
we have employed does indeed generate decametrlc arcs as seen by an ob-

server riding with Voyager. In Figure 6, the location of the Northern

hemisphere source of the Jupiter emission is designated by a small trl-

angle. The Hercator projection is made at the 150 Rj shell. Io was at

longitude 180" and all waves were launched at a wave normal angle of
9011. If the mechanism of radiation produces nested cones of emission

originating on field lines at high northern and southern latitudes, then

the signatures observed in the Voyager data can be explained as a geo-
metric effect: the radiation sheets are warped by the plasma near the

planet and by the twist (azlmuthal asymmetry) in the magnetic field such

that overlapping occurs. An observer riding with _oyager Intermlttantly
crosses thin sheets of radi_tlon as the source co-rotates with the planet.

It is as though the observer were viewing the ruffles in a twlrllng bal-
lerlnats turn.

An examination of the catalog of decametrlc radiation sheets gener-

ated by the ray tracing procedures described in this report, shows that

the Io plasma torus has minimal effect at these wavelengths. The major

distortion by plasma occurs at higher latitudes nearer the surface of

the planet. This Is also the region of greatest azlmuthal asymmetry

in the magnetic field.

A preliminary concluslon regarding the high frequency limit of the

decametrlc missions has been drawn. Examining the Voyager 2 data of

July 16, 1979, one notices a well-deflned boundary to the highest fre-

quencies observed during the period 0200-0800 UT. The ray tracing pro-

gram was used to calculate raypaths for frequencies which were ct _rved

and for frequencies which were Just above the high frequency boe.:_._.

Those rays generated by the program for the frequencies actually ob-

serveJbyL_espacecraft all propagated through the magnetized plasma

environment. The rays for the frequencleswhlch were not observed by
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Voyager did not propagate throagh the magnetized plasma. Propagation,

for these raypaths, was inhibited at the R=O cutoff, i.e., where the

extraordinary wave was reflected.

Addltional comparisons of the model dependent raypath_ _dth the

PRA observations is necessary. To facilitate this cross-referenclng,

the observatlonal data should be reformatted. Once the spacecraft

generated interference is repressed, the data should be sorted accord-

ing to fixed Io longitudes, as though Io were anchored in the Jovian

magnetic field and the spacecraft circled the planet. If field allgned

currents in the Io flux tube are triggering the emlsslons,then the

patterns in the data, when formatted as suggested, should pinpoint the
source locations. This software effort is now underway.
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THUNDERSTORMELECTRIC FIELD MODELLING
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Newberry College, Newberry, SC 29108
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ABSTRACT

A handful of electric field models of thunderstorms are found in

the literature. Holzer and Saxon {1952) calc:ulated the electric field
and conduction currents of a simple dipolar thundercloud, assuming
exponentially increasing conductivity of air with altitude. Anderson
and Freier {1969) studied the effects of a time=varying potential.
Park and Dejnakarintra {1973) extended the mapping of electric fields
to ionospheric heights for u))[er midlatitudes, where the conductivity
is a tensor. Burke (197S) extended the modelling to disk=shaped charge
distributions and compared their results with high altitude balloon
flight data.

Since considerable amounts of data now exist of electric field

measurements inside thunderclouds {both from horizontal and vertic_1
flights) apart from ground-based observations, the need for a more
realistic model of thunderstorm electricity is now called for {Christian,
1976). In this proposed model, calculation of electric field vectors within
and near an isolated thundercloud {which has a given volume charge
distribution) is envisaged. Of particular interest is the calculation
of the maximum field strength within the thundercloud. Later, the effects
of screening layers, both above and below the thundercloud may be
investigated, as well as time-dependent potential problem. The study
can lead to a better understanding of the charge distributions in a
thundercloud, which in turn may shed some light on the actual mechanism

of charging of a thundercloud.
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INTRODUCTION

While considerable araou_cs of experimental data exist in

thunderstorm field measurements, only a handful of electric field

models of thunderclouds are found in the literature. It was well-known

that the ionosphere is a good condu_.or of electricity, the ground

is a fairly good conductor while the atmosphere is a poor conductor.

For this reason, the earliest theoretical studies of atmospheric

electricity were _onfined to the "spherical capacitor" model (for a

review, see Chalmers, 1967). These models did not take into account

the variation of electrical conductivity of air with altitude. Since

conductivity is prop,rtional to the mobility of ions present in the

atmosphere and since the mobility increases roughly exponentially

with altitude on account of the exponential d_crease of neutral number

density, the increase of conductivity of the atmosphere with altitude

is also roughly exponential [Cf., Cole and Pierce, 190S).

Holzer and Saxon (1952) were the first to inccrporate the

exponential increase of conductivity of air to calculate the electric

fields and conduction currents due to a simple dipolar thundercloud.

Freier (1967) and ._nderson and Freier (1969) studied the effects of

a time-varying potential. Park and Dejnakarintra (1973) extended the

mapping of electric fields for mid- and upper-mld-_atitudes, taking

into account the anisotropy of the electrical conductivity there.

Bejnakarintra and Park (1974) further studied how the effects of a

ti_e-varying field are propagated into the ionosphere. Burke (1975)
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extended the modelling to disk-shaped charge distributions and

compared her results with high altitude hallon flight data.

While the above-_entioned models serve a_ useful tools for

comparing with the ground-based and high altitude electrical field

measurements, they cm,not furnish information regarding the distribution

of charges in the thundercloud. The actual distribution is, of course,

a volume distribution, quite unlike the point-dipole or disk-shaped

charges hitherto considered. For this reason, a more realistic

thundercloud model with a volume distribution of charges is a logical

n_xt step to be undertaken.
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OBJECTIVES

,{

The objective of this study is two-fold. First, beginning with ._

a more realistic volume distribution of charges, we propose to compute

the electric fields above, below and around the charge distribution,

and investigate what kind of distribution best fits the experimenta) :

data. This model would also permit comparisons with the other existing

models. Of particular interest would be the study of the effects of

screening layers of charges (see MODEL) on the resulting electric fields

above and below the thundercl_ ad.

Secondly, the model would permit calculation of the electric fields

within the thunderstorm itself. This will enable us to compare with

the various in situ measurements that have been carried out and are

currently being undertaken. These include the mountain-top mwasurements

of Rust and Moore (1974), rocket measurements of Winn et a1.(1974),

balloon-borne measurements of Benbrrok et al. (1974) and Winn and Byerly

(1975) and parachute-deployed measurements of Bering et a1.(1977).

Although the actual charge distribution and electric field are highly

complex, from the calculated maximum field a_d the variations of the

of the fields, some rough estimates of the charge densities could be

inferred.
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MODEL

The size and shape of a thundercloud vary considerably from

cloud to cloud, with latitude and geographical location. The height

of the thundercloud may range from 4 km to 20 km or more (Vonnegut and

Moore, 1959) but a typical tropical thundercloud rises to an altitude

of 8 to 12 km. While the size of the thundercloud can be easily

estimated, finding the electrical structure of the thundercloud is a

much more difficult problem. This is complicated by several factors,

such as, highly complex electrical structure, high temporal variability

caused by charging, lightning discharge and subsequent charging, high

intra-c!oud variabiiity etc.A11 these plus the general lack of agreement

on the basic eiectrification process contribute to the difficulty in

modelling the thundercloud electrical structure.

Nonetheless some broad general features of thmldercloud electricity

have been observed ever since BenjaminPranklin. Observatiens continue

to affirm an overall dipole nature of the thundercloud with a net

positive charge in the upper regions and r net negative charge in the

lower regions. The positive charge appears to be more diffused than

the negative charge (Reynolds, 1953) and sometimes the negative charge

is in a vertical column (Malan and Schonland, 1951). Frequently the

dipole can be tilted from the vertical (Reynolds and Neill, 1955).

Further, lightning and strong winds do complicate the charge structure

continuously (Moore, et al., 1964).
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Th_ amounts of positive and negative _'harges in a thundercloud

are also quite m_certain. The earlier estimate of 20C and -20C by

Malan (1963) is now believed to be too conservative while Kasemir's

(196S) estimate of a negative charge of -340C may be overly high.Charges

of 100C as estimated by MacGorman and Few (1974) may be a more acceptable

figure.

In addition to the primary positive and negative charges, there

is evidence of "screening layers" both above and below the main charges

(Cf., Hoppol and Phillips, 1971). Further, since Schonland (1928),

"corona discharge" or flow of positive charges from the surface of

the earth has been observed.

Whereas any representative picture of a typical thunderc]oud

char_ may be a far cry from actual reality, for our model, the

distribution shown in Fig. 1 is assumed.
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EQUATIONS

The electric field is derived from the negative gradient of

the potential

The electric field is also related to the current density in air _-_.

= q" _ , (2)

where the conductJvityo_ increases roughly exponentially with altitude

with a scale height 1/(2k)

z_-z
_Z. : '3--06 (3)

Under steady-state conditions,

V. T --0 , (43

where the total current density O is the sum offf_, and the convection

current density at the source region T_

j ___..___ (s)
From (4) and (5), we get

v _ _-- v._. (6)

Poisson's equation for the problem is given by

e
vz_ = -v.__ _

where _ is the total space charge density and 6_ the permittivity

of air.
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Combining (1) (2), (3) and (6) we get :.

Substituting into (7), we get

.. --=' V.a/_
6= _= (_.) ,o

where _. is the space charge density in air and _ is the space charge

density o f the source.

Equations (8) and (9) now gi_e

Ec ' (lo)

In cylindrical coor,:inates, Eq.(lO) takes the form

& •

(ii)

Eq_ation(ll) is solved numerically with the boundary conditions

)

where H is the upper boundary of the atmosphere.

q.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) is to be a national

x-ray observatory in space. At present, NASA is utilizing its x-ray test

facilities to conduct studies to determine how to best construct the AXAF

as well as to obtain empirical relations between x-ray scattering and the

theories of visible light.

Basically, the testing at NASA consists of a parallel beam of x-rays

(approximatelymonoenergetic)passing through a rectangular slit and

scattering from two flat mirrors. The two mirrors are arranged in a peri-

scope geometry so that the final reflected beam is parallel to the incident

beam but displaced laterally by a given an_un_. One of the detectors used

to intercept the reflected x-rays is a one dimensional gas-filled propor-

tional counter which is sensitive to the position (in l-dimension) at which

the x-rays are incident within its detecting "w=_dow".

The total length of the anode wire of the proportional counter is 120 mm

and this length can be divided electronically i_o a maximum of 1,024 parts.

Hence, the output of an experimental run would be the number of incident

x-rays that registered on each of the 1,024 channels. Each channel would

represent an x-ray at a different spatial location and, hence, at a diffe-

rent scattering angle. In order to look at a wider range of scattering

angles, the detector is placed on an optical table which can be rotated.
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One of the problems that arises in the interpretationof the data has

to do with the fact that the efficiency of the detector is a function of _

position. That is, the efficiency of the 1,024 channels are conceivably

all different. What one would like in this case is to determine the re-

lative efficiency of each channel with respect to some arbitrary reference

channel. This would then allow the variation in the counts in each channel

due to the variation in the efficiencies of the channels to be normalized

out.

The following pages describe how the relative efficiencies can be

determined from a particular set of experimental data.
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PART II

I. The Desired Q_u_antit_

Each channel number, i, will have an absolute channel efficiency given
by E(i). It is desired to have tileratio

RCE(i) = E-_-11.'_) (I)

for an arbitrary reference channel number i
o

If. Relation Between _asure_d_Quanti.ties_AndThe__Relative Counter Efficiencies

What is measured is the quantity Ck(i), the nunWaerof counts in channel

number i when the table is at position I'k (arcseconds). The counts in

channel i are related to the absolute efficiency via the relation.

Ck(i) : E(i) Ik(i) (2)

where Ik(i) is the flux at the position (_tchannel number i when the

tab]e is at position Pk" Tf,erelative _(,unterefficiencies are given by:

Ck(i) Iko(iO)

RCE(i) : _kk-F{o) -i-k(-i-)- (3)
0

II. Relation Between Counts and Flux

Let Ck,(i) = counts in channel i when tiletable is at position Pk"

Since RCE(i) is independent of table position, then from eq. (3)

Ck.(i) Ik^(io) Ck,(i) Ikn!io)

or

Ck,(i) Ik,(i)

* i-i-,,i) (4)

_,. Calculation Of Channel Nu_imr for A Giwm l'()_ition

Let D = the nun_berof channels/arcsecondsot t,_be movement Then,

The nu_er ot arcseconds ch,lunl'lnun_Pr i (at tattleposition Pk )
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is from the reference _hannel is given ,_y

Ok{i).. _ (i - io]- . .(Pk
Oko) (5) i

I

Hence, if channel i (position Pk) and (lhlrmeli' position Pk' correspona i

' to the same location in space, then

o(i)=_k,(i')
or

i' = i + I)(Pk, - Pk) (6)

'w'. Why CalculationI_s_No___t_tStraightforward

Iko(i)To obtain RCL(i) fronltilemeasured rouni'_,we need the ratio in

-rk-rrr-
eq. (3). This can be obtained using eq. (4} if

Ik,(i) : Ik (io)o

That is, the spatial posltiLm of channel i (position k') must be _ame
(pu_ition k ) From eq. (5)as the spatial position of channel i° o '

this means

+ D(P k, )i = i0 Pk
L)

Since io is fixed, i ca, vary onl) if I'_,vary. That is,as many table

positions as ci_annelsare needed to do th_ calculation st.':,ightforwardly.

vl. The METHOD

Condsider the quantity

Ckl(1) C (i) t:K (i2) Ckl(i)N

where

ik = i + kl_(Pk2 Pk ) (8)I
and
N is chusen such that

io : iN = i + ND(Pk - Ik )
L I

i - i

N = _o_.......... (9)

OIPkz )- Pkl
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For definiteness

Choose i° = 1024, Pk2 - Pkl

i. Proof That c}N(i): RCE(i)_: (with ko --kI)

Using eq. (4), QN(i) callb_ written as

Ckl(i) Ik1(iI) Ik1(i_): Ikl(iN)

But, since

ik i + kD( - )
= Pk2 PkI

= - + - - Pk ) : ik D_Pk2 )ik+I i + kD(Pk2 Pkl) D(Pk2 I - Pkl

Then accerding to (5)

(ik - io)
i k)- - ( - Pk)

C)kl D Pkl o

and

Ok2(ik+1) _ (ik - io) ik - i
_ ( ) (p _p )_ o _ )
D + Pk2 Pkl k2 ko D (Pkl Pko

Hence,

(ik) = ,_ (ik+I)
_kI k2

That is,channel ik (position kI) is in the same spatial position as

channel ik+I (position k2).

This means that

Ik1(ik) = Ikz(ik+1)

and eq. (I0) can l_ewrllte, a;_

Ck1(i) i Ik1(iN)
(?(i) --

Ck (io) Ik(i I) 11
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But channel 1, (position k2) is in th,," salinespatial location as channel i
(position kl); also iN = i° by definition of N.

Hence

Ckl(i) Ikl(io)

!"

and since kI = k° _.

Ckl( (io)i) Iko

-2QN(i) : Ck o-) i (-i) = RCE(i) O.E.D.

2. To Get Exact Values Fron!_E..xp_e_-_iment ;

To get exact values For all i, N must be an integer for all i _,

i
o -.i

)
Pk2-Pkl

This would be true only if D(Pk2-Pk ) -:I.I

That is, the two table positions are separated by I channel width
(_,8.5 arcseconds).

Then N = io i = 1024- i
o

(Note that RCE(I024) is not needed since it ]s alread known - RCE(I024) = 1)

3. To Get Approximate Values Erom_.E__perim(:nt

Let iNIrepresent the closest ilteger to the value N

hen

Since i N - 1024, there is also a ma×imum value for N so that

i N = i + N[)(Pk,_ - Pk ) 1024.,- 1

It is easily seen that the approximate valu_,_ obtained with this method
re based on the assumption that the flux _s constant over k channels where

k -"_ D(Pk2 - Pk )"1
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ABSTRACT

The timedependentconcentrationand temperatureprofilesof a
finitelayerof a binarymixtureis investigatedduringsolidification.
The coupledtimedependentStefanproblemis solvednumericallyusing
an implicitfinitedifferencingalgorithmwith the methodof lines.
Specifically,the temporaloperatoris approximatedvia an implicit
finitedifferenceoperatorresultingin a coupledset of ordinary
differentialequationsfor the spatialdistributionof the tempp_ature
and concentrationfor each time step. Sincethe re_u!t,_gdifferential
equationsset forma boundaryvalue problemwith matchingconditionsat
an unknownspatialpoint,the methodof invariantimbeddingis usedfor
its solution.
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NOMENCLATURE

SymboI Definition

Latin Symbols

C Concentration

d Initial depth of melt

D Mass diffusivity

l Latent heat of fusion

h Partition coefficient

Q Heat transfer rate

S Liquid - solid interface position

t Time

T Temperature

T Solidificationtemperature at zero concentrationo

x Spatial direction

Greek

p Density

Thermal diffusivity

Subscripts

l Liquid state

s Solid state
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INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest has been generated recently in the
possibility of producing new materails in the reduced gravity
environment provided during the forthcoming missions of spacelab.
The range of possibilitiesextend from producing large crystals
of uniform properties to manufacturing materials with unique
properties. Most of these processes involve the solidification
of materials from the liquid state. Convective motion within
the liquid during solidificationcan influence the local material
composition and the shape of the solid-liquid interface which may
result in solids with non-uniform propertiesand crystal defects.
The microgravity environment of Spacelab is being viewed as one
in which the boyancy forces are eliminated so that convection
driven by thermal gradients will not occur. It is hoped that this
will lead to an improved solidification process. However,
convection may occur in other reasons and whether convection is
negligible or not during solidificationconstitutes a vital question
bearing on the value of future material processing in low gravity
env'_ronment. Little informationexists presently on convections
during solidification under such circumstances.

The work reported here constitutes the first step in a complex
analytical investigationconcerning the onset of convective motion
in the liquid due to surface tension forces during the solidification
of a finite thickness slab of a binary fluid. The onset of convection
will be determined through a stability analysis. Stability
analyses usually require the determinationof a basic state whose
stability is being studied. The rest of this report will deal with
the definition of such a basic state.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The stability analysis to be performed requires the complete
description of the temperature and concentration fields together
with the speed and position of the solid-liquid interface during
the solidification process. Although the equations describing
these fields are linear (the diffusion equations) the problem is
greatly complicated by the fact that the position of the solid
liquid interface is unknown, making the total problem much more
difficult. The complexity is increased further here by the fact
that the solidificationtemperature is dependent on the con-
centration which is also a variable in this problem. Thus it
can be seen that the total problem is complex and highly transient
making a closed form solution for the complete problem almost
impossible. Boley [l] has outlined an algorithim for obtaining
a closed form solution for the problem at hand but for short times
only making his technique not very useful for the present application.
Thus a numerical method of solution is chosen whinh is outlined
below.
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Before getting into the numerical details of the solution,
the mathematical model for the problem is first outlined. Consider
a layer of binary fluid which is infinite in the horizontal extent
but of a finite depth d. Initially the liquid is at a uniform
temperatureand concentrationwith the appropriate boundary con-
ditions on the top and bottom boundaries of the fluid. A sketch
of the model is shown in Fig, I.

At any time during the solidification process the temperature
and concentration fields in both the solid and the liquid are
generated by the following equations

_X" :#x,_ (la)

= (lc)
I 1I.

In the above equations the densities of both the liquid and solid were
taken to be the same which is a constantp.

To completely describe the field vamables initial and boundary
conditions must to be specified as well as the solid-liquid interface
conditions. For initial conditions it will be assumed that the temp.
of the lower liquid surface (at x = O) has just reached the solidification

temperature, Tmt(to) for the initial uniform concentrations of the liquid.
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The temperaturedistributionin the liquidwillbe linearwith a
maximumat the upper surfaceand the initialconcentrationin the

liquid,C*l_will be taken to be uniformthroughoutthe llquid,
The boundar_conditionsat all timet_toare given by:

_r,(o,t): _ _o(,}
5_" _- (2)

$

_)C____(or) = o
_x w

at the lowersurfaceand by

-_°
k( (3)

)_c,(_,+) ._ 0
_)xf

at the uppersurface. The conditionsat the solid-liquidinterface,
s(t)are givenby:

m •

C,(s',t"_ = _ Ce(s',,") (s)
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Condition (4) shows that the solidification temperature T * is a
function of the concentrationwhich may be obtained from mthe eutectic
phase diagram of the specific materials in question. However,
to simplify the analysis the functional dependence will be taken
to be linear and of the following form

where m is the slope in the phase diagram and is taken to be a constant.
At this point it is desirable to nondimensionalizethe variables

of the probl_,,described above. The initial depth of the liquid, d,

will be used for the length scale and sir_e the problem is mainly
diffusion dominated, the diffusion time d_/< will be used for the
time scale. The original uniform liquid concentratio_ C* , will be
used for the concentration scale and the difference ' lo between
h *t e solidificationtemperature at zero concentration To, and the
solidificationtemp. of the initial concentration Tm* (t^) will be
used for the temperature scale. Thus, the folloiwn_ nond_mensiopal
variable will be used in the problem.
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x = x'/d s = _'/d

(9)

C: e-"/' C7_

/ = 7"' --" )"- - I,, I_'_

_'- T.'(+o)

Upon substitutingthe above definitionintothe problemand the
boundaryconditionwe obtain

D £ _X z (lOa)

<)-e _x-x'-

with the boundaryconditionsgivenby:
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___.T_= - L

_" "t (12)
X=. I

)x

The interface conditions are given by

_'s,_1 = _ _.stl = i-,,4 tics,,) (13)

c, f5,*) = k C_(s,(') (14)
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The nondimensionalizatlonsprocess adopted above results in
several nondimensionalnumbers which are defined as folluws:

METHOD OF SOLUTION

In order to obtain a full description of the basic state, the
problem defined by equations (lO) and conditions (ll)-(16) need to
be solved for some realistic initial conditions. Although the
differential equations goverping the problem are linear, the boundary
conditions through the latert heat terms inti_duce strong nonlinearities
and complicates the solution considerably. The problem is further
complicated in that the position of the solid-liquid interface is not
known a priori and need to be determined in the process of solving
the problem at each instant in tin_.. There exists in the literature
a closed form solution when the domain in the x-direction is infinite

(see Carslaw and Jaeger[Z]). Also, there is a solution to the problem
when the domain is finite, but the depth of the liquid is constant for
all times (Antar et al [3]). Recently, Boley [l] has outlined a closed
form solution to the problem which is valid ovily(or short times. ,hus
it seems that if a uniformly valid solution for all times is needed and
without any of the restrictions discussed above, then the only recourse
is to obtain the solution through numerical means.

It is clear, since this probl_n is important in many engineering
applications, that a great deal ui analytical and numerical techniques
have been developed for its solution (see for instance the books of
Ockendon and Hodgkins [4] and Wilson, Solomon and Bogs [5] for an up
to date review of these techniques). Thus there exists in the literature
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a large number of numerical techniques for solving this problem
which broadly fall into the two catagories finite difference and
finite elements approximations. For an interesting review of the
numerical techniques used in this area lee the article by Fox [6].
The method which is used in the presen_ application is that due
to Meyer [7].

The method of Meyer [7] may be summarized as follows: first
descretise the time operator through an implicit finite difference
approximction. This will then yield a set of ore ,arydifferential
equations at any time level n, which form a boundary value problem
Since there are interface conditions which have to be satisfied at

the location of the interface F_eyerused the invariant imbedding
method to so]ve she problem, Note that Meyer applied this technique
to solve only the temperature field, w_ile in this report we will
i11ustrate how his t_.chniquemay be extended to solve for both the

,_ temperature and concentration fields. The details of the method
are given below.

Let N>O be an integer and define a time step At = T/N. If an

etc.denotes ai(hAt,x), etc. for n = O,...., N, then an implicit '
one level approximation of the equations given in (10) may be
written as

t _I _._
d Ts _ = - ', (17a)

- = _ ---.C$ _17b)
t t Pibt '
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The boundary conditiens will become

while the interface conditions are expressed by

cC(s'_: _ Ct cs_I (ZOb)
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First we split the second order operators in (17) into two first
order differential equations in the following form

n Then, since theand similar operator splitting for T_ and Cl,
boundary conditions (18) and (19) ar_ given in a derivative form
(Neumann conditions), we choose the solution vn and wn such that
the equations
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n n n n Zn n
and similar solution for v1 and w hold. Y , X , and are
solutions to the following initial Ivalueproblems s s rs

1_ - _ (25) _

d_ Os_t (26) -

X, (o)= o

dry" X,n "- ,=- - _ C'-s (28)

[I n

Similar initial value problems for TI and C_ are produced where
the initial conditions are applied "at x ='1.

J
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• n Tn n n
Assuming sn is known we then flnd T., , C. and _ by

integrating the following initial value _rob_emslfor s

Tn Tn Cn r n .n
The complete solutions {.i, s' i, _s' b ' C (sn)} for n = I,

...,N is advanced frqm time l_vel to time level i_ the following

manner. Assume {T n'l Tn-l Cn-I n-I sn-I (sn-l
ns _ I_ " s n' C1 ' ' C1 )} are given,

we then compute Vs, Vl, ws and wl according to (23) and (24). Sub-
stitution of vn n _ r

s' v1' Ws an'_wl inco the interfaceconditions (20)
resulting
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If there exist two roots sn and Cn for_)V( ,£ md(_n : O, then sn isthe desired interface position an_ CV sr is th6 desired interface
• n n n n may be cemputed as described above.concentratlon and Ts, Tl , Cs and Cl

To implement the algorithm outlined above, a numerical code was
written and verified with the following specifications: All of the
initial value problems were integrated using a 7-(8) Runge-Kutta
Fehlberg [8] integration. Due to the massive bookkeeping problems
only equal steps were used for the integrations. All of the
interpolations were done using linear interpolation, although the

program was written wi_h ancubic spline interpolation capabilities.
The roots for s" and Ci' (s) were found through a Newton-Raphson
interative technique.
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FIGURE1

A sketchof the model used.
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ASSESSMENT OF MSFC'S SUPERVISORY _i
TRAINING PROGRAMS AND COURSES ,.

BY ,_

Thomas A. Brindley, Ph.D. i
Associate Professor of Education

The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

This task is to review all the significant courses and special programs for
the training of supervisors at MSFC to determine the adequacy of the present
MSFC Supervisory Training Program and to recommend changes, if appropriate.
This entails a review and analysis of the content_ procedures, and student
evaluations of the Basic Required Office of Personnel Management (OPM) gO
hours training for sjupervisors, the Optional 120 hours, the MSFC Management
Development Program (MDP), NASA's Management Ed :cation Program (MEP),
various OPM and special contract programs, pertiner, t procedural guidelines,
,egulations, and letters, as well as various MSFC computer reports which
indicate who took what training. Various interviews with MSFC personnel
involved in training supplement this review.

The research indicates the preferred types of training believed necessary
to benefit the .';upervisor as student, as professional, and as manager, and to
benefit the NASA/MSFC. Conclusions of this study are that changes should be
made in the existing programs and courses offered for supervisors and that a
more extensive concept of development be implemented. Recommendations are:
(1) that the choice of courses selected for the Basic Required OPM 80 hours be
improved; (2) that the optional 120 hours be discontinued and a shorter module be
developed dealing with managerial decision making and human relations skills;
(3) that the MDP and MEP be continued as at present; and (4) that a broad array
of developmental strategies be incorporated to provide a variety of opportunities
for supervisor y improvement.
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1NT" ODUCTION

x

The task assigned to me this summer was te conduct an in-depth study and
asse&sment of the training programs and courses for supervisors at the Marshall
Space Flight Center (M_FC). The purpose was to review all the significant
courses and special progr]ms designed for the training of supervisors to
determine the adequacy of the present MSFC Supervisory Training Program and
to recommend changes, if appropriate. The findings and recommendations of
this study should indicate the preferred type of training and development
believed necessary to benefit the supervisor as student, as professional, and as a
manager, and to benefit the NASA-MSFC organization and mission.

Materials reviewed include the curricular content and procedures of
courses offered at MSFC, student evaluations of courses and programs, training
plans, course catalogs, in-house reports, directives, and computer printouts of
who took what training. Specifically, an intensive review was made of the NASA
Management Education Plan (MEP), the MSFC Management Development
Program (MDP), the Basic OPM rcquired 80 hours training for supervisors, the
Optional 120 hours additional training, and special contract programs, such as
Stiriing Institute and Harbridge House. Various interviews with MSFC personnel
involved in training supplement this review.

BACKGROUND

A Ce _er directive was sent out by the Associate Director on
February 17_ 977, which (l) called for the ident_;;_ation of specific training
needs of Center supervisors, and (2) structured a training plan for each
superv_ - This directive stated that all supervisors complete the _,0 hours
required by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM). it suggested that
supervisors receive another 120 hours on an optional basis to be determined by
the supervisor to receive instruction and his/her own supervisor, "at the
discretion of the directorate head o_ program manager."

The content of the mandatory Civil Service Commission (now OPM) 80
hours was arranged in two "modules," d _ling with required and suggested topics
which are stated in the Federal Personnel Manual (_10-A-l; Appendix A,
Supervisory Training; September g, 197_). The MsFc" Training Center utiliz,'l
basic courses which the Civil Service Commission (OPM) had designed specifi-
cally to meet the requirements of the general topics. Module One dealt with a
general supervisory orientation, 16 hours, which described the overall NASA and
MSFC missions, which explained the various support services and personnel
practices common to all supervisors (such as performance appraisal and pay
management), and _vhich indicated the neces.sary safety and health requirements.
irvited representatives from various support services and offices spoke to the
group about their respective ar_3s. Module Two dealt with General Management
theory and practlce, divided into t_J main categories: "Basic Supervision and
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Management," 40 hours, including concep's o[ organization, communication
processes, human relations, and learning-motivation; _nd, "Problem Solving," 24
hours, including analysis of problems and decision t akmg.

The 120 optional hours were arranged into four modules. The first, Module
Three, called Resource Management, 24 hours, dealt with costs, manpo_ver
utilization, paperwork handling, and computer support. The next, Module Four,
40 hours, dealt with procurement, contracts, legal and patent matters, and
technology utilizati._n in space sciences and engineering. Module Five, titled
"Building Relationships," t+0 hours, grouped the psyci_ological concerns of human
relations ,_ith some rather programmatic aspects of labor relations, grievance,
and public af[airs. Modul.e Six, called "Plant Management," 16 hours, dealt with
[acilities, equipment, civil emergencies, and security. These optioaal
courses--Modules Three through Six -- were, for the most part, "in-house"
I_4SFCcourses, which were taught by local MSFC personnel. The idea was to use
in-house expertise, except in certair, instances, such as the use of Harbridge
House or other contractors in special management and human relations courses.

A cursory glance at the content of these optional modules indicates that
they deal with the nuts and bolts, the programs and procedures, of the ongoing
daily affairs of the Marshall Center and with expected NASA _perations. Even
begir_ing supervisors who have been with NASA on-the-line for some time have
a fairly thorough acquaintanceship with the various technologies utilized at
NASA, with various facilities, with security, and with the public image of NASA.
They may not know the details on how to handie personnel procedures and the
decision-,naking involved in procurement, in contracts, and in the manageme_t
of prol_.rty and vehicles, but they certainly have been involved in these
procedures and decisions as a regular employee. Thus, the obvious question
emerges whether an old-line supervisor, or even a beginning o_e, needs to tak_
courses which describe many procedt'res and pregrarns that are common to
Center operations. Are such information-giving courses necessary? Or clu they
supply inlormation that is a',ready known? Only the human relations aspects deal
with the basic attitudinal problem of the engineer-scientist turned supervisor,
and that is budget_l only '.6 hours of the total 120 hours option.

The February 1977 directive provides a means to select courses to be taken
and a means to record their completion. When an individual is appointed as a
supervisor, the Personnel Office ._no: out a "Supervisory Training Plan' for
completion by the individual's superior. The superior and the subordinate
supervisor sit down together to discuss possibl_. _reas of need. Choices can be
obtained by reYerring to the MSFC Training Course Catalog. C_urses to be taken
are suggested. These plans are submitted and cat,.gorized by the Personnel
Development Division. Thus, a record of tl_ training n_eds of each supervisor is
developed, and a compilation of the courses projecced for the coming year is
drawn up. The courses deemed approprla.e within budgetary and policy
considerations are c,_mmited and scheduled. Supervi_rs are encouraged to
participate.

Most supervisors u_derstand the training ne_ds o! their subordinates in
accord _v:th the needs of their own organization. The Personnel Development
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Division provides information beyond the catalog descriptions. _,'n_t sometin._s
happens is that the higher level super¢isors open the door to the SUl_,..rvisors _o
pick and choose the courses they would like to take without providin_ direction
or consultation whuther the courses selected were in the best in_erest_ of the

Center, of importance to the job, and really helpful to the person requesting the ,,
course. Sometimes, it has been reported, counselor_ and Employee Developme4t
3pecialists (EDS) get calls such as, "rye got to come up with some craining_ can
you recommend some courses to take?" Most often these requests are for
needed information, but occasionally it appears the supervisor is merely fishinz.
to fill in a form.

Since the 200-h,_ur MSIC Supervisory Training Program was started in
1777, 229 courses have been conducted through May 31, 1981, with 3313 instances !
of training. (An instance "_ one person enrolled in a class, l"hus, a class of 20
equals 20 instances, _'hereas one person who attends three different classes
equals three instances of training.) There have been 181 supervisors who have
received the 2/_..hour Basic Supervision Course, and 30_ have taken the 40-hour
Problem Solving Course. The remaining participation was in various coursr.s
which make up the optional portion of the program

There have been problems with scheduling courses, with atter, dan__e, and
with compliance to the 1977 request for training. At first, certain directors ._f
the laboratories supported the request by iss_Jing firm orders to compl) Eiut as
some complaint- were heard from the labs, the directors began to hack off ant; ir_
effect allowed t;_e lab supe,visors to take a lackadaisical approach cegardinE'
attendance. Apparently there were some real complaints that demanded
correction. First, some of the computer printouts, which were to ident_,fy
background, previous training, and course needs, _vere in error. Courses we-e
listed as required in some case," that were not :_.cess4ry. /s few olJ l_r?
supervisors were asked t_ attend Basic Supervision, even though OPM guidelir, e._
clearly state that if a supe.'visor has not taken the basic :_quired 80 hours after
having been a supervisor _ol two or more years, hc is not required to do st,.
Jome old line supervisors who had been managing fer l0 to 2D ),ears felt tilat the
courses did not apply to them, that they were redundant, unnecessary, a waste of
time, a_d even a_ insult to their expertise. Some new super'visors became
immediately so deeply involved in their projects that the,, felt they could no_
break away from tlleir work. In the t_,o year period of CY-78 and CY-7_, 67
employees became new supervisors. Due to various scheduling problems, 17 of
these had not yet received the Supervisory Orie:_tation, |6 t.ad lot received the
Basic Supervision Course, and 20 had not received the coL'-se in Frob, ,m Solving,
as of February 19, [981.

Some remarks from various attendees of course_ m=ght l._dicate the nature
of .;',e content and how they were taug_ Some comments were: "too mL,ch
overlap of one course in _'_p_r_ision with another," "too m_ch repet_r!on,"
"boring, elementary mater;_l, '' "three days is too long for what could be taught in
a half day," "materials irrelevant to my job," "what I reglly _ed isn't offered,"
"a lousy instructor," '_<nows his field but didn't get it _cross, '° and "some o! the
people _ttending were just getting out o" work."
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Apart from the cccasional displeasure expressed, the evaluations show that
most all courses received high praise, were deemed important to the recipient,
and were well worth the money that NASA spent to sponsor _hem. Consistently,
the evaluations show 9096 support or better, except in a few courses. The
Training Branch employees have a keen understanding of which courses and
which instructors are beneficial and worthwhile. They have been very careful to
:elect the best courses and request the best instructors.

A basic problem in the training of professionals who later become
supervisors and managers resides at the outset in the selection of supervisors.
There is a fundamental difference in outlook of the usual engineer-scientist-
turned ma _ager. Oftentimes an engineer or scientist is oriented, probably in
his/her iniJ_l education, probably by the nature of his profession, and perhaps by
:he very r ._nner in which the person thinks, toward the resolution of problems
dealing _ltn abstractions or of things or of systems. Yet, being a manager or a

pervisor requires a person skilled in the understanding of people and able to
deal with them. When an engineer or scientist becomes a manager or supervisor
there are sometimes inherent difficulties in adjustment.

Also, there is a basic question whether professional artisans can indeed be
remade or educated into successful and respected managers and supervisors.
Yet, the overall answer to this is that managemcat as an art and science can be
offered to managers in such a way that the intell;ge_t student will grasp the
meaning of the content and will be able to transpose this understanding into
better practical supervisory approaches. There is also an underlying feeling, "
pervasive among modern employees, that the supervisor must learn to deal well
and fairly with employees or the entire organization will suffer. The MSFC
Center view supports the concept that training and development are vitally
important to the organization. This view was expressed casually by the Center
Director that supervisors9 in crossing the great divide from being a technician
and highly skilled professional to becoming a manager, must learn to succeed in _"
their new roles, otherwise they will nct be effective. Training and development
can facilitate that crossing over the great divide.

Special supervisory training programs have been devised for selected
managers. These high impact programs reach about sixty supervisors a year,
only a fraction of the approximate 700 supervisors at MSFC. The nagging
question is whether the Center can accept a policy that provides high level
professional management training for about ten percent of the number of
supervisors per year and that maintains an optional, open-ended training beyond
the Basic OPM gO hours.
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The Management Education Program (MEP) is designed for mid-level
managers from field centers and Headquarters located in the training facilities
at Wallops, Virgima. It is a two-week, live-in program composed of interection
sessions with spec,alists in administrative science, and with top NASA managers.
The content focuses upon the examination and improvement of managerial skills
and practices, an examination of the roles of a NASA manager in a changing
organizational and national environment, and an understanding of NASA as a
system. MSFC sends three participants a term, or *welve a year.

Evaluations and participant responses indicate that the MEP program is
extraordinarily beneficial and well received. Respondents indicate that they
l_ained in learning; to improve their managerial skills, that they learned more
about themselves and their role as a manager, that they acquired more
understanding of the missions, policies, functions, and procedures of NASA as a
whole and tl-,eir own p_Irt in NASA, and that they were stimulated by new ideas.
They were particularly pleased with the opportunity to meet top NASA leaders
and to discuss major problems and philosophies with them. Nearly all partici-
pants welcomed the opportunity to examine and improve _heir own leadership
styles and the impact they have in dealing with others. Ir_ conclusion, the MEP
serves as a m_del for development courses and programs, as it is presently
structured.

It was upon this Agency model that the MSFC Personnel Office designed ._
_:enter-wide prod, ram, called the Management Development Program (MDP).
]'hls is a one-week, live-in program for branch level supervisors and managers
which is held away [rom the Center at a selected location and consists of
t,venty-four selected supervisors. The program is built around (1) the selected
topics presented by three manal_ement consultants (contracted by the Alabama
A&M tlniversity in cooperation with the Executive Development Program of
Pennsylvania State l.lniversity); and, (2) presentations and discussions of top
MSFC management officials, including the Director and associate directors.
There have been two MDP week long sessions, one held at Wheeler Slate Park
and the other at Guntersville State Park.

Participants unanimously were extremely pleased with both _,.orkshop
c,_nlerences and said thud they we[e well worth their time away from their
regular assignments. They reported that the individual presenters from the
MSI:C Dir_'ctorate were well prepared and willing to share their own ideas with
them. The parti_Jpants welcomed the informality o[ the wnrkshops and the
_-ooperative openness and [rankness of the top level managers. They reported
theft the three a(ademlctan.., presented a variety of relevant, practical, and
informative materials whi_'h delved into aspects of self-inquiry, motivation,
human relations, intera_-lion te_-hniques, and participative mana_,ement. In
summary, live mare obie_tives were accomplished. One, the participants learned
the views and philosophies _f top level MSFC management. Two, they began to
see their own individual styles, a_*tions, and values in relation with others ar'd
with the NA._A or_anizatlon. Three, they learned ways which p.dght improve
their quahty o{ h'adership in sell-perspective. Four, they learned ways in which
the indivldual superws,_r might better deal with subordin._tes in helpful,
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supportive, and positive ways. And five, they were inspired to build better team
spirit, morale, and pride in MSFC-NASA. The successes of both MDP t

conferences are similar to the successof the MEP programs atWallops. F

Apparently a new direction in the training and development of supervisors !i

is being considered. The new approach seems to be a general, holistic, I
multi-faceted one that, while suggesting a well grounded initial preparation,
provides a continuing developmental scheme. The growth of an individual's i_
performance, efficiency, and productivity is perceived dynamically as an on-
going affair, changing with situations, and priorities, and influenced by the needs
ol the organization. This dynamic approach is discussed in a recently published !_
OPM letter (FPM Letter _ll-l, dated 3une 4, 19gl) titled Supervisory Develop- i
ment. The title alone indicates that the betterment of supervisors is conceived I_
to be more extensive and inclusive than just formal training, that is, beyond the
classroom. In fact, the letter indicates that the Basic OPM 80 hours will no !i

longer be required, i:

Development is conceived to be based upon proper planning to meet
individual, group, and organizational needs. The interaction and sharing between
the supervisor and his/her immediate manager leads to a needs assessmentbased
upon previous information about the supervisory position and about the selected
individual, upon the competencies needed to perform the supervisory functions,
and selected problems arising in day-to-day operations out of which selected
needs are identified. The outcome of the developmental approach is that each
supervisor's further gro_.,thcan be directed and planned on an individual basis.

The assessed needs of a particular supervisor are met by a variety of
strategies. Along with formal training through various courses, modules,
workshops, conferences, and programs, there are other important methods. One
is the mentor relationship whereby a new supervisor ;eceives guidance and I
advice from a more experienced agency management team member who is not
the supervisor's immediate supervisor. Another strategy is continued coaching in
the development of skills by immediate supervisors. Rotational assignments,
another strategem, broaden the perspective ._ndprovide a wider knowledge base
while indicating the interrelationships and function of other units. Still another
strateRy is to assign the supervisor a special project which provides opportunities
to broaden skills and knowledge apart from normal duties.
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FINDINGS

1. At the beginning of the supervisory training spectrum, 80 hours are required
by OPM. These Basic gO hours have been, for all practical purposes, completed
by nearly all new and long-term supervisors at MSFC. The courses are standard,
obligatory, and _ll taught. Student evaluations show they are worth NASA's
money and are appreciated by the students. He' ,ever, the new FPM Letter # I 1-1
does not state a requirement of 80 hours course_ _rk for beginning supervisors.

2. The MDP, first conducted in November, 1950, and again in May, lggl,
has been well received, it is an excellent program for selected mid-management
supervisors. The cost of each session is about $17,000, well worth spending for
the Center. Each session reaches 2# people.

3. NASA Headquarxers is considering contracting with Stirling Institute for
a special management training program which can be utilized by each center and
can train large numbers at a thne. It contains various modules which can be
arranged according to need. Parts o( it can be taught by a center's own
personnel who would be trained specifically.

t_. The Optional 120 hours are taught primarily hy MSFC Center personnel
and consist mainly o( modules dealing with Center activities and Center support
services (such as Procurement). They are not mandatory for supervisors.
Attendance is optional and determined on a case-by-case basis. When taken in
addition to the Basi_" OPM S0 hours, they provide a total training program of 200
hours.

a. There are mixed feelings and reactions about the continuing need
of these 120 Optional hours.

b. A number of people whom ! have talked with in this research has
suggested that changes shou!d be made in this area.

c. in some areas, there has been less than enthusiastic' compliance by
supervisors and next level supervisors in the completion of these optional hours.

d. The curricL,lum of these 120 hours is directed to inform

supervisors about the details of activities and services at the Cent_'r, but the
reaction by some supervisors, according to verbal reports and student evalua-
tions° has been tt_at the courses are repetitive, boring, unimportant, and not
necessary. On the other hand, some comments and the of(iclal student
evaluations reflect general high level course performance and praise.

e. There are problems of no_-compliance by supervisors in fuliilling
the guidelines o| the training program: a problem of some supervisors cancelling
course registration at the last moment and (ailing to attend; a problem o!
getting an organization to meet its quota or a commitm¢.nt for a particular class;
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problems of parlial attendance a! class meetinlts; and, i)robh'ms of determininll
which courses mq4ht or init_ht not bt, appropriate. .&ll the_e problems are fully
known and understood by the educational s_eciahsts in the ]'r,linin K l_anch and
by the ,'o_lnselors hi the Development 13ranch ot the Personnel t'_lfice and by
Center man_&ernent.

{. Some dissatisfaction with the .°4_pervisory Training Program in
genera|j but particularly with the Optional 120 hours, seems to have arisen _._
because o; a few errors in _m occasiona! record of the assignment of courses and
in recording past education, training,and experience. Some of these errors in ,

recording early trainingexperiences and in assigning¢-oursesto be taken by a

supervisorwl_'_already tool<a comparable course may have had to do with the

changeover (reinmanual to a computer system some years ago.

g. Ascertaining what an ideal trainin R program ought to be is
sometimes difficult for an organization as diverse and talented as N._SA/MSFC.
The state-el-the-art of management sciences, whlch chan_es with the demands
o:[ _ }amic organizations and with the times, is difficult enough even for the
academicians in the management profession. Certain questions arise,

I. l_yond the basics, should a wide variety of course cholces
be permitted, or-should one learn more in depth the scientiflc and engineerin R
specialities of one's own particular lab or basic work'?

2. What kinds of tr,=ining are absolutely essential for managers
and supervisors _t MSFC? What kinds are peripheral? I_ they need work and
new ideas in management/supervisory principles and pr;_ctices, in problem
solving, in human relations, in technical skills? Be they need interaction
sessions?

3. Do top managers at MSI:I," have time to sit down informally
with these super_sors to share experiences and to reslate purposes as a part of
their training?

h. The overall spectrum or continuum of supervisor training has room
for alternative choices and can be revised without disruptin_,_ other Ce_ter
functions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

My interpretations ol the findings lead to the following recommendations:

I. Although the P,asic OPM 80 hours are no longer required by OPM, ,,
according to FPM Letter #11-1, it is advised that the Center retain this
requirement. The most streamlined, most e{ticient, most diverse, and most
dynamic courses must be chosen for these Basic OPM SO hours.

a. The present Module I should be kept intact, because it introduces
the total MSFC Center concept to the new supervisor.

b, The general purpose of Module 2 (to cover General Management)
should be kept, but the most beneticial and meaninglul courses should be
selected and they should be sequential and developmental in [ormat. That is, the
beginning managerial course should lead into the next, and [ollow upward
thereon -- going from A to B to C to D, not A to Z to M to B.

2. The MSFC Management Development Program (MDP) must be continued
and ot{ered at least twice a year. It is nearly l_r[ect. (Guntersville State Park
is the prelerred place.)

_I. The NASA Management Education Program (MEP) should be utilized
continuously as it has been in the past. It too is nearly perlect.

_. However, the Optional 120 hours o{ the 200 hour supervisor training
program should be reworked entirely and changed to include the following points.

a. The 120 hours should not be ollicially required.

b. Supervisors and their superiors should continue to discuss together
the training needs o{ each person. Course and program needs surveys should be
utilized following similar pr_.'edures as presently used.

c. A mid-level option or module should be created between the OPM
Ikislt" $0 hours and the MDP level.

.."

I_. This option should imitate the c_ntent and iormat ol the
MDP or MEP.

2. Because ol cost, it should be a lorry-hour "day-in" at the
MSFC Training t_enter or at I.IAH or A&M, or at a hotel such as Huntsville
Hdton. (A live day conlerence at the Hilton might cost minimally $(_2s, while
prelerred arrangements might cost $2000).

_I. Varlous existing package programs might be the most
suitable for this mid-level. Among these are=
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a, Stirling Institute.

b. Middle Management Instltute of OPM.

c. Alabama A&M Executive _evelopment Program.

d. A MSFC-NASA built program consisting of selected
• courses hired in, using Training Branch facilities.

:5. I have no specific recommendation l_r supervisory trainin& beyond the
MEP, except [or several considerations. _L

a, A type of training most beneficial to senior-level management
would be block time discussion periods with MSFC directors -- "rap session:;"
dealing with general wide-ranging NASA probl, ems and national policy. Select t.'d
guest speakers_ at the level of international and national concern, could be
invited to serve as a catalyst for discussion.

b. Other senior level training would have to be coordinated_ it seems
to me, out of NASA Headquarters.

6. Evaluations and reporting.

a. A more subjective and extensive course evaluation form shc,uld be
used [or all MSFC courses, whether sponsored by OPM or not. They should be
anonymous -- no name o£ student required or requested. They should adapt the
forms used in the MDP program as appropriate. They should allow enough dine
at the end of each session to write a lengthy explanatory critique of instructor
and content. These should be reviewed and tallied thoroughly by the instructor
and by a training specialist and kept for several years on file. They wou_d be
used to document the adequacy of the course content, the receptivity of the
students, and whether changes are needed, etc.

b. The need for training should include consideration of a supervisor's
previous education and experience.

c. The records should clearly indicate courses at all levels so that
there is never any omission or request to take somethin_ that has already been
completed.

7. Subjective considerations in the building of courses are very important
to the further development o! supervisors. Among these considerations are"

a. Provide opportunities for supervisors to meet informally with top
NASA directors and top MSFC management -- "rap sessions" -- as is being :
achieved currently in MDP and MEP.

b. Get "think tanks" going where supervisors of different areas and
ollices meet to share ideas. This will provide a "synergistic effect." (The
outcome will be greater than the sum of its parts.) Base these groups on the
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cadre, core, cell idea of six to ten supervisors who meet together inf;equently or
regularly.

c. Build "networks" across disciplines and areas.

1. This should build team spir=t and morale -- an "esprit de
corps."

2__.This provides a non-threatening environment or a sounding
board for a manager who might discover problems are similarly shared by others
in other areas and who has a chance to discuss matters aw.__a_zfrom direct
responsibility.

3. This exposes participants to ways and means of dealing

effectively with mutual problems and to find ways to build better interpersonal :._
rel;ltionships. .

g. Following the suggested guidelines of FPM Letter 411-1, the Personnel
Development Division of the MSFC Personnel Office might devise and implement
a comprehensive supervisory develop..'nent plan. This plan might include a
variety of developmental strategies (as dmcussed in this Final Report, page 6).

9. A Center-wide Training Advisory Committee should be formed, meet
quarterly, act in an advisory manner, and make recommendations about the
entire Supervisory Training Program -- its purposes, its intent, its method of
compliance, its curricula, and its relationships to MSFC Center and NASA
activities. Membership on the committee might include directorate heads,
program/project heads, and other key Center officials.

Because supervisorsare deeply involved in their own projects and organiza-
tion, training is often perceived as a luxury. But it can become a necessity if it
is truly educative and helpful to the person as an individual, to the person as
supervisor/manager, and to the MSFC. Directors and supervisors and all
employees should be involved in the development and constant renewal of
curricula and instruction for supervisorsof all levels.
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DIGITAL COMPENSATION T_CHNIQUES FOR THE

EFFECTS OF THE LAG IN CLOSED LOOP SIMULATION USING
THE 6 DOF MOTION SYSTEM

BY

Richard C. Brown

Associate Professor of Matehmatics

University of Alabama
Tusezloosa, Alabama

ABSTRACT

In this study we continue efforts begun in [I}

to develop digital filter compensation schemes for
the correction of momentum gains observed in the

closed loop simulation of the docking of two

satellites uqing the 6 DOF motion system.

Several filters will be shown to work well for

small delays (< .lOOms) and a non-preloaded probe.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

In a previous report [I] we have investigated the employment of

the Link Six-Degree-of-Freedom (6 DOF) motion systeln in contact

dynamics simulation and proposed some compensation schemes to
lessen instability in the system caused by time delay. The

present paper is a continuation of this effort. Several

compensation techniques (old and new) will be presented and

intensively studied. First, however, we review the operation of

the 6 DOF uystem and restate the underlying problem whose
correction is the aim of this paper.

A docking probe assembly is placed on the platform of the Link 6

DOF Motion System. This platform having 6 degrees of freedom can

perform any general motion (involving translations, pitches,

yaws, or rotations) within certain lilnits of travel. Above the

probe is a fixed target. The system softuare simulates initial

conditions such as velocities, accelerations and rotations prior

to docking, as well as effects due to orbital mechanics. When
the probe is in contact with the target sensors placed in the

target record the forces and torques encountered by the probe.

In the closed-loop simulation mode, these forces and torques are

used in a feed-back loop to control the motion of the probe

itself. Essentially two integrations are performed to give

velocity and position functions of the probe relative to the
target. The position function is converted into commands to

change the lengths of the six legs supporting the platform.

These commands are then executed by hydraulic actuators in the

legs causing the probe to move. In theory, therefore, the probe

should behave as if it were freely responding to the forces

generated by contact with the target. Unfortunately, the actual
performance of the system does not quite conform to this model.

The presence of a time lag between the production of a force

signal and the execution of the leg length corresponding to it
(currently about 200as), causes an unstable response. To explain

how this can occur, we introduce a simplified block diagram

(fig. I) appropriate to simple vertical translation:
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V, p[o

_ 1

In the ._bove diaqlam h :_tand_ for the s_mpllnq Interval. It is

aa._umed that the d_.lay ia_ aome int(,q_al l_,ultlpl_, k of h fit)

is .qO111etlme depe1_de1_t ('otce, peLhap'_ ca_|;_'d by thl tl.nt,,t_. W_,
adopt the abbrrvtation;_ x(II): ,_ xtnh) v(t_l: ,_ v(nh/, etc. For
._impl_.city the delay ia lump_,d in the f,'t'db,_ck loop nlthol_,lh
each element in the :_y,atem contribut,,.,_ to no_l_e part of it.

It _s easy to see ttom fig. I how det,_y can cau:_,, at_ unstable
response. Suppose at t ime t-nh the probe ha,._ itl.'_t leached lt,n
maximum compresaton. The comptet_t_ton product'fl a |otce .'_i,lnal,
which i, int_qratc, d twice becoming a diaplacrmrnt co;umand xin).
In the ideal nltuation x(n) would be rxc, cuted in.ata1_taneou.,_Iy.
However, be:taut@ of the delay it is 1_,,t exect_t¢,d until kh .';t'_'oI_dn
late[' (at t- (n+k)h). In this interval the, probe rxrcutt,s the
commands x(n+l-k), x(n ,---, x(n,k--l-k). 'I'[=_.._, of course,

causes compreas_on beyond the theoteti,-al maximum nnfl in titan the
communlc_tion of ,_ddit(onal fo_ce to the ..W:_tem. The result ia

an apparent galn of momentum and energy. It the ayatem did not
cut off after tht, probe tt, a¢-hea ita teat perdition, the ptoces._
would bo tepeated causing a a,,qu,,1_c,, el oflciltat ionn of
incLeaalnq amplitude.
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We can express the general situation in a mathematical way as
follows:

The 6 DOF system is a device to solve the initial v_lue problem

'k - F(x,_,t)

Ilere X is a six dimensional state vector lone component for each

degree of freedom) and F is a vector vaiued function of t, X and
X. Because of the time delay_" the system actually solves the

retarded initial value problem.

"x = F(X(t-_), _<(t-_'),t)

(t (t)] j 02t2"r "

(Note that in this case the initial conditions have to be

prescribed on an interval rather than at a point.)

It is easy to find examples where the solutions of (2) are

unstable. If, for example, we restrict out ._ttention to vertical
translation and F(X,X,t)s _r_ x so that the probe is an ideal

spring, then it is known the solutions are oscillatory (at first

with a frequency close tos_,Dfbut of exponentially increasing
,unpl itude.

If F is known and the initial conditions are not too complicated,

it is not difficult to develop software simulating dynamic

interaction of the probe with the target. This option bypasses

the delay problem of closed-loop simul_.tion but at the price of
an over-simplification of the model. In actuality, F may be

either unknown or too complicated to model accurately. (In some

systems for docking mechanism can produce implulsive forces and

torques at unpredictable times.)

Also, the initial conditions can be variable and complicate_.

Hence, from an engineering standpoint, accurate closed-loop
:_imulatlon is desirable.

Since the del 7 can be reduced but not eliminated our task

requires the synthesis of a control which when applied to (2)

gives ,_omething nearly approximating the solution of (I).
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This problem falls outside of classical contzol theory. If F is

unknown, there is no apparent cost function t_ minimize or

concrete performance criterion to meet. In fact, a 1j.ttle

tl_ought shuws that if F i_ completely unkn_,wn tl_en the' pLul, lel, [s
unsolvable. (More will t,, s.lid on this issue lately). We follow

_ere a heuL'istic approach of extrapolat i,_n. _t t[,.n and

X(s) are available 0xs_t This suggests u:_ing _his in/o[mation
to produce predicted vectors _*(t) X*(t). If X_t) _nd X_t) are
sufficiently close to X(t) and X(t), t-he solution of

- _'(x*(t),x*(t),t)

(x,(o)i/ l

should be close to that of (I).

We end this ._,,.ti_n with an outlin,, of the remainder of the

papeL'. Section 2 consists of a collection and analysis of
several predicti.ve algorithms. Section 3 and 4 consist of dat_a

and graphs relating to the performance of the alger ithms.

Section 5 contains the conclusions of the pape_ and di.._cus:_ion of

some other approaches.
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II. METHODS OF COMPENSATION BY EXTRAPOLATION

In this section we will consider explictly only the simplified

situation of fig. i, although our _netho_ds can be applied to the
state vector case.

Since the 6 DOF system is a sampled data system, we begin with

some com_,;nts and notation appropriate to a discrete setting. At

time t-nh x(1),...x(n), v(1),.., v(n), f(1),...f(n) are
available. Prom this information, we will construct estimates

x*(n), v*(n), f*(n) which approximates x(n+k) , v(n+k) or f(n+k).

These predictions will then replace x(n), v(n) or f(n). There is
considerable freedom of choice since we can compensate position,

velocity, or force.

Some possibilities are illustrated in fig. 2.

X(,,-,,) % _'o

s..;,_ V(_)

Lt- nh')

To avoid L-epetitiveness we use the notation s(n) to refer to any

one of the signal._ x(n), v(n) or f(n). It is then understood
th_it -**(1%) ca!_ Lnean x*(n) , v*(n) or f*(n).
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Our method_ are all examples of digital filters. Let us call ;

them "extrapolation filters". To motivate what follows we i
introduce some terminology from filter theory. Our filter will J;

be said to be one step if s*(n) depends only on s(n); otherwise, t
the filter is multistep. The filter is [ecursive if the I

determination of s*(n) involves previous values of s*; otherwise, _

the filter will be called non-recursive. If there is a fixed _I_
upper bound on the number of past values ofs or s* needed to

calculate s* we say the filter has fixed memory; otherwise, it I_
has expanding memory.

We test our extrapolations only in the simplest case of a pure I

spring. The results are presented in Section 3. The effects of !
noise are studied in Section 4. _

2.1 One Step Taylor Filters i

Since x(t)=x(t -_ ) +T x(t-T ) +Tt/Z) x(t-_) 4 .... �€���_"lu),!,_1
t-_<u<t. We can truncate the series and define _!

(T') x*(n) = x(n) + _v(n)

Or

(T2) x*(n) = x(n) + _v(n) +_tf(n)/2M

No higher degree of approximation is possible without

differentating the force signal. However, it has been found that i_
the formulas

(ET2) x*(n) = x(n) + 9/8Tv(n) 4- ,r f(n)/2M

or

%

(MM2) x*(n) = .989039 x(n) + 1.120184_v (n) + .554041Tf(n)/2M
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can give better results than a 4 term Taylor compensation (T3).
The second formula (MM2) being about as good as the first.

2.2 Lagran_ filters or polynomial extrapolation

To the points s(n), s(n-k), s(n-ik), i<m we fit an interpolating

polynomial of degree m P(t) and define x*(n) to be P((n+k)h
(Other choices for the spacing are possible but this seems to be

the most stable.) The algorithm is initialized by applying a one

step predictor such as T2, ET2 or MM2 to generate the points

s(k+l), ... s(m+l)k). The polynomial algorithm is applied to

obtain s*{(m+l)k+i) by extrapolation based on the points s(mk+i),
... s(k+i), s(i), and so on.

The interpolation is done by the Newton forward difference

interpolation formula:

am

I =0

For a deflation of the Newton forward difference formula and a

FORTRAN subroutine see Conte and De Boor [2] p.45.ff. We give

explicitly a few cases of this formula:

Linear (Psl):

S* (n)-2s(n)-s(n-k)

Quadratic (Psl):

S* (n)-3s(n)-3s(n-k)+s(n-2k)

Cubic (Ps3):

s*(n)=4s(n)-6s(n-k)+4s(n-2k)-s(n-3k)

2.3 Osculatory Extrapolation

Since x(n+l) is produced by a double integration of f(t), f(n+l)

and v(n+l) are available before x(n+l). This suggests that it is

wasteful to compute x*(n+l) only from knowledge of x(n+l) and its

past values. Instead, we might construct a polynomial such that
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p(nh) = x(l_) p(n-ik)h) = x(n-ik)

p' (nh) = x'(n) p'((n-ik)h) = x' (n-ik), i = ], ... m.

This would give a polynomial of degree 2m-l. The additional <

boundary condition ,:

p"(nh)= f(n)/M p"((n-ik}h) = f(n-ik)/M, i= i, ... m

gives a polynomial of degree 3m-l. Again x*(n) = p((n+k)h).
Formulas in terms of divided differences and software can be

found in [I], Ch. i. In the low order cases it is possible to

write down formulas explicitly. For example, the cubic

polynomial interpolating x(n), v(n) and x(n-k), v(n-k) glves the
estimate.

(HP3) x*(n) = 5 x(n) - 4 x(n-k) + 2 (2v(n) + v(n-2k)).

2.3 Least Square PolynomiaIFilters

Instead of interpolating x, v or f, we can fit a low degcee

polynomial such that the least square deviation between it and x,

v, or f is minimized at t=nh, ..., (n-mk)h. Such polynomials
have long been used in smoothing and prediction problems.

2.3.1 Fixed Memory Filters

Here p is selected so that

(p(nh) -s(nh)) + (p((n-k)h - s((n-k!h)) + ...

(p((n-m)h) - s((n-m)h))

is minimised for all n and fixed m. Although the degree of p in

theory can be up to m-2. In practice it is no higher than 3.

(High degree least square polynomials give too much freedom to
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simulate noise in the signal). We pass over the derw_tion of the

form of the polynomial which is best done using discrete Legendre

polynomials and give only the final formulas. For the details
see Morrison [3] Ch. 7.

Linear 3 Points (LLS 3 _:

s*(n) = 4/3 s(n) + 1/3 s(n-k) - 2/3 s(n-2k)

4 points (LLS(4):

s*(n) = s(n) + 1/2 s(n-k) - 1/2 s(n-k)

5 points (LLS 51:

s*(n) = 4/5 s(n) + 1/2 s(n-k) +1/5 s(n-2k) - I/I0 s(n-3k) -

2/5 s(n-4k)

Quadratic 4 Points (QLS 4):

s*(n) - 9/4 s(n) - 3/4 s(n-k) - 5/4 s(n-2k) +

3/4 s (n-3k)

Cubic 5 points (CLS 5):

.t
s*(n) -a B C (s(n), s(n-k), s(n-2k) s(n-3k), s(n-4k)j
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where A is the 1 x 4 matrix (I, -3/2, 7/2, -14), B ix the 4 x 4

dlagonal matrix

3/10

4/14 I,

0 1/1o

and C is the 4 x 5 matrix

I I I i I

-i -I/2 0 1/2 i

1 -1/2 -i -1/2 i

-I 2 0 -2 1

2.3.2 Expanding _ Filters

This filter fits a least square polynomial to the entire sequence

s(n), s(n-k), s(n-2k), ... Thus as time e]apses the polynomial

is based on more and more points. It is possible to do the

calculations recursively so that information from the previous

polynomial is used for the new polynomial. Again we bypass the i

theory and give only the formulas. A complete development is

given in [3] Ch. 9

Let e(n) denote s*(n) - s(n+k). Then

Linear:

s*(n) - 2s*(n-k) - s*(n-2k + 43e(n)/n+l) - 2(2n-I)

e(n-k)/(n+l)n,
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Quadratic :

8*(n) = 3s*(n-k) -3s*(n-2k) +s*(n-3k) + 9e(n)/(n+l) -

18(n-l)e(n-k)/(n+l)n +3(3n -9n+8) e(n-2k)/(n+l)n(n-l)

Cubic:

s*(n) = 4s*(n-k) - 6s*(n-2k) + 4 s*(n-3k) - s*(n-4k) + 16

e(n)/(n+l) - 24(2n-3) e(n-k)/n+l) n + 48(n-4n+5)

e(n-2k)/(n+l)n(n-l) -8 (2n-15n+43n-45) e(n-3k)/(n+l)

n (n-l) (n-2)
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The tables and graphs in this section contain the results of some

of the extrapolation schemes discussed in the previous section.

We regard the probe as an ideal spring where M=3ll slugs and the
Hookes constant K is either 1200 Ibs/ft or 60 Ibs/ft. In the

first case, a zero initial position (Xo) is taken. In the second

a 69 Ib preload is considered. The preload ca_l be modeled by

assuming an initial condition X -69/60=1.15 ft.

Several measures of error are employed to measure the

effectiveness of competing compensation methods. In the first

place if xt(t), x(t) and v*(t), v(f) denote the compensated and

theoretical positions or velocities of the probe as functions of
time t, we define the relative percentage error of position

(RPEP) by

lO01(x*(C) - x(t))/x(t)l

and similarly the relative percentage error with respect to

velocity (RPEV) by

1001 (v*(t) - v(t))/v(t) I.

Because no compensation method can work in the time interval

[0, ] there will be significant relative percer"age errors in
position or velocity during the first half ot the trajectory.

Velocity errors are especially prominent after reaching several

thousand percent at the time of maximum compression. Relative

position errors are less severe throughout most of the

trajectory. However, they become large at the end
{when x{t) - x ) because of distortion in the period. BecauR_ of

these sensitivities, we supplement RPEP and RPEV with the

following measures based on the magnitude of the residua]s in the

least square sense:

(a) E_P(t): - .I:X'{S)-x(s)_s

{b) E2V{t): - _(v*(s)-v(s_ds

(c) RPE2P(t): = E2P(t)/ _ x(_)ds

t v
(d) RP E2V(t): = E2v(t)/ (s)ds

#
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(In the data be]ow the above integrals ate computed by a
rectangle integration rule with step size h.)
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IV. EFFECTS OF NOISE

An important consideration in compensation design relates to

sensitivity with respect to noise. Table 5 studies the

performance of the probe in both uncorrected and corrected modes

when the force signal is corrupted by a uniformly distributed
noise whose maximum amplitude is I0% of the signal. Also, we

illustrate phase angle and amplitude response functions for some

of the algorithms in Table 6 and figs._-7.
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DISCUSSION OF TABLE 5

Standard deviations were computed from four trials with a 10%
uniformly distributed noise corrupting the force signal. We

conclude that Px2, PF3, QLS4 and QLSM are probably less sensitive

to noise than the others.. The performance of all compensating

algorithms except Px4 and ET2 is adequate. In no case did the

exit velocity differ from the noise free by more than .03 Ft/sec.
PF2 is also good. However the tests on this were incomplete and
are not shown.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Tables 1-3 show that ET2, MM2, Ps2, Ps3, H5, H7 a _ QLS 4 give

errors • , the non-preloaded case which are noticeably smaller

than the others. Of Lhese ET2 is perhaps the best in all around ._
accuracy. TruncateC Taylor series, linear extrapolation, and

linear least square.. (not shown) do not work well. The use of

high degree pol_n- _a_ for data fitting is notoriously

unreliable. Although we do not give the data 'ere, v_r

experience confirms this judgment. Polynomial or osculatory

extrapolation for degrees greater than 5 gave progressive!y

poorer results. Fitting a polynomial of degree 5 simultaneously
to the pusition, velocity and force signals also was unstable.

Similarly cubic least s(_uares fixed or expan4ing memory filters

gave poor results. Here the problem was not instability, but

rather cubic least squares fitting allows so much freedom that

s*(n) mimics the uncorrected signal.

Although we have managed to reduce considerably the position and

velocity errors of the best 1980 filter ("C80" - Table I), we

hesitate to predict that significantly greater improvement is

possible. Because0__f the delay_ the position and velocity
residuals are 6.2xi and 3.4xI_ _ at 200m_. At t=2_=400ms
these have increased to l.lxl0 -" and 4.9xi0--. It follows that

these values are probably a lower bound to the errors of any

algorithm The least gain in velocity_residual over the rest of
the trajectory is given by Ps3-16.Sx10 b (about a 270% increase)

while Ps2 gives slightly less than a i0 fold increase in position
residual. Looking at it from a different point of view, these

reduce the errors in the uncorrected trajectory in velocity by a

factor of .014 and in position by a factor of .008. Likewise,

relative percentage errors in the magnitude of velocity and
position can be reduced by a factor of 10 to between 3 and 5%.

Therefore, because of the "burden" of error early in the

trajectory, it is unlikely that other methods can give better

results unless performance at the beginning is improved.

Likewise, we have found ne way of eliminating the bad errors in
velocity at the time of maximum compression or in position at

return. Fortunately, these errors are only relative; the

quantities involved are very small and so they have no

qualitative significance or implications for the hardware (they
are virtually unnoticeable on a graph).

The algorithms were also found to work well for damped springs,
other initial velocities and delays. As delay is reduced the
results improve dramatically.

In the case of a preloaded spring and low Hooke's constant as

Table 6 shows, all our methods fail. None even significantly
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perturb the uncorrected t:ajectory. This phenomenon wa_ also
found in [i]. We do not understand the mathematics but

physical]5 it seems to resJlt from the potential energy locked up

in the spring by the preload which is magnified by the delay

early in the tLajectory: "swamping" the compensation.

Any method of extrapolation depends on assumptions about the
function being extrapolated. If nothing is known about the

function except its past history, then prediction amount_ to

fortune telling. The methods in this paper all depend on the

assumption that the function is locally "like" a polynomial. In

particular, if n is the degree of the polynomial, the derivatives
are assumed to exist up to n+l and not to grow too fast. Error

bounds then depend on the product of a power of the step and the

highest derivative. This implies that if the function is not

smooth then the results of extrapolation will not be good_ We

would not expect any compensation scheme to work therefore if as

the probe was compressed impulsive forces were generated.

The behavior of an extrapolation algorithm, however, also

depends on other factors than just accuracy of extrapolation. T3

is the most accurate extrapolation of the group for functions
with two continuous deri,atives. Yet its behavior is mediocre.

Px2 or QLS2 are poor extrapolations but give good performance.

The reason for this may lie in the frequency response

characteristics of the algorithm.

In the frequency domain reversing a delay amounts to the

construction of a transfer function H(_) with linear phase

advance_ = arctan (Ira H(_)/Re H(w))- such that I H(_r) I =
I. None methods look especially impressive in this regard

(cf. fig. ). A digital filter with exactly this transfer
function would be noncausal. However, the requirement suggests

the following approximation approach. If the filter is of the
form

'rh_ filter has the transfer function
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A possible strategy would be the determination of the parmeters a_
, b. so as to minimize either

t

or

for _ in the Nyquist interval [O,W]

where I is some parameter reflecting emphasis either on the phase

gain or the amplitude.

A related stLdtegy would be to approximate in the S plane. We

approximate e_$ by a rational transfer function having a stable
denominator. This can be done for _"£ by Pade approximation.

But the writer is unaware of any work for _ .

It would be of interest to pursue these avenues further and

compare the results with the time domain methods emphasized here.
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A New SPS Antenna Design to Reduce Grating Lobes I '

By

C. H. Chan, Ph.D.

Professor of Physics

University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899

ABSTRACT i
!

In the SPS system, the antenna's misalignment will produce well-

defined grating lobes. These grating lobe peaks occur every 440 km

and are potentially hazardous to the environment. One way to suppress

these peaks is to phase control every power module. The cost due to

the increase in receiving electronics and processors, however, could

prove to be prohibitive.

We propose here a new design of the antenna involving the addition

of two broad gaps, one along the x axis and another along the y axis.

The gap distance is exactly one half of the distance between the center

of two neighboring subarrays. It is shown in this report, by detailed

calculation of far field radiation patterns, that our design does reduce

grating lobe peaks without sacrificing power in the main lobe.
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!. lutrodu:tion

In the SPS system, the systematic tilt of the entire antenna

structure due to attitude control system errors will produce well-

defined grating lobes,l) These grating lobe peaks occur every 440 km

if the phase control is provided to the 10.4 x 10.4 meter subarray

level. Based upon environmental considerations, the grating lobe peaks

are constrained to be less than 0.01 mW/cm 2 which in turn sets a severe

upper limit on the pointing error for the antenna to within an arc-mlnute.

One way to lower this severe alignment requirement is to phase control

every power module (approximately 98000 of them). In this case the upper

limit on the pointing error can be lowered to within three arc-minutes.

However the cost due to the increase in receiving electronics and pro-

cessors could prove to be prohibitive. R. H. Durrett, in a recent NASA

publication 2) suggested that one may design an antenna with varying

subarray sizes and varying gap distances between subarrays to suppress

the grating lobes. This report gives a specific design along the line

of Durrett's suggestion and presents a detailed calculati_,A of far field

radiation patterns and its results.

The design we present is very simple. It involves the addition of

two broad gaps, one along the x-axis and another along the y-axis. The

gap distance is exactly one-half of the distance between the centers

of two neighboring subarrays. To understand how the grating lobes will

be suppressed in this design, we note that grating lobe peaks occur at

places on the ground where the signals from each of the su arrays add

In-phase. With the added gap, at the location where tht' first gratin_
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lobe peak was, the signal from each of the subarrays from the left half

of the antenna will be exactly 180 ° out of phase with those from the

right half of the antenna, e.g. they cancel each other and produce a

null there. In fact, all locations of odd numbered peaks (the Ist, 3rd,

' 5th, etc.) are nulls. With the first grating lobe suppressed and since

the peak of the second grating lobe is lower, our simple design may be

used as a means to relieve the severe constraint on the pointing accuracy.

We present our calculations and results in Section II and Section III.

It is shown there that our design does reduce grating lobe peaks without

sacrificing power in the main lobe.

II. Calculation

Figure i shows the geometry of the m,n th subarray in relatlon to

the ground receiving points. The center of the space antenna is located at

(Xo' Yo' z) and the center of the rectenna at the origin. Based on

Kirchhoff'sscalar diffraction theory, the electric field at the receiving

site (x, y) due to field at m,n th subarray centered at (_mn' qmn' z) is

E a(x,y)= - "_- E' (x',y') dx' dy' (1)mn R

where k = 2_/t and R = [(x-.x') 2 + (y_y,)2 + z2]½. E_m(x',y') is the

m,n th subarrav's field distribution and may be written as

-tkR
E ' _ I e _

tmtx ,Y') = Amn

where A Is a constant over the entire m,n th subarray and kR is the
mn Irfft

phase determined from the phase control system

2 I

R - "l'2 +q" +z]
mn _ mn
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- J [ ,_=,, __ , _

_t far field, the integration over the entire m,n th subarray in

Eq. (1) can be carried out

_ia 2 tktX-_ -ikx_mn/Z -IkYnmn/Z
Emn(X,y) ----_z e " 2z " Anme e

(2)

{stnc [k(x-_nm)a/2z I sinc [k(Y-nmn) a/2z]}

where sinc a = sin a/a is the sinc function and a is the size of the

subarray. The total electric field due to the entire array is then

the sum of the contributions from all the subarrays.

E(x,y) = E E (x,y) - F F (3)
• Dn _ e a

where

2

F = a
e _--_sinc [k(X-Xo)a/2z ]sinc [k(y-yo)a/2z] (4)

is the e]ement factor and

F = E A e-lkX_mn/z e-lkY_mn/Z (5)
a m_n mn

is the array factor. In deriving Eq. (3), we have ignored the unimportant

overall phase , 2. 2

_ieik(X2z--_y---)

_mn and v-q by v-y in the siuc functions.and approximated x - bv x-x o, mn o

The element factor here is a slowly varying sinc function peaking at

the borestght of the array xo, Yo' The array factor is a more compli-

cated function depending both on the field distribution and spatial

arrangement of subarrays. Its peaks are well defined and their locations
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do not move with misallgnment changes of the subarray. This behavior

is due to the operating characteristics of the retrodirective phase

control systeu. When the subarrays are regularly spaced at 10.4 ms.

the array factor gives grating peaks every 440 km. If there is a

pointing error or small gaps between subarrayss the grating peaks no

longer fall on the zeroes of the element factors creating undeslrable

grating lobes. To suppress these gratlttg Iobess we propose here a new

design _nvolving the addltion of two broad gaps, one along the x axls

and another along the y axis; the gap distance is exactly one half of

the distance between the center of two neighboring subarrays. Due to

the cancellatlon between the contributions from the left half of the

antenna and those form the right half of the antenna (also those from

the upper half and those from the lower half), all the odd nu_ered

grating lobe peaks are suppressed.

IIl: Results

To proceed to detailed numerical calculation of the far fiela

radiation patterns following values for various parameters are assumed.

Subarray size a = 10.4 meter

Far field distance z = 37500 km

Frequency - 2.45 GHz

Gap between subarrays = 3.0 cm I

Pointing error Xo u -32.7 and -I0.9 km (Ors misallKnment !

3 and I arc-mlnute)

Yo " 0

We shall also assume a 10 db gausslan taper for the aperture illuni-

nation. The exact form of the distribution is shown in Figure 2 wh_re
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a ten step and a total of 1224 subarrays are assumed. Ne note h_re that

our distribution is slightly different from the one given in the refer-

ence system. In carrying on our numerical calculatlon, we noticed

that the distribution given in the reference system l) is not symmetric

with respect to the interchange of the x and y axes and hence is n_t

correct. We mod_fled it and made it symmetric with cespect to the

interchange of the x and y axes.

Wlth A given, the E(z,y) and hence the intensity at far fieldran

can be calculated. Figures 3 and 4 show far field distributions on

ground receiving points along the x axis. Figure 3 is the one without

the extra broad gaps. The solld curve is that for a pointing error

of 3 arc-minutes and dashed curve is that for a pointing error of 1

arc-mlnute. The differences for the main lobe and side lobes between

these two mlsallgnments are small and cannot be distinguished in our

plot. The first grating lobe peaks are located at 440 km on both sides

of the main lobe. These two grating lobes are not symmetric because of

the pointing error. The sinc function of the element factor shifts

toward one peak and away from the other, hence enhancing one peak and

reducing the other. Figure 4 is the same calculation wlth the addition

i

of two broad gaps. The gap distance is 5.245 meters between the two

halves of the antenna. We note that the main lobe remains unchangt, d,

the side lobes are slightly altered, but the grating lobes are greatly

distorted. Each grating lobe splits into two; this is because our new

design forces nulls exactly at locations whe'e the peaks were, maklng

each grating lobe doubly peaked.

It Is seen from Figures 3 and 4 that there is essentially no change

in the amount of energy contained in the main lobe. Without extra gap_,
}

the two nearby grating peaks are high, with O.lb m_/cnC and 0.10 mN/cn_"
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for a 3 arc-minute pointing error, and 0.019 nd4/cm 2 and 0.010 mW/cm2 !

for a 1 arc-minute pointing error. With extra gaps, the grating peaks

are lowered by a factor of about two and widths about doubled, making

the t_tal power contained in the grating lobes In the two designs

about the same. Since it is the high power density which is potentially

hazardous to the environment, evidently a lower peak, broad lobe is

more tolerable.

IV. Conclusion

In this report we showed that by introducing two extra broad gaps

crossed at the center of the antenna, we can reduce the grating lobe

peaks without sacrificing power Jn the main lobe. Unfortunately, our

design did not remove the grating lobes completely as one would llke to.

We believe that there are designs that will achieve this goal. Our

calculation is a step in the right direction. Further investigation is

required.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

[

Figure i. Geometry of the antenna in relation to the ground receiving

points.

Figure 2. Microwave array power distribution.

Figure 3. Power density on ground along the x axis, without the

added broad gaps. Solid curve is the one for 3 arc-minute

pointing error, dashed curve for i arc-minute.

Figure 4. _wer density on ground along the x axis, with the added

broad gaps. Solid curve is the one for 3 arc-minute pointing

error, dashed curve for i arc-minute.
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I.A. AbstracL

An experimental project was undertaken which produced
ion plated coatings on steel substrates. About 20 tensile
samples of 4340 steel were ion plated in the Denton system
with aluminum using resistance heating evaporation boats.
In the V.T.A. 7375 system, ten samples were chromium ion
plated; four on 4340 steel disks and the other six onto
440-C stainless steel rods for roller bearing wear improve-
ment testing. Each of the samples was plated on a separate
run to correlate the film parameters with the run parameters.
Some of the chromium literature was reviewed, and improve-
ments to the vacuum system were made.

I.B. Acknowledgements

I wish to express appreciation to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, the American Society of
Engineering Education, and the University of Alabama in
Huntsville for operating and supporting this summer program.
Special thanks are due the Marshall Space Flight Center and
personnel of the Materials and Processes Laboratory. I have
enjoyed meeting many new people - some with a fascinating
special expertise with whom further collaboration is
expected. Everyone has readily offered their help and
assistance. I have relied heavily on the clear, lucid
lab logs and final reports of my predecessor, R. J. Holliday.
Special thanks to Hobert Gregory, John McClure, Ann Whitaker,
and Alan P. Biddle.

I.C. Introduction

Holliday 12 gave the following concise introduction to
ion plating.

Since first being reported in the literature in 1963
(ref. i), ion plating has progressed to the point that today
it is used in several commercial processes including the
aluminum coating of fasteners used in the manufacture of
aircraft (ref. 2). Ion plating has several positive quali-
ties. Probably the most important of which are outstanding
film adhesion and deposition on all sides of the substrate
(including coverage into cavities) whereas normal vacuum
deposition gives the usual line-of-sight coverage. Other
qualities obtainable, depe_din_ on the material deposited,
include exceptional corrosion resistance, high film purity,
fine grain structure, very low-coefficient of friction, and
improved mechanical properties of metals (ref. 3-5).
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Several articles have been published describing the
ion-plating process (e.g., ref. 6 and 7). Basically the
process consists of two phases. In the initial cleaning
phase the object t_ be plated (subs_rate) is made the
cathode of adc inert gas discharge or plasma. Some of the
inert gas atoms are ionized and accelerated towards the sub-
strate. The bombardment of the sub_L_ate by these ions
having high kinetic energy produces a clean surface prepara-
tory to the actual plating process. In the plating phase
the material to be plated is evaporated from the anode
while maintaining the inert gas discharge. Some of the
coating material atoms are also ionized and accelerated
towards the substrate. These ions follow the electric field
lines which terminate on all sides of the biased substrate

and thereby help coat not only the front but all sides of
the substrate. However, since the degree of ionization in
many plasmas is very low (0.1-2%), it has been suggested
that this mechanism is probably secondary to gas scattering
of neutral atoms in contributing to the high throwing power
of ion plating (ref. 8). Thus the energies of the impinging
particles range from that obtained from ions accelerated by
the potential difference between the anode and cathode to
the thermal energy of unionized atoms. These factors,
along with the heating of the substrate surface due to its i
continued bombardment, produce the graded-fused interface,
which provides the superior adherence and improved mechanical
properties characteristic of ion plating.

I.D. Background

Last year's report 9 ended on a mixed note with the
e-beam inoperative during the last five weeks due partly
to a faulty transformer. A replacement was ordered. During
the winter Dr. A. Biddle joined MSFC and replaced the above
transformer and made numerous improver,ents both to the
vacuum chamber and to the e-beam gene_,._tor while coating
several substrates. This year the V.T.A. system was nearly
faultless except once; however, cleaning the high voltage
feed thru contacts corrected the problem within an hour.

Literature surveys by the RSiC computer search have
generated over 300 pages of abstracts in the following cate-
gories:

Ion Implantation

Ion Plating

Hydrogen Embr it tlement

Chromium Vacuum Deposition
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II. Aluminum Ion Platir_ Overview

The aluminum ion plating objective is twofold. The
first is to develop and refine the ion plating technique in
the Denton vacuum system. The second objective is to ion
plate hardened tensile test specimens with aluminum so as
to determine, via stress-strain curve analysis, the degree
to which the aluminum film protects against 5000 psi hydrogen
embr itt lemen t.

II.A. Denton System Improvements

The Denton vacuum system consists of a diffusion pump

coupled via a cold trap (LN 2) to 24" bell jar of stainless
steel.

During the ion plating one desires to bleed about6a 30u
Ar pressure into the jar. It is being pumped by a I0- torr
diffusion pump vacuum. However the valves on the system are
automatic pneumatic types being either fully open or fully
closed. A new crank adjustable high vacuum valve would be
expensive in our case. A micrometer adjustable stop could
preserve the desired crack as the valve flips to the closed
position. Again the reason for the concern for an adjustable
high vacuum valve is that most of the AI ion plating was
done, contrary to ideal procedure, by pumping the system un-
trapped through the roughing line valve. On a few runs in
order to pump through a cold trap the diffusion pump heater
was turned off and the jar was j:naped through the diffusion
pump cold trap.

A less expensive, more reversible, solution would be
the deployment of a 14" dia. disk with a center orifice
hole about 1/2" in diameter across the pumping throat to
achieve the desired differential pressure. The glow dis-
charge current and voltage were supplied by a Denton Model
801 (e-beam supply).

The filament, or boat supply, a 9V D.C., 500A Molectric
Summa Processing, sends current through Cu electrodes to
the intermetallic (BNTiB 2) boat. Graphite sheets have been
procured for interfacing the Cu to the boat, but not in time
for these AI ion platings.

ll.B, Tensile Specimen Testing

Ten tensile specimens were formed from a I" dia. 4340
(cold rolled) steel rod at UAH. They were heat treated at
NASA to-R.C. 50 and then fine ground at UAH.
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Six of our ion pla[ed tensile test samples were
Auger evaluated by Dr. J. McClure. The only rough samples
[T -°, T-7 (run 18), T-13, and T-19] showed evident of gross
deep carbon and oxygen contaminat_o,. After such refinements
as (a) pumping through the cold trap, (b) replacing a Teflon
plate with a glass plate in the ionization area as suggested
by Dr. Biddle, (c) improving the electrode to boat contact
to stop electrode melting at high current, (d) cleaning the
vacuum jar insides (especially the electrodes) after each
use, samples T-2 (run 48) and T-21 (run 53) showed contami-
nation reduction by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude both on the
surface and after 45 minutes of etch (-500 A).

Quench oil black due to the hardenin_ in the threads
could contribute to the carbon, however T-2! (run 53) was
the only unhardened mild steel substrate used and was no
better than T-I (run 48).

III. Chromium Ion Plating Overview

The first objective is to develop and refine the ion
plating technique in the V.T.A. system.

The second objective is to ion plate Cr films onto
hardened 440C stainless steel roller bearing surfaces so
that others may evaluate the degree to which the bearing
capacity or life is improved.

III.A. Literature Find inF,s

Nestell and Christy report I0 chromium 200 to 2000
thick vacuum evaporated films have much reduced reflectivity
relative to the bulk, as long as the substrate temperature
is below 700 °C. Since ion plated surfaces are normally
duller 14 than vacuum evaporated it is not surprising that
our chromium films were not lusterous.

III.B. Sample Configuration and Treatment

The 440-C roller specimen geometry and heat t:_eatment
procedures are shown in Fig. i. The only variation in the
above treatment was the step B where liqilid nitrogen was
used (77 OK) in place of the -i00 OF. The righthand center
hold was "removed" by making the original sample fondler and
then cutting short on one side.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

Heat treat to RC 53 minimum per RAIIII-002 except:

A. Harden at 1935 + 25 °C Oil Quench

B. Refrigerate A minus 320F + 10F 30 minutes minimum.

+25F
C. Temper 325F _ OF one hour minimum.

D. Refrigerate in LN 2 (-320F)

+25F
E. Temper 325F . OF one hour minimum.

(76.2 -" .15 _)

3.00 z .05

6-/ .00535 ram', I--1 .ooo',_I i
.4

i l
1
: (9.525 : .(,127 r._:.)

.3750 Z .COOS DIA

Figure I. RC Rig Specimen Geometry and Specification

i
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Two rod sample holders were fabricated. The first
being magnetic and thus allowing the complete cylindrical
surface to be coated. The second was a sleeve or collar

type providing better mechanical stability but shielding
the top cm of the sample.

Ill.C. Substrate Temperature Measurements

In order to measure the 3 KV sample surface temperature
without the problem of arcing thermocouple wires, an infra-
red pyrometer was used. Even the thick pyrex jar walls
caused only about a i

_.6 x drop in temperature meter reading

(°C) over the tested range 80 °C to 400 °C. So when
reading through the bell jar glass a 1.6X correction factor
is used. Of course the disadvantage is that the window
slowly plates over.

Fortunately (and surprisingly) the optical infrared
thermometer (Omega Model 600) did not vary noticeably
(i.e., I0 °C) upon extinguishing the glow discharge sur-
rounding the sample. A flip-up cradle would be ideal for
aiming the handheld I.R. gun at the thin sample.

III.D. Experimental Findings

Sample #25 polished 1.5" disk with polished Cr film
generated the following peaks from X-ray diffractometer.

h____ 2__O0 I(CPS)

(Ii0) 44.5 150
(200) 64.7 6
(211) 81.7 15
(310) 115 3

Note that the film grains have a highly nonrandom
orientation with most of the cell cube faces lying in the
surface plane of the film.

Higham's 13 ion plated chromium films initially have
the (Ii0) plane dominant. But as a stronger, denser uis-
charge is generated by voltage applied to a 3rd electrode,
his film orientations change to (200).

Our coating's preferred (II0) orientation was typical
of cooler substrates while Higham and Teer's 13 was approaching
the character of films coated either at higher substrate
temperatures or at greater voltages on their 3rd electrode.
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Thorton 15 shows (see Figure If) graphically in 3-D
the effect cf both te_perature and pressure cn the sputtered
thin film texture. The column structure existing from
0 < T/TIn ," .3; however at higher substrate temperature the
atoms have enough lateral mobility to merge the grains
together smoothly. Thorton reports that increasing the
argon pressure enhances the column structure perhaps by
argon adhesion in the intercolumn voids. In fact he also

gets dull dark gray films at 30_ Argon-room temperature
substrates.

L|

m

Figure II. The effect of temperature and argon
press'xre on sputtered film texture. (Thorton 15)

The most dramatic observation from the 7 rod chromi,.,m

coatings is that the dark gray dull films were coated at
27u and 28u average coating pressure while the other 4 coatings
were brighter and shinier (but not lusterous) at pressures
of 14, 16, 16, 13 + 2u. This is identical to the trend
noted by Thortonl5. -

Average film thicknesses based on mass gainec _-,r
samples !-7 were roughly 0, 3, 3, 6, 5, 0.2, and 6.6_,
respectively. The Cr films were soft and could be marred with
a pocket knife blade. Dec-Tac scans across the knife marks
showed _ film depth of-.8 near the middle of sample #3.
The scan showed a bulge in film thickness whele the film inter-
faces the shielded area.

Auger impurity analysis (highly qualitative) of Cr oL
940C sample #5 (roller rod) shows the following tstimated
concentrations relative to Cr. Before etch C (.i), 0(1.2),
Fe (.01), Cr (I), after 135 min. etch C (.05), 0 (.3),
Fe (.01), Cr (I). Auger anal#sis of this Cr film showed the
expected large concentration of C and 0 on the surface. There
is some disappointment in the large 0 and C found inside. The
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steel vertical sample holder (collar and rod) were not
cleaned between runs and contained chromium to chromium

oxide which could have sputtered onto the sample. Also,
some _as (CO 2 and 02) may be trapped in the column structure
the film should have.

,_ 18
Carpenter points out that when possible (i.e., if

the extra throwing power is not needed) to stop ion plating
after coating-.01_ and continue at lower pressures with
regular vacuum deposition. He also points out the vacuum
evaporation in general and ion _lating .n particular are
wasteful of source material.

The strong surface brightness - Ar pressure dependence
went unnoticed on the AI samples. Since other parameters
were being varied the pressure was always held to 30_.

The handbook etch for Cr, one pa c HCI, one part water
and some zinc satisfactorily etched the Cr at about a mil
per minute. Of course Cr plated tools and hardware must be
protected.

IV. Black Powder

Previous investigators have expressed concern about
a thick black deposit which covers the system inside walls
after ion plating. Since some of the resulting samples
have a darkish tinge the concern is justified. Suggestions
that the glow discharge breaking down such hydrocarbons
es pump oil or Teflon were investigated. One file letter

suggests the AI black to be aluminum exide with impurity
color centers.

X-ray diffractometer analysis of black looking AI ion
plated films on Cu substrates indicate only the presence of

AI (small peak_) and Cu (large peaks) with no A]203 peaks
dete, table. So probably no more than 10% of the AI had

oxidized into crystalline AI203.

An X-ray diffractometer scan of the black powder indi-
cates mainly the presence of Cr, but also indicates Cr304
with no peaks found for the three of the other oxides

(CrO, Cr203, Cr302).

In fact, Allen 16'17 patented a device for forming
.i to .01 micron sized metal powders. The devi¢_ is almost
identical to our ion plating unit except that it has a
funnel shaped bottom to catch the particles and his Ar
pressure (50 to 500_) _s slightly higher than ours (-30_).
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Carpenter 18 in mentioning the =d,,antages and disad-
vantages of ion plating points out that it is even more '
wasteful of source material than vacuum evaporation.

After ion plating chromium and allowing the bell jar

to cool overnight under vacuum, air was vented in the next
day which caused an amber-like fire glow around the hearth
and some flashes of sparks on the bell jar walls. Presumably J
this is due to Cr oxidation. In fact, on one occasion the
acetone soaked cleaning napkin was turned into a flaming
torch. Auger analysis of the black powder indicates the
presence of chromium and oxygen. Such behavior would be
expected from fine chromium particles with large surface-to-
mass ratios.

Figure III. X-ray diffractometer scan of "black powder"
showing both chromium and chromium oxide.
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V. Conclusions

Both vacuum systems have just proven themselves
capable of producing good ion platings on a regular basis.

A host of two dozen samples are now available for
further analysis. SEM-EDAX, Knoop hardness testing, and
£urface reflectivities could be easily done before destructive

" tensile and roller testing.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DALLY MEAN TEMPERATURES

BY

Deva C. Doss, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

The present study deals with the data of deily mean temperatures
recorded at the Kennedy Center during the period of 1957-1977. The

primary obJect#ve of the study is to forecast daily mean temperatures

and their tlir_y-day moving averages for a period of ten to fifteen days
in a given month. This investigation is of exploratory nature and
employs fitting a cubic spllne with four knots to the trend.

Since it is found that the standard deviation is linear in the mean,
a logarithmic transformation of the data is used for finding an inte-

grated moving average process IMA by the Box-Jenkins approach. The first

differences of the transformed data seem to fit a moving average model

with parameter value 2, MA(2). The consideration of seasonality factor
makes the fit worse.
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INTRODUCTION

Daily mean temperatures for the period 1957-1977 collected at

Cape Canaveral form the data base for the present study. The dally

mean temperature is obtained by averaging hourly temperatures of a
day.

I.I Purpose of the Study The primary objective of this study is to
build a forecasting model for daily mean temperatures at Cape Canaveral.

This will be used in forecasting daily mean temperatures and thirty-day-

running mean temperatures at Kennedy Space Flight Center where the
Space Shuttle Is scheduled to be launched by the end of September, 1981.

1.2 Methodology A descriptive study of the daily mean temperature is

made in order to have a gen_al understanding of the temperature in the

time domain by computing descriptive statistics such as mean, standard

deviation, maximum, minimum, quartiles and autocorrelations for each
day of the year based on 21 observations corresponding to 21 years.

The second approach is to reduce the dato to a stationary time series

and apply to them the recent Box-Jenkins ARIMA techniques explained in
Box and Jenkins (1970) and Anderson (1976).

DESCRIPTIVE APPROACH

Since there dre 21 observations for each day of the year (except

for 4 days for which only 20 observations are available) descriptive
statistics such as x, s.d.,quartiles are computed for each day. Their

plots are done by using a UNIVAC computer program.

2.1 Mean and Standard Deviation. A plot of mean and s.d. is pre-

sented in Figure i. For the sake of clarity, mean _ and E + 2 s.d.

are plotted every seventh day. One can immediately note tw_ facts.

1. _ is almost linear for a period that includes four months,

i.e., June through September, descends rapidly on either end

of this period, and settles in fifties during the period of

three months, December through February.

2. Variation of daily mean temperatures as suggested by _ + 2 s.d.

bands increases as the mean temperature drops. In other words,

the Summer range 1.6-3.0 of s.d. doubles during the transitional

periods from and to the stm=aer and almost triples in the most
of the winter.
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It follows from (I) that It is futile to fit a curve by harmonic analysis
since it will involve at least more than one hundred terms. However,

since the plot of x in Figure i suggests one maximum, one minimum and

two points of inflection, a cubic spline with 4 or 5 knots may adequately

smoothen the plot of _.

2.2 Cubic Spline Fit Using an IMSL computer program a cubic spline

by the least squares method is fit to the 365 _'s of daily mp_n tempera-

tures. The first knot is chosen to be August 8 since a maximum plateau

seem_ to occur on this day. Then the last knot corresponds to August 7.
Three knots between the first and the last are selected so that the mean

square error for the fit is minimized. This means the cubic spline curve

is made of four cubic equations which have continuous second order deri-

vatives at the knots. On examining the Table i, one may as well extend

the domain of the second cubic equation from [114, 219] to [114, 228]

without increasing substantially the least square error. In fact, it
is worth trying to fit a cubic spline with only three knots, i.e., one

cubic equation may essentially cover the winter while the otttercovers

the rest of the year.

Table I. Cubic Spline Fit for

Knot CO CI C2 C3

I (Aug. 8) 74.0036039 .2519037 -.0056720 .0000219
114 (Nov. 30) 61.6039710 -.1919427 .0017446 .00000005

219 (flat.15) 60.7353034 .1759009 .0017591 -.0000733

228 (Mar. l.) 62.4311957 .1897002 -.0002469 -.0000033

Least Square Error ffi1.344099

2.3 Logarithmic Transformation The second fact that the s.d. depends

upon the mean x suggests investigation of regression of s.d. on _. It

is found that s.d. is negatively correlated with x , i.e. with a high
correlation of -0.93. Moreover, the regression llne of s.d. s on x Is

given by

s = .3704(83.533 - _) . (I)

It is a well-know_ fact that if s.d. is linear in x, a logarithmic trans-

for_mtion of data points is considered. Incidentally, It is interesting

to note that the maximum daily mean temperature for 21 years is 83*F.

Throughout the study only the logarit_mic transformation

y = log(S4-x) (2)

is considered
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The quarCiles of the transformed variable are plotLed in Figure 2.
It appears that the range (maxlmum-mlnlmum) is nearly uniform indicating
the logarithmic transformation has a constant variance in the time domain.
Once again, cubic splines with 3 or 4 knots can be fit for the quartiles

9 4 Autocorrelatxons The computed autocorrelatlons for the raw and
transformed data for each day indicate that the autocorrelations at ,
lag k, k > 5 are not significant. The autocorrelatlons at lag 3 and 4
are not s_bstantlally different from zero. From practical point of view,
it appears the temperature of a day is dependent upon temperatures of
the preceding two or three days.

THE BOX-JENKINS METHOD •

Box and Jenkins (19;_) have developed in analyzing a stationary time

series Auto-Regresslve Integra=ed Moving Average (ARIMA) models. Indevtl-
flcation, estimation, verification _nd forecasting are the procedures _o

be followed in selecting a model (see Anderson (1976)).

3.1 Identification For identification purposes, autocorrelations

(strictly speaking, serial correlatlons) and partial autocorrelatlons at

lag k, k < J0 of daily mean temperatures are calculated. Given a sta-

tionary series Xl,X2,'**,x N one can estimate mean, variance and autocorre-

latlons respectively by

N N

= i=l_ xi/N' co = i_l (xi - _)2/N

N (3.1)

r k = E (x i - x)(xi_ k - _)/Nc 0 . [,-
i=k+l

The estimated partial autocorrelation at log k is

%k - [P_l/lpkl (3.2)

where Pk xs the estimated k _ k autocorrelatlon matrix [aij], ai4J = ri- j

* is the nmtrlx obtained from Pk by replacing the last column withand Pk
I

..*,rkJ = rk.[rl,r 2, Observe r k

Since the number of observations is very large, in factl N = 7699,
one can use Bartlett's formula (see Bartlett (1946))for testing whether

autocorrelatlons are significantly different from zero for a stationary

process,

K 2 K ri2)Var[r k] _ Z 0i/N = (I + 2 E /N (3.3)
-Z 1
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and Quenouille's formula (see Quenouille (1949)) for testing significant

partial autocorrelations if any,

Var(_kk) = I/N. (3.4)

Moreover, autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of a stationary

processes are asymptotically distributed normal.

In Table 2 all autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations (under

zero order of differencing) of transformed series are all significant
and tap_r very slowly. This suggests that the data need to he _!ffer-

enced at least once. That is, instead of considering a series

{x,,i=l,'.',N}, one considers a differenced series {Yi,i=2,'",N} where

Yi = xi - xi-I (3.5)

The transformed series is differenced once, twice, and three tim_ and

its autocorrelations aPd qecial sutocorrelations are presented in Table 2.

The computed avtocorre] _ iol.s ,t lag k, k < 4 are only significant whereas

the partial autocorrelat..ns, although gradually decreasing, are signifi-

cant. Therefore the rlaus[ble model is a moving average model MA(q) wlth

order q,l ! o < • _h_ di[ferencing has cut down the variance by two-
thirds. F,rther _ifferencing has increased the variances and I rtia_

8utocorrelations. By the principle parsimony, a MA(q) model should
be fit to the first differences instead of second or third differences.

, 2.2 Estimation The moving average model of q, the MA(q) process is
defired as

= 01ai_ I 0qai_ qzi ai + +...+ (3.6)

wh¢- aiar. normally, independently and id_atic_lly distributed with2
_are n_n and constant variance oa . For the MA(q) process.

2 2 e2)
O = Var(z)/(l + eI + "-" + (3.7)a q

_ pk = o, k > q. (3.8)

fhe last equation is used for identifying a MA process.

The mo_ing average models MA(q), q _ 1,2,3 are fit to the once
" differenced transformed series using a amximum likelihood esti,mtion
P

_ algorithm. The maximum likelihood estimators of the parameter_ are

.... presented in Table ?. The selection of order q is based on successive

J significant reduction in variance of the series. Then the choice seems

to be MA(2).

,.j
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Table ) _,s2-. ,rk,_kk,k ! 12, for Undlfferenced and Differenced Data

ORDER OF DIFFERENCING

0 1 2 3

Mean 2.62i5 .....-.0001 -•O0'O'i -.0001

Variance .3598 .1237 .3119 .9651_ I
"' 1 .8280 -.2610. -.5471" -.6795._ I

2 .7457 -.1419" .0085 .1717" |:
3 .7121 - 0441" .0328* .0185

o 4 •6937 - 0286* .0001 -.0091

5 .6851 - 0137 -.0045 -.0096 _

_ _ 6 .6814 .0124 .0205 .01897 .6733 -.0131 -.0132 -.0141 |i

_ 8 .6697 -.0047 -.0032 -.0007

9 .6676 .0116 .0097 .0048 1

I0 .6618 .0025 .0069 .0117
II .6551 -•0231 -.0319" -•0361"

12 .6563 .0320 .0412" .0462"

1 .8280 -.2610 -.5471 -.6795 i

2 .1910 -•2254 -.4151 -.5390 _

=m 3 .1797 -.1486 -.3239 -.4405 1o 4 .1351 - 1296 2730 -.3674• --e

5 .1244 -.0927 -.2523 -.3401

_ _ 6 .1107 -.0968 -.2049 -.2956
_ _ 7 0770 - 0865 -.1846 -.2561_ • .

__ _ 8 .0833 -.0630 -.1786 -.2376
_ 9 .0747 -.0541 -.1608 -.2343

I0 .0534 -.0748 -.1225 -.1748
II .0452 -.0250 t -.1527 -.1925

12 .0669 -.0489 1 -.1098 -.1590

Starred AUtOcorrelatlons

Significant ALL And AI_ Partial Autocorrelations
at .05
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Table 3. M.L.E. Estimation of MA(q),q - 1,2,3

^ ^2 % Reductionq 02 °a
........ in yar(z)

1 -.5622 .1074 13.2
> 2 -.4791 -.2898 .0991 19.9

3 -.4564 -.2371 -.0987 .0981 20.7

3.3 Verificatio_ A verification of a model fit is based on the analysis

of the residuals. For a moving average process one has to analyze the

estimated series {_d} and see if it has not satisfied the independence

and normality condiEions. The independence condition can be checked by

considering autocorrelations of {ai} and the normality by a low-powered
portmanteau lack-of-fit test given by Box and Pierce (1970). The statistic

K
2 ^

R = N E rk(a) (3.9)1

is calculated, where K is 30. Then should the fitted model be appropriate,

2

R = __q (3.10)

and significant R indicates model inadequacy.

For N = i000, a fit of MA(2) model is made and the largest auto-

correclation is found to be .0605 when signs are ignored. Moreover, the
value of R = 27.8888 which lies below the mean of X_. Therefore, the
second order MA model seems to be m. adequate model_ _

of {a_} is based on most of the data N =If the analysis 7630, only

one of the autocorrelation_ equals 0.078 and four of them exceed numeri-
cally .03 but are less than .042. All others lie in the interval (-.03,.03).
The R value for K = 30 is 137.8956 and for K - i000 is 1560.6238. The

increase in R value is contributed by the largeness of N. Although R is

significant in both cases, it should be noted that in reality one cannot

realize a perfect process with zero autocorrelations. For all practical

purposes with N as large as 7630 and autocorrelatlons numerically less
than .i, the process should be considered stationary and adequate.

3.4 Forecasting Using an IMSL routine and the MA(2) model on the first

differences of the transformed data one can sLatlstlcally forecast the

daily mean temperatures and provide 95% confidence intervals. For instance,

Table 4 presents forecasts for i0 days, November 23-December 2; the_
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forecasts are based on preceding I000 observations. How good are they?

Table 4. 95% Confidence Interval for Forecasts wlth Lead of

I0 Days, Based on Preceding I000 Observations.

Lower Bound .... Forecast Upper Bound. Actual Value

58 70 76 71
53 69 76 66
53 69 76 62
52 69 77 64
52 69 77 40
51 69 77 55
51 69 77 73
51 69 77 72

5O 69 77 73

50 69 77 69
t

Except one all observations are found in the confidence belt. However,

one may argue that the width of the confidence belt is so large that it

cannot fal_ but contain the observations. The maxima for these ten days

from the 21 year observations are 75-77 which coincide wlth the upper
bounds of the forecasts and the minima lle in forties whereas the lower

bounds are in fifties. The forecasting model does reduce the length of
confidence interval.

3.6 Seasonality Factor The above sequence of procedures of identifica-
tion, estimation and verification Is done with seasonallty factor. It is

surprising to discover that no seasonal model flts better than the MA(2).

In fact, a seasonal model in the ARIMA class does not satisfy the criteria
for fitness of the data.

Finally, the running mean follows the trend of the daily mean tem-

perature, but possesses a smaller variation.

COt':L_BIONS

The daily mean temperature follows an integrated moving average m_dcl
IMA(I,2) after logarithmic transformation. The trend of the series Is

best deRcrlbed by a cubic spllne with, at most, four knots. It should be

borne in mind that a forecast, however sophisticated it may be, is itself
an educated guess and may not prove to be better than a forecast arrived
at by the shadow of a ground hog.
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Huntsville,.Alabama

ABSTRACT

The surface control temperature required to properly pose the

equations of state for the Bridgman-Stockbarger and float-zone techniques

will be investigated. In particular, let

_T
(I) AT = P _x ' x < 0 and 0 < r < I

(2) T(0,r) = A(r), 0 < r < 1

_T

(3) _x(O,r) = Btr), 0 < r < 1

and

(4) T(x,1) = f(x), x < 0

where A(r) and B(r) are given and T is the material temperature. If
f(x) is arbitrary, then (1)-(4) are over-posed and usually have no solution.
We will t vestigate the properties the surface control temperature f(x)
must possess to properly pose (1)-(4).

NASA/MSFC

(Laboratory) Space Sciences
(Division) Space Processing
(Branch) Semiconductors and Devices

MSFC Counterpart: R.J. Naumann
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i. INTRODUCTION

The scaled partial differential equations defining crystal growth

by the Brldgman-Stockbarger technique [i ] are

and

JT 0 _ rz I(2) V'T-- Ps_ , x >O ,

where P_ and Ps are the liquid and solid P_cl_t numbers respectively,
T is the working material temperature and x is the axial distance from
an assumed flat solid-melt interface. To conserve energy at the inter-
face,

_T

(3) -_ _ x-o- _x /x,o"

where KR and Ks are the respective liquid and solid conductivtttes and
_is the product of the crystal growth rate, the me__," density, and the
latPnt heat of solidification. The boundary heating and cooling mech-
anisms in the idealized case are

_v _T
(4) "Jt,_r = Ltl(T-Tj) , r=l, x _o
and

(5) - ks_ = hiT r- I x • o_r s '

where the ambient temperature for the solid region, x > O, has been

scaled to zero and h2 and hs are the liquid and solid heat transfer

coefficients at crucible surface, r = I. Equations (1)-(5) are mathe-

matlcally properly posed and may be solved by the s_/aratlon of variables

method. However, if M is the working material's melting temperature
and we adjoin to equation (I)-(5)

T) = M -- T) O_zl(6)
X_O" X'O _ J

the system (I)-(6_ is overposed. If the system (1)-(6) has a solution,
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then the process parameters Pj, Ps' K , Ks, _, hi, hs, T and M are neces-

sarily functionally dependent [2]. However, in general, this necessary
functional dependence Is not sufficient to guarantee (1)-(6) has a solu-

tion. The problem Is further complicated by the addition of a more

realistic ad_abatlc zone from x = -Q to x = L containing the melt (x = 0)

interface. The resulting system is then

(7) _zT_ = Pt Jx

(8) 9"T, = P_-_ j O,x•L , o•r•l

-Ot.x¢O O_Zl(9) v"r._- Pj_,,.,

(to) ++T: P__+,+ _,- O , o , r, m

(11) -I_. k+T, _ x •L r:l_r J

(12) _Tz 0 z X • L r: I
j-_ -- 0 , j

(13) ,_T,

(t4) .Kjt _Tar " kj(T-Tj_ , = "'Q , r-I

(15) T, : Tz ) x:L , OLr=l

(16) Tt :M-T I , _:0 I O•r_.l

(17) TI=T ` X:-_3j Ozr-I

_T, JT,-- = -- _:L 0 _rL I
(18) ._ _ J s

?_!_T : _ , x--Q, O,e,i(19) gx ¢pJi

and

+ _,__T.#:o x-o o,.,',.,(20)
J _x _ ' '
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Let System I include equations (7)-(9), (Ii)-(13), (15), (16), (18) and

(20). Then System I is properly posed if we include the realistic condi-
tions

,, (21) Jr_/r. - : O , £:I, z ,_t0 •
and

(22) <
However, if (14) end (19) were adjoined to System I, the resulting system
would he overposed and generally insolvable. To circumvent this dilemma,

we propose the following. First solve System I and let

(23) _(Ir_ : "r"3 ('_,,f'l , K- -'_ , O_.r,|

and

(24) B(f) = _ X - -Q 0 ¢.¢ 4.|
-_X _

Then replace condition (14) by

(25) T{),,r} .-. _xl , _( _. - (_ , I":I

where

but f(x) is otherwise unknown. The control f(x) is constructed such that

the solution of the well posed Syste;a If:

_1" X_.-Q =.'_¢ r, I
(26) _'"r • P2Jx J

(27) T(X,f_ .-- _/'t'} , xs - (_ , Og. ¢'1.#

(28) T(X, rl -- _-_'xl X ' " 0 , _"-|

also satisfies
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(29) "_g (g,r): _{r), X:-_, 0 Lr'l
k

In other words, we wish to construct a hesttng control f(x) such that
if (14) is replaced by (28), the system (7)-(13_, (15)-(20) and (28)
has a solution. If, in addition, a Newton heating control g(x) is

desired, i.e., ,:

(_o) - K_-!j, : _j(T-___,,1, _<-_ , ,.,
instead of an infinite sink heating control f(x), then we only need solve

BT

for g(x) sir.cef(x) and T (andhence_) have already been found. In

Section 2 of this paper, the control f(x) is constructed such that

(26), (27), (28) and (29) has a solution. The solution of System I

is constructed in Section 3 and coupled with the results of Section 2.

A numerical case study is given in Section 4 followed by various remarks
and conclusions in Section 5.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONTROL SURFACE

If f(x) is the desired control such that (26)-(29) has a solution,

then define O(x,r) by

T(x,r) = O(x,r) + f(x), x < -Q and 0 < r < 1

If we define G(x) = pit_f,,, A(r)-f(-Q) = Q(r) and B(r)-f'(-O) - _(r),
then

(31) @x_* _,, rr-PjOx ð�`#(�H�,x_-Q, o,_,l

(32) (9(x,r).d(,), x--(_,0_•_,

(33) (9_(x.,l• {_(r). X--Q, O,r,,

and

i
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(34) _)(x,¢}=0 , XL-Q_ 0_¢'_I

Although the internal heat generatlon term G(x) in (31) complicates t_e _

partial dJfferential equation, the reduction of the nonhomogez,.cusbouJ,dary

condition (28) to that of a homogenous one (34) greatly simplifies the
solution process. To solve (31), we first solve the Helmho_z ei_,envalue

problem:

_tp(t_+),_Iptr_.o, o,-_',-_

(3.5) _(I) : 0

_'(o) =0

The solutions of (35) are the Bessel functions

where the eigenvalues ot (35) are the real pnsitive roots of

(37) Yo(X.) :o

Moreover,

(38) I _Ml_ __ : ' _,(_,_ _ M-No

- /.' we let

then (38) implie_

1

0

Equations (39) ar:d ((0 form the dual integral transform parr of O(x,r):
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"_ If we define _

be): _(x) t,_e 1:.(42)

0 _

mult'4,iy (31) by _m(r)rdr, integrate each side of the resulting equation

from r = 0 to r = 1 and apply Green's Theorem, then _'

Since

I _

and

#

0

we need only solve the initial value problem (43)-(45) to compute _ (x).

Because _(i) = _(i) = O, we may expand _(r) and _(r) as

and

where :,
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and ,:

I

. :2 I 7o(_,,r)_Brr}_._I_
Combining (38), (44)-(47),

J,'(_,4
(_o) 0.(-0/ : _M a
and

,o.oo,_.oo.,_oo_oo,eo_o,_o,S._I*"L" ':
of (43), (50) and (51) is '_ . Then the solution :

,,.

;&

I_- . P*-_ _
-O

+ ;s,, a ,_

_M
Since we expect ltm T(x,r) = f(x), we require llm _ (x) = O.

X "_" -- _x_ X '* -- _ In

ttence, if we assume G(x) - PfS _ f"* 0 as x -* _oo (a realistic assumption),

then (52) Implies we must also require

(53) t_ [_Y_) , z

.O-& e e =0
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For notational convenience, |et

(54>_(x-Q) -E(-x),x,_O

'rht,n (53) implies

assume G(x) -+0 aa x -_-_, we expand E(t) - --7..ake-kt .
Because

k-I

However, for computational purposes, we approximate E(t) by k=_ ake-kt

and then solve the approximate identity

"C
O ks0

for aI, a2,''.,a N. To approxlmate f(x), wo need only then solw,

'll -kl: a

(57> a_,e - -P_)(t}-_"(t_,t>o

'o): ACJ)'(o) : - II(._)

_n,] set

(s,) fC_.p;_ (-@--t), /.,o

(57) to easily e_olved by

Z( l-P_ ' '-- _ e

where

N

(; " '
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3. SOLUTION OF SYSTEM I

To complete the method described in Section 2, the functions

_(r) and _(r) must be known, Because T3(x,r) = O (r) aad

_(_e}=_ (r) at x = -Q, we need only solve System I (equations

(7)-(9), (ii)-(13), (15), (16), (18), and (20)-(22)). Assume h _ 0
s

t and let 8n and % be the real roots of

(60) _4

Separating variables, the solutions of (7)-(9) are

" ](6:) T_.(%,}: Jo(_.:] -(_,, • z.
M=,!

#_ 't-!

Combining (62) and (63) with (16),

f3, _ = D,-t-E,B,..*(,,,, O:D,,.-,.E,..,,_,=,'z,3...
and hence (20) coupled with the partial derlvatlves of (62) and (63)

with respect to x imply (note l = O)

! (6s)

, Since

= '-z (g),
0
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and

- _ [

0 !:
If (61) and (62)are substituted "n (15)and (18), then, after multiplying _,

each of the resulting equations by Jo(&r)rdr and integrating from r = 0 i _-

(66) _ - % f 2. i=_

c_L)/_ "

_.le_ - e z Z ' IV--2,! ,

and "' P'" - t

%
B. P. ne( t --C

N= Z,_,."

clearly, if we knew AI,A2,"', then we could compute all the necessary

coefficients for (62) and (63) by merely invoking (64)-(66). However,

for computational purposes, we will only approximate AI,A 2.''',b_K.

If, for N = 1 (note (64)), we combine (66) and (67), elemlnate B1 and C1

and compute only the first K terms of the resulting infinite series, we

produce the approximate identity Ps-_

--. e
(68) _- _[I - _ _ " I- _L
Similarly, tot N- 2,.'',K, we construct the approximate identiLy

X)_-, 10
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K I
(69)

pZ,y

"jj
=0, N: Z, "].....,K

Solvin8 (68) and (69) for AI,'",A K, we may then approximate BI,'',B _,

C1,..,CIcD1,.-.,D_.EI,.., and EK as outlined above. The two functions,

(r) and _(r), required in Section 2 are then computatlonally approxl-

mated by _ _ .

(70) O.(r} = _'o( _vi

+& E,p Z_ L

4. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

In this section we present a numerical case study of the methods

described in Sections 2 and 3. Let P_ = .i, Ps = .2, hs = Ks = K_ =

L - Q =_ = 1.0, and M = 10.0 . First,the set of coefficients AI,'', AK

for K - 2,.., 7 are computed as outlined in Section 3 and are partially

displayed in Table 1

K = 2 Z - 4 K = 6 K = 7

A1 .1869+02 .1863+02 .1862+02 .1862+02

A2 -.4982+02 -.49829+02 -.4814+02 -.4811+02

A3 .4151+03 .4115+03 .4106+03

A4 -.5288+04 -.5162+04 -.5147+04

A5 .7723+05 .7681+05

A6 -.1284+07 -.1267+07

A7 .2241+08

Table 1 '_
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The size of K appears to have little affect on AI,'.,AK . Also, since

the terms in (61) have rapidly decaying exponential factors, the Increas-

ing magnltudes of the A's is to be expected. For K = 7, the various
n

Bn, Cn, Dn and En are given in Tabie 2.

B C D E
n n n n n

1 •6146+02 -.5146+02 •3073+02 -.2073+02

2 -.1017-01 .1017-01 -.1016-01 .1016-01

3 .1928-03 -.192S-03 .1927-03 -.1927-03

4 -.4959-05 .4959-05 -.4960-05 .495q-05

5 .1463-06 -.1463-06 .1463-06 -.1463-06

6 -.4670-08 .4670-08 -.4700-08 .4670-08

7 .]570-09 -1570-09 .1570-09 -.1570-09

Tcble 2

To avoid numerical instabilities, we approximate the coefficients

{_I"''_5'_i"'" and _5 in (46) and (47) by solving the overposed

systems$of linear equations

and _, I

~
for _I ,_', n5,_l,." '_5 by least squares methods where _(r) and _ (r)

are defined in (70) and r_ = (k-l)/lO. The resultlng approximations

for _I,'",QS,_I,"" and _5 are given in Table 3.

n- I 2 3 4 5

n -.1349+O3 _8784+02 - .658+02 .5472+02 -.2974+02

n .5475+02 -.3494+02 ,2577+02 -.2123+02 .1122+02

Table 3

For N = 3, the control f(x) generated by (56)-(59) is tabulated in Table 4

X_-I2
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x fix) _ f(_)
-i 14.055 - 6.5 107.70
-1.5 14.967 - 7. 118.57

-2. 13.405 - 7.5 128.55

-2.5 14.701 - 8, 137.65

-3. 20.701 - 8,5 145.94

-3.5 30.600 - 9. 153.47

-4. 42.918 - 9.5 160.31
-4.5 56.359 -i0. 166.5

-5. 70.012 -10.5 172.11

-5.5 83.307 -11 177.19
-6. 95.922

Table 4

5. CONCLUSIONS.

In this paper we have presented a method for constructing a control

surface temperature such that the partial differential equations and boundary
conditions describing Bridgman-Stockbarger crystal growth are not over-

posed if we require the solld-melt interface to be at x ffiO. This method

can also be applied to symmetric float zone methods described by:

(71) _zr_- Pt_-_Txj X"-O ,

_-J,j(Tj-c ,O-e, x,o(73) - _[ j

(74) _ "-O , X=O C)_ ¢'4tI

(75) -- K.j _ '_ ,, ,

and

(76) T_ : _ = TS _ x *-

where C(x) is a priori known. Using dual integral transform methods,

equations (72)-(74) and (76) can be solved. Using (75) if we then define

8Ts

B(r) : _x ' x = Q. and A(r) - M, we may use the methods of Section 2 to

construct the cooler control f(x), i.e.,

(77) T._ - _'(X), _"- I , X _ - 0

XXX- 13
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As a numerical aside, the reader is warned not to use large
N(equation (56)) because system (56) is similar to the Hilbert matrix
system for such N. This, of course, is due to our method of expanding

-kt
E(t) in terms of e , k = 1,2, "*°. Undoubtedly, a better basis exists
but its form is still an open question to the author.
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Design Considerations of a Thermally Stabilized
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis Chamber IT

by

Thomas S. Jandebeur
Assistant Professor of Biology

Athens State College
Athens, Alabama

Abstract

The overall objective of this continuing research is to investi-
gate the basic adjustable parameters of a Beckman Continuous
Particle Electrophoresis (CPE) Apparatus to determine the op-
timum conditions for ground-based operation for comparison
with space experiments.

Previous work has determined the optimum electrical field
strength and curtain flow rate for standard cell populations
in phosphate buffer, (3), the optimum concentration and flow
rate of the sample (2), and has investigated the postulation
by Ostrach (4) that an upflow electrophoresis chamber would
be more efficient than a downflow chamber (1,2).

The purpose here is to evaluate the possible application of
electrically insulated copper/aluminum chamber walls as a
means to thermally stabilize or equilibrate lateral tempera-
ture gradients which exist on the walls of conventional plastic
chambers and which distort the rectilinear base flow of buffer
through the chamber, significantly affecting sample resolution.
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:ntroduction

The rectilinear base flow through a cooled electro_horesis
chamber is extremely sensitive to any 1,teral temperature
gradients -'hich exist on the chamber inner walls. The uni-
form velocity front has been seen to be affected by lateral
temperature gradients as small as O.04_C/cm in v 0.55 cm
thick test chamber (5). The plastic walls of conventional
continuous flow electrophoresis chambers support _±gntficantly
higher gradients. Recognizing that the thermal conductivity
of all transparent materials is poor, the use of an efficient
heat conductor, such as copper or aluminum, in construction of
an electrophoresis chamber to allow equillbratlon of lateral
temperature gradients should result in significantly better
sample resolution.

Objectives

A major problem encountered in the development of the metal
walled electrophoresis chamber is the application of a thin,
buffer resistant coating which will provide electrical in-
sulation without significantly compromising the metal's
thermal conductivity (5). The purpose of this research, then,
is to evaluate the performance of coatings recc:r_ended for
copper and/or aluminum as applied to copper test strips, to
copper inserts of a modified Beckman Continuous Particle
Electrophoresis (CPE) chamber, and to the aluminum wails of
a protclype electrophoresis chamber, in each case with the
coating being evaluated under conditior,= similar to those
encountered during continuous flow electrophoretic separation
of a mixture of fixed red blood cells (1,2,3).

Materials and Methods

The following coatings recommended for copper, applied tn-
dlvidually to clean copper test strips by dipping, were
exposed to a 0.15 M NaCI solution for wrying intervals
not exceeding 30 days and examined periodically for evidence
of corrosion (5):

Vinylidene flouride powder resin/
"Kynar" (Penwalt Corporation)
in dimethyl formamlde

"Formvar" (Monsanto)

"Butvar" (Monsanto) coating formulation
for metal cans made up from "Epon 1007"
(Shell Oil Company) and "Methylon 75103"
(General Electric)
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71000 epoxy resin coating (Armstrong)

R-4-3117 silicone conformal coating

(Dow Corning)

"Temp-R-Tape C" (CHR Industries)

Where appropriate, the coatings were preceded by an "Iridite i
# 7P" precoat (Allied Research Products) The Kynar film was
crosslinked using a I0 mega rad dose of gamma radiation from
a Co 60 source. A fluidized bed technique was employed in the
applicaticn of the 71000 epoxy resin coating.

Several coatings recommended for copper, applied individually
to clean copper test _trips by dipping (1202 Glyptal - General
Electric; PDS Air Dr} Plastic Coating - Industrial Products)
or by spraying (Krylon No. 1303 Crystal Clear acrylic spray
coating), were evaluated while immersed in a 0.15 M NaCI
solution supporting an electric field (395 volts, 120 milli-
amps), with the coated copper serving as one electrode, and
for varying intervals not exceeding 6 hours. Failing to con-
duct the current, the coating might then be judged to be an
acc,:ntable electrical insulator.

The more resistant coatings, including R-4-3117 silicone con-
formal coating, 71000 epoxy resin coating, Temp-R-Tape C and
PDS Air Dry Plastic Coating, were subsequently evaluated in
a Beckman CPE chamber modified as described in the following
paragraph.

The frontplate glass insert was replaced by a copper insert
of the same dimension. A plexiglass backplate fitted with
a copper insert replaced the standard all plexiglass CPE
backplate. Two vertical channels in the plexiglass portion
of the backplate each containing 2.5 mm diameter spectra/
pore semi-micro cellulose membranes enclosing platinum
electrodes communicate with the separation chamber through
two 28 cm by 0.2 cm slots in the copper insert. A copper
"boat" fixed to the back of the copper insert comprised the
backplate cooling chamber. The copper insert with the copper
"boat" attached was placed, as a unit, into a recession
milled into the front of the plexiglass backplate.

Results

The R-4-3117 silicone conformal coating and the 71000 epoxy
resin coating, applied at thicknesses of approximately .001
inch, fai]ed to completely insulate the copper wall inserts
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of the modified Beckman CPE chamber (5). Adequate in_ulal-5on
was provided by Temp-R-Tape C (5), and the PDS Air Dry Plastic
Coating, but the configuration of the backplate copper insert
electrode slots did not prove compatible with the application
of either coating.

To eliminate the electrode slot coating problem, a prototype
aluminum chamber was designed such that electrode channels
cammunicated with the separation chamber from the sides of,
rather than from the rear of, the separation chamber. Plati-
num electrodes enclosed by 2.5 mm diameter spectra/pore semi-
micro cellulose membranes were employed to establish an
electrical field across the separation chamber. The elec-
trodes and membranes were secured to plexiglass top and
bottom plates designed to allow for electrode cooling and
curtain buffer flow.

Applied to the aluminum chamber walls, Temp-R-Tape C pro-
vided adequate electrical insulation when tested for
approximately 5 hours at an electrical field strength of
600 volts and 18 milliamps.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Temp-R-Tape C (CHR Industries, New Haven, Connecticut),
a thermal curing pressure-sensitive extruded fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP) copolymer provides an acceptable
combination of mechanical, thermal, electrical, and chemi-
cal properties for electrophoretic application. The tape
has negligible moisture absorption and exhibits freedom
from pinholes and voids as evidenced by its high dielectric
strength (2800 volts/mil). Further, it is extremely thin
(3 mils), is relatively easy to apply, and adheres well to
a copper or aluminum substrate.

Dupont Company manufactures several Teflon finishes which
may be applied with electrostatic or conventional compressed
air paint spraying equipment. Teflon FEP finishes, designed
to give a non-porous surface with high release characteristics,
a low coefficient of friction and excellent chemical resistance,
may be applied to aluminum with a total dry film thickness of
from 0.9 to 1.3 mils, including a primer thickness of approxi-
mately 0.3 mils. Teflon-S non-stick finishes are similarly
characterized.

The following recommendations are made, to be carried out
in the indicated sequence:
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(I) that Teflon FFP and�or Teflon-S finishes bc applied
to lhe protot.vp_, '_luminum wall chamber by ,u licensed industriI_l
npplic:_.tor and ,,\'aluatcd under t0st condition.._ ._imil:Ir to those
dc._cribed in this p:tper;

(2) th'It Typt _ C Teflon (FEP) film, 0.5 mils thick (50 gailg¢_),
be applied to the prototype aluminum wall chamber using 46960 t
polvesler adhesive and RCS03 curing agenl (both available
from Duponl Company}, and evaluated under lest conditions

similar to th_se de._cribed in this paper;

(3) thal, in order to be compatible with the application
c,f Teflon finishes ,..rfilms, the Beckman CPE chamber be modi-

fied such lhat tht, t.lectrode placement is Ill the side of the

st'pal'al ion ¢humbt,r, as opposed 1o from the rear of lhe
separation chamb,..r, and to accept aluminum wall inserts;

(.I) that, in :_dditio,q to Temp-R-Tape C, should the Teflon

FEP and�or S finishe._ and/or tile Type C Teflon (FEP) film

prove to be effecl ivc electrical in._:ulators, these coatings

be applied Io the aluminum wall inserts of a Beckman CPE

oh'amber modified ,'Isdescrib,..d in (3_ above; and

(5) that the Beckman CPE ch,'imber modified as de._cribed

in (3_ and (.t) above, be ulili:-t,d 1o generate data for compari-
son with results :lchievt,d in the see;iv,ilion of a mixture of
fix,,d l-(.d blood cells in the, conventional Beckman CPE chamber (2).
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MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES FOR SCHEDULING
SPACELAB CREW ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS

BY

Frank H,, Mathis
Ass, istant Professor of Mathematics

Baylor University

ABSTRACT

The objective of this report is to investigate
several mathematical programming techniques which may
be applied to the :_cheduling of experiments and crew
activities for Spacelab missions° We will discuss the
use of currently known methods, in particular zero-one
programming and heuristic dispatching,, In addition we
propose a new type of scheduling algorithm and present
examples to illustrate and test its use,.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain a schedule of activities for a Space-
lab mission , a number of experiments must be assigned to
specific times in the mission so that a variety of constraints
are satisfied. Since this problem may be formulated as a
limited resource - project scheduling task, several well-tested
algorithms ,-xist for obtaining a good solution.

The use of zero-one programming as developed by Pritsker,
Watters and Wolf [4] and improved by several authors (see, for
example, I5]) has proved effective on small scheduling problems.
However, run time and computer storage requirements increase
rapidly with the number of variables present and may prove
prohibitive for use on a problem the size of a Spacelab mission.

On the otherhand, dispatching techniques, which take the
experiments to be scheduled in a specific order and assign each
to the first valid time in the mission, produce results with
relatively fast run-time and small storage requirements. How-
ever, these methods may fail to yield a good schedule° The
result is that a great deal of time must be spent investigating
and editing the timeline obtained from a dispatching scheduler
to obtain a better schedule°

Clearly there is a need for algorithms which can obtain a
good quality timeline and not exceed unreasonable time and stor-
age requirements°

XXXI I-1
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OBJECTIVES

The objective of this report is to investigate current
techniques for scheduling with resourcc-constraintso In
particular, we discuss the use of zero-one programming and
dispatching methods° We will then introduce a new algorithm
which combines characteristics of both existing methods to
generate a valid schedule of experlments_ "Exampleb and test
results are presented to illustrate the feasibility of the
use of this algorithm on data typical to Spacelab missions.
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM

In order to formulate the problem of scheduling a Space-
lab mission, we assume that each experiment has been divided
into a number of individual tasks which we denote as models.

A model in turn is divided into separate ste_ each of'which
demand a specific set of requirements. In addition, each
model may have to be scheduled several times. We denote this
by the number of performances of a model.

The constraints imposed on the schedule are of the fol-
lowing types. A step may have several resource requirements.
These include the use of a crewman or a certain piece of
equipment as well as electrical power, computer memory, data
transmission and so forth. Two steps may have a sequencing
constraint. That is, step A must be scheduled before step B
with specified minimum and maximum delays between the two
steps. Each model will have an earl_ and a late start time be-
tween which the first step of eac_performanc--_ust-_=_ scud -
uled. Finally, many steps must be scheduled during one of
several specific time intervals of the mission. For example,
a step may require the ability to view a certain star. Thus
that step can only be scheduled during those times in the
Spacelab orbit that the star is visible. We refer to this
type of requirement as s target. We assume that we know the
times at which any target is available during the mission.

Thus the problem is to schedule as many as possible of
the specified number of performances of each model such that
all constraints are satisfied° We refer to the resulting
schedule as a timeline.

As an example of the type problem encountered in a Space-
lab mission we will use a data file which was constructed in
June 1980 for Spacelab I. We point out that this file is not
currently in use; however, we feel it can serve to typify the
size and structure of the problem. Table I summerlzes this
data.
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TABLE I

DATA for 8PACELAB I (June 1980 version)

,

Length of tlmeline 165.61 Hours

Number of models 218

Number of performances 935

Total number of steps 3497

Number of crew available 6

Types of equipment 38

Other types of resource constraints 4

Number to tarEets 72
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TYPES OF SCHEDULERS

I. Zero-one Progrannning.

The use of zero-one programing was first applied to
scheduling problems in a series of papers by Prltsker, Watters
and Wolf [4]. In this approach the timeline is divided into
discrete time intervals. Corresponding to each interval a
variable must be defined for every step in the problem. A
variable is assigned the value of "one" if the corresponding
step starts during that time £ntcrval and a value of "zero"
otherwise. One advantage of this formulation is that the
problem is easily represented by a set of linear equalities
and inequalities. We illustrate this below. Refer to Table
II for a listing of the required variables.

TABLE II

Variables for zero-one progrmrrning

i - Subscript referring to a model.

j - Subscript referring to a performance.

k - Subscript referring to a step.

t - Subscript referring to a time
interval.

x (ijkt) - A zero-one variable assigned the
value of I if step k of perform-
ance J of model i starts in time
period t, and 0 otherwise.

d (ik) - Duration of the kth step of model i.

min (ik) - Hinimum delay after step k of model i.

max (ik) - Maximum delay after step k of model i.

E (i) - Early start time for model i.

L (i) - Late start time for model i.

N (i) - Number of steps for model i.

P (i) - Number of performances for model i.
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TABLE II

Variables for zero-one progra_nlng (cont !

m - Subscript rcferrini; to a resource.

r (ikm) - Amount of resource m required by
• step k of model i.

R (rot) - Amount of resource m a_,all_ble at
t_me t.

The various constraints ma F be defined as follows:

Sequencing examples for steps k and k+l of mode] L, performance j:

L(i) L(

_t " X(ijkt)] + d(ikl + min(ik) 4-_t X(ijk+It) I

t-E(i) t-__,,_

and

L(1) L(i)

t=_(i)(t • X(lJk+It)_ " =_ _t X(iJkt)} + d(ik)+ max(Ik)t E(i

A
Resour,_e example (including targets) for resource m at time t:

P(i) N(_i) t

i J=l k=l t=t - d(ik)

In addition we require a step definitio_ :onstraint for
each step. This will assure that the step is assigned to at
most one start time.

LCi)

X(iJkt) _de 1, for all i,j and k.

t=E(i)
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Also a performance completion constraint is needed for
each performance. This will allow no step in a performance
to 5e scheduled unless the last step is a_so scheduled.

L(i] N(i) L(il

_ X(ijkt) = _ (N(i).X(l_ N(i.l,tl),for all

t=E(i) k-I t=E_£) i and jr

Using the above constraints one ma)_ program the problem
to optimize several objective functions° We list some exampleso

To obtain the most steps possible we select the X(ijkt)
to maximize_.

P(i) N(i) L(i]

i j=l k=l t=E(i)

Similarly maximizing the following functions produces the
most performances, models and experiment time respectively.

P(i) L(i)

_ _ X(ij N(i)t),
i j=l t=E(i)

L(i)

_ X(i P(i) N(i) t),

i t=E(i)

P(i) N(i) L(i)

i j=l k=l t=E(i)

Since good algorithms exist to handle integer programming
with zero-one variables (see, for example, chapter XI of [3]),
the above approach appears as an attractive means to solve the
scheduling problemo However, if one applies this technique to
Spacelab data, obvioas problems arise°
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First the largest time interval _hich _'ould reasonably
define the tilneline is one minute, This means that a formu-

lation of 3497 step,_ over 105 hours would require well over
3 m_llion variables. Although techniquo_ _uch a_ the method
of Talbot and Pc.tterson I5] can greatly ,tecrea_e this storage
requirement, the time requi'red to sol_e the zero-one problem
remains substantial. This is because the most efficient zero-

one algoritlms employ an implicit enume'ration technique in
which after a feasible solution is ob.tained, thc method hack
tracks until nil possihle solutions are directly or indirectly
observed. The larger the probl._m the longer it takes to ac-
complish the back tracking, In |S] results for test problems
with up to 800 zero-one variables and 300 constraints are
reported, Ilsing an IBM 370/100 the authors oi, tain run-times
of 6 to 30 seconds CPII, If this were extrapolated to a prob-
lem the sir.e of a Spacel_b mission, run times of 5 to 30 hours
might be expected. These numbers were obt::ined assuming thal
the time increases proportionally with size.. A more reason-
able assumption would dictate that run-time increases with
the cube of the size, Indeed this is u..._uall>" the case for
linear programming applications,, l-xtrapolating under this
assumption would result in a run-time of over 90(I0 years!

ti, Dispatching Techniques.

Because el' tl_e large storage a,_d long run-time require-
ments of the zero-one formulation, there is a need for alter-
native methods if one is faced with a prol_lem of any si:e_
The most common approach for scheduling large problems is a
dispatching technique. In these methods one pl,ce_ an order
on the list of steps to be schedule,l, then following this
order the steps are assigned to the first time at which ,_11
constraints are satisfied. Tl:is allows, for a schedule to he

obtained very rapidly with minimal storage requirements.
Clearly, the order on the steps is crucial to the structure
of the resulting timeline. In some cases, one may ohtaitx a
good timeline by choosing the order I_ased on a heuristic rule
or "rule of thumb",, For example, one may wi:;h to schedule
those steps which require the most resource first, l)avis
and Patterson [1] have tested several heuristic dispatching
rules on various scheduling problems. Also see Grone and
Mathis [2] for a discussion of dispatching methods al-plied
to Spacelab missions.

We note that the current scheduler in use at MSI:C is a

dispatching type program which may ttse either a random ordering
or an order fixed by the operator. We will refer to this pro-
gram as TLP for Timeline ProRram. In a test envolving 30
runs of 'rLP using the random orderiug on our s_tmple data, _e
fo_,,.:d that a valid timeline is obtained in less than 2 minute:_

or" elapsed tinte.
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None of the runs produced a ti_elLne with all of the desired
models scheduled; the _verage run scheduled approximately qO_,
of the models and 87t of the per£ormances.

There are several problems with a dispatching scheduler.
'there is no gu_rantee that the res_lting schedule is near
optional. Also, heuristics seem to he very problem dependent.
That is. a rule which works well on a part'icular problem may
prove disastrous for the next problem. Thus, a dispatching
scheduler may generate a valid ti_eline very qutckl_,, but
then a considerable amount of time must be spent editing the
schedul_ in order to improve it_ quality_ This is indeed the
case with TI,P. 'rhe t il_eline produced hy TI,P can b_" converted
into one in which 9,_,_of the models ,rod9b_ of the performances
schedule, hut ou!y after much invest "Rat ion and alterat ion
requiring several m'_u-hours of effort.
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A NEW ALGORITIIM

We now propose a new algorithm which combines some ele-
ments of l_oth zero-one and dispatching techniques We wish
to construct a method which has the flexibility of zero-one
programming so that after a step is scheduled we may later
move the step to another place in the timeline. However,
in order to speed up the algorithm, we will not attempt a
full back tracking procedure but rather depend on a heuristic
rule to dictate which steps should move,

To define our method, we divide constraints into two

groups. A constraint is called _ dependent if the amount
available to a step at a particular time will change as other
steps are scheduled at the same time Crew usage, equipment
and other resources are examples of" step dependent constraints.

Sto_pw independent constraints are those which do not depend on i
many steps are running at the same time. F.xamples are

early and late start time, sequencing, and targets

We say that a step is assigned to a feasible time if no
step independent constraint is violated, _timeline is
valid if all constraints are satisfied.

The general idea of the algorithm is to start with a
feasible timeline and then proceed from the front to the back
of the timeline checking each time for _alidity If at any
time it is found that a step dependent constraint is violated,
a particular step scheduled a, that time is selected anti moved
to a future time in the t ime.tne

Whenever a step is moved, all other steps in the same
model must be checked and possibly moved to assure that max-
imum and minimum delay requirements are satisfied, We will
not got into the details of this process but rather denote
it by the phrase "move other steps as necessary"., If, during

an attempt to move ste_ j to a new time, any step in the same
model can not be reassigned to a feasible time, we will say
that step j cannot be reassigned,

If at any time, a step dependent constraint is violated
but no step can be reassigned, then a step is selected anti
removed from the timeline. In this case all other steps in
the same performance must be removed. Of course, the method
of choosing a step to be moved or removed is vital to the
quality of the resulting timeline. As with a dispatching

t

method, one may use any of several heuristic rules to accom-
plish this. In the algorithm to follow, we will move the 4
step which uses the most of the violated re:;ource,
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This strategy is used in an attempt to cause as many steps
-_ as possible to schedule at t_e present time and to minimxze :,

the number of moves required We do not claim that this _"
rule is necessarily the best.

We refer the reader to table III for a list Qf variables
} used in the algorithm. "_ formal statement of the algoritlm

follows ;

TABLE III
t

A Variables last for the Scheduling Algorithm

N - Number of steps,,

st(j) - Starting time of step j,,

d(j) - Duration of step j

T - Current time under investigation
for validity

T (old) - Previous time investigated,,

T (new} - Time to which a stp may be re-
assigned.

J (T) - Set of indices j such that step
j is scheduled during time To
That is,

stCj)L T-" stCj) + dCj)

L - Set of indices corresponding to
steps for which time reassignments
were not possible.,

M Number of step dependent constraints,,

R (k,T) Amount of resource k available at
time T.

r (jk] - Amount of resource k required by
step j,

S (k,T) Scaled requirement for resource k
at time TI

S (.k,l"),:i _ rCjk) "_ / R (k,T}.
j ( J (T)

- The empty set.
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ALGORITttM

1. Assign st (j), J-l,2,..- N, to its earliest feasible
start time. Set 1'=-1.

2. Set T (old) - T ; Set L- ¢.

3. If _j such that st (J)_ T (old)_ = ¢ , stop ;

otherwise set T - rain f sttj) such that st(j)_T (old)_ .

J

4_ Find all j in J (T).

S. Find k which corresponds to the maximum S (k,T), k-l,2, o_°Mo

b. If S (k,T) _ 1, go to 2 ; otherwise continue.

7. If J (T) - I, _ _, let j be the first index in L,
remove step j from the timeline and go to 4; otherwise
continue.

8. Find i in J[L)-L to maximize r(ik).

g. Set T (new) _ rain _ st_) ' d(j) so that j is in J(T) and

J

I0o Attempt to reassign st(i) tc the first feasible time •

T (new); more other steps as necessary.

11. If st(i) can be reassigned go to 4; otherwise, add

i to L and go to 7.

We point out that hecause reassignment of a step may
cause other steps to move to a time that has already been
checked for validity, a single application of the algorithm
may not produce a valid tinelineo In practice the algorithm
must be repeated until no moves are necessary°
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EXAMPLES

In order to illustrate the operation o,f the algorithm_
we present several examples. The first is a test problem
used in [410 Also see chapter XII of [3]. .The problem con-
tains 6 models, 8 individual steps and 3 types of resources. 2
The data is summerized in TaSle IV.

TABLE IV
DA'rA FOR EXAMPLE 1. !

_ |w i __

EarIie_t Latest Resource Requirements
Index Model Step Start Duratlon Start

....... t ,.2 3
1 I 1 0 4 1 5 3 2

2 1 2 4 3 5 0 1 1

3 2 1 0 3 5 2 0 2

4 3 1 1 3 4 1 1 1

5 3 2 4 2 7 2 2 0

6 4 I I 2 7 2 0 0

7 5 I 2 5 4 2 i I

8 6 i 2 i 8 i 3 0

i , f i ,i _ i

Amount of Resource Available at all times 8 5 4

X:_XlI-13
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The initial feasible t_meline is shown in figure io At
T=I the timeline is valid_ Moving to T=2 we find resource i
has the maximum scaled requirement and step i is the greatest
user. We attempt to reassign step I ro T(new) = 3; however,
this would cause step 2 to be scheduled after its latest start.
Hence, step I cannot be reassigned. We next attempt to reassign
step 3 to T(new). This results in the timeline shown in figure 2.

The timeline is now valid at T=2. We proceed with the
algorithm and after six more reassignments we obtain the time-
line shown in figure 3. Note that all times are valid.

It is interesting to note that McHillian [3] obtained the
schedule shown in figure 4 using zero-one progran_ning_ Here
the problem is formulated with 33 variables, 37 constraints,
and the objective to minimize schedule length_ McMillian re-
ports a run-time of 2_3 seconds CPU o_ a_ IBM 7044. McMillian
also applied a dispatching rule at "minimum slack-time first" to
the above example. Slack time is the amount of time between the
earliest start time and the latest start time. The result is

shown in figure 5. Note that model 3 did not scheduler

As a second example, a computer program was designed to
impliment our algorithm on the DIGITAL VAX-II/780. The first
i00 models of the Spacelab data file were selected as an initial
test case. This represents a problem with 1911 steps. The
algorithm successfully ran in II minutes 23 seconds of CPU time.
A valid timeline was produced with 1624 steps scheduled_ This
represents about 85% of the steps requested_

Finally the same program was applied to the full 218

models in the Spacelab data file. Although not all constraints
were used - some of the maximum and minimum delay_ were not
checked - the algorithm produced a timeline in 48 minutes of CPU
time. Of the 3497 steps requested, 3001 or about 86% were sched-
uled.
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RESOURCE k=l 7 10 13 8 4 4 2 0 0
k=2 3 4 8 5 4 4 2 0 0USAGE
k=3 4 5 6 4 2 2 2 0 0

1
, _|

2
: I

3
!

4
L
! 1

5

6

' ' '1 _TIME 11 2 [ 3 _1 4 ' 5 i 6 t 7 8 9

Figure 1. Initial Feasible Timeline.

i

k=l 5 8 11 11 6 6 2 0 0
RESOURCE k=2 3 4 8 8 4 4 2 0 0
USAGE k=3 2 3 4 6 4 4 2 0 0

2 :

3

4

5

6

7 !

1 , | ! I t I
TIME 1 ' 2 3 '.l 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 2. Timeline after one move.
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k=l 5 8 8 8 6 6 5 2 0
RESOURCE

k=2 3 4 4 5 4 4 5 1 0
USAGE

k=3 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 1 0

1

2
: , , !

: 3 :
4

! I
5

! a
6

7

8

• a i |
I !

TIME 1 ] 2 ' 3 | 4 t 5 J 6 ' 7 8 9

Figure 3. Final Valid Timeline.

k=l 5 6 8 8 8 8 5 0 0
RESOURCE k=2 3 4 5 5 4 4 5 0 0
USAGE

k,=3 2 3 4 4 4 -! 4 0 0

1
!

,)

3
} -i

5

6
t

7
o-

TIME 1 _2 t3 t4 15 t6 t7 t8 _ 9

Figure 4. Timeline from zero-one method.
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k=l 7 7 7 7 5 5 3 3 1
k=2 3 3 3 4 5 4 5 2 1
k=3 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 1

1 I
2

, !
3

4
I- --4

5

6
•_ ,, 0

7

8

I } i ! I t I i i I
, , , , , , -_

TIHE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 5. Timellne from dispatching method.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on our preliminary experimental results, the al-
Borithm presented is feasJ:_le for use on Spacelab scheduling
problems, although the resulting timellne seems of comparable
quality with those obtained by TLP while the expense of run-
time is substantially greater than that of TLP. Nevertheless,
we feel that the flexibility furnished by the algorithm warrents
further investigation at least with respect to two points.
First more efficient searching and sorting techniques may be
employed in the coding of the algorithm to decrease run-time.
More importantly, the use of alternative heuristic rules for
the choice of steps to move or remove should be examined. We
feel that this investigation could lead to great improvement
in the performance of the algorithm as well as the quality of
_he resulting timeline.
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ABSTRACT

This investigation has reconciled ion chamber data

obtained by MSFC on ultrare]ativistic heavy cosmic rays

with recent theoretical approaches which successfully des-

cribe ion chamber data at powerful particle accelerators.

The data taken by MSFC do not show a relativistic rise as

great as the rise for particles of charge one at accelera-
tors. The difference is explained by the greater thickness

of the ion chambers used for cosmic rays, the greater

energy transfer to the gas of the ion chamber for cosmic

rays of charge 8 to 26, and those delta-ray electrons which

escape from the ion chamber and are thus not recorded.
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INTRODUCTION ,_

Cosmic rays have been investigated since their dis-
covery in 1911. Their flux in space is nearly independent
of time and direction. They consist of nuclei, with small
amounts of electrons and electromagnetic radiation. The
nuclei are mostly protons (around 90 percent) and helium
(around 9 percent), but heavy nuclei are present also. The
energy spectrum extends to the greatest energies known,
reaching as much as 102o eV.

The origin of cosmic rays is a mystery, as is the
mechanism by which they gain extremely high energy. Ex-
ploding galaxies, supernevae, pulsars, etc., have been
proposed as sources, but none have been clearly identified.
Measurement of the energy and identification of the various !
nuclear species are important for an understanding of the
phenomena. For energies from 1 GeV/nucleon to several
hundred GeV/nucleon, conventional time-of-flight measure-
ments and Cerenkov counters are inadequate. Energy loss
measurements become important here. Ionization measure-
ments give an indirect esti_late of the energy ]oss of a
charged particle by measuring the number of electrons
ejected from their atoms as the particle passes. This in-
formation can be used for particle identification and esti-
mation of its energy.
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OBJECT IVES

It was desired to _Ind out why the relativistic rise
in ionization detected in cosmlc-ray experiments by MSFC

\ does not agree with experiments _t accelerators on singly
charged particles. A related objective was to study recent
tlleoretical treatments in the literature to see if _hey
could be applied or needed to be applied to the cosmic-ray
setup.
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BODY OF REPORT

Until recently, theoretical treatments of the ioni-
zation loss of charged particles in thin gas-filled pro-
portional counters predicted considerably greater losses
than experiments showed (Refs. 1, 2). On the other hand,
the experiments actually measure energy deposit in the
chamber, not energy loss, and this may be an important
distinction.

The relativistic rise in ionization has been well
understood qualitatively for some time. Relativistic
charged particles passing through a gas-filled chamber

lose energy mainly by excitation and ionization of the gas
(Ref. 3). Fano (Ref. 4) gives one way to look at the
interaction between the incident particle and the atoms of
the absorber. The electromagnetic field of the particle is
represented by two terms. One, called the longitudinal
term, is merely a static Coulomb interaction. The second
term, called the transverse term, involves emission and
absorption of virtual photons. The longitudinal inter-
action is effectively constant at high velocities. The
transverse term, however, increases in strength as particle
speed v increases. This is due to the increase in the
transverse field strength, which is proportional to y,
where

1/2
y = (1 - B'_) - and 6 = v/c

This relativistic rise would continue indefinitely if it
were not for the polarization of the absorber atoms. The
energy loss levels off in what is called the Fermi plateau.

In what we will call the Bethe-Born equation for
energy loss S (Ref. 5), obtained by integrating over possi-
ble collisions,

S,_ ;n 2mv 2 - lnI - ln(1 - 6 2 ) - 6 2 - 5/2

Here m = electron mass, v = particle velocity, and the
absorber atoms are described only crudely by the mean ioni-
zation potential I and a density correction 6.
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Sternheimer (Ref. 6) improved the theory by express-
lng I and 5 in terms of the oscillator strengths and
energy levels of isolated atoms. However, the oscillator
strengths were poorly known. This Bethe-Born-Sternheimer
interaction model predicted losses which were greater than
the energy deposits measured experimentally.

Ispirien, et al. (Ref. 7) realized that for a singly
charged particle and a thin (_ 1.5 cm) gas absorber, the
number of ionizing collisions is small (_ 30) and, therefore,
an integration over collisions is inappropriate. They used
instead a Monte Carlo method with energy transIer proba-
bilities based on rather simple assumptions. Results were
somewhat closer to experiment.

Cobb, et al. (Ref. 1) used Monte Carlo methods and a
more realistic model of the absorber atom. The most pro-
bable energy loss in a thin chamber and for _ingly charged
particles was less than the binding energy of K-shell
electrons, so these electrons did not contribute appreciably
to the most probable energy loss. Therefore, use of a mean
ionization potential was not appropriate for singly charged
particles in a thin absorber. The following procedure was
then used. The energy absorption of longitudinal photons
was described by delta functions at the ionization energies
followed by the standard Rutherford cross section. The
absorption related to the transverse field was described
by an imaginary term in the dielectric constant of the gas.
The dielectric constant was calculated from energy levels
and plasma frequency for the gas. Good agreement wiLh
experiment was achieved.

Allison, et al. (Ref. 8) made a further improvement by
calculating the dielectric constant of the gas directly
from the recent measurements of photoionization cross
section for the gas. A numerical convolution method was
used to calculate energy loss for a singly charged particle
in a thin absorber. Because the probability of a large
energy loss in a single collision is small, such events
were not considered; also the energy could be carried away
from the chamber in such a case. Excellent agreement with
accelerator experiments was achieved.

Applicability to Cosmic-Ray Measurements

Cosmic-ray experiments conducted by MSFC in coopera-
tion with other institutions have involved thick (8.4 cm)
ion chambers with xenon gas at atmospheric pressure. The
cosmic-ray particles of interest had charges from Z =" 6 to
30. Of course, the strength of interactions is proportional
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L_

to Z 2. With the thick absorber, the high density of elec-
trons, and large Z, the number and violence of collisions
is large. The most probable energy loss is much greater
than the binding energy of K-shell electrons. Therefore,
a mean ionization potential has some validity, as
Sternheimer used it. Besides this, the distribution of
energy losses becomes less sensitive to the details of the
single-collision cross section for thick absorbers (Ref. 9).
Since Cobb and Allison neglect energy carried away by
energetic delta-ray electrons, their good results may be
due partly to having as much energy brought into the ion
chamber as lost from the ion chamber by this mechanism.
The cosmic-ray chambers are significantly different and
cannot automatically be expected to have such luck. Parnell,
Watts, and Gregory (Ref. I0) have done a calculation of
energy deposit which keeps track of energetic delta-ray
electrons entering and leaving the ion chamber. They used !
the Bethe-Bornc-Sternhelmer treatment of the absorber atom
instead of the more rigorous approach of Allison and Cobb.
Their results agree with their cosmic-ray experiments.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The recent successful theoretical treatments of Cobb

and Allison add understanding of the ion chamber measure-
ments and the interaction of relativistic particles with

" matter. It seems that cosmic-ray experiments do not need
as much rigor in the details of the absorber atoms but
require more attention to energy carried out of the chamber "
by energetic delta-ray electrons. A further Monte Carlo
calculation using the best available atomic model is :
recommended, because this should remove any suspicion of
errors that cancel. A better understanding of the rigorous
approach of A:tlison and Cobb applied to high Z particles
and matching £t to sophisticated transport calculations of
electrons, developed at MSFC, is required. This author
plans to aid the MSFC group in such an endeavor.
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INTRODUCTION

*L

Since 1946 statisticians have been interested in the development

• and evaluation of arlt|_etlc random number generators that may be
easily programmed into a digital computer. One well known and once

widely used arithmetic generator is the mld-square method. This

method consists of squaring a K-dlglt number and taking the K middle

digits of the squared number to form a second K-dlglt number. To get

a third K-dlglt number, the process is repeated on the second number.

This continues until n random numbers are generated.

One major disadvantage of the mld-square method is that its

generated sequence often degenerates to a cycle which is very small,

consisting in the worst case of one slngle n,,umber. Another short-

coming is that it is dlfflcult to analytically evaluate certain

properties of this generator. Hence, the mld-square method has been

superseded by other arithmetic methods whose mathematical structures

are easier to analyze. For a more Indepth treatment of random number

generators that have received wide application, the reader should
consult, Jansson (1966). Also, a complete list of recent references

may be found in Sowey (1978).

{
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Most random number generators that are in use today are of the

congruential form

Xi+ I _=AXi + Cmod H (1)

where A, C, and M are nonnegatlve integers. If C=O, the gene ator is

called the multlpllcatlve type and those for which C_O are called

mixed congruentlal generators. It is easy to see that congruentlal

generators will repeat a sequence of numbers after a maximum of M

values bare been generated. The number of numbers that a procedure

generates before restarting the sequence is called the length or the
period of the generator. General] , it is desirable to make the

period as long as possible. The ne×t section _Ives a more detailed

discussion of ccngruentlal generators.

The Linear Congruential Cenerator

Let {Xi} denote a sequence of numbers generated by the linear

congruential generated by the linear congruentlal generator module M.

Then X_+ 1 -:AX i + C mud H. Let the initial value of the sequer.ce be
Xo. From equation (i) "#e have

XI - AX° + C mud M _> XI _ AXo + C - MX I

X2 _ AX 1 + C roodM -> X2 ffiAX l + C - MK 2 R A2Xo + C k_--i-_] - Md 2

X -=AX + C mud M _> X " Anx + C/An-ll - Mdn (2)
n n-, n o I]

n

KiAn"iwhere d = )'_ and KI, K2, ... K are Ir,tegers.n ' n

ill

Since the sequence is periodic, there exists a period P such thpr
X = X which implies that
p o

X - X = (AP-I)(X° + "-_'A-I) -
MX (3)

p o

where K is an integer. From (3), it can be see, _nat the period P

of a given col,gruential generator is the minimal P that satisfies

+ C,
(AP-I)(X ° _L-I) T O mud M. Ideally, A, C, M, and Xo are selected so

that the minimal P is maximized. It is worth while to remark that a

_axtmal P l'_ not sufficient to guarantee that the generator will pro-
dt{ce numbers whose Lehavlor resemble a set of random _umbers.
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For example, if A=l=r-X , the generator is (i) has period M and the
generated sequence is I_2..... m-l,O which is not a random sequence.

q

Thus a large portion of the research on linear congruential generators

has been devoted to the task of finding values for A, C, M and Xo so
that the period P i_ ma×imized and so that the numbers generated behave
as though they are random. In general, for a flxed value of M, A and ;

C are chosen to provide speed in computation, good statistical behavior

as well as a long period.

By _pplying the tools of number theory to equation (3), the

following values of P can be determined. (See Knuth (1969) for details.)

(i) P = M if M = 2B, A E 1 mod 4 and C is relatively prime to M.

M 2B
(ii) P _ _ if M = , A E 3 mod 8 or 1 mod 4, Xo is odd and C = 0.

(iii) P = M -i if M is prime, C = 0, X # 0.
O

In the sequel that follows, items (i), (ii) and (iii) above will be

called generator (i), (ii) oz (iii).

Generator (i) is a full period mixed congruential generator. Since

the period of this generator is M, the choice of the startimg value Xo
is not important because all possible values 0,1 ..... M-l, will be

generated. Generator (ii) is a maximal period multiplicative generator :

with period M/4 = 2_-2 . Since A and Xo are odd and M is even, it 7
follows that all Xi valaes are odd. That is, one period of this

generator contains exactly one-half of the odd numbers between 0 and
M. Generator (iii) removes the restriction against even numbers imposed

by generator (ii). Its initial value Xo may be any number between 0
and M.

Except for the restriction that C be relatively prime to M, the

choice of C is usually discussed only in terms of whether or not it
should be zero. That is, whether or not the generator should be

multiplicative or mixed. Greenberger (1961) used a function of C

to place bounds on the correlation between Xi+ I and Xi. However, his
result does not appear to be very useful in selecting a good value for

C. The most widely used generators have been those where C=0, M=2_

and A takes on a value so that the generator has maximal period.

In closing the discussion on selecting a value for C, it is worth-
while to remark that a multiplicative generator module 2_ can be rep-

resented equivalently as a mixed full period generator module 2B-2.

To see this, consider the multip_icative generator Y_ = _YI-I mod 2B
with A E 5 mod 8. Let Zi = (Yi - 1)/4. Then Zi = AZI_ 1 + C mod 2B-2
where C = 2d + i, d is an integer. This is an indication that as long

as M - 2B, one need not place emphasis on the selection of C to improve

_he period or the statistical behavior of _ congruentlal generator. Also

note that Allard, Do, ell and Hull (19_3) ran extensive frequency and

serial tests on congruential generators. They concluded that Xo and C
are far less important than the multiplier A in establishing statistical
behavior of a generator.
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Although (i), (tl) and (lti) have identified values for A that

will provide a full or maximal period, manv studies have focused on (

the choice of A that will produce a sequence of numbers with properties
that one would expect to find in a sequence of random numbers. A

necessary condition for the approval of a sequence of numbers is that !
tile numbers pass a collection of standard statistical tests on equi-
distribution, runs, serial correlation, etc. The book by Jansson (1966)

deqcribes nine difference emperical tests of randomness.

Knuth (1969) describes two theoretical tests that may be used
to assess the randomness of a congruential generator. They are the •

lattice test, Introduced bv Marsaglia (1972) and the spectral test
developed lw Coveyou and NacPherson (1967). These two tests are

limited to full-period linear congruenttal generators and to certain
mul t ipl icat ire generators.

rim development of the lattice and spectral tests followed an ++

observation l,v Lath (see (;rcenberger (1965)) of straight line patterns

In the two-dimensional ,_lots of X t against Xt+ 1, where the sequence X 1
is i,roduced Iw a congruent;al generator. These straight line patterns
are referred to by btarsagl t (1972) as the lattice structure of the

generator. Tile lattice strt, cture of congruenttal generators were once

thought to be caused by the size of tile modulus, the initial value Xo or
even tile characteristic of the multiplier. Chambers (1967) concludes !

that tile straight line patterns would disappear when _he period is

sufficiently large. Ills conclusion was perhaps based on a small sample

taken from a relatively long period where, for a small sample, the

lattice structure was not immediately apparent. Marsaglla (lqhS) showed
that random numbers produced by congruenttal generatores lie in a rela-

tively small number of hyperplanes. Thus, the existence of the lattice

structure is independent of the parameters. An an example, figure 1

shows :1 plot of successive pairs (X t, Xi+ 1) from tile simple modulus

generator Xt+ 1 - 7 Xi rood 61.

Hanv authors have recommended various values for the multiplier A.

Some recommended values for A as a result of empirical studies and at

least two pal:ers, Harsaglla (1972) and Atktnson (lq80), make an excellent

compari,,_on of theoretical a.:d empii ical tests tot a t'amilv of multipl ica- +
t ivc alld mixed generators. Harsaglia compared tilt, lattice test to em-

pirical tests while Atkinson ",,ado comparisons on I_oth the lattice and

spectral tests. Some rectmmlendatlons of good generators were made hy

H,Irsagl ia and by Atkinson. Both authors claimed that their research is
a clear tndicatton that the lattice and spectral tests measure a quantity

tehich ix related to bad performance of generators. In particular, results

_rom bklrsavlia (1972, p,lge 280) indicate that the widely use,t multiplier +

A = :,a 4 "I , _X and )t are Integers, are ltke_' ¢ to produce nonrandom Re.aera-

tors. I.impirical stltdies bv IIull and Dot+ell (lq64) Sttl_ptu't tills claim. +,

I.It ht, r ._h,thods

lqmlV other methods [tlr gellel'dt illg raildtml llUIllllel'S have bet+ll propost,d.

Hdnv .+f these proposals consist of ,+'.light mt+diftcations to procedures ,(:
d i SCtlS'h'd above.
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FIGURE I
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In this section several promising procedures that differ from the

multiplicative and mixed procedure will be briefly discussed. The first

method is a strictly additive congruential generator introduced by Green
et al. (1959). The ith element of the sequence is generated by the re-
lation

Xi = Xi_ I + Xi_ 2 + ... + Xi_K mod M (4)

where M is prime and XI, X2, ..., XK are K initial values selected Dy
some process. As far as this author has determined, very little mathe-

matical theory has been applied to the study of the behavior of additive
generators. However, several empirical studies have been made with at

least two studies reporting conflicting results. See, for example,
Burford (1973) and Perkins and Menzefricke (1975).

The second method is a more complex additive method where the ith

term is computed by

X. = alXi_ + + . + mod M (5)z I a2Xi-2 "" aKXi-K

M is a prime, ai(i = 1,2 .....K) are nonnegative integers and Xl, X2, ...,
XK are the K inztial values Through the theory of finite fields it is

possible to show that integers al, a2, ..., aK exist so that the sequence
defined by (5) has period MK-I. However, it is difficult to compute their

values. Knuth (1969) gives an approach for selecting the multipliers

al, a2, ..., aK. This author has not been able to locate a reference
which statisticaliy evaluated a generator of the type given in (5) for

values other than ai = 1 (i = I, 2..... K). If ai = 1 for i = I, 2,...,K,
(5) becomes the generator given (4).

The third method was introduced by Maclaren and Marsaglia (1965).

They conducted a series of tests on the multiplicative and mixed genera-

tors and on two improved generators which they developed. Both of their
improved methods essentially consist of coupling two generators where one

generator shuffles the sequence of the other. They concluded that their

procedures are superior to both the multiplicative and mixed generators.

Brown and Solomon (1976) showed that if two vectors Xi and Yi con-
tain independent components, then the sequence defined by Z i --X_i + Yi

converges to the vector _ whcre _ is a vector of independent uniformly
distributed random variables. They also indicated that

n

W-n = Z Xi (6)
i=l

converges to __.

This author made an effort to use (6) to define a generator that
e_hibits a better uniform random behavior than now exists in the mul-

tiplicatlve or the mixed generator. Here it should be recalled that

the period of multiplicative or mixed generators is some number P. If

the pairs (Xi, Xi+ I) are truly random, one would expect p2 different
points with each point occurring with probability p-2. However, the

plot of the ordered pairs (Xi, Xi+l) gives only P points in the two-
dimensional space. Thus, it seems that P(P-I) points are missing.
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If a new generator could be constructed, from a multiplicative or mixed

generator having period P, so that a total of p2 different ordered pairs

(Xi, Xi+ I) could possibly occur, then our intuitive expectation would be
satisfied. Furthermore, a generator of this type would have a period of !
p2 and the b_t possible two-dimensional lattice structure. In general,

a generator with a period of pK would have the best possible K-dimensional
lattice structure.

To evaluate the period of the sequence of partial sums Wn = _ Xi,
we let __er[

i
!

= AX i + C nod M (7) [iXi+l
s

where P is the period of sequence X i. Then if (7) is a full period (P=M) I:

generator with M even, _ Xi = (M-I)H2 ii

(The sum of M-I consecutive positive integers) implies that the maximum _

period of Wn is 2M. If (7) is a maximal period generator with period

M-l, C=0 and M odd, _ = _
X i 2

implies that the maximal period of Wn is M. Through empirical evaloatlons,

it appears that if C#O and if Xi+ 1 = AX i + C mod M has period P<M-I, then

the maximal period of

Wn = _X i

is PM. Hence it is safe to conclude that W n does not have period M 2 or
HT-|. Additionally, the 2-dimensional lattice structure of generator Wn

is worse than that of (7) where A in (7) is selected to give a good lattice.

A concluding remark should be made about a generator of the form
K

X i = B ._.._Xi_ j rood M (8)

j=l

where M is prime and Xi, X2.... , XK are selected by some random process
and B>2. A check through exampleshave shown that there is a B, for K=2,

such t--hatthis generator has period M2-1. It could be the case that the

examples investigated are special cases of the generator mentioned in (5).

Therefore, this author r,commends a more thorough investigation of the

theoretical properties of generator (8).

Conclusion

According to the lattice structure test and the fact that every

multlpllcatlve generator can be transformed to a mixed generator, there

is no point in trying to show that the multlpllcatlve generator is better

or worse than the mixed generator. Basically, the generators' per-

formance depend on the selected value of the multlpller. By Theorem 2

page 253 of Marsaglla, the inference is that any good (bad) multlpllca-

tive generator module 2B can be transformed to a good (bad) mixed generator.

Beyond the point of selecting a good multlpller, the subject of mixed and

multlplicative generators appears to be exhausted.
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MICROFISSURING AND MICROSTRUCTURE
IN THE HAZ OF INCONEL 718

" BY

Raymond G. Thompson

Assistant Professor of Materials Engineering
Clemson University

Clemson, South Carolina

ABSTRACT

Inconel 718, as well as many other metals, is susceptible to inter-
_ranular hot cracking in the weld heat-affected-zone (HAZ). These cracks
;_r_ near the solidus temperature of the metal during the welding process.
This problem is of particular concern to NASA/MSFC because the SSME is
primarily constructed of welded Inconel 718.

The present program studied microfissuring in the weld HAZ of
Inconel 718 by simulating HAZ thermal cycles with the Gleeble machine.
Previous researchers have studied the instantaneousmechanical prcperties
of the HAZ using the Gleeble. The present study examines the instan-
taneous microstructure of the HAZ. This approach showed that second phase
structures, high in niobium, melt and wet the grain boundaries in the HAZ
during welding. It is postulated that the resultant HAZ grain boundaries,
enriched in niobium, act as preferred sites for microfissure nucleation
as the weld zone cools.
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INTRODUCTION

The intimate relationship between the mechanical properties and the
microstructure of a metal has been appreciated for many years. It has
also been realized that the microstructure of a metal continuously evolves

• during the processing and use of the metal. Examples of the evolutionary ,
nature of microstructure and its relationship to mechanical properties
are; natural age hardening aluminum alloys, sigma phase embrittlement
of certain stainless steels during long time elevated temperature use,
hot-work cracking of alloy steel due to the development of low melting
temperature sulfur eutectics, and the post-weld strain age cracking of
certain nickel base alloys due to the rapid precipitation of the a phase
during cooling. These are only a few examples of how the evolution of
microstructure is revealed through its sometimes detrimental effect on
mechanical properties. It is this evolution of microstructure during the
welding process which the present study relates to microfissuring, c

Microfissuring is the occurrence of intergranularcracks near the
solidus temperature of the metal immediately after the heat source
(electron beam, arc, etc.l has passed and the weld begins to cool.
These cracks are believed to initiate in either the solid state or when

incipient intergranular |iquid still wets the HAZ grain boundary during
cooling. The plastic strain necessary to cause both types of cracking
i_ on the order of 0.1% to 0.5%.I Greater strains than these will cause
multiple or large cracks. Thus it is imperative to study intergranular
microstructures for both the incipient melting condition and the solid
state condition in order to understand the relationship between grain
boundary microstructural phases and the microfissuring phenomena.

The evolution of mechanical properties in the weld HAZ during the
welding process has been studied using simulated welding thermal cycles,z
A Gleeble machine is often used to simulate the welding thermal cycle.
Most studies have investigated the instantaneousmechanical properties
of the HAZ by conducting fracture tests imposed during the simulated
thermal cycle. Useful data on tensile strength and fracture ductility
have been obtained in this way. The instantaneousmlcrostructureswhich
give rise to the observed mechanical properties during the welding cycle
have not yet been studied. The present study is an initial investigation
into the evolution of microstructure in the HAZ during the welding
process.
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EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE

Amo_el 510 Gleeblemachinewas used to simulatea weldingthecmal
cyclesuch thatthe specimenexperienceda similarmicrostructuralevolu-

• tionas the HAZ. The methodused was similarto thatused by 0wczarski,
Duvalland Sullivan3 on Inconel718. This methodwas _{sedin hopes of
makinga firstorder comparisonbetweenour microstructuralstudyand
theirmechanicalstudy.2 The thermalcycleused in bothstudiesis
characteristicof arc welded,I_ inchthick,stainlesssteelwith an
energyinputof 70,000joulesper inch.

Small diameter,0.043 inches,specimensof Inconel718 with the
compositiongiven in Table I were held in the water cooledjaws of the
Gleebleand subjectedto the syntheticHAZ thermalcycle. The small
diameterwirewas choseninsteadof the typical0.25 inchdiameter
specimensbecausethe smallwire can be quenchedmore reapidly. The
typicalHAZ thermalcycle is given in FigureI. The microstructural
evolutionin the HAZ was studiedby interruptingthe thermalcycle at
predeterminedtemperaturewith a rapidquenchtechnique. Thiswas
accomplishedby stoppingthe currentflow to the resistanceheated
specimenand simultaneouslyquenchingwith tap water. Thisprocedvre
resultedin surfacequenchingratesshown in FigureI. The thermal
cyclesin all caseswere recordedwith a O.OO1 inchdiameterChromel-
Alumelthermocouplepercussivelyweldedto the specimensurface.
The evolutionof microstructurein the HAZ was studiedfor both the
solutionannealedand fullyheat treatedconditions.Theseheat treat-
ments are givenin Table2. The solutionannealedmaterialwas quenched
on heatingfrom2181F,2275Fand 230OF. It was quencedon coolingfrom
a peak temperatureof 23OOFat 2216Fand 2150F. The fully heat treated
materialwas quencedon heatingat 2150F,2235F and 230OF. It was
quenchedon coolingfromthe peak temperatureof 2300F at 2200F,2161F
and 205OF.

Longitudinaland transversesectionswere taken fromthe specimen
midspanformetallographicanalysisas shown in Figure2. These speci-
menswere polishedthrough0.05micronaluminaand electrolytically
etchedin ASTMetch 111 at 15 voltsfor 15 seconds.
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RESULTS

Metallography

Figure 4 shows the evclution of microstructure during a simulated
HAZ thermal cycle for Inconel 718 in the fully hedt treated condition.
It can be readily seen on the original photographs that secondary phases
melt during the thermal cycle a_d wet the grain bounoaries. Figure 5
shoalsthe evolution of microstructure during a _mulated HAZ thermJl
cycle for Inconel 718 in the solution annealed condition. The high
magnification inserts in this figure show the melting of the second
phase stringers and their absorption into the grain boundaries.

Chemical Analysis of Microstructure

A Cambridge M4 stereomicroscopeequipped with an EDAX was used for
the chemical analysis of microstructural phases. All microstructures
shown in Figures 4 and 5 had the typical matrix conposition given itl
Table 3. This can be compared with the wet chemical analysis given in
Table I. A high niobium (Nb) concentrationwas found in the ohases
observed in a]l microstructures. Table 3 gives the composition o_ the
stringers found in Figure 5A which is essentially the as received
structure. This composition was found to modify as the second phase
melts and penetrates _ e grain boundarics as given in Table 3. A bulky,
circular phase was also found which had the compositional range given in
Table 3. This was apparently an MC carbide with Nb and Ti freely sub-
stituting for each other. An appreciation can be gained for the compo-
sition of the various microstructures developed in the HAZ during welding
by comparing the numbered phases in Figure 5 with the corresponding
compositions given in Table 3.
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DISCUSSION

MechanicalTesting

The strength and ductility of Inconel 718 in the HAZ during welding
" has been studied using the hot ductility test.3,4 Typical results of

these tests (Figure 6) s.lowthat Inconel 718 has two distinct stages of
low ductility in the HAZ during weldirlg. These are Crom 2000F to melting
during the heating cycle and from melting to 1800F d_ring the cooling
cycle. Microfissuring is most likely to occur during the cooling cycle
when thermal contraction strain is imposed on the HAZ. Intergranular
microfissuringwhich may occur on cooling ha: been attributed to low
melting eutectic, liquid films on the grain boundaries.4,s,B Hewever,
recent investigationhas shown that a liquid film is not a prerequisite
for microfissuring. Instead, the grain boundary ,aicrostructurebecomes
inherently crack sensitive near the solidus temperature. The fact that
Inconel 718 shows a reduced ductility at lower tempfratures on cooling
thanon heating (Figure 6) points out that microstructural changes occur
in the HAZ during welding. It is this microstructural evolution which
is responsiblefor microfissuring sensitivity in Inconel 718.

MicrostructuralEvolution

Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that an intergranularmicrostructural
change occurs in the HAZ during a simulated welding thermal cycle. The
EDAX chemical analysis and phase morphology seen in the above figures
suggest that Laves phases melt in the HAZ during welding and are redistri-
buted into the grain boundaries. It is not known why the molten Laves
phase flows into the grain boundaries, but it is certain that this phase
forms an intergranularnetwork during the simulated welding cycle. The
Laves phase is characterizedby a (Nb + Mo) content of 47% before melting.
As the molten phase spreads on the grain boundary it is diluted to a
(Nb + Mo) content of 28%. This represents a significant increase over
the normal (NB + Mo) content of 9%.

The question immediatelyarises as to whether or not this redistribu-
tion of (Nb + Mo), in the form of an intergranularnetwork microstructure,
could lead to reduced ductility, the answer is probably yes. Several
studies have determined that Laves phases, concentrated in Nb, lead to
reduced ductility. Gordinee found that if intergranular Laves phases
form in weld fusion metal the ductility is reduced As the Laves is
gradually dissolved through solution heat treatment the ductility of the
metal is restored. Kaufman and Palty9 distinguish the Laves phase of
Inconel 718 as embriLtling and EiselsteinI° notes a reduction in ductility
when Lave_ phase is present in the microstructure. The above investiga-
tions suggest that Laves phases in the HAZ of Inconel 718 will lead to
intergranularbrittleness and possible microfissuring.
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Figure 4E shows a specimen quenched from 2050F on cooling which
fractured due to thermal contraction on coo_ing. Intergranularmicro-
cracking can clearly be seen to be associated with the intergranular
Nb-rich phase. It is not known at what temperature these cracks formed
or if the intergranu|ar phase was molten or solid at the time of rupture.
It is obvious that the intergranularbrittleness is related to the dis-
tribution of the Nb-rich phase in the grain boundaries.

Origin of Laves Phase

In order for the Nb-rich phase to redistribute into the grain
boundaries, it must first be present in the forged, cast or wrought
product which is to be welded. The processing steps which precede the
as-welded condition are typically air arc melting (AM), air induction
melting (IM), or vacuum induction melting (VIM) followed by v,cuum arc
or electroslag remelting. These processing steps are then followed
by casting, hot and/or cold working. Figure 7 shows a TTT diagram for
phase formation in Inconel 718.l° The Laves phase will form in about
60 minutes at 1800F. This condition could easily be met in cooling
ingots after the primary processing, during cooling after casting
and during hot working. The cold working of microstructures containing
Laves phases tends to form stringers and distribute the phase randomly
throughout the structure. When the phase is thus distributed (such as
the as-received material of the present study) it has a minimal effect _
on mechanical properties. However, after an intergranularnetwork _s
formed as in Figures 4 and 5 the phase should be considered very harmful.

The detrimental effect of Laves phase has been recognized and
attempts are usually made to minimize its formation during all processing
steps.11 Niobium segregation occurs during primary processing and leads
to Laves formation in secondary processing steps. The degree of segrega-
tion is controlled by solidification rate which controls dendrite forma- ,_
tion and by homogenization heat treatment.12 During casting Laves for-
mation would be controlled by cooling rate and homogenization. "[heLaves
formation during hot work wou'd be controlled by hot working above 1900F

and cooling between 1900F and IGOOF in less than one hour.z_ The above i
schedule is approximate and would not work if significant Nb segregation '_j
existed before hot working.
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SUMMARY

The present study is the first to conclusively show Nb-rich phase
redistribution in the HAZ during simulated welds. Thompson_ observed
similar phase redistribution in Inconel 718 but was undecided as to its
composition and sequence of development. Bearing in mind the precautions
taken to eliminate Laves phases during other processing steps, it would
seem prudent to show similar precautions before, during and after
welding.

The tendency for microfissuring is greatly enhanced when Laves
phases are redistributedonto the grain boundaries of the HAZ during
welding. The detrimental effect of intergranular Laves phase is two
fold. First, the Laves phase remains molten to temperatures IOOF below
the normal grain boundary melting temperature (Figure 3). Second, the
Laves phase forms a brittle intergranular phase in place of the normally
ductile grain boundaries.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. An apparently harmless distribution of Laves phase in the form of
stringers and r_ndomly distributed particles can be transformed into a

• dangerous, low ductility intergranular network in the HAZ of Inconel 718
welds.

,_ Inconel 718 should be more prone to HAZ ,,,,_.-_-e_ssuring..when Laves
phases are redistributed into the grain boundaries. This would be due
both to the Laves' low melting point and to its inherent brittleness.

3. The formation of brittle intergranular networks in the HAZ of Inconel
718 welds can probably be suppressed by the appropriate control of alloy
microstructure through suitable primary and secondary process techniques.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1. It is recommended that all Inconel 718 parts of the SSME which are
subject to welding be evaluated to determine if their pre-weld processing
promotes or discourages Laves phase formation.

2. it is recommended that pre-weld heat treatments, aimed at dissolving
Laves phases, be studied as to their potential effect on the critical
service properties of Inconel 718. This could be contrasted to the
possible service properties of the HAZ if pre-weld heat treatments are
not used.

3. A correlation should be made between the percentage of Laves phase
in the as welded metal and the magnitude of HAZ microfissuring in real
welds. A similar correlation could be made with service properties.

_. The grain size effect on microfissuring (Appendix C) could be studied
in two experiments. Hot ductility tests could be run on four groups of
the same metal which differs o,flyby grain size. The grain sizes would
be 10-3mm, 10"2mm, 10-1mm and lmm in diameter. This would evaluate the
critical grain boundary displacement theory. A second experiment would
evaluaLe Lhe effect of grain size on the redistributionof Laves phase
in the HAZ. Four groups of Inconel 718 would be processed so that they
varied only by grain size (grain boundary area}. Each group would have
the same volume percent of Laves phase. The group would then be exposed
to the simulated HAZ thermal cycle to determine the critical grain size
for"complete grain boundary wetting.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE i: WET CHEMICALANALYSISOF INCONEL718

Al Fe Cr Mn Mo Ni V Ti Nb Co C S

0.31 13.01 18.47 0.23 3.29 57.8 0.27 0.91 5.12 1.51 0.06 0.003

TABLE 2: HEATTREATMENT(VACUUM)

SolutionAnnealHeat Treatment: 1750Ffor 1 hour and furnacecool

FullHeatTreatment: 1750Ffor I hour, furnacecool to 1400F

1400Ffor 8 hours,furnacecool to 1200F

1200Ffor 10 hours,furnacecool to room temperature

TABLE 3: EDAXANALYSISOF MICROSTRUCTURE

SPOT# fromFigure5

AI, B|, CI, DI, B2, C2 4.8 4.3 1.1 53.0 17.5 17.9 0.8

A2, A3 36.7 10.7 3.5 26.1 10.1 9.7 2.8

B3, C3, D2 21.2 7.3 2.2 42.0 12.9 11.6 2.3

B4 64.6 12.2 8.9 5.0 2.2 1.9 4.8

C4 15.3 6.9 57.6 8.9 4.8 4.0 3.5
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FIGURES
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A. QUErCHEDON HEATINGFROM2150F B. QUENCHEDON HEATINGFROM2236F

C. QUENCHED ON HEATING FROM2_OOF

:_LACK AND WHiT[- FH.OTOGRAPI.t

FLgure 4: EVOLUTION OF HAZ MICROSTRUCTUREDURING WELDING FOR

THE FULL, HEAT TREATED CONDITION (200Hag.)
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Figure 4: EVOLUTION OF HAZ MICROSTRUC'rUREDURING _.DING FOR

(cont.) THE FULLY HEAT TREATED CONDITION (200 P,aS, )
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APPENDIX C

The Grain Size Effect in Microfissuring

It is widely known that large grain size in the as-welded metal
promotes HAZ microfissuring while small grain size prevents HAZ micro-
fissuring. Many hypotheses have been suggested to explain this phenom-
enon. The present author finds the following explanationsmost satis-
fying based on his personal research.

Grain bou,daries are known to suffer high temperature creep due to
accelerated grain boundary diffusion and dislocation flow. Large grain
sizes are more creep resistant because they have less grain boundary
area to aid deformation. Small grain sizes are super plastic because
of their large grain boundary area contributing to plastic flow. By
analogy, large grain size metals will be inherentlymore prone to micr_-
":issuringbecause they do not have enough area to distribute the imposed
plastic strain. At temperatures near the melting point the grain boundary
becomes increasinglymore duc_"le compared to the grain so that shear is
confined to the very small g ,_boundary volume which gives the appear-
ance of "brittle" failure. Ttjisis in contrast to creep tests run at
lower temperatures,relative to the melting point, where the grain is
able to plastically shear and follow the flow of the grain boundary.
Under microfissuring conditions the grain boundary area of the small
grain size is able to plastically deform and absorb the thermal contrac-
tion strain responsible for microfissuring.

This suggests that for a given microstructure and temperature of
deformation there may be a critical grain boundary displacement 4% c which
would result in microfissuring. Given a grain diameterd the critical
strain Cc would be roughly

zIXc

Cc =

Further, for grain size variationswithout changes in grain boundary
structure the critical strain resulting in microfissuringwould be ex-
pected to be inversely proportional to grain size.

A second grain size effect is seen in the present investigation.
As the HAZ reaches the Laves melting temperature, the liquid wets the
grain boundary. A large grain size (sma_l grain boundary area) allows
for more complete intergranularwetting by the liquid. A small grain
size requires more liquid and discourages complete wetting. Thr', for
a given volume of Laves' phase, the mlcrofissuring tendency will increase
with an increase in percent of intergranularwetting which is promoted
by large grain size.
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HEAT LOSS AND DRAGOF SPHERICALDROPTUBE SAMPLES

By

Donald B. Wallace, Ph.D., P.E.

L Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35899

ABSTRACT

This study investigates and proposes analysis techniques for three
aspects of the performance of the NASA/MSFC32 meter drop tube:

(a) Heat loss through the support wire in a pendant drop sample.

(b) Temperature history of a drop falling through the drop tube
when the tube is filled with helium gas at various
pressures.

(c) Drag and resulting g-levels experienced by a drop falling
through the tube when the tube is filled with helium gas
at various pressures.

The developed methods for (b) and (¢) apply to systems with
sufficiently small Knudsen numbers for which continuum theory may be
applied.

Sample results are presented, using niobium drops, to indicate the
magnitudes of the effects. Helium gas at one atmosphere pressure can
approximately double the amount of possible undercooling but it results
in an apparent gravity levels of up to 0.1 g.
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NOMENCLATURE

- acceleration (cm/s2)

A - sphere surface area = 17" D z (cm2)

Ap - projected sphere surface area = _'Da/_ (cm2)

{T_ - function of temperature, see equation (9)

_Z_ " function of temperature, see equation (II)

C - heat capacity (kJ/kg K)

C - constant

CO - drag coefficient

- diameter of wire (cm)

D - diameter of sample drop (cm)

F - drag force on sphere (g cm/s 2)

- acceleration of gravity (980 cm/s2)

h - convective heat transfer coefficient (W/cm2 K)

k - thermal conductivity (W/cm K)

Kn - Knudsen number = _/D

- mass (g)
/

_ - Nusselt number = _ O/k

- gas pressure (tort)

_c - critical pressure of a gas (tort) r

Pr - Prandtl number = C_x/_

- heat flow rate in the wlre (W)

- heat loss reat from sample drop (W)

_e - Reynolds number = _ _ D/_

- time (s)

7- - temperature (K)
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NOMENCLATURE (con 't#.

- critical gas temperature (K)

To - ambient (tube) temperature (K)

V - velocity (cm/s)

X - position (cm)

_X - incremental length (cm)

Z - dummy variable iS = _x

- coefficient of sliding friction

E - total hemispherical emissivity

_w - total hemispherical emissivity of wire material

- mean free path of gas molecules (cm)

- absolute viscosity (g/cm s)

_" - pi = 3.14159.,,

p - density (g/cm3)

O" - Boltzmann's constant = 5.67 x I0-12 W/cm 2 K4
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HEAT LOSS AND DRAG OF SPHERICAL _ROP TUBE SAMPLES

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of space travel in the past decade, the interest in

low gravity/containerless processing of materials has dramatically

increased. Experiments have been performed on Skylab [1,27" and on the

joint space mission Apollo-Soyuz Test Project [2,3]. A recent book by

Naumann [4] reviews work that has been recently done in these ar_ _s.

The use of the space environment (low gravity) has three major

consequences cn the solidification process:

(I) Containerless processing - this allows the molten material _o be
free of contamination from the container and to be free from

external nucleation sites for crystal growth (this permits a

molten material to significantly undercool before solidifying).

(2) Reduction of natural convective flows - this pecmits a sample to

solidify without a forced mixing due to density variations _rlth

temperature changes.

(3) Elimination of sedimentation and Stokes flow - a more dense phase

will not have a tendenc} to drop to the bottom of the melt.

The disadvantages of space exFeri_e,:tation and space processing

include the expense and long lead _ime_ roquired for scheduling on a

space flight. Several alternatives are _vailabel for low-g experiments

which require only short perltds of low gravity time. The alternatives
include: airplanes flying parabolic trajectories, drop towers, and drop
tubes.

A NASA KC-I"5 airplane can simulate low gravity environments for

periods of approximately 30 seconds by essentially free falling in a

parabolic tralectory at altitudes of approximately ten kilometers. Typical

missions of t_o to three hours will consist of flying thirty to fourty

low gravity parabolas in roller coaster fashion. The flights are manned
so that experiments can be modified between runs.

Drop towers and drop tubes also simulate low gravity with free falls
but they are limited in the vertical distance available. A 30 meter free
fall takes about 2.5 seconds and a I00 meter free fall takes about 4.5

seconds. A drop tower drops an apparatus which contains the experiment

as well as any necessary supporting equipment (such as furnaces, quenching

_dia, and temperature mo[,,otoringdevices). The drop tower experlmenZs

are low gravity but not necessarily containerless, NASA operates a I00

meter drop tower at the Marshall Space Flight Center (Huntsville, AL).

A drop tube allows the material under investigation to free fall down
a tube while monitoring it from fixed stations. This paper deals with the

analysis of drop tube samples, specifically the samples used in the 32

meter drop tube located at NASA/MSFC in Huntsville, Alabama.

* Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the paper
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NASA / MSFC 32 Meter Drop Tube Facility

A schematic of a 32 meter drop tube facility is shown in Figure I.

The contalnerless m_itlng apparatus is enclosed in a stainless steel bell

jar which Is located direc:_y over a I0 centimeter inside diameter

stainless steel tube. The bell Jar and tube assembly can be evacuated by

two roughing pumps (RP1 and RP2) and two turbomolecular pumps to a typical

pressure of 2 mPa (I x I0-s tort), _arlous instrumentation ports (Ii, 12 ,
... , 16) and view ports (VPI, ... , VP6) are loacted on each floor level. 1

Electro-pnemumattc (EV! and EV2) and hand operated vacuum valves (VI, ... ,
V3) maintain the vacuum conditions within the tube during retrieval of
sample or insertion of a new sample. Helium gas can be backfilled int_ the

tube to provide for increased cooling of low temperature metals or alloys.

The containerless melting apparatus [5] is based upon the pendant

drop technique [6] using omnidirectional electron bombardment. A schematic

of the vacuum melting apparatus is shown in Figure 2. The bombarding S

electrons are supplied by a hot circular cathode which is maintained at a

high negative potential. The focusing grid, which is torroidal in shape,

is maintained at the same negative potential as the cathode and helps

concentrate the electrons onto the sample surface. The cylindrical equi-

potential grid helps prevent electron loss to the bell Jar assembly and

prevents heating of the support wire. The sample is maintained at _he

ground potential and is suspended from a support wire preferably made out

of the major constituent element (i.e. niobium for niobium alloys). The

sample can be raised or lowered into the heating apparatus by means of a

gear box _,bich is controlled from outside the bell Jar using a magnetic-

coupled feed-thru. The emission current striking the sample is accurately

measured by electrically isolating the support assembly and letting the

ortrent fiow to the ground potential through an isolated ammeter clrcui_.

The cu_ ent striking the sample, and consequently the heating power_ can

be accu, atel)'controlled by using a ten-turn potentiometer located on

the power supply or by the position of the sample in the melting apparatus.

The hrlghtness temperature of the sample can be continuously monitored

and digitally recorded by an automatic fast-response (0.I second) pyrometer.

The true thermal history of the sample, during the heating and melting

operation, is calculated oncz the spectral emissivity of the sample is
determined.

To study undercolllng ano low-gravlty contalnerless solidification

of various i_igh-temperature metals an_ alloys, a drop tube apparatus can

complement orbital or sub-orbital space experiments, and in two o_eas

drop tubes offer advantages over space experiments:

(a) Economy of construction and operation, allowing numerous samples
to be prepared with various parameters and with a low cost per
sample.

(b) Flexibility to charge parameters during the experiment along with
a short turn-around time _o capi_allze on unexpected results.

The drov tube has _everal limitations wt,en compared to the other

methods of attaining low gravity:

•_¢.X-Y41- L
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(a) Due to limited vertical diseances, t_mes during which low gravity
exists are limited to several seconds.

(b) Resulting from the first limitation, relatively high melting
point materials must be used so that _ufficient heat transfer

may take palce during the fall to solidify the sample or attain

sufficient undercooling. Helium gas may be placed in the tube
to _ncrea_ the heat loss rate [7].

(c) The sample is small (typically 3 to 5 mm in diameter) and moving

at high velocities (about 24 meters per second after 30 meters

of free fall) making accurate temperature histories difficult to
measure.

(d) A_curate high temperature properties (e.g. heat capacity and spectral
missivity) for foth solids and liquids are not generally

available for use in supporting analytical models.

The containerless melting apparatus at the top of the drop tube can

be used to measure the high temperature properties by performing a heat

balance on the pendant drop [8]. The accuracy of the properties depend

on the determination of the heat loss to the supporting wire. !

i

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this study was to review and refine the

thermal analysis models _sed to simulate the drop tube performance.

Specific objectives were:

(a) Refine the estimate of heat loss up the pendant drop wire.

(b) Refine the heat transfer model for molten metal drops falling in

helium gas at various pressures.

(c) Determine the effective g-level experienced by a falling drop _

due to the drag forces of the gas.

J
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TIIEI_b_LLOSS IN A PENDANT DROP SUPPORT WIRE

l_'ilil_tileevaluatiop of high temperature properties of a material

is being conducted in tilecontainerless melting apparatu_ (Figure 2),

the sample remains suspended from the support wire. This wire acts like

a cooling sting in that heat can be conducted up this support wire and

then radiated away. _.ccurate material characteristics can be determined

for the sample only if this heat loss can be closely predicted.

A model for tilesupport wire is shown in Figure 3 along with a

standard heat balance for a typical element [9,107 . The heat balance

equation is (assuming that no radiant energy is received directly Irom

the pendant drop sample):

Heat Stored = Heat Conduction In - Heat Conduction Out

- _eaL Radiated Out

- s,(_-_4x)_ (r'- 7-,')
Sub._tituting the fact that:

m= p _dz, _ dX

and simplyfing, the heat balance equation becomes:

= 77dz ,)=T_"_ ' aT" k L),_" o"Trd dz -o_ -¢- __ o, -# 5_ -e=. (r" 7;,')
or

or ± o'r ,,.o- (r__ .1.,,)a-_ = ec _x---T - pc. oc "-(])

Equation (l) is the governing equation provided that tlle wire is in
a vacuum.

By letting the time variation in temperature (the left side of Equation
(1)) go to zero, the steady state equation is developed as:

0=T = .qgo(e,.,o-(T*- 7",'_) --(:_

Sotutiun - Tt, m_L'rature Invariant Material Propertios

A solution to Equation (2) may be found by makitlg the _ollowing

assumptions :
• (i) The wire is semi-infinite,

(2) Thernml expansion of the wire is negligiblL,

(3) The material properties do not %'arywith tLmperature (i.e. _,mi._ivlty

and thet.lal t'ouductivity are independent ot temperature).
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T, f (
(a) Model of entire support wire

He&'l" Conll._¢Ti*l, I. _ Co_d_c_,'e. O_t

.k _---_',)_.Er k__L____ ._ z__'f._,.eZ ,,x)

p
• o.(Traax) ( -re - 7",V)

(b) Model of a aeEment of wire

Figure 3. Model of Support Wire

Let Z _ -¢_
ax

Therefore

._ .. 2__& ,_z a'r"_ ,,_e
af _ ._x aT ax JT

Substituting in equation (2);

;''-dT = k,,(

_, • *'_-" (T" - r.') _r°*t¢gl

]ntegt-aLing both sides (sinc-e emissivity and thermal conductivity are not
functions of temperature):

__, = _ -rr," *C
Z K,(

where _ is the constant of integration. Using the bom,dary condition that
the wire asymptotically approaches the ambient temperature:

_T
_hen T" T, _-; =0 = e

The constant of integration is evaluated and the resulting equation is:

.. _.__ = . rr_"
Z _o(

Solving for • defines the temperature gradlenE as'

:._. - r 7". • -_3)
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float conducted acre:;:;any cra,_; section o[ the wire is given by:

,_ = - k IT-,,{' a._Tr -.-.-(4)_- tlx

Combining equutions [3) and (4) and simplyfing tile results yields:

[ , e ¢ A (r'- rr,, r,,)j ,:7T

Equation (_ can be used to predi :t tile heat loss up the wire provided i
that "r is t,n, en ,'is tile drop tempe:aturo -rod that tilt' previously defined
assumptions are valid,

Solutiou - Teml_.5,rj!ture Valiant Hatertal Pr__gl_t,rtiFs

During the analysis of tl_e molten drop it is difficult to prew, nt

the drop from dissolving cuouglt of tile wire that is supporting it to :
reach a critical lll;iSs _llld fall. For this reason tungsten ts Of tell u,';:'d

as the support wire tlllt' to its high meltittg point.

Millet'ill[ chacacteristics of tttngsteli [10] are sho_nl ": Fi,vute 4.
'rhc_e curves show that tile assumption of temperature tn\'al iant material

propertit, s is not valid. The ratio of emissivity to ti_,,nnal conductivity
is not constat:t either _.is shom_ ill Fxgure 4(b)). A fourth order

polynomial curve fit to tilt' data ill Figure 4(b) yields tile following
expression :

e,_ : o.. T" T _ T" --(6)

.,,j"
wAe,.e : _aq : ¥. 9_ _ I0

acj = - _'. l& x tO "//

_z : I, (,g, _ tO " _

_ , _ _ _l,y.r ,t/O-r

_a, , 2,1V" _ IO -Z

Using the polynomial approximation of tilt, E_,/_, ratio, equation (6),
in the steady state equation, equation (2), results ill:

c)'T q o- (.v TV T' T z )(ax' ,_ + a_ .a_ + a, T. a. T v" "G_')
Solving tills equation in a nmllner similar to tile previous section yields
a temperaturt, gradient equat ion

,,, ". , oo • + --_7_

where the roefticients _ _ a,, .,, ,my are defined in equation (6) for
tungsten properties. The heat conduct ion equat iotl is still de' ined by
equation L4) wl_,.,te tbe thctm, l couductivitv, _, i,_ t,valuated at tilt,

\\ \v l
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temperature, T, of the appropriate cross section, To evaluate the heat

loss om a pendant drop sample, the cross section adjacent to the drop

is clmse; qo that the temperature used in evaluating equations (4) and

(7) is the sample temperature,

Equations (4) and (7) are combined and rewritten as:

-P'z, /

or

= _, (T) ---(9)

The temperature dependent function B,{T)in equation (9) represents

the right hand side of equation (8) since it is a function of temperature

alone. If the wire is tungsten then the coefficients _, .,, , _o are
defined in equation (6). The temperature variation in the thermal

conductivity of tungsten is obtained by curve fitting a fourth order

polynomial to the data in Figure 4(a) [117 and the resulting equation is:

k : 7,_2xl0 "S'/ T_"f,83Xl#'lWT _* I.f_xl6"_T 2 " Z,l# T è�”�Z2.

The heat loss rate from the pendant drop sample itself Is given by

the equation;

Q= D e ( - *)
This equation assumes that _adlation occurs equally from the entire

surface area of the drop to a gray body enclosure at temperature

(whose emissivity is unimportant [12]). This equation may be written as:

Dividing equation (9) by this equation results in:

8, (11)

The right hand slde of equation (11) is also just a function of temperature

so it is represented by the function _i(T), Note that these are functions
of temperature alone because the material properties of thermal conductivity

(_) and total hemispherical emissivity (E_) of the wire were defined as

functions of temperature.

The relationships represented by equations (9) and (11) are plotted

in Figure 5. The abscissa is absolute temperature. The functions B_(T)

and 8z(T) are plotted so that the left hand sides of equations (9) and

(Ii) may be determined graphically if the support wire is tungsten.
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Exampl e

This example will determine the amount of heat being lost in the

tungsten support wire using Figl:re 5. Suppose a .3 cm diameter niobium

sample drop is suspended from a .025 cm (.010 inch) tungsten wire and
is maintained a an absolute temperature of 2100 K. The function B,(T)

is determined _rom Figure 5 to be 220. Therefore:

= z2o (.ozs) _.r

The ratio of heat conducted up the wire to the heat radiated from the

sphere is determined from function Bz(T) . Assume the emissivity of
niobium is known to be 0.265.

f _ _r
--= ._
Q _ Dz

F (
-- = )z = 107Q .zs 63 "

Therefore the heat loss up the wire is 10.7% of the heat loss from the
sample drop itself.

Using reported values of e_Lssivity for niobium _8_, the heat loss
ratio for the previously defined sample (.3 cm niobium drop on an .025 cm
tungsten wire) was determined over a range of temperatures. The results
are shown in Figure 6 as the solid llne.

Also plotted in Figure 6 are the results obtained using the temperature

invariant property solution of equation (5). The tungsten properties were

evaluated at the drop temperature for this solution. It can be noted that

this approach overestimates the heat loss in the wire in this example by

up to 2 percent.

Typical temperature profiles along the wire are shown for both cases

in Figure 7. These were obtained by numerically integrating the temperature

gradient equations (equations (3) and (7)).

Conclusions

Temperature variations along the pendant drop support wire cannot be

ignored. If the temperature variations of the support wire material

properties are known, then the heat loss In the wire can be determined

by knowing the drop temperature alone.
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Figure 7. Temperature variation along support wire

TEMPERATURE OF A FALLING MOLTEN DROP

Heat transfer to and from spheres has been a topic of interest for
many years. Many experiments were performed using different fluids (air,
water, and oils) at various flow rates. From the results many emplrical
relationships have been developed to describe the heat transfer process
[9, I0, 13 - 187. Several of the investigators developed relationships
to bit a number of experimental data sets using the dimensionless
constants of Reynolds number (_e), Nusselt number (N_) and Prandtl
number (Pr). These are:

McAdams 04] - N_ = ._7 Re '& --(12)

17< Re < 17, ooo

White [18_- N_ = I + ,_ p,V_ _e .6 _(13)

R_ < /¢#,00,;'

2.5"_ R,, < @O,to0
.7< Pr < $8"0
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Equations (12) and (13) have all the fluid properties evaluated at the !
film temperature as defined by;

T _ -r.r. i

EquatJon (14) on the other hand evaluates all properties at the bulk

temperature (To) except forfl4r, the absolute viscosity of the gas which

is evaluated at the dr6_ temperature (T). Figure 8 compares these i
functicn_ under the conditions that the Prandtl number is 0.7 and the

bulk temperature (T,) is nearly the same as the sphere temperature ,T_.
The lower limit of the Nusselt number being 2 for the last two equ.,_.ions

represents steady state heat transfer by conduction from a stationary
sphere in an infinite, non-moving fluid media.

Drop tube conditions which limit the applicability of the previous

equations to determination of heat transfer from a falling w_iten drop
include;

(a) Conditions are no_ stead/ st e, velocity continually increases.

(b) Large temperature differences exist between the specimen and

ambient conditions (_2000 K) as compared with the cited

experiments (200 K maximum).

(c) The gas in the tube (if any) is below atmospheric pressure and

most of the expe :iment_rs used atmospheric pressure and above.

(d) As a result of low gas densities (and pressures), Reynolds

number for the drop tube are typically very low (on the order
of 0.I to I00),

(e) At very low drop tube gas pressures the mean free path of the
gas molecules will become so large that the ga_: will no longer
behave like a continuum (a basic assumption for the three

models presented).

A solution to this problem has been formulated by Robinson _7_ using

an average film temperature to evaluate the gas properties and McAdams

model of heat transfer (equation (12)), Since properties are assumed

constant _ closed form solution is obtained. Helium gas was used as the

backfill gas due to its high thermal conductivity and inert behavior.

The present study determines the lower pressure applicability of the

continuum assumption in this problem, develops an iterative scheme to

include helium property variations during the fall, and investigates the
effect of different heat transfer models.

Helium Properties

A gas can be c_,nsidered a dilute gas if it exists at a temperature

significantly abo_e its criLical temperature and at a pressure below its

critical pr,_ssure For helium these properties are [l_ _¢= 5 K and

_c = 2.26 atmospher¢,s. Thus f)r the drop tube conditions helium may be
accurately modeled as a dilute gas.
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Viscosity of a dilute gas may be expressed (with an accuracy of plus
or minus 4%) by a power law equation [18J:

Using the ideal gas law the density may be expressed by the eqvatlon (note

that the pressure Is in units of torr),

p.e = _,_1 x I0 "f 7_/T" --(17)

_nite [18_ states that thermal conductivity of gasses may also be expressed
as power law functions. A curve fit of published helium thermal conductivittes
_11] yields the relationship (which fits the data to plus or minus 4Z over
the range of temperatures of interest in the drop tube):

kw_ • Z.Z0 _-r T.TV --(18)

Helium Mean Free P_th

The Knudsen nember is defined as the ratio of mean free path to some

characteristic dimension. For the drop tube the characteristic dimension

is the drop diameter, O • Therefore,

_. = k /0

When the Knudsen number is very smll the gas may be assumed to be a
continuum. For Knudsen numbers greater than one the gas must be treated
as free molecules wtth tntermolecular collisions becoming rare. Gas heat
transport will depend to an increasing extent on collision3 of molecules
with the bounding surfaces.

Mean free path is the average distance traveled by an atom or
molecule of a g_s between collisions. For a gas at res_ tn local the_o-
dynamic equilibrium is defined by [19];

1T

But since

Therefore (,9 7.F ) V':e

Combining, equations (16), (17), and (19) result in"

AM¢ = I, "11x IO's "T"_.s_,,/p --(zo)

Figure 9 is a graphic representation of equation (20) and shows heJlum

mean free path as a function of temperature and pressure.
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For film temperatures of _round 1500 K and a drop diameter of .3 cm,

the app]Jcabzlity of the continuum assumption at pressures below 2 torr

would be suspect, At a pressure of I0 tort the gas should behave as a
,_ continuum.

, This analysis will _.clude pressure computations down to 1 torr

although the accuracy of the results at this pressure should be suspect

'I for small diameter samples,

Computation Method

The rate at which a heated sphere will loGe energy during a free fall

in the drop tube filled with a gas is given by Robinson [7] and Zemansky
[20] as:

dQ T q_ _)7-_ : -_a_ ( 7;. - _A (T- 7;,)
The heat lost in a small time increment may be estimated from:

The temperature drop of the sphere can be estimated from:

m

The time increment can be determined for a given displacement of the drop

from the general dynamics equations:

acceleration is the acceleration of gravity minus the effect of drag -

aL

velocity change in a distance of _X -

= + z
4V = V.,_- Y,,d

time to travel a distance _X

The iteration scheme developed determines the temperature, acceleration,

and heat transfer histories of a drop by examining the conditions at

tncremental positions along the drop tube. Conditions are assumed to
remain constant during the small travel distance and new conditions are
determined at the end of the interval to be used in the next interval.
The iteration scheme is:

(a) Define the system conditions (gas pressure, drop material prop-

erties, etc.) and initial conditions (initial drop temperature).

(b) Determine the film temperature -- equation (15)
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(c) Determine the helium properties at the fllm temperature --

equations (16), (17), and (18),

(d) Evaluate Reynolds number using current helium properties (at the

film temperature).

(e) Evaluate drag force (discussed in a later section),

(f) Determine acceleration, velocity change and time increment --

equations (23), (24), and (25).

(g) Determine the current value of Nusselt number, _a, using one of

the models given in equations (12), (13), and (14). With the

Nhitaker model (equation (14)) the bulk Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers are used,

(h) h is determined from the definition of the Nusselt number:

h= kO
(t) Heat loss from the sphere is determined from equation (21).

(J) The change in temperature is determined from equation (22) and
thus a new drop temperature is found,

(k) Repeat steps (b) through (J) until the drop reaches the bottom
of the tube,

It was determined that steps of 10 cm provided accurate results. The
results, after forcing all material characteristics to remal_ constant

throughout the fall, were compared to the closed form solution of Robinson

[79. No appreciable differences sere found in the results, Reducing the

integration step size also resulted in no appreciable change.

Results

The iteration scheme is applied to the example of a niobium drop in

order to compare the various heat transfer models, Table 1 shows the high

tembetature niobium properties which were assumed [8, I1].

A typical simulation result for a 3 ram niobium sphere dropped in a

I00 tort (13.4 kPa) helium atmosphere with an initial temperature at Its

melting point is shown in Figure I0. The White model of convective cooling

(equation (13)) was assumed in this example. Note that the radiation
provides less than 40% of the total cooling for the sphere.

Table I. Niobium Properties at High Temperature

Melting Temperature 2741K

Specific Gravity 8.57

_{eat Capacity .435 kJlkg K

Thermal Conductivity .548 W/m K

Total Hemlspherlcal Emissivity .317
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OI_OP IUB( ANALYSIS

Oiempter - .30 cm InLt. Temp. - Z741K (mZSSLvLty " .317

SpecLfl¢ Gr. - 8.57 9/cm'3 Therm. Cond. - .548 M/tm K) Heat CapacLty - .435 kJ/k 9 )

Tube Temp. - 300 K He Pressure - 100 torr

Sphere I_sl - .1212 9 Surface Area - .28274 cm'Z

Idh_te mode|J Nu-2*.3a(Pra.333)a(Re'.6)

Olst T)me T_mp 9-|eve| Qred 8cony H O_ot Hu Re Pr

e

10 .143 2597 .002059 4.11 3.48 .0352 .0096 2.12 .3 .613

100 .452 2357 .006577 10.18 10.00 .0344 .0094 2.28 1.2 .F19

200 .840 2236 .00_476 12.86 13.73 .0344 .0094 2.37 1.8 .621

300 .784 2153 .011777 14._8 16.39 .0344 .0094 2.43 2.3 .623

400 ,906 2088 .013770 15.84 18.5_ .0345 .0094 2.48 2.8 .624

500 1.013 2035 .015567 16.83 20.40 .0345 .0094 2.52 3.3 .625

600 1.110" 1988 .017225 17.64 2_.02 .034_ .0095 2.56 3.7 .626

700 1.199 1948 .018779 18.33 23.47 .0346 .0095 2.60 4.1 .627

800 1.202 1912 .020250 18.9_ 24.80 .0346 .0095 2.64 4.5 .628

900 1.34_0 1879 .021654 19.43 2b. OZ .0347 .0095 2.67 4.9 .6_8

1000 1.434 1848 .023003 19.89 27.15 .0347 .0095 2.70 5.3 .629

$100 1.504 18_$ .024304 20.29 28.21 .0347 .0095 2.73 5.7 .829

$200 2.571 27_J5 .0255S5 20.164; 29.21 .034_ .009_ 2.?G 6.$ .630

1300 $.G3G 1771 .02G709 20.99 "30.15 .0348 .0095 2.79 6.5 .6,3L

$400 1.698 1748 .02791:T3 21.30 31.04 .034_ .0095 2.81 6.8 .631

$500 1.758 1726 .029148 21.58 31.89 .0]49 .0096 2.84 7.2 .632

1600 1.816 170G .030297 ZI.83 32.70 .03_0 .009G 2.87 7.5 .632

1700 1.872 1687 .031404 22.07 33.48 .0_50 .0096 2.89 7.9 .6.33

1800 1.926 1669 .03_501 22._9 34.23 .035X .0096 2.91 8.3 .633

1900 1,979 1651 .03357_ 22.50 34.94 .0_1 .0096 2._4 8.6 ,63_

2000 2.031 1634 .034638 _2.69 35.63 .0352 .0096 2.96 9.0 .634

2100 2.082 1618 .0356_2 22.UI 36.30 .03.'52 .0096 2.9e 9.3 .G34

2200 2.13_ 1603 .035711 23.04 36.94 .0353 .0097 3.00 9.G .G,35

2300 2.179 1588 .037727 23.20 37.57 .0353 .0097 3.03 10.0 .635

2400 2.226 1574 .038729 23.35 30.17 .0354 .0097 3.05 10.3 .635

2500 Z.273 1560 .039720 23.49 38.76 .0354 .0097 3.07 10.7 .636

2600 2.318 1547 .040_99 23.62 3_.33 _0355 .0097 3.09 Jl.O .636

2700 2.362 1534 .041668 23.75 39.68 .0355 .0091 3.11 11.4 .636

2800 2.406 1521 .042627 23.87 40.42 .0355 .0097 3.13 11.7 .637

2900 2.449 1509 .043577 23.99 40.94 .0356 .0097 3.15 12.0 .63)

3000 2.491 1497 .044518 24.10 45.45 .0356 .0098 3.17 12.4 .637

3100 2.533 1486 .045450 24.20 41.95 .0357 .0098 3.19 12.7 .638

3200 2.573 1475 .046375 24.30 42.44 .0351 ,0098 3.21 13.0 .638

Figure I0. T.vpic#l Simulation Results
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Figures II, 12 and 13 graphically present the coollng curves for the

heat transfer models of McAdams_ _litaker I and White, respectively, _pplied
to the e_ample of a 3 nun niobium sphere, Tube atmosphere varies from a

vacuum to one atmospheric pressure (760 torr) of helium gas.

Figures 14 and 15 show the cooling curves for a 5 mm and a 7 mm

niobium sphere, respectively, using Whlte'6 heat transfer model.

, Figures lb, 17 and 18 compare the three different methods of heat

transfer prediction. Figure 16 is for a 3 mm drop with a helium atmosphere

of I0 torr. Figure ]7 is for a 3 mm drop at 760 tort helium pressure.
Finally, Figure ]8 is for a 5 n_a drop at 760 tort.

In the beginning of the fall down the drop tube, the McAdams model
predicts the slowest cooling rate. This is due to the fact that it does

not have a lower bound of 2 on the Nusselt number as the other two models

do (see Figure 8). This lower bound was included by White and Whitaker to

account for conductive heat transfer into an infinite media. Equation (13)

Indlcates, however, that the McAdams model applies only to situations

where Reynolds number exceeds 17, Thls is true_ in the examples presented,
only after falling about 2 meters in a helium atmosphere of 760 torr. The

Reynolds number is below I? in all other cases, therefore the results for

I, lO and I00 torr of helium pressure should not be trusted.

In all cases the White model (equation (13)) predicts the most convective

heat transfer. Figure 8 shows that the _lite model and the Whitaker t_odel

are very similar -- provlded that the bulk temperature and the film

temperature are nearly Id_ntlcal, Since this is not the case for a niobium

sphere in a drop tube, the models differ widely in the predicted temperature

profiles (see Figures 16-18). Tho variation in the predicted undercoollng
varies between the two models by up to 160 K at the bottom of a 32 meter

drop tube -- 1390 K versus 1230 K (see Figure 16).

Th_ _ite model predicts undercooltngs of between 1200 K and 1500 K

are possible for a 3 rr_ niobium sphere dropped at its melting point into
atmospheres of helium varying in pressure from 10 torr to 7bO tort. About
700 g undercooling is possible in a vacuum under the same conditions.
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DRAG ON A FALLING MOLTEN DROP

Drag on spheres has been extensively studied, both analytically and
experimentally, and summaries of the results can be found in most fluid

flow books [18, 21, 22], Flow around a sphere can be catagorlzed into
one of four t-,peg:

(a) Free molecular flow

'-" (b) Creeping flow (laminar flow)
.+

', (c) Turbulent flow

(d) Supersonic flow

Only the first three types of flow can exist in the typlcal drop tube so
only they will be discussed, Turbulent flow results in a drag force,/:,
which can be predicted by the equation _21, 22]:

F = C_ Ar P-_" --(26)
where CO is the drag coefficient defined by Figure 19 in terms of the

Reynolds number, Re, and _p is the projected area of a sphere:

/_p= -_ Oz
The drag coefficient curve (Figure 19) is a result of experimental studies.

The creeping flow around a sphere can be solved analytically yielding
the famous formula determined by Stokes in 1851 (see [18, 21]):

F -" 3' "/7" D ./itI/ --(27)

1o'- __--

xo' \ ;
. _t _x : ..:

- -_ .... _.• 1111" II.
102 11+ -:::, :::-

I1 . :=: ::::

11' I '"" .... lit
_IIII l " l I i_ ;H

,, :::: ,_,........... _,,,, :: ........II 14_[ I fill I fill , ,,IlH III I llll

. II iiii.II'_r_LII,IIIII_-._,IIIlIIIIH
_k l]i i 11111IIIr,]I_'FI-I_I/LI__LLm_L.LN";1; i l;;; ; ;;;1 ;'_;;;;-_;11; ; lift ;1_1; ; ;;;;

II[ I III l IIII _rl%Ill I

II[ IIIIls_..-_lII'+IIIIII__
-,_ 1il , 1111111111IIII- I I IIF_P I I Iii 1"1']]1

10 10.3 lO.Z lO': 1 10 10t 10 _ 104 !0* 10'

Reynolds Number, Re..

Figure 19, Drag Coefficients for Spheres
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This equation does not functionally depend on Reynolds number (or fluid
density), However this equation Is valid only for low values of Reynolds ,

numbers (P_I), If the drag coefficient of equation (26) is chosen as

Co Z

the resultlng equation is Stokes equation (equation (27)). Thls lower
; asymptotic limit for _is shown in ¥1gure 19. k_ite _18] suggests a

formula for the drag coefficientp Cp, which closely matches the data of
Figure 19 over a Reynolds number range of 0 to 200,000:

Using thls formula both creeplng flow and turbulent flow drag can be
accurately predicted,

As pointed out by Happel and Brenner _23_, the previous equations
are based on the assumptlon that the fluid behaves like a continuu_ and
that no slippage occurs at solid surfaces. For very dilute gasses these
assumptions are not valid.

Epstein _24_ developed a detailed theory of motion of small spheres
relatlve to gasses from a kinetic theory viewpoint. The result Is a first
order perturbation scheme that Is applicable when deviations from creeping

, motion are not large C23_!

F= 3TI"D.,u.V (I- "-----(29)

where _ is a coefficient of proportionality, designated as the "coefficient
of sliding friction." The "slip coefficient," /"/_, has been determined
experimentally end found to agree with the general ktnetlc theory formulation
based on the assumption that there Is only a small proportion of specular

reflection. Bappel and Brenner _23_ suggest that the slip coefficient can
be evaluated from:

where the constant C has a value between 1.3 and 1.4 and _ is the mean

frea path of the gas moleculas. Equatlon (29) then becomes (using C wl_h
a value of 1.35)_

F- 3TrO, V Z.7 K.) (30)

where _ is the Knudsen number defined previously in the discussion of the
helium gas. Happel and Brenner [23_ suuest that equation (30) Is valid
when the value of the Knudsen number is less than O,I (i.e. when the

square of the Knudsen number Is nesllglble). For a 3 _ dlsmeter niobium
sphere, Figure 9 Indicates tha_ thls corresponds to a pressure greater
than 2 torr.
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For very small Knudsen n_bers! say K_<,OI_ the correction factor
of equation (30) becomes negllglble and Stokes equation (equation (29))
is sufflclently accurate, For a 3mnloblum sphere, Figure 9 indicates

that a helium pressure greater than IO torr is required.

ComputationMethod

For this study, the gas was assumed to be sufficiently dense so that

the resulting flow could be considered either creeping or turbulent.
Therefore equations (26) and (28) were used to compute the drag force
on a falling drop.

The apparent g-level experienced by the drop was determined by
dividing the frag force_ _ , by the wetsht of the drop:

._- I,v¢l = --m,a -----(31)

As pointed out in the previous section, this computation procedure is
valid only for Knudsen numbers less than .01.

The computation scheme is tucorporated in the previously described
iteration method. The film temperature is used to evaluate the helium
properties of d_nslty and viscosity.

Results

Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the g-levels which result from drops of
niobium 3 mm, 5 mm, and 7 mm in diameter respectively. The drops were
started at the melting point of niobium into various pressures of helium

gas.

The accelerations experienced by the spheres due to the drag force
under these conditions ranged from approxlmately .005 tlmes the acceleration

of grsvlty to over .I tlmes the acceleratlon of gravity at the bottom of
the 32 meter drop tube. These levels are sufficiently hlgh to make a
claim of "low - g" questlonable.

Note that the g-levels predicted for the helium atmosphere of I torr

are probably high. The methods presented In the previous section could
be used to refine the dra_ predictions.
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CONCLUSIONSAND REC(_.fENDATIONS

This study hes resulted in the development of methods to determine:

(a) The heat loss from a pendant drop sample to its support wire.

(b) The temperature history of a molten metal drop falling in a
helium atmosphere,

._ (c) The drag force and resultant g-level of a molten metal drop
falllng in a helium atmosphere.

Exmnples were given using niobium as the drop materlal but the method
applies to any metal. The analyses schemes developed assume continuum
behavior of the gas and are therefore limited to helit_ pressures greater
than 5 tort for most drop tube specSmna (the actual limlt depends upon
the Knudsen number -- the ratio of the mean free path to the helium to
the drop diameter).

The results indicate that while coollng rates (and thus posslble
undercoollng) increases as a result of introducing a gas (hellum) into the
drop tube, the resultirg g-levels experienced by the drop are not negligible.
The result is contalnerless but not necessarily low-$ materlal processlng.

This study confirms the results of pre,/ious studies nnd refines the
accuracy of the predictions. It allows the incorporation of temperature
dependent material characteristics not feasible with closed form solutions.
However, additional work is needed in the following areas:

(I) Experimental temperature profiles of the pendant drop support
wire should be compared with the theoretical predictions to
test the validity of the assumptions.

(2) More research is needed to determine the most appropriate heat
transfer model for a hot sphere moving through a dilute
helium gas. The available models shoe too much variation.

(3) Experimental data points are needed to confirm the results of
analytical predictions of the temperature of a drop failing
in a tube. This m_ght be accomplished by catchlr_ the drop
at various elevations in the drop tube and then determining
what its temperature was at that point by calor_try
(accurate high temperature properties must be kn_).

(4) Experimental data points are needed to evaltuste the drag
predictions, This can be done by accurately tlmlnB a drop
over a certain known distance.

(5) The theory on the falling drop needs to be extended into regions
of high Knudsen numbers. The application of the kinetic
:heory of Sasses is needed.
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ABSTRACT

Because of the immense noise background during the operation of a

large engine such as the SSME, the relatively low level unique
ball bearing signatures were often buried by the overall machine

signal. As a result, the most commonly used bearing failure detec-

tion technique, pattern recognition using power spectral density

(PSD) constructed from the extracted bearing signals, is rendered
useless.

In order to retrieve the deeply buried bearing defect signals from

the background noise, a survey of the possible usage of a noise-

cancelling filter (1)4 in conjunction wi_.two data enhancement
techniques: time domain averaging (TDA) <L) and random decrement

analysis (Randomdec) (3), was conducted.

TDA consists of averaging consecutive segments of the signal, one

period apart. This is equivalent to cross-correlating the signal

with a train of unit impulses having the same repetition rate. If

this impulse train has the same repetition rate as the desired

signal, the signal is, thus, extracted. Obviously, a prior know-
ledge of the desired signal period is required.

Randomdec averages segments of time hlstery which start at a given

amplitude. This averaging process yields a curve representing the

response of a free, damped vibration system with an initial dis-

placement. Advantages of using Randomdec to extract bearing defect
signals are as follows:

i. Results do not vary with intensity of the input.

2. Randomdec eliminates the effect due to nonlinearity cf

the system.

The above mentioned data enhancement techniques were carried out

by using a HP5451C Fourier Analyzer. The signal was preprocessed

by a Digital Audio Corp. DAC-1024I noise cancelling filter in

order to estimate the desired signal corrupted by the background

noise. Reference levels of good bearings were established. Any

deviation of bearing signals from these reference levels would

indic,ite the incipient bearing failures.

*Numbers within the parentheses refer to the references at the back

of the report.
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NOMENCLA"URE

Symbols Definition

x(t) Complex signal.

s(T) Periodic signal.

n(T) Noise.

m,n Number of samples or rol_ing

elements of bearing.

TO Period of desired signal.

k,n Positive iniegers.

ft Synchronizing or tri_gerin_ frequency.

AT Sampling rate.

Ys Selected amplitude of randomdec.

6( _) Randomdec function.

IFD Incipient failure detection.

HPOTP High pressure oxygen turbopump.

fo, fi, fs Ball pass frequency over outer, inner
race, and ball spin frequency, respec-

tively.

d Rolling element diameter.

D Bearing pitch diameter.

R Shaft rotative speed in Hz.

Bearing contact angle
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INTRODUCTION

! Instrumentation for early-warning fault detection is

needed in many areas such as air transportation and space
vehicles. High reliability and safety standards are re-

quired in these areas in order to prevent catastrophic
| failures that may result in tragedy. Vibration and sound

measurements have been used for the detection of faults in
rotating machinery for many years. These set-ups, with

their moderate amount of data reduction, have been proven

I beneficial for small scale machines_)As machines become
larger and more complex, the conventional method of pattern

' recognition became inadequate because the desired com-

ponent signals are often buried by the immense background
noises. This _,eport describes two methods to extract the

desired bearing defect signals from a complex signal with

a high level background noise.

The first method is a time do_n averaging (TDA) tech-
nique with "order normalization". TM This technique will
increase the signal to nouse ratio. It, therefore, can

extract the periodic siKnals due to the bearing defects
from the complex waveformr. This process is coherent, re-

quiring that the period o[ the periodic bearing signals
be known or assu_ed.

The second method (Randomde_) (6), averages segments of

time history of the complex wave with a constant amplitude.

This method assume_ that the signal consists of a determinis-

tic part (a free damped response due to an initial desplace-
ment) and a random part which we can assume to have a zero

mean. The averaging process eliminates the random part of the

signal yielding a unique signature corresponding to the de-

terministic part of the signal. This signature is, then,

compared to a standard signature and changes of the signature

are interpreted in terms of possible bearing failure.

The above mentioned two methods were carried out using

facilities of the environmental analysis branch of the System

Dynamics Laboratory. The possible usage of either method as

an on-line IFD of SSME ball bearings was examined accord-

ingly.
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OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is to evaluate two data en-
hancement techniques (TDA and Randomdec) on the extraction of
a desired periodic component from a complex waveform and large
background noises. This evaluation will yield valuable in-
formation in the determination of adopting a possible IFD sy-
stem for SSME ball bearings.
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TIME DOMAIN AVERAGING (TDA)

Consider a signal, x(t), where:

x(t) : S(t) + N(t) (I)

S(t) is the desired signal with a known period To, and N(t)

is the background noise. When summing up subsequent x(t),

each one a period, To, apart, the periodic signal S(t) will
' add coherently while noise N(t) incoherently. After M

summations, we get:

x(ti) =_IS(tl)+ _ N(ti)(7) (5)

therefore, the signal to noise ratio is enhanced by a facto r

of_.

Summing m repetitions of the signal S(t) is equivalent,

mathematically, to convolve the signal, S(t), with a train

of m unit impulses at a time delay of the known period To.
After ave?aging we get:

_ 1

g(t) m [__ S(t-c) _ 6(£-kTo)de
k_l

: 1 _ S(t_kTo) (3)
m k=l

This linear averaging operation is equivalent to a comb

filter with center frequencies of nft (ft = Wt ), and is

described by: (l, 8) w

IH(jw) I = 1 Sin_ m-_t (4)-N-- Sin _ w

wt

¢(jw) : -_(m-l) _ (5)
wt

Two techniques have been used in performing the above

theory. The first of these is to determine the appropriate

time shift according to the period, To, of the desired signal
and sampling rate, At. Then we stack consecutive segments

• of signal, without any gap, m times successively. The

second technique is the so-called "trigger and averaging".

It is accomplished by generating a trigger signal that time
locks m consecutive segments in the analog-to-digital data

acquisition process. Block diagram of this process is shown
in the following _igure:
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RANDOM DECREMENT AVERAGING (RANDOMDEC)

Random signature is obtained by averaging segments of a

random time history which start at a constant amplitude,y s,

as shown in Figure 2.

Y Y0

I:3 1:4 t5 t£

1 t2 -%@ol I -

,v xj vI1 I | _I

'(')! I '(') ' ,p._

0 f -'_

, o ,"_, ;-'\
.,, -, \]',,I. './.

'--o('_)N.IO0
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It can be defined as:

1 n
6(T) = _ n_l Yo(tn + T) (6)

Where: Yo = Y - YB and

tn = t when Yo = o

As more and more samples are taken, the signature con-
verEes to a curve with a form as shown for N = 100. This
cur,,e can be considered as the free, damped, response of the

system with an initial displacement, Ys" Even though, it has
an appearance similar to the autocorrelation, but they are
different in that the randomdec signature:

a). is independent of the input intensity.

b). has the same dimension as that of the time history.

Another interestinE property of The randomdec is that if I
the desired signal is periodic and selected constant amplitude,l
Ys, equals to rms of the complex signal, then, the samples woul_
be taken periodically. I

i

To implement randomdec in failure detection, a possible I
setup is shown in Figure 3.

• .

[ H.... I_arn_ Structure

I Spectrum..... H H '_ _Rand°mdec & lAnalyzer Transducer_ Filter i v i Averager

G(f) " ! _ Filter 6(T)

_i i -- Bandwidth / Standard

I -Ys z
l

1 - Failure mode
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The speccrum analyzer in the figure provides a broad view
of the system response which may be used as an aid to specify-
ing filtering requirements. When a failure or failures de-
velops in the system, the number of degrees of freedom of the
system will be increased so that the frequency of the failure
mode is expected to decrease. Therefore, to detect ball bearing
defect at an early stage, it is advantageous to apply the ran-
domdec check in a high enough frequency such that corrective
action can be taken and complete failure avoided.

J
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DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESS

Failures of ball bearings within the high pressure oxy-
gen turbopump were experienced during tests of the SSME.
Spallings, damage cuts, pittings, and discoloration appear on
both inner and outer races, rolling elements and cages. The mr,st
serious failure seems to occur at bearings closest to the turbine
of HPOTP. Data collected were usually low pass filtered at 10k
Hz or under, therefore, possibility of adopting various IFD
techniques in the higher frequency uange (30kHz and higher) of
the SSMD bearings is precluded.

To evaluate the two data enhancement techniques, signals
were first processed by a adaptive noise-cancelling filter (DAC
i02_) before feed into the HPS_51C Fourier analyzer system to
obtain the final results. Programs used in this final data
reduction process are listed in the appendix. To implement the
"trigger and averaging" of TDA, the signal from a nearby accele-
rometer was conditioned and is used as the trigger source, while
a frequency multiplier is used to do the "frequency order norma-
lization" as shown in Figure i.

In order to analyze the obtained results, ball pass frequen-
cies over defect, for the given bearing configuration at 100%
SSME power level, were computed according to the following equa-
tions:

(9)z d
fo : _ R (i + 5 coss)

fi = _ R (i - _ coss)

D
cos _)fs = _ R (i - (u)2 2

(7)
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DATA ANALYSIS [

Three data reduction techniques were used in analyzing

data obtained from known good bearings that were damaged in I
various degrees. They are: spectrum analysis (with adap- ;'.
tive filter), TDA, and randomdec. The general procedure in
identifying bearing defects is to establish signatures of

zuod bearings in either Time or frequency domain as a refer- 'i
ence of comparison. When Dearing si_,natures start to deviate t
from the reference signature, it usually indicates that the i
:allure mechanism of the bearing is in its developing stage.

The extent of the bearing damages is suggested by the degree
of deviation of bearing signatures from the reference signa-
ture.

y

Figure 4 shows a power spectral density (PSD) of a ty- '_
pical good bearing. The fundamental frequency and its higher

harmonics are distinctly shown. It can be used as the refer-

ence signal for comparison. Figures 5 and 6 are PSD's for

damaged bearings. Two observations can be made in comparing

these Two figures with that of Figure 4. The first is the

disappearance of higher harmonics (4th harmonic and up) and
the growth of the first two fundamentel modes. These changes

may be explained by The following scenario. Aq bearing de-

fects start ro grow, _he failure modes gradually decrease

because of the a'Iditional degrees of freedom due to the added
constraints by the bearing defects. The higher harmonics,

therefore, will vanish with the formation of the defects.

[vemgy associated with these higher harmonics will shift to

the lower modes and, therefore, cause their growth. The

second observation is the mushrooming of narrow band peaks

in the range of bearing defect frequencies (5.5N to 8N aFprox-

[r:_ately where N is the shaft speed of HPOTF). This is pro-
bably caused by the couplings of bearing defect and other
periodic events or components during the operation of the
,';:;HE.

Figures 7 and 8 are the PSD's obtained by time domain

averaging with a frequency sweep in the interested interval

(['500 Hz to 4000 Hz). The increment (,f narrow band peaks ih

[h,' ball pass frequencies over inner and outer ra,_es (approxi-

m,i[ely 3500 Hz, 2500 Hz) and ba'_._. spin frequency (3100 }iz) is

_bvious. Figure 9 simulates the applicatiol, of rdndomdec ih

bearing delects detection. The decrease of failure ,,ode as

bearings start to fail is apparent. Rc c_n for this phenome-

na is the sai,,eas explained previou;ly.
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CONCLUSIONS

Three data reduction and enhancement techniques for de-

tecting bearing failures have been described in this ,eport.

Advantages and disadvantages of adopting each method as part

of an on-line IFD _ystem are discussed as follows.
k

_ i. Spectrum _nalysis with an Adaptiv_ Jilter:

a. It is e,_siest of th_ three to implement.

b. It is incapable to predict the initial stage of
bearing failures.

2. TDA:

a. It is hardest of tl,e three to implement.

b. It is imperative to know the periou or the extract-

ed signal.

c. It does give source(s) of bearing defects.

3. Randomdec:

a. It is the most sel,sitive of the three in predic-

ting the initial stage of bearing defects.

b. Sources of system defects can not be pin-pointed.

One alternative method in ball bearing defects detection is

to utilize the bearing high frequencies, especially for large

machines such as SSME. Natural frequencies of ball bearings are

usually far beyond that of the noice, therefore, less noice in-
terference to the be,_ring signal.
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